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Introduction
The conduct of military operations by several States and international
organizations in the framework of collective security has become a
routine feature of international affairs. Every year, new operations are
deployed to attempt to respond to new crises.1 In the conduct of these
operations, breaches of international law frequently occur. On numerous
occasions, armed forces sent to maintain or enforce peace in conflict
zones have committed violations of international humanitarian law,
international human rights, and other areas of international law.
Examples include sexual abuses by UN peacekeepers in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo,2 modalities and conditions of detentions by the
coalition powers in Iraq,3 and civilian casualties during NATO air strikes
in Afghanistan or Bosnia.4 At the same time, there has been a persistent
lack of responsibility on the part of the participating States and
international organizations.
The topic of the international responsibility of States in relation to
military operations is far from new. It is through many decades of
practice that States developed the conditions under which a State is liable
to compensate for damages that occurred during wars. At the time when

1 Center on International Cooperation, Annual Review of Global Peace Operations (Lynne
Rienner, 2012); Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), ‘Multilateral
Peace Operations Database’ <www.sipri.org/databases/pko>; UN, ‘Peacekeeping Fact
Sheet’ <www.un.org/en/peacekeeping/resources/statistics/factsheet.shtml>.
2 EF Defeis, ‘UN Peacekeepers and Sexual Abuse and Exploitation Mukeshimana: An
End to Impunity’ (2008) 7(2) Washington University Global Studies Law Review 185.
3 J Long, ‘What Remedy for Abused Iraqi Detainees’ (2006) 187 Military Law Review 43.
4 T Stein, ‘The Attribution of Possible Internationally Wrongful Acts: Responsibility of
NATO or of its Member States?’ in C Tomuschat (ed), Kosovo and the International
Community: A Legal Assessment (Kluwer Law International, 2002).
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the laws of war were being developed, the first issue addressed in the
scholarship related to the extent to which primary rules regulated the
conduct of war rather than to matters of responsibility.5 In terms of
secondary rules, scholarship focused on determining for which acts of
armed forces a State can be responsible,6 but very few scholars addressed
questions of responsibility specifically raised by multinational operations.
In the mid-twentieth century, the involvement of the United Nations in
military operations brought a reconfiguration of the debate. Not only did
it have to be demonstrated that international organizations could bear
international responsibility,7 but the question of who was to be held
responsible amongst a multiplicity of participating States and
international organizations also became of importance.8 A large body of
practice and scholarship emerged from peacekeeping operations, while
the codification enterprise undertaken by the ILC from 1954 to 2011
resulted in two sets of draft Articles 9 framing the debates on
5 AV Freeman, Responsibility of States for Unlawful Acts of Their Armed Forces (Collected
Courses / Recueil des Cours, vol 88, Hague Academy of International Law, 1955), at 283;
GD Solis, The Law of Armed Conflict: International Humanitarian Law in War (Cambridge
University Press, 2010), at 7–10.
6 It was early admitted that the conduct of low-ranking soldiers and of soldiers acting
beyond authority (ultra vires) could be attributed to the State, while off-duty conduct did
not engage the State (A Ehrenzweig, ‘Soldiers’ Liability for Wrongs Committed on Duty’
(1944) 30 Cornell Law Quarterly 179, at 186; AV Freeman, Responsibility of States for
Unlawful Acts of Their Armed Forces (1955), op cit, at 284.)
7 C Eagleton, International Organization and the Law of Responsibility (Collected Courses /
Recueil des Cours, vol 76, Hague Academy of International Law, 1950), at 385.
8 B Amrallah, ‘The International Responsibility of the United Nations for Activities
Carried Out by UN Peacekeeping Forces’ (1976) 32 Revue Egyptienne de Droit
International 57, at 64; RR Baxter, ‘Constitutional Forms and Some Legal Problems of
International Military Command’ (1952) 29 British Yearbook of International Law 325,
at 355; F Seyersted, ‘United Nations Forces – Some Legal Problems’ (1961) 37 British
Yearbook of International Law 351, at 404; P de Visscher, ‘Observations sur le
Fondement et la Mise en Œuvre du Principe de la Responsabilité de l’Organisation des
Nations Unies’ (1963) XXIII(3) Annales de Droit et de Sciences Politiques (Annales de
Droit de Louvain) 133, at 136.
9 ILC, ‘Draft Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts’
(2001) General Assembly Resolution 56/83 of 12 December 2001, Annex, UN Doc
A/RES/56/83; Report of the ILC on the Work of its fifty-third Session (2001) UN
GAOR 56th Session Suppl no 10 (A/56/10), Yearbook of the International Law
Commission 2001, volume II (Part Two), chap IV, para 76, at 26–30 (‘ARS’); ILC, ‘Draft
Articles on the Responsibility of International Organizations’ (2011) General Assembly
Resolution 66/100 of 9 December 2011, Annex, UN Doc A/RES/66/100; Report of the
ILC on the work of its sixty-third session (2011), UN GAOR 66th Session Suppl no 10
(A/66/10 and Add.1), chap V, para 87, at 54–68 (‘ARIO’).
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responsibility. In the last decades, some aspects of the topic of
responsibility in collaborative military operations have been extensively
researched, yet many aspects remain unaddressed.
One of the main issues with regards to responsibility in military
operations concerns the allocation of international responsibility. When
international forces commit wrongful acts, it can be difficult to determine
which participant10 should be held responsible, on which ground, and to
which extent. If one of the participants is tentatively brought to court, it
will often attempt to shift the blame by arguing that another entity
involved was responsible for the alleged conduct. This issue of the
allocation of international responsibility amongst the different
participants is central to this thesis.
The particularity of international military cooperation is that, as no
international army exists, every operation is undertaken by the national
armed forces of a plurality of States. In order for national contingents to
operate together, control over the soldiers is distributed amongst
participating States and international organizations. As a result, during
the conduct of collaborative military operations, control over the soldiers
is always shared amongst different entities such as the contributing State
and the lead organization.11 In this perspective, to address the question
of allocation, the relation between control, responsibility, and military
notions in the context of collaborative operations needs to be
understood. If ‘control breeds responsibility’,12 it could be argued that
shared control breeds shared responsibility.
The main research question of this thesis concerns the role of control for
allocating responsibility between States and international organizations
involved in collaborative military operations. More specifically, the study
aims at uncovering the relationship between legal understandings of
control which serve as grounds for responsibility and military notions of
command and control pursuant to which authority over international
forces is distributed and exercised.
The argument developed in the thesis revolves around the idea that the
sharing of military control is determinative for allocation of
10 The terms ‘participant’, ‘entity’ and ‘subject’ are used interchangeably throughout the
thesis to designate the States and/or international organizations involved in a
collaborative military operation.
11 See infra, Chap 1 §1.
12 CC Hyde, International Law, Chiefly as Interpreted and Applied by the United States (vol 2,
2nd edn, Little Brown and Company, 1947), at 922.
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responsibility at three levels. First, it contends that the conduct of
international forces should be attributed to the State or/and
international organization vested with a form of military control that
was causally linked to the occurrence of a harmful act by a soldier. In this
argument, the element of command and control which is causally linked
to a subsequent wrong qualifies as effective control, and constitutes the
fundamental ground on which the conduct of forces is attributed.
Further, the study argues that the command and control relationships
between entities involved in an operation can serve as grounds to assess
derived responsibility, that is, responsibility of a participant in
connection with the conduct of another. The command structures
according to which authority over an operation is distributed reveal the
forms of indirect control that a participant can exercise over another,
which in turn is essential to allocate derived responsibility. Finally, at the
stage of reparation, forms and degrees of control can translate in forms
and degrees of liability.
The first Section of this Introduction explains what is the topic of the
study and why it was chosen. The second Section develops the research
question addressed in the thesis, and puts forth how it will be answered
in terms of method. Finally, the third Section describes the structure of
the study and presents an overview of the arguments developed.

1. Scope and relevance of the research

This Section delimits the scope of the research conducted in this thesis,
both in terms of inclusions and exclusions (§1.1), and justifies the
relevance of the study (§1.2).

1.1. Scope of the research
The topic of this thesis is the role of control in allocating international
responsibility in collaborative military operations. The following section first
defines each of these terms, thereby delimiting what is included in the
research (§1.1.1), before delineating what is excluded from the topic
(§1.1.2).
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1.1.1. Topic
a) International responsibility
The term ‘responsibility’ has a variety of meanings both in legal and
ordinary language.13 In essence, and as used in this thesis, responsibility
refers to the idea that one is answerable for its conduct. In international
law, responsibility designates rules prescribing the conditions and
modalities according to which States and international organizations can
be held responsible when they breach their international obligations.
More specifically, the term is usually used in reference to the
international responsibility of States and international organizations, as
addressed in the ILC Articles on the responsibility of States and of
international organizations for internationally wrongful acts.14 In this
sense, the term ‘international responsibility’ covers both the origin and
the content of responsibility.

b) Collaborative military operations
Further, the thesis addresses international responsibility for harmful
conduct occurring during the conduct of collaborative military
operations. A military operation can be defined as any activity of land,
air, or naval military forces aimed at accomplishing specified objectives.15

13 Hart referred to the following ‘simple story of a drunken sea captain’ to explain the
different meanings of the term: ‘As captain of the ship, X was responsible for the safety of
his passengers and crew. But on his last voyage he got drunk every night and was
responsible for the loss of the ship with all aboard. It was rumoured that he was insane,
but the doctors considered that he was responsible for his actions. Throughout the
voyage he behaved quite irresponsibly and various incidents in his career showed that he
was not a responsible person. He always maintained that the exceptional winter storms
were responsible for the loss of the ship, but in the legal proceedings brought against him
he was found criminally responsible for his negligent conduct, and in separate civil
proceedings he was held legally responsible for the loss of life and property. He is still
alive and he is morally responsible for the deaths of many women and children’ (HLA
Hart, Punishment and Responsibility: Essays in the Philosophy of Law (2nd edn, Oxford
University Press, 2008), at 211.)
14 ARS, op cit; ARIO, op cit.
15 US Department of Defense, ‘Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (as
Amended)’ (15 March 2012) Joint Publication 1-02, at 240: ‘A military action or the
carrying out of a strategic, operational, tactical, service, training, or administrative
military mission’; P Ducheine, ‘Glossary of Terms’ in TD Gill and D Fleck (eds), The
Handbook of the International Law of Military Operations (Oxford University Press, 2010),
629–643, at 637; NATO Standardization Agency, ‘Glossary of Terms and Definitions’
(2013) AAP-06, at 2-O-2: ‘A military action or the carrying out of a strategic, tactical,
service, training, or administrative military mission; the process of carrying on combat,
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The present study focuses on collaborative military operations, defined
as operations involving the use of military force undertaken by the
armed forces of more than one State, possibly, but not necessarily,
together with an international organization.16
The term ‘collaborative’ is preferred over the commonly used term
‘multinational operations’, which terminologically refers to States but
not expressly to international organizations.17 This collaborative element
is very significant to the study, because the various modalities of military
cooperation will at the same time inform and complicate the questions of
responsibility for the acts of armed forces. Together with the notion of
‘allocation’, the term ‘collaborative’ insists that the thesis focuses on
issues linked to the involvement of several entities. Besides, it implies the
idea of cooperation between the several participating entities.
In terms of scope of the research, the term is wide enough to include
various forms of military cooperation, while narrowing the study to
responsibility for military activities, thus excluding purely civilian
operations. It focuses on the military nature and collaborative character
of the operation rather than its purpose, and addresses operations
irrespective of whether they are considered lawful under jus ad bellum.18
The reason this thesis addresses military cooperation is because of the
particular character of international forces, which are, during an
including movement, supply, attack, defence and manoeuvres needed to gain the
objectives of any battle or campaign’.
16 Australia Department of Defence, ‘Australian Defence Doctrine Publication:
Multinational Operations’ (2011) ADDP 00.3, at 1–2: ‘Collective military operations [...]
involve military actions conducted by forces of two or more nations, undertaken within
the structure of a coalition, alliance or under the supervision of an international
organisation such as the United Nations (UN)’; Canada Department of National Defense,
‘Canadian Forces Joint Publication 3.0 - Operations’ (2011) B-GJ-005-300/FP-001, at
GL-2: ‘Combined operation: An operation conducted by forces of two or more nations
acting together’; P Ducheine, ‘Glossary of Terms’ (2010), op cit, at 638; US,
‘Multinational Operations’ (16 July 2013) Joint Publication 3-16, at ix: ‘Multinational
operations are operations conducted by forces of two or more nations, usually undertaken
within the structure of a coalition or alliance. Other possible arrangements include
supervision by an intergovernmental organization (IGO) such as the United Nations
(UN), the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), or the Organization for Security
and Cooperation in Europe’.
17 US, ‘Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (as Amended)’, op cit, at 218–219:
defines multinational as ‘[b]etween two or more forces or agencies of two or more
nations or coalition partners’, and a multinational force as ‘[a] force composed of military
elements of nations who have formed an alliance or coalition for some specific purpose’.
18 See infra, Intro §1.1.2.
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operation, partially placed under the control of an entity other than their
national State, while the national State simultaneously retains elements
of control, so that authority over them is shared. Besides, military organs
are intrinsically different from other organs, in that they are uniquely
structured and under the allegiance of their State.19 In collaborative
military operations, participating States transfer some elements of
authority over their troops (typically, operational control) while always
retaining organic command, so that military organs can never be ‘fully
seconded’.20 The fact that different forms of control over the troops are
distributed amongst several entities, and that during the time of the
delegation the State retains some control, has consequences in terms of
responsibility. The modalities under which control is shared in
collaborative military operations will be presented in details in the first
Chapter of this thesis,21 and the implications for responsibility will be
analysed in the following Chapters.22

c) Allocation of responsibility
The approach underlying the use of the term ‘allocation’ is that the
central question of responsibility in collaborative military operations is
which participating States and international organizations bear
responsibility in case of harmful conduct, rather than whether they bear
responsibility at all. The occurrence in military operations undertaken by
several States and/or international organizations of conduct in violation
of international obligations is taken as an assumption, based on harmful
conduct that has been observed on the ground. Faced with a multiplicity
of participants involved in military operations and shifting responsibility
to each other, the issue standing out is the allocation amongst them of
responsibility for the harmful conduct of their forces.

19 UK, House of Lords, Attorney General v Nissan (11 February 1969), [1970] A.C. 179;
[1969] 2 W.L.R. 926; [1969] 1 All E.R. 629; (1969) 113 S.J. 207, at 223; Arbitral
Tribunal, Estate of Jean-Baptiste Caire (France) v United Mexican States (7 June 1929),
Reports of International Arbitral Awards, vol V, 516-534 (‘Caire’), at 529: ‘Les caractères
spéciaux qui distinguent les militaires des fonctionnaires civils ne peuvent pas ne pas
influer sur les conditions et l’étendue de la responsabilité que leurs actes engagent’.
20 ILC, ‘Draft Articles on the Responsibility of International Organizations, with
Commentaries’ (2011) Report of the ILC on the work of its sixty-third session (2011),
UN GAOR 66th Session Suppl no 10 (A/66/10 and Add.1), chap V, para 88, at 69–172
(‘ARIO com’), commentary to Article 7, para 1.
21 See infra, Chap 1 §1.
22 Ibid, Chap 2 §2, Chap 3 §2, Chap 4 §2.
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The notion of allocation is broadly understood as covering both the
questions of locating the responsible entities (origin of responsibility),
and, if necessary, apportioning the secondary obligations amongst them
(content of responsibility). At the stage of locating responsibility,
allocation is an either/or question, enquiring which participant is
responsible and which is not in relation to a given harmful act. At the
stage of apportionment, allocation is a question of degrees, addressing the
extent to which a participant bears responsibility. The use of the term
allocation presumes that answers to the two questions of locating and
apportioning responsibility are intrinsically related are grounded in the
same concepts, such as the form and degree of control. The question of
the implementation of responsibility is not analysed in this study as it
raises different issues and rests on distinct arguments.23

d) Control
The allocation of international responsibility in collaborative military
operations is analysed under a particular angle, namely through the
concept of control, and more specifically its causal dimension. Overall,
the thesis argues that responsibility arises when an entity controlled and
thereby caused a particular conduct, in the sense that it exercised
influence over the occurrence of the conduct, or failed to do so. By
analysing responsibility in military operations through the lens of causal
control, the thesis aims at contributing to the understanding of the
fundamental connections between responsibility, control, and causation.

– The concept of control
Control is defined as ‘the power to influence or direct people’s behaviour
or the course of events’,24 or the act of exercising influence upon the
conduct of others.25 The notion of control is linked to the notions of
power (‘the capacity or ability to direct or influence the behaviour of

23 JK Kleffner, ‘Improving Compliance with International Humanitarian Law Through
the Establishment of an Individual Complaints Procedure’ (2002) 15(1995) Leiden
Journal of International Law 237; J Long, ‘What Remedy for Abused Iraqi Detainees’
(2006), op cit; CE Sweetser, ‘Providing Effective Remedies to Victims of Abuse by
Peacekeeping Personnel’ (2008) 83(2006) New York University Law Review 1643; L
Zegveld, ‘Remedies for Victims of Violations of International Humanitarian Law’ (2003)
85 International Review of the Red Cross 497.
24 Oxford Dictionary of English.
25 Cambridge Dictionary: ‘the act of controlling something or someone, or the power to
do this’; Oxford English Dictionary: ‘To exercise restraint or direction upon the free
action of; to hold sway over, exercise power or authority over; to dominate, command.’
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others or the course of events’26), authority (‘the power or right to give
orders, make decisions, and enforce obedience’27), and influence (‘the
capacity to have an effect on the […] behaviour of someone or
something’28).
As defined in this thesis, control designates the influence exercised over
the occurrence of a harmful conduct. Control is thus analysed ex post
rather than in terms of ability to exercise control. Control is used in the
study as a term covering the act of exercising influence either pursuant
to a formal right or pursuant to a factual capacity. In this perspective, the
notions of power and authority are used to refer o the origin of control.
As defined in this thesis, control exercised pursuant to a formal right is
referred to as ‘authority’ (or ‘formal control’), while control exercised
pursuant to a factual capacity is referred to as ‘power’ (or ‘factual
control’).

– Military control
In the military context, control is a fundamental notion. The premise of
armed forces is that they are a disciplined and obedient body operating
on the basis of clearly defined relationships of control.29 Control in the
military sense is exercised at different levels following a formal chain-ofcommand. Specifically, in collaborative operations, military authority
over the conduct of soldiers is shared amongst a multiplicity of States
and/or international organizations.30 The question of the relationship
between the formal distribution of military control between participants,
the actual exercise of power, and the allocation of responsibility for the
conduct of international forces is fundamental to this study.

26 Oxford Dictionary of English. A Nollkaemper, ‘Power and Responsibility’ (2014),
SHARES Research Paper 42 (2014), ACIL 2014-22, forthcoming in A Di Stefano (ed), Un
Diritto Senza Terra? Funzioni E Limiti de Principio Di Territorialità Nel Diritto
Internazionale E Dell’Unione Europea / A Lackland Law? Territory, Effectiveness and
Jurisdiction in International and European Law (Giappichelli, 2014), at 1.
27 Oxford Dictionary of English.
28 Oxford Dictionary of English.
29 H McCoubrey and ND White, ‘Military Discipline and Judicial Proceedings’ in The
Blue Helmets: Legal Regulation of United Nations Military Operations (Dartmouth, 1996),
177; P Rowe, ‘Military Misconduct During International Armed Operations: ‘Bad Apples’
or Systemic Failure?’ (2008) 13(2) Journal of Conflict and Security Law 165, at 166.
30 See infra, Chap 1 §1; See supra, Intro §1.1.1.b).
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– Legal control
In legal terms, control is a criterion used to address issues of
responsibility. The relationship between control and responsibility under
international law has been analysed by a number of authors who showed
that the two notions are intrinsically linked. 31 In essence, the
responsibility of States under international law originates from the
control they exercise over a person or territory.32 The possibility of
holding international organizations responsible has been acknowledged
on the same ground.33 Specifically in the context of military operations,
responsibility has often been assessed on the ground of control-based
criteria.34 Control and responsibility are related in different respects.35 It
is often on the basis of the control that States and international
organizations exercise over the conduct of individuals that this conduct
is attributed. 36 Besides, the control that States and international
organizations exercise over each other constitutes the ground on which
responsibility in connection with the conduct of another can be
assessed.37
In view of the particular feature of military control being shared
amongst participants in collaborative military operations, this study aims
31 B Amrallah, ‘The International Responsibility of the United Nations for Activities
Carried Out by UN Peacekeeping Forces’ (1976), op cit, at 66; C Eagleton, The
Responsibility of States in International Law (The New York University Press, 1928), at
206; C Eagleton, International Organization and the Law of Responsibility (1950), op cit, at
385; CC Hyde, International Law, Chiefly as Interpreted and Applied by the United States
(1947), op cit, at 922; A Nollkaemper, ‘Power and Responsibility’ (2014), op cit.
32 C Eagleton, ‘The Responsibility of the United Nations: Responsibility Derives From
Control’ in International Organization and the Law of Responsibility (Collected Courses /
Recueil des Cours, vol 76, Hague Academy of International Law, 1950), at 386: ‘The
responsibility of a state in international law rests largely upon a territorial basis, but
behind this territorial basis lies the broader concept of control’; CC Hyde, International
Law, Chiefly as Interpreted and Applied by the United States (1947), op cit, at 922: ‘A State
must be deemed to be internationally responsible for the consequences of internationally
illegal conduct within any area over which it in fact asserts control in time of war or
peace’; A Nollkaemper, ‘Power and Responsibility’ (2014), op cit, at 9.
33 B Amrallah, ‘The International Responsibility of the United Nations for Activities
Carried Out by UN Peacekeeping Forces’ (1976), op cit, at 66; C Eagleton, ‘The
Responsibility of the United Nations: Responsibility Derives From Control’ (1950), op cit,
at 386.
34 See infra, Chap 2 §1.
35 A Nollkaemper, ‘Power and Responsibility’ (2014), op cit, at 8.
36 See infra, Chap 2 §2.1.2.
37 Ibid, Chap 3 §2.1.2; A Nollkaemper, ‘Power and Responsibility’ (2014), op cit, at 16.
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at assessing the significance of control as a legal criterion to allocate
responsibility in the context of military operations.

– Causal control
In this thesis, control is framed in causal terms, whereby the link
between control exercised by States and organizations and the
occurrence of harmful conduct is characterized as a causal link. In that
sense, saying that an entity controlled a conduct is equivalent to saying
that the entity caused the conduct to occur. Indeed, by influencing or
directing a conduct, States and international organizations can be seen as
giving rise to the conduct.
The analysis of control in causal terms relies on the control exercised ex
post, rather than the capacity to control ex ante.38 It is the actual exercise
of power or authority, or the failure to exercise it, that is seen as causally
linked to the occurrence of a harmful act. In this perspective, control can
be assessed in negative terms, whereby responsibility can originate from
a failure to make use of an element of power or authority. Indeed, the
failure of a participant to control a conduct can be seen as causing this
conduct.39
It is useful to briefly define at this stage notions of causation that will be
referred to in the study. In a general sense, causation designates the
relationship of cause and effect between events.40 To determine what can
be seen as a cause of a particular event, causal tests have been devised.
Tests of factual causation are used to objectively identify every event
that was, in fact, causally connected to the event.41 Traditionally, the
‘but-for’ test is used to identify factual causes. Under this test, an event is
a factual cause of another when, but for the former, the latter would not
have occurred. It thereby identifies which events are necessary
conditions of the occurrence of the harm.42 In situations where there is a
plurality of causes, more refined tests has been developed to allow

38 T Honoré, ‘Causation in the Law’ in EN Zalta (ed), Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
(2010), Section 1: ‘the focus is on selecting from the whole complex the particular
condition or conditions that best explain a given outcome’.
39 See infra, Chap 2 §2.2.1.c) and Chap 3 §2.1.2.a)
40 Oxford Dictionary of English.
41 T Honoré, ‘Causation in the Law’ (2010), op cit, Section 3.1.
42 Ibid, Section 3.1: ‘the action must in the circumstances be necessary to the outcome (a
but-for condition)’. Accordingly, ‘factual cause’ and ‘necessary cause’ are used
interchangeably in this thesis.
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identifying factual causes. Notably, under the NESS test, a condition that
is a necessary element of a sufficient set qualifies as factual cause.43
Further, tests of legal causation have been developed to subjectively
delimit which factual causes should be taken into account for the purpose
of a legal enquiry. Tests of legal causation determine the circumstances
in which a causal link is sufficient to warrant legal consequences, thereby
delimiting the scope of responsibility. Terms such as proximate,
adequate, direct, or efficient are used to evoke the idea that a factual
cause must be more or less closely related to an event in order to qualify
as a legal cause to which law attaches consequences.44 Tests of legal
causation vary depending on the applicable law, but usually revolve
around the idea of proximity and foreseeability. As used in this study, a
proximate cause is defined as an event that was a direct and foreseeable
cause of the occurrence of a harmful conduct.45
That being said, the notion of causation is complex. The difficulties
associated with causal analyses in law have been outlined by a number of
authors, pointing out the inescapable difficulties associated with defining
causation and assessing causal links.46 While being aware that the causal
analysis can present some limits, this study considers that the notion of
causation allows to conceptualize responsibility based on control. The
study does not have the ambition to engage in a fundamental discussion
on how to define and assess causation, but relies on the notion as defined
above as a tool to analyse responsibility in military operations.

1.1.2. Limits and exclusions
By focusing on the allocation of international responsibility between
States and international organizations, the thesis addresses one specific
43 Ibid, Section 3.1; RW Wright, ‘Causation in Tort Law’ (1985) 73(6) California Law
Review 1735, at 1788.
44 T Honoré, ‘Causation in the Law’ (2010), op cit, Section 3.2.
45 See infra, Chap 2 §2.2.1.a).
46 HLA Hart and T Honoré, Causation in the Law (Clarendon Press, Oxford University
Press, 1985); C Quézel-Ambrunaz, ‘Définition de la Causalité en Droit Français ’ (2010),
presented at: Séminaire du Groupe de Recherche Européen sur la Responsabilité Civile et
L'assurance (GRERCA), ‘La Causalité dans le Droit de la Responsabilité Civile
Européenne’ (26-27 March 2010, Geneva), at 1–2: ‘La causalité serait « le problème le
plus complexe de la responsabilité civile », un « redoubtable mystère », une notion
« d’une extrême difficulté », « toujours irritante », un problème « insoluble » ; « l’un des
champs de discussion les plus difficiles et aussi les plus confus de la doctrine », et « l’une
des questions les plus insaisissables de notre droit » ; sa théorisation serait une
« recherche absolument vaine ».’ (footnotes omitted).
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part of the search for accountability that has plagued collaborative
military operations.47 The study concerns the international responsibility
of States and international organizations, and therefore does not address
the responsibility of individuals or other actors such as private security
companies, NGOs, or rebel groups. Notably, the question of the criminal
responsibility of soldiers is not discussed. The responsibility of States
and individuals for wrongful conduct is independently determined and
can possibly be concurrent.48 Although the responsibility, or lack thereof,
of individual perpetrators is often the point of focus of victims of harmful
conduct, international responsibility serves a different function. 49
47 E Abraham, ‘The Sins of the Savior: Holding the United Nations Accountable to
International Human Rights Standards for Executive Order Detentions in its Mission in
Kosovo’ (2003) 52 American University Law Review 1291; J Cerone, ‘Minding the Gap:
Outlining KFOR Accountability in Post-Conflict Kosovo’ (2001) 12(3) European Journal
of International Law 469; T Dannenbaum, ‘Translating the Standard of Effective Control
Into a System of Effective Accountability: How Liability Should Be Apportioned for
Violations of Human Rights by Member State Troop Contingents Serving as United
Nations Peacekeepers’ (2010) 51(1) Harvard International Law Journal 113; EF Defeis,
‘UN Peacekeepers and Sexual Abuse and Exploitation: An End to Impunity’ (2008), op cit;
M Halling and B Bookey, ‘Peacekeeping in Name Alone: Accountability for the United
Nations in Haiti’ (2008) 31(1) Hastings International and Comparative Law Review 461;
M Odello, ‘Tackling Criminal Acts in Peacekeeping Operations: The Accountability of
Peacekeepers’ (2010) 15(2) Journal of Conflict and Security Law 347; J Peck, ‘The UN
and the Laws of War: How Can the World's Peacekeepers Be Held Accountable?’ (1995)
21 Syracuse Journal of International Law and Commerce 283; F Rawski, ‘To Waive or
Not to Waive: Immunity and Accountability in U.N. Peacekeeping Operations’ (2002) 18
Connecticut Journal of International Law 103; A Sari and RA Wessel, ‘International
Responsibility for EU Military Operations: Finding the EU’s Place in the Global
Accountability Regime’ in B Vooren et al (eds), The EU's Role in Global Governance: The
Legal Dimension (Oxford University Press, 2013); P Shiner, ‘The Iraq War, International
Law and the Search for Legal Accountability’ in P Shiner and A Williams (eds), The Iraq
War and International Law (Hart, 2008), 17–154; S Starmer, ‘Responsibility for Troops
Abroad: UN-Mandated Forces and Issues of Human Rights Accountability’ in P Shiner
and A Williams (eds), The Iraq War and International Law (Hart, 2008), 264–283; M
Zwanenburg, Accountability of Peace Support Operations (Martinus Nijhoff, 2005).
48 ICJ, Case Concerning Application of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the
Crime of Genocide (Bosnia and Herzegovina v Serbia and Montenegro), Judgment (26
February 2007), ICJ Reports 2007, 43, para 173; A Nollkaemper, ‘Concurrence Between
Individual Responsibility and State Responsibility in International Law’ (2003) 52
International and Comparative Law Quarterly 615; JS Pictet (ed), Commentary on the
Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, Volume III (International Committee of the Red
Cross, 1960), at 129.
49 G Simm, ‘International Law as a Regulatory Framework for Sexual Crimes Committed
by Peacekeepers’ (2011) 16(3) Journal of Conflict and Security Law 473, at 476. While
the topic of this research is limited to the international responsibility of States and
international organizations, questions of individual responsibility will be incidentally
analysed, as far as they are relevant within the research.
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Further, the thesis concentrates on the responsibility of States and
international organizations engaged in an operation, and not on the
possible responsibility of the host State or third States. Besides,
responsibility is analysed at the international level, for breaches of
international obligations, and not in terms of domestic civil
responsibility for damages.
This thesis does not enquire into the legality under jus ad bellum or the
legitimacy of military interventions and does not distinguish operations
on that ground. It focuses on the issue of allocating responsibility in the
event that acts violating jus in bello or other bodies of law are committed
during the operation. Indeed, jus ad bellum and jus in bello operate
independently, so that the question of the legality of an operation under
jus ad bellum does not affect issues of responsibility for harmful conduct
occurring during a military operation.50
Finally, the study does not extensively enquire into whether the conduct
of international forces in the field constitutes a breach of an applicable
primary rule and rather concentrates on secondary rules. It takes as an
assumption that conduct violating applicable obligations is committed,
and enquires into the allocation of responsibility for such conduct. In
other words, the focus of this thesis is not whether a subject is
responsible, but rather which subject is. Nonetheless, as the interface
between primary and secondary rules cannot be ignored, 51 primary
norms are analysed in the thesis in so far as they affect the determination
of responsibility.

1.2. Relevance of the study
The study constitutes a contribution to existing research on the topic in
two respects. First, by covering both operations led by an international
organization and coalitions operations, the thesis offers a comprehensive
analysis of scenarios often examined separately (§1.2.1). Further, by
focusing on control both in military and legal terms, the thesis aims at

50 Y Dinstein, War, Aggression and Self-Defence (5th edn, Cambridge University Press,
2011), at 111; T Ferraro, ‘The Applicability and Application of International
Humanitarian Law to Multinational Forces’ (2013) 95 International Review of the Red
Cross 561, at 568; J Moussa, ‘Can Jus Ad Bellum Override Jus in Bello? Reaffirming the
Separation of the Two Bodies of Law’ (2008) 90(872) International Review of the Red
Cross 963.
51 A Nollkaemper and D Jacobs, ‘Shared Responsibility in International Law: A
Conceptual Framework’ (2013) 34(2) Michigan Journal of International Law 359, at 408.
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contributing to the understanding of complex legal notions in complex
factual scenarios (§1.2.2).

1.2.1. Comprehensive analysis of both IO-led operations and
coalitions
By defining the scope of research as covering both operations led by an
international organization and coalitions of States, the thesis constitutes
a contribution to existing research on responsibility in military
operations, which rarely analyses together different forms of
cooperation. 52 Existing research often addresses only one type of
operation,53 yet a comprehensive analysis is justified because the two
types of operations have comparable characteristics and raise similar
issues.
As mentioned above,54 in all operations involving armed forces of several
states, military command over troops is shared amongst a multiplicity of
actors.55 The fact that in practice an operation can start as a coalition and
later be put under lead of an international organization shows that
comparable scenarios and issues appear in each form of collaborative
operations. The thesis does not claim to cover every possible scenario of
military operations, but addresses existing practice of collaborative
military operations both with and without international organizations.

1.2.2. Translating military control in legal control
The present study aims at taking full account of military notions and
realities, and translating them to legal concepts. In the military context,
the notion of control over troops has a specific meaning and comports
several elements, such as ‘operational’ or ‘strategic’ control. To reach a
determination of responsibility, the significance of the different ways of
exercising control over military acts needs to be understood, so as to
translate the meaning of control in the military context into legal
notions of control.

52 A notable exception is: TD Gill and D Fleck (eds), The Handbook of the International
Law of Military Operations (Oxford University Press, 2010), which addresses both forms
of operations
53 eg. P Shiner and A Williams (eds), The Iraq War and International Law (Hart, 2008);
RCR Siekmann, National Contingents in United Nations Peace-Keeping Forces (Martinus
Nijhoff, 1991); M Zwanenburg, Accountability of Peace Support Operations (2005), op cit.
54 See supra, Intro §1.1.1.b).
55 See infra, Chap 1 §1.
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In this respect, the thesis carries an analysis that goes beyond existing
practice and scholarship, by taking full account of the relevance of all
forms of military control for the purpose of determining responsibility.
Existing legal research occasionally simplifies the factual realities of
military operations and underestimates the importance of the variety of
forms of military control. For instance, it is often considered that
operational control is determinative for attribution of conduct as long as
it is effectively exercised.56 This thesis rather takes the position that,
depending on the wrongful conduct considered, effective control can be
established on the basis of other forms of military authority. It will
notably be shown that the elements of authority retained by participating
States can provide them with actual control over certain types of
conduct, for instance if it is shown that an incident was the result of poor
training from the sending State.57
Although grounded in a particular context, the thesis intends to more
generally contribute to academic research on questions on international
responsibility and in particular on the meaning and significance of
control.

2. Research question and methods
2.1. Research question
As expressed in the title, the main research question of this thesis is as
follows: what is the role of the notion of control in allocating
international responsibility in collaborative military operations? In a
context where elements of military control over forces are shared
amongst several States and organizations, the thesis interrogates how
military control relates to responsibility. The underlying hypothesis is
that forms and degrees of control can serve as a basis to allocate
responsibility amongst a multiplicity of participants. Analysing
principles of responsibility in conceptual terms, the research enquires
into the fundamental relevance of the concepts of control and causation
at various levels of analysis of responsibility, especially in the context of
collaborative military operations. The thesis thereby aims at
demonstrating the fundamental role played by the notion of control in
allocating international responsibility in collaborative military
operations.

56
57

Ibid, Chap 2 §2.2.1.b).
Ibid, Chap 2 §2.3.2.
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2.2. Methodology
In order to answer this question, the study engages in a reinterpretation
(§2.2.2) of existing rules and interpretations (§2.2.1) through the lens of
the concept of causal control (§2.2.3) taking full account of the context of
military operations (§2.2.4).

2.2.1. Existing rules and interpretations
The analysis starts from a solid account of the existing principles which
it aims at reinterpreting. It describes established rules and mainstream
interpretations on the topic of responsibility in military operations, as
well as the difficulties associated with their application.58
This survey is based on a positive law analysis carried on the basis of
traditional sources of international law.59 Concerning primary sources,
the work of the ILC carries a particular importance. As an authoritative
codification of the law of responsibility grounded in customary law, the
ILC Articles establish the framework through which responsibility in
international law is discussed.60 Some of the rules formulated by the ILC
constitute progressive developments of the law of responsibility, in
which case their normative value is discussed in the thesis. Besides, the
ILC commentaries to the ARS and the ARIO as well as the extensive
background work of the ILC on the topic published in various reports
contains very rich developments on the theory and practice of
international responsibility allowing to analyse and interpret principles
of international responsibility.
The analysis is also conducted by references to secondary sources of
international law. This include the available practice on responsibility in
collaborative military operations, found notably in the case law of
international and domestic courts, and in internal military doctrines of
States and international organizations. Since practice on the topic is
rarely uniform or recurrent, it is referred to in this study as illustrations
of possible ways of interpreting certain principles.
Finally, interpretations found in scholarship are presented. The topic of
international responsibility has been studied by many scholars, who

Ibid, Chap 2 §1, Chap 3 §1 and Chap 4 §1.
Statute of the International Court of Justice (adopted 26 June 1945, San Francisco) 3
Bevans 1179; 59 Stat 1055; TS No 993 (‘ICJ Statute’), Article 38; See infra, Bibliography.
60 D Caron, ‘The ILC Articles on State Responsibility: The Paradoxical Relationship
Between Form and Authority’ (2002) 96(4) American Journal of International Law 857.
58
59
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produced a significant body of work on the basis of which further
research can be done. Besides, the thesis refers to legal and military
scholars which have analysed a number of specific issues concerning
responsibility in military operations. It notably draws from the wide
body of literature on responsibility in military operations and reads it
against the background of military literature and practice.
In carrying out this descriptive analysis of existing rules, the study
shows that established rules and interpretations can be unclear,
incoherent, or unable to grasp certain factual scenarios arising in
military operations, thereby calling for their reinterpretation.

2.2.2. Reinterpretation
The thesis proposes to conduct a reinterpretation, that is, to develop new
ways of understanding and applying existing principles in particular
factual scenarios. When conducting in-depth interpretations of existing
rules and their background, there is a fine line between stating what the
law is and what it should be. Such an analysis, that critically evaluates
existing principles and proposes new ways of understanding and
applying them is what can be termed reinterpreting.
In Chapters 2 and 3, the thesis reinterprets a number of principles of
responsibility so as to formulate a more coherent framework for
allocating responsibility in military operations. The angle of research is
slightly different in Chapter 4, which addresses issues on which few
established views can be found, so that there is not much to reinterpret.
In the absence of existing answers, this Chapter therefore proposes
possible interpretations rather than reinterpretations.
In this thesis, interpretations and reinterpretations are carried on the
basis of a conceptual analysis applied to the context of military
operations.

2.2.3. Conceptual analysis
In order to guide the reinterpretation of responsibility in military
operations, the study relies on a conceptual analysis uncovering
fundamental notions underlying rules of international responsibility.
Established rules are analysed at a conceptual level in order to identify
notions that are decisive in order to allocate responsibility.61

61

See infra, Chap 2 §2.1, Chap 3 §2.1.
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Specifically, the concept of control is analysed as a key notion intrinsic to
international responsibility in collaborative military operations and
allowing allocating responsibility. Further, the analysis reveals the
causal dimension of the concept of control for the purpose of
responsibility. By reinterpreting existing rules through the lens of causal
control, the thesis shows how responsibility can be allocated on account
of the forms and degrees of control exercised by States and international
organizations at different levels.

2.2.4. Contextual approach
Further, the reinterpretation is guided by a contextual approach, which
aims at taking full account of the specificities and factual realities of
military operations, and at understanding how rules of responsibility can
be interpreted when applied to particular scenarios of collaborative
military operations.
First, this approach consists in fully grasping and understanding the
military context of the study and avoiding oversimplifying military
realities. It aims at understanding military notions and practice and
apprehending the diversity of scenarios in which harmful acts occur in
collaborative military operations, so as to propose interpretations able to
address various military scenarios. Chapter 1 therefore engages in a
relatively detailed description of the military context.
Further, the contextual approach aims at confronting legal and military
notions of control, in order to appreciate what military control means in
a legal context, so as to reinterpret legal principles of responsibility in
the context of their application to military operations. It enquires into
the relationship between the distribution and exercise of military control
and responsibility. By applying the interpretations developed through
the conceptual analysis to the full context of military operations, the
thesis formulates solutions permitting to apprehend the diversity and
complexity of harmful acts in military operations. The framework for
responsibility emerging from the analysis allows allocating international
responsibility in the context of international military operations.

3. Overview of the thesis
The main body of the thesis consists in four Chapters, addressing
successively the military context, attribution of conduct, derived
responsibility, and reparation. Chapters 2 to 4, addressing the three main
issues of responsibility, follow a similar structure. In each, the first
Section presents established rules with regards to the relevant aspect of
responsibility together with their mainstream interpretations and how
they have been applied in practice. In the second Section, a
reinterpretation of existing principles based on a conceptual analysis
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applied to the military context is proposed, demonstrating in each
Chapter that control and its causal dimension are fundamental notions
when enquiring into allocation of responsibility in military operations.
Finally, the third Section presents as conclusions a systematic method of
how each of the three aspects of responsibility can be decided following
the proposed interpretations in a variety of factual situations.
Chapter 1 presents military notions and factual realities that will allow
understanding the context in which matters of responsibility will be
analysed. It defines the meaning of control in the military context, and
describes the modalities according to which military control is shared
amongst participants.62 Further, it presents factual scenarios of harmful
conduct in military operations, in order to identify the main types of
harmful acts and the factual context in which they occur.63
Chapter 2 addresses attribution, and argues that the conduct of soldiers
should be attributed to the entity which exercised the form of military
control which was causally connected to the conduct of a soldier. In the
first part, it engages in a review of established rules and interpretations
concerning attribution of conduct in operations led by an international
organization and in coalitions operations, and identifies the problems and
limits of the current legal framework.64 In a second part, it engages in a
reinterpretation of these rules based on a conceptual analysis of the
fundamental notions underlying attribution of conduct, and identifies
how control in the military sense informs the determination of
responsibility. The thesis argues that control forms the basis for
attribution of conduct because controlling the conduct of a soldier means
in a sense causing that conduct to occur. Applied to the military context,
each form of military control (such as operational or strategic) can be
causally linked to different types of harmful conduct. For the purpose of
attribution, the form of military control that can be seen as a cause of the
harmful conduct of a soldier qualifies as effective control and forms the
ground on which the conduct can be attributed.65
In Chapter 3, it is argued that derived responsibility can be seen as
grounded in the exercise (or lack thereof) of indirect control over the
conduct of other participants pursuant to command arrangements. The
Chapter first reviews the varied grounds on which responsibility in
Ibid, Chap 1 §1.
Ibid, Chap 1 §2.
64 Ibid, Chap 2 §1.
65 Ibid, Chap 2 §2.
62
63
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connection with the conduct of another can be assessed under current
law. It addresses both general rules of derived responsibility found in
secondary rules, such as aid or assistance, and specific rules of derived
responsibility arising from primary norms applicable to military
operations, such as the duty to ensure respect for humanitarian law, and
pinpoints a number of difficulties arising when applying them to complex
scenarios of military collaboration.66 In its second part, a reinterpretation
of derived responsibility in military operations in terms of indirect causal
control is proposed. It enquires into the significance of the different ways
through which participants can exercise influence over the conduct of
another in the military context, and identifies indirect control causally
contributing to the conduct of another as an overarching ground for
derived responsibility in military operations. Control is indirect in that it
is not exercised directly over the conduct of a soldier, but rather over
another participant which itself exercises control over the conduct of the
soldier. Indirect control constitutes a ground for derived responsibility
both positively when it is unduly exercised, and negatively when a failure
to control is linked to the wrongful conduct of another.67
Finally, Chapter 4 addresses the distribution of secondary obligations
amongst responsible entities, and argues that where more than one
entity bears responsibility with regards to a harmful outcome, secondary
obligations can be distributed based on the forms and degrees of control
identified in Chapters 2 and 3. It first reviews relevant existing rules,
showing that they provide limited answers to the issues raised by the
distribution of secondary obligations in collaborative military
operations,68 before suggesting possible solutions analysing the content
of responsibility through the lens of control. To determine whether
reparation should be solidary or proportionate, it proposes to refer to the
form of control which gave rise to responsibility. Further, the Chapter
argues that reparation can be apportioned by referring to the relative
causal significance of the forms and degrees of control identified in the
thesis.69

Ibid, Chap 3 §1.
Ibid, Chap 3 §2.
68 Ibid, Chap 4 §1.
69 Ibid, Chap 4 §2.
66
67
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Chapter 1. The context of
responsibility in collaborative
military operations
This thesis examines the legal question of international responsibility in
the particular context of collaborative military operations. In order to
analyse responsibility in this setting, it is necessary to first apprehend
circumstances and specificities that will affect the understanding and
application of principles of responsibility. Jurists are not necessarily
familiar with military notions such as command and control, or with the
details of how military operations take place, but it is only by taking full
account of this context that theoretical research on attribution can be
meaningfully interpreted. The present Chapter thus proposes to shed
light on relevant military facts and notions on the basis of which further
analysis will be conducted.1
The Chapter first describes the military context of the study. The
elaborated command structures through which armies from different
States cooperate are fundamental to ascertain the exercise of control over
the troops, and constitute the framework within which the application of
the law of responsibility can be understood in the military context. The
first section provides the tools to understand how control over the acts
of soldiers is exercised by States and/or international organizations in
various types of operations (§1).

1 The author would like to thank Ola Engdahl, Martin Fink and Pontus Winther for
their helpful comments on a previous version of this Chapter. Any error remains the
author’s own.
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Second, the Chapter presents the factual context of the study, that is,
illustrations of the circumstances in which harmful conduct has occurred.
Harmful conduct in the course of military operations occurs in a wide
range of circumstances. Each factual example possesses distinguishing
specificities, and exhaustively grasping the range of situations in which
international responsibility could arise appears problematic. To
overcome this, the second section engages in mapping a number of types
of harmful conduct most commonly occurring and allegedly constituting
violations of applicable norms, so as to provide a necessary
understanding of the factual situations in which rules of responsibility
are applied (§2).

1. Military context: Sharing of control in
collaborative military operations

Not all the complex military aspects of the conduct of operations need to
be developed for the purpose of this thesis. This section presents the
military notions and realities that will be relevant for questions of
responsibility. First, a series of definitions of military terms is provided
(§1.1). Further, the Section presents the different forms of collaborative
military operations that constitute the object of the study, and explain
how control is distributed and exercised in these operations (§1.2). By
explaining how control is defined and exercised in collaborative military
operations, this Section lays the military background against which the
legal analysis of responsibility will be conducted.

1.1. Definitions
The following Sections define a number of military terms relating to the
notion of control, which will be referred to throughout the thesis. It first
presents the military concept of ‘command and control’ (§1.1.1) and
defines its various elements (§1.1.2). Further, it explains how command
arrangements can operate in a collaborative setting (§1.1.3) and clarifies
the term ‘lead entity’ (§1.1.4).

1.1.1. Command and control
In the military context, authority over organs is formalized through the
notion of command and control.2 Command and control can be defined as
the ‘exercise of authority and direction by a properly designated
2 DS Alberts and RE Hayes, Command Arrangements for Peace Operations (CCRP
Publication Series, 1995), at 4: Command and control ‘is the military term for the
management of personnel and resources’.
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commander over assigned and attached forces in the accomplishment of
the mission.’3
The terms ‘command’ and ‘control’ designate the varied functions
exercised at different levels in the accomplishment of a military mission.
In the legal literature, the military terms ‘command’ and ‘control’ are
sometimes used interchangeably and without clear definition. In military
doctrine, command denotes a higher degree of authority than control:
command designates the general authority to direct military forces,4 and
includes the authority to make decisions,5 while control is authority
limited to designated activities 6 and only includes the authority to
implement command decisions.7
Overall, command and control designate the formal authority to direct
the conduct of subordinate units, and in that sense constitutes formalised
modalities of how control in a general sense can be exercised in the

3 US, ‘Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (as Amended)’, op cit, at 59. See also:
DS Alberts and RE Hayes, Command Arrangements for Peace Operations (1995), op cit, at 4:
‘C2 involves the exercise of authority over assigned forces’; Canada, ‘Canadian Forces
Joint Publication 3.0 - Operations’, op cit, at GL-2.
4 US, ‘Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (as Amended)’, op cit, at 59: ‘The
authority that a commander in the armed forces lawfully exercises over subordinates by
virtue of rank or assignment’; EU Council of the European Union, ‘EU Military C2
Concept (Partial Declassification)’ (2006) Council Doc 11096/03, at 6: ‘Command is the
authority vested in an individual of the armed forces for the direction, co-ordination, and
control of military forces’; NATO, ‘Glossary of Terms and Definitions’, op cit, at 2-C-8:
‘The authority vested in an individual of the armed forces for the direction, coordination,
and control of military forces‘; UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations and
Department of Field Support, ‘Policy Directive on Authority, Command and Control in
United Nations Peacekeeping Operations’ (2008), at 4: ‘The authority vested in a
Military leader/Police Commander for the direction, coordination and control of military
and police forces/personnel’.
5 US Department of the Army, ‘Field Manual: Peace Operations’ (1994) FM 100-23, at
104: ‘command constitutes the authority to issue orders’.
6 Control is defined as ‘[t]he authority exercised by a commander over part of the
activities of subordinate organizations’ in various military doctrines: Australia
Department of Defence, ‘Australian Defence Doctrine Publication: Command and
Control’ (2009) ADDP 00.1, Glossary, at 2; US, ‘Dictionary of Military and Associated
Terms (as Amended)’, op cit, at 72; EU, ‘EU Military C2 Concept (Partial
Declassification)’, op cit, at 6–7; NATO, ‘Glossary of Terms and Definitions’, op cit, at 2C-13.
7 Control ‘encompasses the responsibility for implementing orders or directives’:
Australia, ‘Australian Defence Doctrine Publication: Command and Control’, op cit,
Glossary, at 2; EU, ‘EU Military C2 Concept (Partial Declassification)’, op cit, at 6–7;
NATO, ‘Glossary of Terms and Definitions’, op cit, at 2-C-13.
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military context. Command and control in the military sense are one
expression of the notion of control as defined in the Introduction, more
specifically of formal control (or authority).8

1.1.2. Elements of command and control
In collaborative operations, elements of command and control are
distributed amongst participating States and/or organizations, so that it
is fundamental to assess their meaning in order to understand how
control over international forces operates. Their definition can vary
slightly amidst States and international organizations, 9 yet common
grounds and close similarities can be found in order to assess the notions.
Besides, definitions of a number of terms have merged in practice, so that
different international organizations and States have adopted common
definitions of some notions. Notably, definitions adopted by NATO often
represent a consensus amongst national military doctrines and are
occasionally subsequently adopted by others.
Command and control in collaborative military operations is exercised at
three levels: strategic, operational and tactical10 (§§1.1.2.a–c). In addition,
States retain command of their troops at the organic level. (§1.1.2.d).

a) Strategic level
At the strategic level, command consists in formulating political
objectives and translating them into military goals.11 It is the highest
level of the command structure,12 where ‘a nation or group of nations

See supra, Intro §1.1.1.d).
B Cathcart, ‘Command and Control in Military Operations’ in TD Gill and D Fleck
(eds), The Handbook of the International Law of Military Operations (Oxford University
Press, 2010), 235–244, at 237.
10 B Cathcart, ‘Command and Control in Military Operations’ (2010), op cit, at 238; US,
‘Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (as Amended)’, op cit, at 242, 312 and 323;
EU, ‘EU Military C2 Concept (Partial Declassification)’, op cit, para 14; UN, ‘Policy
Directive on Authority, Command and Control in United Nations Peacekeeping
Operations’, op cit, at 5.
11 EU, ‘EU Military C2 Concept (Partial Declassification)’, op cit, at 5; JW Houck, ‘The
Command and Control of United Nations Forces in the Era of Peace Enforcement’ (1993)
4(1) Duke Journal of Comparative and International Law 1, at 23.
12 US, ‘Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (as Amended)’, op cit, at 312; NATO,
‘Glossary of Terms and Definitions’, op cit, at 2-S-12; UN, ‘Policy Directive on Authority,
Command and Control in United Nations Peacekeeping Operations’, op cit, at 6.
8
9
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determines national or multinational security objectives and deploys
national, including military, resources to achieve them.’13
Such level of command is exercised by the highest organs of a State or
organization, and is not located in the field.14 Strategic command is
exercised during the initial planning of the operation, when the assets
and personnel are gathered and the organization of the force is sketched
in order to accomplish the agreed objectives, and continues to be
exercised during the conduct of the operation. 15 The decision to
contribute or to withdraw forces is also an element of strategic
command, and is always retained by States.16
In the framework of international organizations, the terms ‘political
control’ or ‘political direction’ are also used to refer to the level of
command where an organization ‘provides the framework within which
military operations can take place and defines their nature and scope.’17
For instance, in operations led or authorized by the UN, the UN Security
Council has overall authority, defining the mandate of peacekeeping
missions it undertakes or authorizes.18

13 US, ‘Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (as Amended)’, op cit, at 312; NATO,
‘Glossary of Terms and Definitions’, op cit, at 2-S-12.
14 UN, ‘Policy Directive on Authority, Command and Control in United Nations
Peacekeeping Operations’, op cit, at 6.
15 EU Council of the European Union, ‘European Union Concept for Military Planning at
the Political and Strategic Level’ (16 June 2008) Council Doc 10687/08; J-M Guéhenno
and J Sherman, ‘Command and Control Arrangements in United Nations Peacekeeping
Operations’ (2009) Background Paper for the 2nd International Forum for the
Challenges of Peace Operations (New York, November 2009), at 3–4.
16 TD Gill, ‘Legal Aspects of the Transfer of Authority in UN Peace Operations’ (2011)
42 Netherlands Yearbook of International Law International Law 37, at 46; UN, ‘Policy
Directive on Authority, Command and Control in United Nations Peacekeeping
Operations’, op cit, para 21.
17 EU, ‘EU Military C2 Concept (Partial Declassification)’, op cit, at 5.
18 PC Cammaert and B Klappe, ‘Authority, Command, and Control in United Nations-led
Peace Operations’ in TD Gill and D Fleck (eds), The Handbook of the International Law of
Military Operations (Oxford University Press, 2010), 159–162, at 159; D Sarooshi, The
United Nations and the Development of Collective Security (Oxford University Press, 1999), at
157; UN Secretary-General, ‘Supplement to an Agenda for Peace: Position Paper of the
Secretary-General on the Occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the United Nations
Document’ (25 January 1995) UN Doc A/50/60 - S/1995/1, para 38.
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b) Operational level
At the operational level, command and control concerns the conduct of
an operation in the field, and consists in directing available forces for the
purpose of accomplishing the objectives of the operation.19
Operational command designates the authority to direct forces, including
the authority ‘to specify missions’20 and assign them,21 ‘to deploy units, to
reassign forces, and to retain or delegate operational and/or tactical
control as the operational commander deems necessary’22 It is exercised
by senior officers and includes full authority to assign missions and to
delegate operational control for the purpose of their accomplishment.
Operational control relates to the direction of forces, but this element of
authority only covers the accomplishment of assigned missions, which
are ‘limited by function, time or location’. It comprises the authority to
deploy attached units, and to retain or delegate tactical control of those
units, but does not include the power to use forces for other tasks than
assigned.23 Operational control ‘includes authoritative direction over all
19 France, ‘Code de la Défense’ (2014), Article D*1221-1; US, ‘Dictionary of Military and
Associated Terms (as Amended)’, op cit, at 242; NATO, ‘Glossary of Terms and
Definitions’, op cit, at 2-O-3: ‘The level at which campaigns and major operations are
planned, conducted and sustained to accomplish strategic objectives within theatres or
areas of operations’; UN, ‘Policy Directive on Authority, Command and Control in
United Nations Peacekeeping Operations’, op cit, at74.
20 Australia, ‘Australian Defence Doctrine Publication: Command and Control’, op cit,
Glossary, at 4.
21 NATO, ‘Glossary of Terms and Definitions’, op cit, at 2-O-3.
22 Australia, ‘Australian Defence Doctrine Publication: Command and Control’, op cit,
Glossary, at 4; EU, ‘EU Military C2 Concept (Partial Declassification)’, op cit, at 7;
NATO, ‘Glossary of Terms and Definitions’, op cit, at 2-O-3. See also: France, ‘Code de la
Défense’, op cit, Article D*1221-3: ‘Le commandant opérationnel est responsable de : 1°
L'établissement des plans d'emploi et des plans opérationnels ; 2° L'exécution de ces plans
et la conduite des opérations ; 3° L'attribution de leurs missions aux échelons de
commandement qui lui sont subordonnés ; 4° La répartition entre ceux-ci des forces et
éléments de forces mis sous ses ordres’.
23 Australia, ‘Australian Defence Doctrine Publication: Command and Control’, op cit,
Glossary, at 4; France, ‘Code de la Défense’, op cit, Article D*1221-4: ‘I. - Dans certaines
conditions, le commandant opérationnel peut confier à une autre autorité le contrôle
opérationnel de forces placées sous son autorité dont il définit la mission et la
composition. II. - L'autorité chargée du contrôle opérationnel a la responsabilité de : 1°
Déployer en vue de leur mission les forces qui lui sont confiées ; 2° Leur donner les
ordres et les informations nécessaires à l'accomplissement de leur mission. III. L'autorité chargée du contrôle opérationnel n'a pas le pouvoir d'affecter tout ou partie de
ces forces à d'autres missions’; EU, ‘EU Military C2 Concept (Partial Declassification)’, op
cit, at 7; NATO, ‘Glossary of Terms and Definitions’, op cit, at 2-O-3: The authority
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aspects of military operations [...] necessary to accomplish missions
assigned’ and ‘normally provides full authority […] to employ those
forces as the commander in operational control considers necessary to
accomplish assigned missions’.24 Since the level of authority encompassed
in operational control enables to manage an operation in the field, States
participating in collaborative military operations usually delegate it to
the entity leading the operations.25

c) Tactical level
Command and control at the tactical level concerns the direction of
forces by subordinate commanders, as decided at the operational level. It
covers the detailed and local direction of forces in order to complete
specific tasks.26 Tactical command includes the authority to formulate
tasks of assigned forces ‘for the accomplishment of the mission specified
by higher authority’,27 while tactical control is limited to the ‘detailed
and, usually, local direction and control of movements and manoeuvres
necessary to accomplish missions or tasks assigned’.28

delegated to a commander to direct forces assigned so that the commander may
accomplish specific missions or tasks which are usually limited by function, time, or
location; to deploy units concerned, and to retain or assign tactical control of those units.;
UN, ‘Policy Directive on Authority, Command and Control in United Nations
Peacekeeping Operations’, op cit, at 4: ‘The authority granted to a Military Commander in
a United Nations Peacekeeping Operation to direct forces assigned so that the
Commander may accomplish specific missions or tasks which are usually limited by
function, time, or location (or a combination), to deploy units concerned and/or military
personnel, and to retain or assign Tactical Command or Control of those
units/personnel’.
24 US, ‘Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (as Amended)’, op cit, at 241.
25 Australia, ‘Australian Defence Doctrine Publication: Multinational Operations’, op cit,
at 4–5; B Cathcart, ‘Command and Control in Military Operations’ (2010), op cit, at 235;
US, ‘Field Manual: Peace Operations’, op cit, at 24; See infra, Chap 1 §1.2.
26 US, ‘Field Manual: Peace Operations’, op cit, at 115.
27 Australia, ‘Australian Defence Doctrine Publication: Command and Control’, op cit, at
3–9; EU, ‘EU Military C2 Concept (Partial Declassification)’, op cit, at 7; UN, ‘Policy
Directive on Authority, Command and Control in United Nations Peacekeeping
Operations’, op cit, at 4.
28 Australia, ‘Australian Defence Doctrine Publication: Command and Control’, op cit, at
3–10; US, ‘Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (as Amended)’, op cit, at 322; EU,
‘EU Military C2 Concept (Partial Declassification)’, op cit, at 7; UN, ‘Policy Directive on
Authority, Command and Control in United Nations Peacekeeping Operations’, op cit, at
4.
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Tactical control is included in operational control, and can be retained or
delegated by the Force Commander. 29 It ‘includes all subordinate
command levels established within the military command frameworks
(for example Brigade, Regional, Sector Commanders)’.30

d) Organic command of the State
States possess intrinsic authority over their national armed forces. Such
elements of authority are ‘inherent manifestations of national
sovereignty’,31 and are the exclusive prerogative of the national State of a
contingent. 32 The organic command of a State ‘equates to “ownership” of
the force’,33 and embodies the specific non-severable link of military
organs, which always ‘remain in their own national service’.34
Organic command includes all elements of authority relating to the
preparation and maintenance of armed forces.35 It covers a diffuse range
of non-operational matters related to the personal management of the
troops, including the authority to hire and train forces, pay salaries,
ensure the maintenance and safety of troops, and decide on promotions.36

29 NATO, ‘Glossary of Terms and Definitions’, op cit, at 2-O-3: operational control
includes the authority ‘to retain or assign tactical control’; UN, ‘Policy Directive on
Authority, Command and Control in United Nations Peacekeeping Operations’, op cit, at
4.
30 UN, ‘Policy Directive on Authority, Command and Control in United Nations
Peacekeeping Operations’, op cit, at 10.
31 T Durell-Young, ‘Command in Coalition Operations’ in TJ Marshall et al (eds),
Problems and Solutions in Future Coalition Operations (US Army War College, Strategic
Studies Institute, 1997), at 29.See also: A Thibault, ‘La Responsabilité de L’OTAN dans
les Conflits Armés’ in K Bannelier and C Pison (eds), Le Recours à la Force Autorisé Par le
Conseil de Sécurité - Droit et Responsabilité (Pédone, 2014), at 238.
32 Australia, ‘Australian Defence Doctrine Publication: Command and Control’, op cit, at
3–3; EU, ‘EU Military C2 Concept (Partial Declassification)’, op cit, at 7; TD Gill, ‘Legal
Aspects of the Transfer of Authority in UN Peace Operations’ (2011), op cit, at 46;
NATO, ‘Glossary of Terms and Definitions’, op cit, at 2-F-7.
33 Australia, ‘Australian Defence Doctrine Publication: Command and Control’, op cit, at
3–3.
34 UK, House of Lords, Attorney General v Nissan, (1969), op cit, at 223: ‘The functions of
the force as a whole are international. But its individual component forces have their own
national duty and discipline and remain in their own national service’.
35 France, ‘Code de la Défense’, op cit, Article D*1221-1: ‘Dans les armées, la préparation
des forces relève du commandement organique et leur emploi du commandement
opérationnel’.
36 Australia, ‘Australian Defence Doctrine Publication: Command and Control’, op cit, at
3–12; NATO, ‘Glossary of Terms and Definitions’, op cit, at 2-A-3; UN, ‘Policy Directive
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Disciplinary authority over the forces is also part of the organic
command of States.37 In the military sense, discipline does not only
concerns the authority to initiate and conduct post-facto disciplinary or
criminal procedures,38 but also encompasses all means by which a State
regulates its armed forces to ensure that they are disciplined, that is,
well-trained, obeying orders and adopting proper behaviour.39
Terminologically, this range of elements of control is alternatively
referred to as ‘full command’, 40 ‘national command’, 41 ‘organic
command’42 or ‘administrative control’.43 The term organic command is
preferred in this study, as it reflects the specific inherent authority of a
State over its armed forces. The term ‘full command’, although common
in military doctrine, could be misleading in a collaborative context where
States delegate other forms of control but still retain full command in the
sense of organic command.44
While organic authority does not directly pertain to field operations, it is
important to understand that they are not irrelevant to the occurrence of
on Authority, Command and Control in United Nations Peacekeeping Operations’, op cit,
at 3.
37 F Naert, ‘The International Responsibility of the Union in the Context of its CSDP
Operations’ in MD Evans and P Koutrakos (eds), The International Responsibility of the
European Union: European and International Perspectives (Hart Publishing, 2013), 313–338,
at 329.
38 UN, ‘Policy Directive on Authority, Command and Control in United Nations
Peacekeeping Operations’, op cit, at 3.
39 H McCoubrey and ND White, ‘Military Discipline and Judicial Proceedings’ (1996), op
cit.
40 B Cathcart, ‘Command and Control in Military Operations’ (2010), op cit, at 239; L
Condorelli, ‘Le Statut des Forces de L'ONU et le Droit International Humanitaire’ (1995)
78 Rivista Di Diritto Internazionale 881, at 886; EU, ‘EU Military C2 Concept (Partial
Declassification)’, op cit, at 7; NATO, ‘Glossary of Terms and Definitions’, op cit, at 2-F-7.
41 T Durell-Young, ‘Command in Coalition Operations’ (1997), op cit, at 29.
42 France, ‘Code de la Défense’, op cit, Article D*1221-6; L Condorelli, ‘Le Statut des
Forces de L'ONU et le Droit International Humanitaire’ (1995), op cit, at 887;
Netherlands, Supreme Court (First Chamber), The Netherlands v Hasan Nuhanovic (6
September 2013), 12/03324, ECLI:NL:HR:2013:BZ9225, para 3.10.2.
43 US, ‘Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (as Amended)’, op cit, at 4; UN,
‘Policy Directive on Authority, Command and Control in United Nations Peacekeeping
Operations’, op cit, para 49.
44 The ECtHR appears to have been confused by this term in Jaloud, where it considered
that the fact that the Netherlands retained ‘full command’ during an operation implied
that it did not delegated operational control over its troops (ECtHR (Grand Chamber),
Jaloud v the Netherlands, Judgment (20 November 2014), para 159–161.).
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harmful conduct,45 and it will be later shown how discipline failures by
States can result in wrongful acts in the field.46

1.1.3. Command and control in collaborative operations
a) Command arrangements
Cooperation between armies requires specific arrangements amongst
participants on the distribution of authority and exercise of command
over forces. From the initial decision taken at the highest level to launch
an operation, to the detailed accomplishment of specific tasks on the field,
each international mission is conducted in a specific framework where
the various elements of command and control are distributed amongst
organs and entities in what is termed ‘command structures’ or ‘command
arrangements’ in military language.47
Command structures designate not only the chain-of-command 48
through which orders are passed, but also the whole organizational
structure through which a force operates.49 They are agreed upon prior
to an operation in formal agreements between participating States
and/or international organizations. Clearly defined command
relationships are indispensable to the effectiveness of military operations,
as they allow coordinating the conduct of all elements of armed forces.50
It will nonetheless be seen that, on some occasions, the exercise of
control on the ground can differ from formal arrangements.

b) Transfer and withdrawal of command and control
Command and control are inherently the prerogative of States, and
therefore need to be delegated if another State or an organization is to
exercise some of them. In principle, basic formalities concerning the

45 P Rowe, ‘Military Misconduct During International Armed Operations: ‘Bad Apples’
or Systemic Failure?’ (2008), op cit, at 178.
46 See infra, Chap 2 §2.3.2.
47 DS Alberts and RE Hayes, Command Arrangements for Peace Operations (1995), op cit; JM Guéhenno and J Sherman, ‘Command and Control Arrangements in United Nations
Peacekeeping Operations’ (2009), op cit.
48 A chain-of-command is defined as the ‘succession of commanding officers from a
superior to a subordinate through which command is exercised’ (NATO, ‘Glossary of
Terms and Definitions’, op cit, at 2-C-3.).
49 DS Alberts and RE Hayes, Command Arrangements for Peace Operations (1995), op cit, at
11.
50 DS Alberts and RE Hayes, Command Arrangements for Peace Operations (1995), op cit, at
11; B Cathcart, ‘Command and Control in Military Operations’ (2010), op cit, at 236.
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delegation, transfer and resumption of elements of command and control
are followed. It must, however, be stressed that, ultimately, national
States remain the holders of military authority over their forces. In
collaborative military operations, any element of control that is not
expressly delegated remains with the State, and States always conserve
the ability to resume authority so as to exercise control over their troops.
Prior to any operation, contributing States delegate some level of
command and control to the entity leading the operation, by what is
formally called a Transfer of Authority.51 When agreeing to a Transfer
of Authority, States will precisely define what is or not included in the
level of authority delegated,52 and the extent of authority transferred by
contributing States varies in each operation. Usually, States delegate
operational control (which includes tactical control),53 so that the lead
entity can direct the contingent for the purpose of an agreed mission, as
well as some degree of strategic authority.54
Other modalities of the contribution, notably concerning elements of
control retained by contributing States, are detailed in Contribution
Agreements, 55 Memoranda of Understanding, 56 or Status of Forces
Agreements (SOFA). 57 These agreements do not directly regulate
51 EU, ‘EU Military C2 Concept (Partial Declassification)’, op cit, para 23(b); UN, ‘Policy
Directive on Authority, Command and Control in United Nations Peacekeeping
Operations’, op cit, para 15.
52 TD Gill, ‘Legal Aspects of the Transfer of Authority in UN Peace Operations’ (2011),
op cit, at 63.
53 See supra, Chap 1 §1.1.2.b) and c).
54 See infra, Chap 1 §1.2, describing command arrangements in various types of
operations.
55 UN, ‘Contribution Agreement Between the United Nations and [Participating State]
Contributing Resources to [The United Nations Peace-Keeping Operation]’ (9 July
1996) UN Doc A/50/995, Annex.
56 UN, ‘Model Memorandum of Understanding Between the United Nations and
[participating State] Contributing Resources to [the United Nations Peacekeeping
Operation] ’ (2009) UN Doc A/C.5/63/18 (COE Manual, Ch 9, 162-224) (‘UN Model
MoU’).
57 Agreement Between the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the North Atlantic
Treaty Organisation (NATO) Concerning the Status of NATO and its Personnel
(adopted 23 November 1995) Appendix B to Annex 1A to the General Framework
Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina (‘Dayton Agreement’); UN Doc
A/50/79C – S/1995/999, p 27; 35 ILM 89 (1996), p 102 (‘NATO-Bosnia SOFA’);
Agreement Between the Republic of Croatia and the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
(NATO) Concerning the Status of NATO and its Personnel (adopted 23 November 1995)
Appendix B to Annex 1A to the General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and
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control over the troops. Commonly, they recall the exclusive jurisdiction
and administrative authority of a State over its national contingent,58 and
provide for rights and obligations of soldiers in the area of operation.59
Contribution of military troops is voluntary, and States always retain the
authority to withdraw their forces.60 Nonetheless, some procedures are
usually agreed on, whereby a State needs to provide some notification
and delay before withdrawing its troops, to allow a smooth transfer of
authority. For example, States pulling out of Afghanistan coordinate
with NATO to ensure continuity of the rest of the operation. When
States unilaterally withdraw their forces from an operation without
following appropriate procedures, the distribution of authority between
the lead entity and the contributing State becomes very unclear, with
circumstances where both are exercising some control over the forces.
Such situations occurred for instance when Belgium evacuated its troops

Herzegovina (‘Dayton Agreement’); UN Doc A/50/79C – S/1995/999, p 35; 35 ILM 89
(1996), p 104 (‘NATO-Croatia SOFA’); Agreement Between the United Nations and the
African Union and the Government of Sudan Concerning the Status of the African
Union/United Nations Hybrid Operation in Darfur (adopted 9 February 2008,
Khartoum) (‘UNAMID SOFA’); Agreement Between the United Nations and the
Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina on the Status of the United Nations Protection
Force in Bosnia and Herzegovina (adopted 15 May 1993) 1722 UNTS 77 (‘UNPROFOR
SOFA’); Agreement Between the United States of America and the Republic of Iraq on
the Withdrawal of United States Forces From Iraq and the Organization of Their
Activities During Their Temporary Presence in Iraq (adopted 17 November 2008,
Baghdad) (‘US-Iraq SOFA’); Arrangements Regarding the Status of the International
Security Assistance Force (adopted 4 January 2002) Annex A to the Military Technical
Agreement between the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) and the Interim
Administration of Afghanistan (‘Interim Administration’) (‘ISAF SOFA’); EU Council of
the European Union, ‘Draft Model Agreement on the Status of the European Union-led
Forces Between the European Union and a Host State’ (18 May 2005) Council Doc
8720/05; UN General Assembly, ‘Draft Model Status-of-Forces Agreement Between the
United Nations and Host Countries’ (9 October 1990) UN Doc A/45/594 Annex (‘UN
Model SOFA’); Accord Sous Forme d’Échange de Lettres Entre le Gouvernement de la
République Française et le Gouvernement du Mali Déterminant le Statut de la Force «
Serval » (France – Mali) (adopted March 2013, Bamako, Koulouba) Journal Officiel de la
République Française n°101 du 30 avril 2013, 7426; UNMIK Regulation, ‘Status,
Privileges and Immunities of KFOR and UNMIK and Their Personnel in Kosovo’ (18
August 2000) UNMIK/REG/2000/47 (‘UNMIK and KFOR SOFA’).
58 ISAF SOFA, op cit, Section 1(3); UN Model MoU, op cit, Article 7 quinquiens.
59 Typically, international forces benefit from immunities and must respect local laws
(ISAF SOFA, op cit, Section 1(2); UN Model SOFA, op cit, Section IV paras 6 and 15).
60 TD Gill, ‘Legal Aspects of the Transfer of Authority in UN Peace Operations’ (2011),
op cit, at 39; UN, ‘Policy Directive on Authority, Command and Control in United
Nations Peacekeeping Operations’, op cit, para 21.
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from UNAMIR,61 and when the Netherlands withdrew its contingent
from UNPROFOR.62

1.1.4. Lead entity
The term ‘lead entity’ is used in two contexts, where it has different
meanings. On one hand, and as used in this thesis, the term can designate
the entity leading the operation in the sense of having operational
control over the force. For instance, UNMIK was a UN-led operation,
while KFOR was a NATO-led operation. On the other hand, the term is
occasionally used in a broader sense, to designate the main contributing
State in a coalition operation, whose military organs often head the
chain-of-command.63 Those organs, however, do not necessarily act on
behalf of their State alone.
To avoid confusion, a strict use of the term will be preferred throughout
this thesis, whereby the lead entity is the entity by whom operational
authority over the forces is exercised. As defined in this study, the entity
(or entities) leading an operation can be ascertained by identifying the
international subject(s) on behalf of whom the Force Commander 64
vested with operational control is acting.65 In case of an IO-led operation,
the Force Commander takes order from the leading organization. In
coalitions, depending on the command arrangements adopted, a Force
Commander can be under the authority of one or State, or possibly under
the joint authority of several States.66
61 Belgium, Court of First Instance of Brussels, Mukeshimana-Ngulinzira and ors v Belgium
and ors (8 December 2010), RG No 04/4807/A and 07/15547/A; ILDC 1604 (BE 2010)
(‘ETO case’).
62 Netherlands, Supreme Court, Nuhanovic (2013), op cit; Netherlands, Supreme Court
(First Chamber), The Netherlands v Mehida Mustafic-Mujic, Damir Mustafic, and Alma
Mustafic (6 September 2013), 12/03329, ECLI:NL:HR:2013:BZ9228.
63 Australia, ‘Australian Defence Doctrine Publication: Command and Control’, op cit,
Glossary, at 3; US, ‘Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (as Amended)’, op cit, at
193; See infra, Chap 1 §1.2.4.
64 Australia, ‘Australian Defence Doctrine Publication: Multinational Operations’, op cit,
at 4-5; US, ‘Multinational Operations’, op cit, II-3: a Multinational Force Commander is
defined as ‘a commander who exercises command authority over a military force
composed of elements from two or more nations’.
65 N Tsagourias, ‘The Responsibility of International Organisations for Military
Missions’ in M Odello and R Piotrowicz (eds), International Military Missions and
International Law (Martinus Nijhoff, 2011), 245–265, at 255: referring to ‘the institution
on whose behalf the commander acts’.
66 See infra, Chap 1 §1.2.4 and Chap 2 §1.2.2. In case of a coalition under integrated
multinational command where the Force Commander acts on behalf of several States,
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In the same vein, it can be noted that the position of ‘regional lead’
within an operation does not amount to the status of lead entity as
defined. A commander in charge of a regional sub-command receives
tactical authority from the operational commander and reports to him,
therefore the status of ‘lead nation’ over a region of the mission does not
equate to the notion of lead entity.67 As formulated by the ECtHR
regarding regional brigades within KFOR, ‘[n]either the status of “lead
nation” of a [regional brigade]68 and its consequent control of a sector of
Kosovo nor the nationality of the French and Norwegian COMKFOR
could detach those States from their international mandate.’69

1.2. Forms of collaborative military operations and
command arrangements
In view of the contextual method adopted, it is of the utmost importance
to precisely understand how military control is exercised in order to
assess responsibility in collaborative military operations. This Section
reviews the various forms of collaborative military operation and
describes how elements of command and control are formally distributed
and actually exercised in each type of operation. It addresses successively
UN-led operations (§1.2.1), NATO operations (§1.2.2), EU operations
§(1.2.3), coalitions operations (§1.2.4), and finally other types of military
cooperation (§1.2.5). For each type of operations the following Sections
describes their background, command structures, and relevant legal
characteristics.

such as the Allied Powers during the second World War, the lead entity can thus be
constituted by a group of States jointly leading an operation (See: US, United States
Court of Claims, Anglo-Chinese Shipping Company Ltd v United States (11 January 1955), 22
International Law Reports 982, at 986: ‘Any action taken by the Supreme Commander
for the Allied Powers was taken on behalf of the association, of course; but it was also
taken on behalf of each one of the Allied Powers. […] The Supreme Commander was
acting as the agent for each of them’).
67 KM Larsen, The Human Rights Treaty Obligations of Peacekeepers (Cambridge University
Press, 2012), at 207.
68 ECtHR (Grand Chamber), Behrami and Behrami v France, and Saramati v France,
Germany and Norway, Admissibility decision (2 May 2007), App no 71412/01 and App no
78166/01, para 3: ‘KFOR contingents were grouped into four multinational brigades
(“MNBs”) each of which was responsible for a specific sector of operations with a lead
country’.
69 Ibid, para 91.
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1.2.1. UN-led peacekeeping
The undertaking of military activities by the UN progressively
developed following the inclusion of the system of collective security in
its Charter. The United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF) deployed in
Egypt in 1956 was the first military operation undertaken by the UN,70
on the basis of which further practice developed. Other operations
followed, such as the UN Operation in Congo (ONUC) in 1960. These
first-generation operations were subject to the consent of the host State,
had to be neutral, and troops could only use force in case of selfdefence.71 In 1992, the UN Secretary-General report ‘An Agenda for
Peace’ outlined the possibility of establishing UN missions without the
consent of the host State and for the purpose of forcibly enforcing rather
than maintaining peace,72 and the UN progressively undertook more
forceful actions, such as UNOSOM II in 1993. In the two decades that
followed, the UN engaged in numerous military operations and
developed through practice modalities to exercise control over UN
forces.
The command structure applicable to UN operations has been formalized
in a Policy Directive on Authority, Command and Control in United
Nations Peacekeeping Operations73 drafted in 2008 by the DPKO. At the
strategic level, command and control is exercised by the highest UN
organs. The UN Security Council provides ‘high-level strategic direction
and political guidance’74 to the UN Secretary-General, which – acting
through the Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations75 – is

M Zwanenburg, Accountability of Peace Support Operations (2005), op cit, at 12.
J Cockayne and D Malone, ‘United Nations Peace Operations Then and Now’ (2005) 9
International Peacekeeping: The Yearbook of International Peace Operations (Brill), at 3;
RS Lee, ‘United Nations Peacekeeping: Development and Prospects’ (1995) 28 Cornell
International Law Journal 619, at 619–624; N Tsagourias, ‘Consent,
Neutrality/Impartiality and the Use of Force in Peacekeeping: Their Constitutional
Dimension’ (2006) 11(3) Journal of Conflict and Security Law 465; R Wedgwood, ‘The
Evolution of United Nations Peacekeeping’ (1995) 28 Cornell International Law Journal
631, at 633.
72 UN Secretary-General, ‘An Agenda for Peace: Preventive Diplomacy, Peacemaking
and Peace-keeping’ (17 June 1992) UN Doc A/47/277 - S/24111 (‘Agenda for Peace’),
para 42; R Higgins, ‘Second-Generation Peacekeeping’ (1995) 89 American Society of
International Law Proceedings 275.
73 UN, ‘Policy Directive on Authority, Command and Control in United Nations
Peacekeeping Operations’, op cit, para 4.
74 Ibid, paras 18.
75 Ibid, para 19.
70
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in charge of formulating ‘operational guidelines based on Security
Council resolutions’, 76 and of ‘all matters relating to the planning,
establishment and conduct of UN peacekeeping operations’. 77 States
retain the strategic authority to contribute and withdraw troops.78
In the field, operational control over military troops is exercised by a UN
Force Commander,79 who establishes the chain-of-command below him80
and can delegate tactical control to sub-commanders in defined areas.81
Operational orders are decided by the Force Commander and executed
by contributed troops, organized in national contingents, headed by their
respective National Contingent Commander. Contributing States retain
organic command, which is exercised in the field by the National
Commanders vested with administrative control, including disciplinary
authority, over their troops.82
In military terns, the command structure in UN operations is
multinational, integrated, and unified. It is ‘multinational’ because it
involves the forces of more than one State, ‘integrated’ because the
commander of the forces is acting on behalf of all participating entities
equally, and is ‘unified’ in the sense that all contingents are placed under
the authority of a single Force Commander.83
In practice, some consultation inevitably occurs between the UN and
contributing States. This is notably because States are not signing blank
checks on the use of their armies, and occasionally accompany command
and control delegations with caveats limiting the situations in which a
contingent can use force.84 In that case, the UN Force Commander may
Ibid, para 19.2.
Ibid, para 19.4.
78 Ibid, para 21.
79 Ibid, para 29.
80 Ibid, para 30.
81 Ibid, paras 45–46.
82 Ibid, para 50.
83 US Department of the Army, ‘The Army in Multinational Operations’ (April 2014)
Field Manual FM 3-16, at 2-3.
84 J Cerone, ‘Minding the Gap: Outlining KFOR Accountability in Post-Conflict Kosovo’
(2001), op cit, at 486; NATO, ‘Glossary of Terms and Definitions’, op cit, at 2-C-2: Caveats
are defined as ‘any limitation, restriction or constraint by a nation on its military forces
or civilian elements under NATO command and control or otherwise available to NATO,
that does not permit NATO commanders to deploy and employ these assets fully in line
with the approved operation plan’; J-M Guéhenno and J Sherman, ‘Command and
Control Arrangements in United Nations Peacekeeping Operations’ (2009), op cit, at 6; C
76
77
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need to consult with a NCC prior to assigning tasks to a contingent,85
showing that, in some situations, the UN Force Commander cannot
exclusively assert operational control and that States can retain some
degree of operational control. 86 Within the formal framework of
command arrangements as implemented in concrete missions, control
over contributed troops comport nuances, and its exercise by the UN can
be constrained.
Furthermore, at various levels and degrees, reality does not always
match what was formally agreed. As one author observed, the UN
command structures ‘are straightforward in theory, but seldom so in
practice.’87 In practice, States occasionally intervene in the operational
management of their troops in contravention with the agreed
distribution of command and control, thereby undermining the authority
of the UN Force Commander.88
In legal terms, the key feature of peacekeeping forces is that some degree
of control over them is delegated to the UN, while States retain
significant elements of command and control at the same time. The UN
is vested with strategic and operational control, but during a mission
States retain organic command (including discipline), some degree of
strategic command (the authority to withdraw forces, to oppose caveats)
and occasionally a degree of operational control.

Leck, ‘International Responsibility in United Nations Peacekeeping Operations:
Command and Control Arrangements and the Attribution of Conduct’ (2009) 10
Melbourne Journal of International Law 346, at 354; M Zwanenburg, Accountability of
Peace Support Operations (2005), op cit, at 48.
85 C Leck, ‘International Responsibility in United Nations Peacekeeping Operations:
Command and Control Arrangements and the Attribution of Conduct’ (2009), op cit, at
356; R Murphy, ‘UN Peacekeeping in Lebanon: A Case Study’ (2008) International
Relations and Security Network (ISN), at 8; RCR Siekmann, National Contingents in
United Nations Peace-Keeping Forces (1991), op cit, at 115.
86 See infra, Chap 2 §2.3.
87 C Leck, ‘International Responsibility in United Nations Peacekeeping Operations:
Command and Control Arrangements and the Attribution of Conduct’ (2009), op cit, at
352. See also: P de Visscher, ‘Observations sur le Fondement et la Mise en Œuvre du
Principe de la Responsabilité de l’Organisation des Nations Unies’ (1963), op cit, at 136:
‘en fait sinon en droit, l’effectivité de la soumission des contingents nationaux à l'autorité
de l'Organisation était loin d'être parfaite’.
88 For instance, in UNOSOM II: UN Security-Council, ‘Report of the Commission of
Inquiry Established Pursuant to Security Council Resolution 885 (1993) to Investigate
Armed Attacks on UNOSOM II Personnel Which Led to Casualties Among Them’ (1
June 1994) UN Doc S/1994/653, paras 243–246.
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As a result of this sharing of military control between two subjects of
international law, troops qualify as partially delegated organs, acting in
some respects under the control of the UN and in some others under the
control of their States.89 Depending on the circumstances of the harmful
conduct considered, a peacekeeper can be seen as either under the control
of the UN or its State or both. This distinct status of UN forces is the
reason why, in the context of collaborative military operations, control is
fundamental to allocate responsibility.90

1.2.2. NATO-led operations
NATO is a formalized military alliance, which was endowed from the
outset with established military doctrines, extensive military assets and
standing military bodies. The organization benefits from permanent
military facilities across its member States territories, but does not
dispose of an army of its own. As the UN, it relies on troop contributions
from its Member States when conducting military operations.
NATO’s strong military capacities and the willingness of its member
States to participate in missions have made it an essential actor of UNauthorized operations, notably for coercive missions. 91 It assumed a
major role in former Yugoslavia where it engaged in several air and land
enforcement operations. In 1995 and 1999, NATO conducted bombing
campaigns over Bosnia and Serbia, following which it deployed
multinational forces under its authority (IFOR/SFOR and KFOR).92 In
Afghanistan, NATO led the large International Security Assistance
Force (ISAF) from 2001 to 2014,93 and carried out an air-strike campaign

89 B Amrallah, ‘The International Responsibility of the United Nations for Activities
Carried Out by UN Peacekeeping Forces’ (1976), op cit, at 57; L Condorelli, ‘Le Statut des
Forces de L'ONU et le Droit International Humanitaire’ (1995), op cit, at 886; P de
Visscher, ‘Observations sur le Fondement et la Mise en Œuvre du Principe de la
Responsabilité de l’Organisation des Nations Unies’ (1963), op cit, at 137.
90 See infra, Chap 2 §1.1.2.a).
91 T Gazzini, ‘NATO’s Role in the Collective Security System’ (2003) 8(2) Journal of
Conflict and Security Law 231, at 233; R Higgins, ‘Second-Generation Peacekeeping’
(1995), op cit, at 276.
92 L Wentz (ed), Lessons From Bosnia: The IFOR Experience (CCRP Publication Series,
1998); L Wentz (ed), Lessons From Kosovo: The KFOR Experience (CCRP Publication
Series, 2002).
93 MN Schmitt (ed), The War in Afghanistan: A Legal Analysis (International Law Studies,
vol 85, Naval War College, 2009).
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and maritime embargo operation in Libya in 2011 (Operation Unified
Protector).94
Similarly to UN missions, NATO operations are conducted under an
multinational integrated unified command.95 At the head of the chain of
command, the North Atlantic Council (NAC) — composed of
representatives of each Member State 96 — exercises political and
strategic direction over NATO’s operations with the support of a
Military Committee.97 Decisions of the NAC and the Military Committee
are taken unanimously.98 When undertaking a given mission, NATO
establishes local headquarters and appoints a Commander under its
authority.99 The Commander exercises operational control in the field,
with tactical control delegated to regional sub-commands formed by
national contingents.100 Since NATO has a limited membership, it has
developed mechanisms for the participation of non-member States in the
operations it leads, whereby non-NATO States are integrated in the
command structure.101
The detailed exercise of command during NATO operations comports
subtleties. In a number of NATO missions, national representatives of
94 C de Cock, ‘Operation Unified Protector and the Protection of Civilians in Libya’
(2011) 14 Yearbook of International Humanitarian Law 213; MN Schmitt, ‘Wings Over
Libya: The No-Fly Zone in Legal Perspective’ (2011) 36 Yale Journal of International
Law Online 45.
95 US, ‘The Army in Multinational Operations’, op cit, para 2-18; T Gazzini, ‘NATO’s
Role in the Collective Security System’ (2003), op cit, at 249.
96 North Atlantic Treaty (Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland and United States of America) (adopted 4 April 1949, Washington) 34
UNTS 243, Article 9.
97 NATO Standardization Agency, ‘Allied Joint Doctrine for the Conduct of Operations’
(2011) AJP-3(B), at 2-2.
98 P Gallis, ‘NATO’s Decision-making Procedure’ (2003) CRS Report for Congress
RS21510, at 3–4.
99 NATO, ‘Allied Joint Doctrine for the Conduct of Operations’, op cit, at 2-3; NATO
Allied Command Operations, ‘NATO’s Current Operational Military Command
Structure’.
100 T Durell-Young, ‘Command in Coalition Operations’ (1997), op cit, at 31; L Wentz
(ed), Lessons From Bosnia: The IFOR Experience (1998), op cit, at 38 (flowchart of IFOR’s
command structure).
101 NATO Public Diplomacy Division, ‘NATO Handbook’ (2006) ISBN 92-845-0178-4
HB-ENG-0406, at 199; NATO, ‘Political-Military Framework for NATO-led PfP
Operations’, para 17; NATO, ‘Political Military Framework for Partner Involvement in
NATO-Led Operations’ (2011), paras 8–13.
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contributing States are able to oppose a ‘red card’ to certain sensitive
missions, thereby sharing operational control with the NATO
Commander.102 In other cases, some operational decisions are taken by
the NAC, which means they are unanimously approved by NATO
member States representatives. For instance, in Operation Allied Force,
sensitive targets presenting a high risk of collateral damage required
approval by the NAC. 103 This particular situation where member States
exercise large control over certain decisions of the organization
illustrates the variety of circumstances in which control over the conduct
of international forces can be shared. This procedure is however not used
in every NATO operations, and only applies to certain categories of
targets.104
The NATO command structure is similar to UN operations and
consequently NATO forces have the same legal characteristics. Since
NATO has international legal personality,105 troops acting under the
operational control of NATO do not act on behalf of their States.
Notably, regional command headed by national Commanders are
established by the NATO Commander delegating tactical control, so that
regional commanders are in principle not under the control of their
national States. As in UN operations, States delegate specific elements of
authority over their forces to an international organization and retain
other elements of military command. Depending on the circumstances,
contributed troops are under the control of either NATO or their State
or both.

102 J Cerone, ‘Minding the Gap: Outlining KFOR Accountability in Post-Conflict Kosovo’
(2001), op cit, at 486; M Zwanenburg, Accountability of Peace Support Operations (2005), op
cit, at 48.
103 NATO SHAPE, ‘Allied Command Operations Comprehensive Operations Planning
Directive’ (17 December 2010) COPD V1.0, at 3-56; US Department of Defense,
‘Kosovo/Operation Allied Force: After-action Report’ (31 January 2000) Unclassified
Report to Congress, at 24: ‘For selected categories of targets — for example, targets in
downtown Belgrade, in Montenegro, or targets likely to involve high collateral damage
— NATO reserved approval for higher political authorities. NATO leaders used this
mechanism to ensure that member nations were fully cognizant of particularly sensitive
military operations, and, thereby, to help sustain the unity of the alliance’.
104 See infra, Chap 3 §2.2.3.a).
105 ILC, ‘Responsibility of International Organizations, Comments and Observations
Received From International Organizations’ (2011) UN Doc. A/CN.4/637/Add.1,
General comments, North Atlantic Treaty Organization, para 2:’ NATO is an
international organization within the meaning of draft article 2(a) of the draft articles,
and as such a subject of international law. It possesses international legal personality as
well as treaty-making power’.
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1.2.3. EU-led operations
The European Union, initially designed as a ‘purely civilian power’,106
only began to engage in military operations in 2003. Following the
adoption of the EU Security and Defense Policy, the EU engaged in a
limited number of military missions,107 while undertaking a much more
significant load of civilian operations, which fall out of the scope of this
study. It undertook so far seven military operations: the operations
Concordia (former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 2003), Artemis
(DRC, 2003), and Althea (Bosnia, since 2004), the EUFOR DR Congo
(2006), the EUFOR Tchad/RCA (2008-2009), the European Naval Force
– Operation Atalanta (Somalia, since 2008) and the European Union
Training Mission in Somalia (since 2009).108
Having later become an actor in the field of military operations, the EU
developed command arrangements drawn from NATO’s and UN’s
experiences, and resorted to a comparable integrated multinational
command structure. The Political and Security Committee provides
overall political direction, 109 while the European Union Military
Committee delivers military strategic command.110 For each mission,
local headquarters are established, where a Force Commander is
endowed with operational control and can delegate tactical control to
sub-regional commanders. 111 In its operations, the EU occasionally

106 S Graf von Kielmansegg, ‘The European Union's Competences in Defence Policy Scope and Limits’ (2007) 32(2) European Law Review 213, at 215.
107 A Sari, ‘Status of Forces and Status of Mission Agreements Under the ESDP: The
EU's Evolving Practice’ (2008) 19(1) European Journal of International Law 67, at 70.
108 An overview of EU missions is available at <www.consilium.europa.eu/eeas/securitydefence/eu-operations>.
109 EU Council of the European Union, ‘Decision of 22 January 2001 Setting Up the
Political and Security Committee’ (2001) 2001/78/CFSP, Official Journal of the
European Communities L 27/1, Annex, para 1(j).
110 EU Council of the European Union, ‘Decision of 10 May 2005 Amending Decision
2001/80/CFSP on the Establishment of the Military Staff of the European Union’ (2005)
2005/395/CFSP, Official Journal of the European Union L 132/17, Annex, para 3; EU
Council of the European Union, ‘Decision of 22 January 2001 Setting Up the Military
Committee of the European Union’ (2001) 2001/79/CFSP, Official Journal of the
European Communities L 27/4, Annex, para 3.
111 EU, ‘EU Military C2 Concept (Partial Declassification)’, op cit, para 14.
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makes use of NATO’s assets and expertise, but retains full authority over
its missions.112
The legal status of EU forces is similar to the status of UN or NATO
forces. Control over the troops is shared between the EU and States at
different levels, so that they can alternatively be under the control of
either or both the EU and their State. Unlike other organs put at the
disposal of the EU, such as custom officers, States necessarily exercise,
during the time of the delegation, some control over their military
organs.113

1.2.4. Coalition operations
Coalition warfare was historically the first way of conducting military
operations in cooperation amongst several States.114 By joining forces
within an ad hoc coalition or a formalized alliance, States enjoyed
‘increased military power’115 allowing them to successfully accomplish
larger military campaigns.116 It is in this context that military practices
enabling several national armed forces to conduct international missions
together first developed. At present, the use of force is constricted by the
UN Charter117 and most military operations of States’ coalitions occur

112 NATO, ‘The NATO-EU Strategic Partnership’ (2004) Istanbul Summit Media Guide;
L Simón, ‘Command and Control? Planning for EU Military Operations’ (2010)
European Union Institute for Security Studies Occasional Paper 81, at 17.
113 Contra: A Sari, ‘UN Peacekeeping Operations and Article 7 ARIO: The Missing Link’
(2012) 9(1) International Organizations Law Review 77, at 79.
114 RR Baxter, ‘Constitutional Forms and Some Legal Problems of International Military
Command’ (1952), op cit, at 325: ‘alliances are probably as old as war itself’.For a
historical overview of military operations by coalitions of States, see: RS Rush and WW
Epley (eds), Multinational Operations, Alliances, and International Military Cooperation: Past
and Future (Proceedings of the Fifth Workshop of the Partnership for Peace Consortium’s
Military History Working Group, Vienna, Austria 4–8 April 2005) (CMH Pub 70–101–1, US
Army Center of Military History, 2006). and BA Elleman and SCM Paine (eds), Naval
Coalition Warfare: From the Napoleonic War to Operation Iraqi Freedom (Routledge, 2008).
115 B Cathcart, ‘Command and Control in Military Operations’ (2010), op cit, at 236.
116 S Ross, ‘Caging the Eagle: Napoleonic War Coalitions’ in BA Elleman and SCM Paine
(eds), Naval Coalition Warfare: From the Napoleonic War to Operation Iraqi Freedom
(Routledge, 2008), at 28: ‘Fighting Napoleon required a great power coalition with
adequate forces, plus a unified command structure and a political objective adhered to by
all of the coalition members’.
117 Charter of the United Nations (adopted 26 June 1945, San Francisco) 3 Bevans 1153;
59 Stat 1031; TS No 993 (‘UN Charter’), Articles 2(4), 39–51.
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within its limits, whether pursuant to a UN authorization, or in instances
of the exercise of a collective right to self-defence.118
In the framework of collective security, coalitions are a quickly available
tool119 and are often resorted to for succinct missions preceding more
comprehensive operations.120 For instance, INTERFET was deployed in
1999 within 5 days of its authorization,121 expressly ‘until replaced as
soon as possible by a United Nations peacekeeping operation’,122 and
NATO took over the 2011 operation in Libya following a week of air
strikes carried out by a States’ coalition.123 In other occasions, coalitions
have undertaken entire operations under UN mandate. For example, the
first operations authorized by the UN Security Council in 1950 took the
form of a US-led coalition, entrusted with the task of fighting off North
Korean attacks against South Korea.124
Coalitions are an ad hoc form of military collaboration, whereby several
States undertake collective action without acting through an
organization endowed with legal personality. By definition, coalitions do
not have pre-defined command structures, and their functioning is
negotiated in each case by participating entities. Nonetheless, three main
118 Y Dinstein, War, Aggression and Self-Defence (2011), op cit; WK Lietzau and JA
Rutigliano Jr, ‘History and Development of the International Law of Military Operations’
in TD Gill and D Fleck (eds), The Handbook of the International Law of Military Operations
(Oxford University Press, 2010), 11–31, at 14-20.
119 N Blokker, ‘Is the Authorization Authorized? Powers and Practice of the UN Security
Council to Authorize the Use of Force by ‘Coalitions of the Able and Willing’’ (2000)
11(3) European Journal of International Law 541; A Ryan, ‘The Strong Lead-nation
Model in an Ad-hoc Coalition of the Willing: Operation Stabilize in East Timor’ (2002)
9(1) International Peacekeeping (Routledge) 23; M Tondini, ‘Shared Responsibility in
Coalitions of the Willing’, forthcoming in A Nollkaemper and I Plakokefalos (eds), The
Practice of Shared Responsibility (Cambridge University Press, 2016); G Wilson, ‘UN
Authorized Enforcement: Regional Organizations Versus Coalitions of the Willing’
(2003) 10(2) International Peacekeeping (Routledge) 89; G Wilson, ‘The Legal, Military
and Political Consequences of the ‘Coalitions of the Willing’ Approach to UN Military
Enforcement Action’ (2007) 12(2) Journal of Conflict and Security Law 295.
120 US, ‘The Army in Multinational Operations’, op cit, para 2.11.
121 A Ryan, ‘The Strong Lead-nation Model in an Ad-hoc Coalition of the Willing:
Operation Stabilize in East Timor’ (2002), op cit, at 23.
122 UN Security Council, ‘Resolution 1264’ (15 September 1999) UN Doc S/RES/1264,
para 10.
123 B Boutin, ‘What Responsibility for States Participating to a Lesser Extent to the
NATO Operation in Libya?’ (1 June 2011) SHARES Blog; ‘NATO takes command in
Libya air operations’ (NATO News, 31 March 2011).
124 UN Security Council, ‘Resolution 84’ (7 July 1950) UN Doc S/RES/84.
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patterns can be identified from practice: multinational integrated
command, multinational command with a dominant State, and national
command.125
First, multinational integrated command designates a type of command
structure where all troops are put under the operational control of a
multinational Force Commander under the joint authority of all States.
In coalitions under this type of structure, the Force Commander – who is
in practice a military officer from one of the coalition States – acts on the
behalf of all States.126 Such Force Commander qualifies as a common
organ of the participating States which jointly direct the operation.127
Participating States are integrated at all levels of the chain of command,
so that no State dominates the command structure.128 The structure of a
fully integrated coalition is thus similar to the one of IO-led
operations.129 For instance, the Allied Powers in World War II had
adopted a unified multinational structure with authority vested in a
Supreme Commander.130
The African Union/United Nations Hybrid operation in Darfur
(UNAMID), a peace operation jointly conducted by two international
organizations,131 presents characteristics comparable to States’ coalitions
and can be seen as a coalition of international organizations. Indeed, the
command structure of UNAMID is similar to the command structure of
States’ coalitions under multinational integrated command. UNAMID
forces are placed under the operational control of a ‘jointly appointed’

US, ‘Multinational Operations’, op cit, at II–4.
RR Baxter, ‘Constitutional Forms and Some Legal Problems of International Military
Command’ (1952), op cit, at 356: a coalition Force Commander acts ‘as a representative of
several states’.
127 See infra, Chap 2 §1.2.2.
128 US, ‘Multinational Operations’, op cit, at II-4: ‘The key factors in an integrated
command are: (a) A designated single commander. (b) A staff composed of representatives
from all member nations. (c) Subordinate commands and staffs integrated into the lowest
echelon necessary to accomplish the mission’.
129 Ibid, at xi: ‘A good example of an integrated command structure is found in NATO
where a strategic commander is designated from a member nation, but the strategic
command staff and the commanders and staffs of subordinate commands are of
multinational makeup’.
130 GA Harrison, United States Army in World War II (CMH Pub 7-4, US Army Center of
Military History, 1951), at 105.
131 UN Security Council, ‘Resolution 1769’ (31 July 2007) UN Doc S/RES/1769.
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commander, 132 who acts on behalf of both organizations. Another
illustration of such coalition occurred in 1993, where NATO and the
WEU conducted a joint naval operation in the Adriatic Sea. In this 3year mission, maritime forces in charge of enforcing compliance with the
arms embargo and economic sanctions against former Yugoslavia were
under the common authority of the two organizations.133
Second, multinational command with a dominant State (also referred to as
‘framework nation’ model134 or ‘lead nation’ model135) refers to a type of
command structure where the operation is conducted under a
multinational command but with one of the coalition States dominating
the command structure. 136 Unlike fully integrated coalitions where
representatives of all participating States are integrated at the highest
levels of the command structure, the operation is organized and
conducted using the framework of one State’s military doctrine and
apparatus. 137 Typically, the framework State provides the largest
contingent, the Force Commander, other top officers, and a large part of
the facilities and equipment. 138 The command structure is still
multinational, in the sense that several States are involved in the
command structure, but it is not fully integrated, as one of the States

132 UN, ‘Policy Directive on Authority, Command and Control in United Nations
Peacekeeping Operations’, op cit, para 107.
133 NATO Factsheet, ‘NATO/WEU Operation Sharp Guard’ (2 October 1996).
134 US, ‘The Army in Multinational Operations’, op cit, at 2-2: ‘Some nations use the term
framework nation for lead’; EU, ‘EU Military C2 Concept (Partial Declassification)’, op
cit, at 10; L Simón, ‘Command and Control? Planning for EU Military Operations’ (2010)
European Union Institute for Security Studies Occasional Paper 81, at 15.
135 US, ‘The Army in Multinational Operations’, op cit, at 2-3; Australia, ‘Australian
Defence Doctrine Publication: Multinational Operations’, op cit, at 4-3; A Ryan, ‘The
Strong Lead-nation Model in an Ad-hoc Coalition of the Willing: Operation Stabilize in
East Timor’ (2002), op cit.
136 SR Lescoutre, Command Structure for Coalition Operations: A Template for Future Force
Commanders (2003), at 8; T Durell-Young, ‘Command in Coalition Operations’ (1997), op
cit, at 38; A Ryan, ‘The Strong Lead-nation Model in an Ad-hoc Coalition of the Willing:
Operation Stabilize in East Timor’ (2002), op cit, at 32.
137 Australia, ‘Australian Defence Doctrine Publication: Command and Control’, op cit,
Glossary, at 3: ‘The lead nation is that nation with the will and capability, competence,
and influence to provide the essential elements of political consultation and military
leadership to coordinate the planning, mounting, and execution of a coalition military
operation’.
138 US, ‘The Army in Multinational Operations’, op cit, at 2-3; US, ‘Multinational
Operations’, op cit, at II-5.
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formally has a preponderant role in the chain of command.139 Other
States can be more or less integrated in the structure and have more or
less influence over operational decisions,140 but integration usually does
no go so far as to say that the Force Commander acts on behalf of all
coalition States. Critically, contributing States transfer some operational
authority over their forces to the Force Commander but often retain a
degree of operational and/or tactical control over their contingents,
allowing them to independently approve and conduct sub-missions.141 By
contrast, in fully integrated missions, operational control including
tactical control is transferred to the lead entity, and national contingents
act on its behalf. In coalitions with a dominant State, operational control
over the conduct of forces is shared between the dominant State and the
national State.
For instance, the coalition of States forming the INTERFET mission in
East Timor operated under a multinational command dominated by
Australia. 142 Operational control over the troops was vested in an
Australian Force Commander, with high officials from other coalition
States being involved in operational decisions. Contingents received
tasks from the Force Commander, but implemented these tasks under the
tactical command of their national contingent commander.143 In this
operation, operational control over the force was partly exercised by
Australia and partly by the national State at the same time.
The multinational force in Iraq operated under this type of arrangement,
with the US formally dominating a partially integrated multinational
command structure.144 Coalition States contingents were placed under
the overall authority of a US Commander, but ‘national chains of
command remained strong’.145 The Force Commander only exercised
139 US, ‘The Army in Multinational Operations’, op cit, at 2-12: ‘The lead nation concept
recognizes that one nation has the lead role and its command and control dominates’.
140 SR Lescoutre, Command Structure for Coalition Operations: A Template for Future Force
Commanders (2003), op cit, at 9; US, ‘Multinational Operations’, op cit, at II-6.
141 A Ryan, ‘The Strong Lead-nation Model in an Ad-hoc Coalition of the Willing:
Operation Stabilize in East Timor’ (2002), op cit, at 31.
142 UN, ‘Resolution 1264’, op cit, para 3: authorizes ‘the establishment of a multinational
force under a unified command structure’.
143 A Ryan, ‘The Strong Lead-nation Model in an Ad-hoc Coalition of the Willing:
Operation Stabilize in East Timor’ (2002), op cit, at 31.
144 UN Security Council, ‘Resolution 1511’ (16 October 2003) UN Doc S/RES/1511,
para 13: authorizes a ‘multinational force under unified command’.
145 Carney, Allied Participation in Operation Iraqi Freedom (CMH Pub 59-3-1, US Army
Center of Military History, 2011), at 6.
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‘limited operational control’ 146 over the different contingents, and
national States remained intermediaries between the orders received and
their implementation.147 The force was organized on the premise of a
division of tasks and areas, whereby certain contingents were assigned
specific missions in specific areas, which they carried out with relative
autonomy.148
Besides the US, a number of States had significant roles in the command
structure. The UK was the second largest contributing country, in
charge of the Southeast area, and Poland was in charge of the SouthCentre area.149 Unlike in operations under a fully integrated command,
States in charge of a regional area were directly controlling the
operations in their area of responsibility, in coordination with the US.150
Regional lead States received some degree of operational control over
the forces of other States in the area,151 with national States retaining
Ibid, at 13.
Australia, ‘Australian Defence Doctrine Publication: Command and Control’, op cit, 36: ‘For the commitment to Iraq, MINDEF Senator Robert Hill stated, “the commander of
Australian troops is Australian. Australian commanders command Australian troops and
a coalition of the willing led by the United States of America (USA) would in effect be
managed by the USA. So in terms of the management of the total coalition, that would be
USA leadership with Australia in the loop. But decisions relating to commitment of our
forces, targeting by our forces, their rules of engagement are all Australian decisions”’.
148 Carney, Allied Participation in Operation Iraqi Freedom (2011), op cit, at 20.
149 Ibid, at 15, 20 and 23.
150 Memorandum of Understanding Between the Republic of Latvia, the Ministry of
Defence of the Republic of Bulgaria, the Ministry of Defence of the Kingdom of Denmark,
the Secretary of the Armed Forces of the Dominican Republic, the Department of
National Defence of the Philippine,s the Secretary of Defence of the Republic of
Honduras, the Ministry of Defence of the Republic of Hungary the Ministry of Defence of
the Republic of Kazakhstan the Ministry of National Defence of the Republic of
Lithuania, the Ministry of Defence of Mongolia, the Minister of Defence of the Kingdom
of the Netherlands, the Ministry of Defence of the Republic of Nicaragua, the Ministry of
Defence of the Kingdom of Norway, the Ministry of National Defence of Romania, the
Ministry of Defence of the Republic of El Salvador, the Ministry of Defence of the Slovak
Republic, the Ministry of Defence of the Kingdom of Spain, the Ministry of Defence of
the Kingdom of Thailand, the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine, and the Minister of
National Defence of the Republic of Poland, Concerning Command Arrangements and
Related Matters for the Multinational Division (Central South) (MND C-S) Within the
Stabilisation Force in Iraq (adopted 28 August 2003), Arlietu ministrijas 14.03.2005
informacija nr. 41/427-2139/LV, 63 (3221), 21.04.2005 (‘Memorandum of
Understanding for the Multinational Division (Central South) within the Stabilisation
Force in Iraq’), paras 5.1 and 5.8.
151 Ibid, para 5.2: ‘Operational Control of all National Contingents contributed to
MND(C-S) will be assigned to a superior Commander’.
146
147
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tactical control.152 Besides, detention operations were conducted by a
limited number of coalition partners each independently.153 The division
of military authority amongst coalition partners in Iraq did not follow a
clear-cut pattern. It appears that the US, the potential regional lead
State, and the contributing State shared operational control over each
contingent, with some tasks such as detentions being carried
independently under national command.
In terms of legal characteristics, both the integrated and the dominant
models share a main feature, which is that the collective of subjects
acting does not have international legal personality. Unlike in operations
led by an international organization, where operational control is
exercised by an entity vested with legal personality, authority in
coalitions is vested to a Force Commander lacking personality and acting
on behalf of several States.
The third type of command structure found in coalitions is that of
national command. It designates a command structure where operational
control is exercised by a lead State alone and in its own name.154 In
practice there are a few operations where contributed troops were
formally placed under the operational control of one State. For example,
in 1950, the UN mandated an enforcement operation in Korea and
expressly called for the coalition forces to be placed under US national
command. 155 Forces from various States were contributed to the
operation, yet strategic and operational command was exercised solely
by the US. 156 In 1992, the United Nations Interim Task Force
(UNITAF) in Somalia also operated under US operational command.157
Multinational operations under national command are relatively rare but
present some relevance for the study, as they allow to differentiate and
152 Ibid, para 5.3: ‘Participants are responsible for planning and execution of movements
of their forces’.
153 BJ Bill, ‘Detention Operations in Iraq: A View From the Ground’ in RA Pedrozo (ed),
The War in Iraq: A Legal Analysis (International Law Studies, vol 86, Naval War College,
2010), 411–455, at 417; Australia Department of Defence, ‘Iraq Detainee Fact-Finding
Team Report’ (11 June 2004).
154 NATO, ‘Glossary of Terms and Definitions’, op cit, at 2-N-1: National command is
defined as a ‘command that is organized by, and functions under the authority of, a
specific nation’.
155 UN, ‘Resolution 84’, op cit, para 3, solicited Member States to contribute ‘forces and
other assistance available to a unified command under the United States’.
156 JW Houck, ‘The Command and Control of United Nations Forces in the Era of Peace
Enforcement’ (1993), op cit, at 13.
157 Ibid, at 34.
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thereby to confirm the relationship between command and control and
responsibility.

1.2.5. Other forms of cooperation
a) Parallel non-unified command
The occurrences of a single multinational operation being conducted
under non-unified command are relatively scarce given the ample
difficulties of operating together while preserving independent chains of
commands. A well-known example of non-unified command is the ‘dual
command structure’158 adopted in the 1991 Gulf War coalition, whereby
troops contributed to the coalition were separated in two parallel
multinational forces headed respectively by an American and a Saudi
commander.159 Although limited information is available at the time of
writing, the military intervention against the Islamic State of Iraq and
the Levant, started in 2014, seems to have been conducted under
separate national command structures. The US served as a
coordinator,160 but each participating State organized its own operation
and retained full command and control over the conduct of air strikes by
its forces operating under national command.161
On the other hand, circumstances where distinct operations are
simultaneously present in the same area commonly occur. They remain
under separate command structures, but will occasionally decide to
collaborate to conduct punctual missions together. For instance, from
1992 to 1995, forces of UNPROFOR were operating on the ground
under UN command, while NATO forces conducted air strikes under
NATO authority. The so-called ‘dual-key procedure’ adopted during
these operations, whereby NATO’s airstrikes required UN approval162

Ibid, at 18.
AR Febbraro, ‘Leadership and Command’ in AR Febbraro et al (eds), Multinational
Military Operations and Intercultural Factors (RTO-TR-HFM-120, NATO Science and
Technology Organization, 2008), para 3.4.2.2.
160 D Lamothe, ‘New US military command established for Iraq and Syria operations’
(The Washington Post, 5 December 2014).
161 Each State conducted its own operation: Operation Inherent Resolve for the US,
Operation Okra for Australia, Operation Shader for the UK, Operation Impact for
Canada, and Operation Chammal for France.
162 ‘Decisions taken at meeting of the North Atlantic Council on 9th August 1993’
(NATO, Press release 052, 1993).
158
159
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did not amount to a unified command over the two forces.163 Another
significant example is provided by the US-led Operation Enduring
Freedom (OEF), which operates in Afghanistan in parallel from ISAF
since 2001.164
Another typical situation is when a UN mission requires the support of
other forces positioned in the area for the purpose of accomplishing a
delicate mission. Support forces usually take the form of a Quick
Reaction Force (QRF) under national command, and remain under the
operational authority of their State even during occasional joint
operations. 165 For instance, the UNOCI mission in Ivory Coast and
available units part of the French operation Licorne conducted joint
attacks in 2011.166

b) Logistical support
In certain operations, some States provide support without getting
directly involved in combat operations. There are different degrees of
participation in a military operation, and some partners chose to
participate to a limited extent by providing assistance but not
contributing combat troops. In complex and offensive operations,
logistical support is needed to ensure the efficient deployment and
functioning of the force. 167 Besides, States can decide to opt for a
participation limited to logistical support as military interventions
abroad come at a cost in terms of lives and budget.168 States balance their
national interests against the interests of the international community in

163 N Tsagourias, ‘The Responsibility of International Organisations for Military
Missions’ (2011), op cit, at 254.
164 RJ Barber, ‘The Proportionality Equation: Balancing Military Objectives with Civilian
Lives in the Armed Conflict in Afghanistan’ (2010) 15(3) Journal of Conflict and Security
Law 467, at 470.
165 Usually, the QRF Commander delegates tactical control to the UN Commander: DS
Alberts and RE Hayes, Command Arrangements for Peace Operations (1995), op cit, at 36.
166 B Boutin, ‘An “unlikely Scenario” That Occurred in Ivory Coast… and a Case for
Shared Responsibility Between the UN and France’ (10 April 2011) SHARES Blog.
167 G Starosta, ‘Mission to Mali’ (Air Force Magazine, November 2013).
168 C Gray, ‘Peacekeeping After the Brahimi Report: Is There a Crisis of Credibility for
the UN?’ (2001) 6(2) Journal of Conflict and Security Law 267, at 280; ND White,
‘Commentary on the Report of the Panel on United Nations Peace Operations (The
Brahimi Report)’ (2001) 6(1) Journal of Conflict and Security Law 127, at 135.
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deciding whether to send ‘boots on the ground’ in support of a given
operation.169
In military terms, logistics is defined as the ‘science of planning and
carrying out the movement and maintenance of forces’.170 It includes the
acquisition, transport and/or maintenance of equipment (eg. tanks,
ammunitions), personnel, facilities, and services (eg. medical). Logistical
support designates assistance to the logistics of a given mission.
Logistical support can take various forms, such as the transport of troops
and equipment (airlift), aerial refuelling, aerial or naval surveillance,
allowing the use of bases or of air space, providing medical facilities and
services or food rations, lending assets, and financing. For instance, to be
able to promptly deploy a force following a UN authorization, States
engaged in military operations have received support in transporting
troops and equipment to the area of operations from States outside of the
command structure. When a State or international organization provides
logistical support to a mission without engaging in combat operations, it
is not integrated in the command structure of the mission it supports,
and operates under its own command structure. The supporting entity
coordinates with the supported operation, but acts through its own
command structure and organs.
After clarifying the military context of the study in the first Section, the
following Section presents its factual context.

2. Factual context: Harmful conduct occurring in
military operations

International responsibility is not determined in the abstract, and an
enquiry into responsibility always starts from a harmful conduct alleged
as internationally wrongful, that is, attributed to a State or international
organization and in breach of one or more of its obligations. The present
section isolates the most commonly occurring types of harmful conduct,
ascertained by reference to existing data on the most common claims of
international responsibility in collaborative military operations. The
study does not have the ambition to exhaustively address all possible
harmful acts in military operations, but submits that a selection can be
169 L Mackenzie, ‘We can help in Mali without putting ‘boots on the ground’’ (The Globe
and Mail, 23 January 2013); US, ‘Multinational Operations’, op cit, xii: ‘nations weigh
their national interests and then determine if, when, and where they will expend their
nation’s resources’.
170 NATO, ‘Glossary of Terms and Definitions’, op cit, at 2-L-5.
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made by identifying incidents recurrently referred to in reports and
academic literature.
The terms ‘harmful act’, ‘harmful conduct’ or ‘wrong’ are used as
descriptive terms of the factual occurrence of a conduct causing harm. By
contrast the terms ‘internationally wrongful act’ or ‘wrongful act’ denote
the legal qualification of a conduct as engaging international
responsibility. In order to constitute an internationally wrongful act,
each type of harmful conduct must be found in breach of an applicable
primary obligation. Although they will not be analysed in detail, it is
important to identify and address to some extent the substance of these
primary rules, notably because the obligation allegedly breached
determine the scope of the conduct to be attributed. This section thus
briefly presents a number of primary rules breached by wrongful conduct
occurring in military operations. Since the thesis focuses on international
responsibility, the types of conduct addressed are those possibly
constituting a breach of applicable international obligations. 171
Accordingly, damages caused by international forces without any breach
of international norms and which can give rise to ‘claims of a private-law
character’172 are excluded.173
Types of harmful conduct in military operations can be grouped under
two categories, depending whether they constitute individual misconduct
by soldiers (§2.1) or whether they result from combat-related activities
(§2.2). For each category, the following sections provide illustrations of
harmful acts and the context in which they have occurred and indicate in
which respect these acts can constitute violations of international
obligations.

2.1. Individual misconduct
The term individual misconduct is used in this study to designate certain
harmful conduct committed by soldiers without direct link to the
conduct of hostilities and often constituting crimes in domestic
systems.174 In peace operations, sexual abuse and exploitation has been
See supra, Intro § 1.1.
D Shraga, ‘UN Peacekeeping Operations: Applicability of International Humanitarian
Law and Responsibility for Operations-Related Damage’ (2000) 94(2) American Journal
of International Law 406, at 409.
173 These damages claims are usually settled in internal claims commission under a rule
of limited liability (See infra, Chap 4 §1.2.).
174 M Odello, ‘Tackling Criminal Acts in Peacekeeping Operations: The Accountability of
Peacekeepers’ (2010), op cit, at 357: ‘Many of the crimes considered are often associated
171
172
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an endemic problem raising public concern (§2.1.1), with other types of
abuses occasionally occurring (§2.1.2). As it could be argued that
individual misconduct constitute non-attributable private conduct, the
preliminary issue of whether sexual and other abuses by soldiers are
attributable at all to States or international organizations is addressed
(§2.1.3).

2.1.1. Sexual exploitation and abuse
Sexual exploitation and abuses in international military operations are
‘profoundly disturbing’175 in the context of missions mandated by the UN
to protect local populations, and have raised concern as to the lack of
accountability for them.176 Sexual abuse can be defined as ‘the actual or
threatened physical intrusion of a sexual nature, whether by force or
under unequal or coercive conditions’, 177 while sexual exploitation
designates ‘any actual or attempted abuse of a position of vulnerability,
differential power, or trust, for sexual purposes, including, but not
limited to, profiting monetarily, socially or politically from the sexual
exploitation of another’.178 In many collaborative military operations,
international forces have been accused of using their relative position of
with forms of sexual abuse and criminal misbehaviour, and not with the conduct of
hostilities or the accomplishment of the mission’s mandate’; P Rowe, ‘Military
Misconduct During International Armed Operations: ‘Bad Apples’ or Systemic Failure?’
(2008), op cit, at 170: Soldiers occasionally ‘commit a crime in much the same way as they
would if they were not engaged on military operations’.
175 UN, ‘A Comprehensive Strategy to Eliminate Future Sexual Exploitation and Abuse
in United Nations Peacekeeping Operations’ (24 March 2005) UN Doc A/59/10 (‘Zeid
Report’), para 6.
176 F Adaka, ‘The Enforcement of Military Justice and Discipline in External Military
Operations: Exploring the Fault Lines’ (2008) 47 Military Law and Law of War Review
254; G Caplan, ‘Peacekeepers gone wild: How much more abuse will the UN ignore in
Congo?’ (The Globe and Mail, 3 August 2012); EF Defeis, ‘UN Peacekeepers and Sexual
Abuse and Exploitation: An End to Impunity’ (2008), op cit; C Lynch, ‘UN Faces More
Accusations of Sexual Misconduct’ (Washington Post, 13 March 2005); AJ Miller, ‘Legal
Aspects of Stopping Sexual Exploitation and Abuse in U.N. Peacekeeping Operations’
(2006) 39 Cornell International Law Journal 71; M Ndulo, ‘The United Nations
Responses to the Sexual Abuse and Exploitation of Women and Girls by Peacekeepers
During Peacekeeping Missions’ (2009) 27(1) Berkeley Journal of International Law 127;
M Odello, ‘Tackling Criminal Acts in Peacekeeping Operations: The Accountability of
Peacekeepers’ (2010), op cit; G Simm, ‘International Law as a Regulatory Framework for
Sexual Crimes Committed by Peacekeepers’ (2011), op cit; CE Sweetser, ‘Providing
Effective Remedies to Victims of Abuse by Peacekeeping Personnel’ (2008), op cit.
177 UN Secretary-General, ‘Bulletin on Special Measures for Protection From Sexual
Exploitation and Sexual Abuse’ (2003) UN Doc ST/SGB/2003/13, Section 1.
178 Ibid.
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domination to coerce individuals to engage in ‘sex-for-food’ or for small
amounts of money.179
Reports of sexual abuses in UN-led operations dates back to early 1990s,
where prostitution scandals emerged with regards to UNTAC troops in
Cambodia 180 and other missions. 181 In NATO-led operations as well,
troops have been accused of sexually exploiting vulnerable
populations.182 To date, reports of abuses still regularly emerge. Since
the implementation of the so-called zero-tolerance policy,183 MONUC
troops have been accused of recurrent and widespread abuses in DRC,184
179 Zeid Report, op cit, para 6; VL Kent, ‘Peacekeepers as Perpetrators of Abuse’ (2005)
14(2) African Security Review 85, at 87; M Moore, ‘Refugees “forced to offer sex for
food”’ (The Telegraph, 28 February 2002); ‘The UN sex-for-food scandal’ (The
Washington Times, 9 May 2006); E Wax, ‘Congo’s Desperate “One-Dollar U.N. Girls”’
(Washington Post, 21 March 2005).
180 S Koyama and H Myrttinen, ‘Unintended Consequences of Peace Operations on
Timor Leste From a Gender Perspective’ in C Aoi et al (eds), Unintended Consequences of
Peacekeeping Operations (United Nations University Press, 2007), at 32–33. In 1992-1993,
UNTAC troops were criticized for resorting to prostitution ‘regularly and in a highly
visible manner’, with some contingents running their own brothels. Reports had found a
correlation between the presence of UN troops and the surge of prostitution in the
country. Besides, some troops were accused of engaging with minors.
181 UN, ‘Impact of Armed Conflict on Children; Report of the Expert of the SecretaryGeneral, Ms. Graça Machel, Submitted Pursuant to General Assembly Resolution
48/157’ (26 August 1996) UN Doc A/51/306 (‘Machel Report’), para 98; S Martin, Must
Boys Be Boys? Ending Sexual Exploitation and Abuse in UN Peacekeeping Missions (Refugees
International, 2005), at 4; J Peck, ‘The UN and the Laws of War: How Can the World's
Peacekeepers Be Held Accountable?’ (1995), op cit, at 179.
182 Amnesty International, ‘Kosovo (Serbia and Montenegro): “So Does It Mean That We
Have the Rights?” - Protecting the Human Rights of Women and Girls Trafficked for
Forced Prostitution in Kosovo’ (5 May 2004) EUR 70/010/2004, at 44; I Traynor,
‘NATO force “feeds Kosovo sex trade”’ (The Guardian, 7 May 2004).
183 UN Secretary-General, ‘Letter Dated 9 February 2005 From the Secretary-General
Addressed to the President of the Security Council’ (2005) UN Doc S/2005/79.
184 UN Office of Internal Oversight Services, ‘Investigation Into Allegations of Sexual
Exploitation and Abuse in the Ituri Region (Bunia) in the United Nations Organization
Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo’ (5 April 2007) UN Doc A/61/841; UN
Office of Internal Oversight Services, ‘Investigation Into Allegations of Sexual
Exploitation and Abuse in the United Nations Organization Mission in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo’ (5 January 2005) UN Doc A/59/661; M Lacey, ‘In Congo War,
Even Peacekeepers Add to Horror’ (The New York Times, 18 December 2004); UN
Secretary-General, ‘Special Measures for Protection From Sexual Exploitation and
Sexual Abuse (Reports of Sexual Exploitation and Abuse in 2006)’ (17 February 2007)
UN Doc A/61/957, at 17: Half of the allegations of sexual abuses by peacekeepers
received by the UN in 2006 were concerning MONUC troops; E Wax, ‘Congo’s
Desperate “One-Dollar U.N. Girls”’ (Washington Post, 2005), op cit.
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soldiers of the MINUSTAH have been accused of rapes in Haiti,185 and
some contingents of the UNOCI were accused of sexual exploitation in
Ivory Coast.186 In 2013, incidents were reported in the UN mission in
Mali (MINUSMA),187 and in 2014, forces of the AU-led AMISOM were
accused of recurrent sexual abuses.188
In terms of wrongfulness, sexual abuses by soldiers can constitute
violations of the international obligations of States and/or international
organizations. In view of recurrent reports of widespread abuses,189 a
number of steps have been taken by international organizations and
States to ensure that perpetrators of abuses were prosecuted,190 and to
foster prevention and monitoring of abuses. 191 As part of the zerotolerance policy, the UN issued regulations,192 but it is only through the
TCS and with its consent that new obligations can be imposed to it.193

185 M Halling and B Bookey, ‘Peacekeeping in Name Alone: Accountability for the United
Nations in Haiti’ (2008), op cit, at 467; ‘UN troops face child abuse claims’ (BBC News, 30
November 2006).
186 M Ndulo, ‘The United Nations Responses to the Sexual Abuse and Exploitation of
Women and Girls by Peacekeepers During Peacekeeping Missions’ (2009), op cit, at 143.
187 ‘Serious misconduct, sexual abuse alleged against UN peacekeepers in Mali’ (UN
News Centre, 23 September 2013).
188 K Migiro, ‘Peacekeepers in Somalia use aid to rape women and buy sex for $5: HRW’
(Reuters, 8 September 2014).
189 UN, ‘Investigation Into Allegations of Sexual Exploitation and Abuse in the Ituri
Region (Bunia) in the United Nations Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic
of the Congo’, op cit, para 26: ‘OIOS observations suggest a pattern of peacekeepers
having sexual relations with prostitutes, including child prostitutes’; UN Office of
Internal Oversight Services, ‘Investigation Into Sexual Exploitation of Refugees by Aid
Workers in West Africa’ (11 October 2002) UN Doc A/57/465; UNHCR and Save the
Children-UK, ‘Note for Implementing and Operational Partners on Sexual Violence and
Exploitation: The Experience of Refugee Children in Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone’
(February 2002) (‘UNHCR/SCUK Report’).
190 EF Defeis, ‘UN Peacekeepers and Sexual Abuse and Exploitation: An End to
Impunity’ (2008), op cit, at 192.
191 G Simm, ‘International Law as a Regulatory Framework for Sexual Crimes
Committed by Peacekeepers’ (2011), op cit.
192 UN, ‘Bulletin on Special Measures for Protection From Sexual Exploitation and
Sexual Abuse’, op cit; UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations, ‘Directives for
Disciplinary Matters Involving Military Members of National Contingents’ (2003) UN
Doc DPKO/MD/03/00993.
193 P Rowe, ‘Maintaining Discipline in United Nations Peace Support Operations: The
Legal Quagmire for Military Contingents’ (2000) 5(1) Journal of Conflict and Security
Law 45, at 53 (making the argument with regards to the 1999 Bulletin on international
humanitarian law).
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Provisions have thus been incorporated into the UN model agreement
with contributing States, 194 thereby becoming binding on troopcontributing States, each of which agrees to the Memorandum of
Understanding prior to deploying a contingent.195 In addition, sexual
abuses can constitute violations of international humanitarian law and
human rights law196 as breaches of the right to life197 and the prohibition
of inhuman or degrading treatment.198

2.1.2. Other types of individual misconduct
Other types of individual misconduct have occurred more sporadically in
collaborative military operations, yet concern egregious abuses for which
responsibility must be determined.199

194 UN Special Committee on Peacekeeping Operations and its Working Group, ‘Revised
Draft Model Memorandum of Understanding Between the United Nations and
[Participating State] Contributing Resources to [the United Nations Peacekeeping
Operation]’ (2007) UN Doc A/61/19/Rev.1, Annex II, Articles 7 bis to 7 quinquiens.
See: Z Deen-Racsmany, ‘The Amended UN Model Memorandum of Understanding: A
New Incentive for States to Discipline and Prosecute Military Members of National
Peacekeeping Contingents?’ (2011) 16(2) Journal of Conflict and Security Law 321, at
335–337.
195 Zeid Report, op cit, para 25; M Odello, ‘Tackling Criminal Acts in Peacekeeping
Operations: The Accountability of Peacekeepers’ (2010), op cit, at 353.
196 Zeid Report, op cit, para 10: ‘instances of sexual exploitation and abuse may constitute
violations of international humanitarian law, international human rights law or both’; JM Henckaerts and L Doswald-Beck, Customary International Humanitarian Law
(International Committee of the Red Cross, vol 1: Rules, Cambridge University Press,
2005), Rule 93.
197 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, as
Amended by Protocols (adopted 4 November 1950, Rome) 213 UNTS 222; 312 ETS 5
(‘ECHR’), Article 2(1); International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (adopted 19
December 1966) 999 UNTS 171, Article 6(1); Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(adopted 10 December 1948) UN Doc A/RES/3/217 A, Article 3.
198 ECHR, op cit, Article 3; Geneva Convention (I) for the Amelioration of the Condition
of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field (adopted 12 August 1949) 75
UNTS 35 (‘First Geneva Convention’); Geneva Convention (II) for the Amelioration of
the Condition of Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea
(adopted 12 August 1949) 75 UNTS 81 (‘Second Geneva Convention’); Geneva
Convention (III) Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War (adopted 12 August
1949) 75 UNTS 135 (‘Third Geneva Convention’); Geneva Convention (IV) Relative to
the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War (adopted 12 August 1949) 75 UNTS
287 (‘Fourth Geneva Convention’), common Article 3; Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, op cit, Article 5.
199 F Adaka, ‘The Enforcement of Military Justice and Discipline in External Military
Operations: Exploring the Fault Lines’ (2008), op cit, at 259.
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Notably, incidents of murder and physical abuse of civilians by
international forces have been reported. For instance, in 1993, Canadian
soldiers deployed in Somalia as part of UNITAF were accused of beating
to death a Somali teenager200 and of shooting in the back two unarmed
individuals.201 In Kosovo, US soldiers have reportedly beaten and abused
civilians,202 three members of the British contingent were charged with
the murder of two Albanians,203 and a US soldier was found guilty of the
murder of a child.204 In Afghanistan, several ISAF contingents members
were investigated on charges of murder. In particular, a Canadian soldier
was accused of killing an unarmed insurgent,205 a member of the US
forces was prosecuted for the murder of 16 civilians,206 and a British
soldier who killed a badly wounded insurgent was found guilty of
murder.207 In Iraq, US forces part of the MNF-I killed 24 Iraqi civilians
in their home as reprisals following the death of a US soldier in a
roadside bombing. 208 Physical abuses and murders by soldiers can
constitute violations of various international obligations, including the

200 CH Farnsworth, ‘Torture by Army Peacekeepers in Somalia Shocks Canada’ (The
New York Times, 27 November 1994); Canada, ‘Report of the Somalia Commission of
Inquiry’ (1997), <http://qspace.library.queensu.ca/handle/1974/6881>, vol 1, ‘The
Somalia Mission: In Theatre 2’; J Terry, ‘Taking Filártiga on the Road: Why Courts
Outside the United States Should Accept Jurisdiction Over Actions Involving Torture
Committed Abroad’ in C Scott (ed), Torture as Tort: Comparative Perspectives on the
Development of Transnational Tort Litigation (Hart, 2001), 109–134, at 131; M
Zwanenburg, Accountability of Peace Support Operations (2005), op cit, at 285.
201 Canada, ‘Report of the Somalia Commission of Inquiry’ (1997), op cit, ‘The Somalia
Mission: In Theatre 1’.
202 D Campbell, ‘US troops abused civilians in Kosovo’ (The Guardian, 19 September
2000).
203 N Wood, ‘Kosovo’s love affair with Nato keeps tempers down’ (The Guardian, 4
December 2000).
204 R Cohen, ‘U.S. Sergeant Gets Life in Murder of Kosovo Girl’ (The New York Times,
2 August 2000).
205 S Chase, ‘Robert Semrau: On the ground in Afghanistan’ (Pembroke Daily Observer, 9
November 2012).
206 K Johnson, ‘Pretrial Hearing Starts for Soldier Accused of Murdering 16 Afghan
Civilians’ (The New York Times, 5 November 2012).
207 ‘Marine jailed for Afghan murder’ (BBC News, 6 December 2013); UK, Bulford
Military Court, R v Sergeant Alexander Wayne Blackman (‘Marine A’), Sentencing remarks
of HHJ Jeff Blackett, Judge Advocate General (6 December 2013).
208 M Asser, ‘What happened at Haditha?’ (BBC News, 10 March 2008); US, NavyMarines Corps Court of Criminal Appeals, United States of America v Jeffrey Chessani (17
March 2009) (‘Haditha case’).
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right to life,209 and common Article 1 to the Geneva Conventions which
prohibits ‘violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds,
mutilation, cruel treatment and torture.’210
Illegal smuggling and bribery are amongst the other examples of
individual misconduct in which multinational troops have occasionally
been found to engage.211 For instance, in 2005, members of the Pakistani
contingent of the MONUC have been accused of illegally exploiting gold
mines, and of providing arms to local militia in exchange for gold.212
Such type of harmful conduct in breach of the domestic law of the host
State 213 can constitute a wrongful act under international law as it
breaches the obligation to respect local laws usually incorporated in
SOFAs.214

209 ECHR, op cit, Article 2(1); International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, op cit,
Article 6(1): ‘Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be
protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life’; Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, op cit, Article 3.
210 First Geneva Convention, op cit; Second Geneva Convention, op cit; Third Geneva
Convention, op cit; Fourth Geneva Convention, op cit, common Article 3: ‘Persons taking
no active part in the hostilities [...] shall in all circumstances be treated humanely [...].
To this end, the following acts are and shall remain prohibited at any time and in any
place whatsoever with respect to the above-mentioned persons: [...] violence to life and
person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture’.
211 UN, ‘Directives for Disciplinary Matters Involving Military Members of National
Contingents’, op cit, para 4; AV Freeman, Responsibility of States for Unlawful Acts of Their
Armed Forces (1955), op cit, at 269.
212 UN Office of Internal Oversight Services, ‘Investigation Into Allegations That United
Nations Peacekeepers Engaged in the Exploitation of Natural Resources and the
Trafficking of Weapons in the Mongbwalu Region in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo’ (2 July 2007) ID Case No. 0151-06, released 12 January 2009 by Wikileaks; M
Plaut, ‘UN troops “traded gold for guns”’ (BBC News, 23 May 2007).
213 UN Office of Internal Oversight Services, ‘Investigation Into Allegations That United
Nations Peacekeepers Engaged in the Exploitation of Natural Resources and the
Trafficking of Weapons in the Mongbwalu Region in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo’, op cit, para 10.
214 UNAMID SOFA, op cit, Article 5: ‘UNAMID and its members shall respect relevant
rules and principles of international law as well as all local laws and regulations’; ISAF
SOFA, op cit, Article 2: ‘All ISAF and supporting personnel, including associated liaison
personnel, enjoying privileges and immunities under this Arrangement will respect the
laws of Afghanistan’; EU, ‘Draft Model Agreement on the Status of the European Unionled Forces Between the European Union and a Host State’, op cit, Article 2(1): ‘EUFOR
and EUFOR personnel shall respect the laws and regulations of the Host State and shall
refrain from any action or activity incompatible with the objectives of the operation’; UN
Model SOFA, op cit, Section IV(6): ‘The United Nations peace-keeping operation and its
members shall respect all local laws and regulations’; Accord sous forme d'Échange de
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2.1.3. Preliminary
misconduct

question:

attributability

of

individual

While this study on allocation focuses on which of the participant bears
responsibility for harmful conduct, a preliminary question arises with
regards to individual misconduct, namely to demonstrate whether the
conduct is attributable215 at all. Indeed, individual misconduct committed
by soldiers could be seen as off-duty private conduct of States organs,
which is ‘not as such attributable’ 216 to a State or international
organization. Before addressing in Chapter 2 the criterion under which
individual misconduct can be attributed, this section preliminarily argues
that acts of individual misconduct committed by soldiers during missions
are not private conduct but rather official acts, albeit ultra vires, and
therefore can in principle be attributed to one or more of the participants.
The argument against attributability of individual misconduct of
international forces rests on the idea that crimes such as sexual abuses
are never performed in official capacity or linked with official functions,
and are ‘so removed from the scope of their official functions’217 that they
must be considered private rather than ultra vires. 218 However, the
distinction official and private conduct is rarely so clear-cut when of
soldiers are deployed in an operation, and ‘what is a strictly off-duty act

lettres entre le Gouvernement de la République française et le Gouvernement du Mali
déterminant le statut de la force « Serval », op cit, Article 1: ‘Pendant la durée de son
déploiement, le personnel du détachement français se conforme aux lois et usages en
vigueur en République du Mali’.
215 The terms ‘attributable’ and ‘attributability’ are used to refer to the question of
whether a conduct can at all be attributed to a State or international organization, rather
than to the more general question of attribution of conduct (ie. to whom is a conduct
attributed) addressed in Chapter 2.
216 ILC, ‘Draft Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts,
with Commentaries’ (2001) Report of the ILC on the Work of its fifty-third Session
(2001), UN GAOR 56th Session Suppl no 10 (A/56/10), Yearbook of the International
Law Commission 2001, volume II (Part Two), chap IV, para 77, at 30–143 (‘ARS com’),
introductory commentary to Chapter II of Part I, para 3.
217 Ibid, commentary to Article 7, para 7.
218 R Burke, ‘Attribution of Responsibility: Sexual Abuse and Exploitation, and Effective
Control of Blue Helmets’ (2012) 16 Journal of International Peacekeeping (Brill) 1, at 38;
AJ Miller, ‘Legal Aspects of Stopping Sexual Exploitation and Abuse in U.N.
Peacekeeping Operations’ (2006), op cit, at 92; ILC, ‘Responsibility of International
Organizations, Comments and Observations Received From the United Nations’ (2011)
UN Doc. A/CN.4/637/Add.1, comments to draft Article 7, para 4.
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may sometimes be difficult to define.’219 In situations where a State or
international organization ‘made it possible for its agent to commit’220 a
harmful conduct, it can be argued that the conduct is attributable. As
held by an Arbitral Tribunal in a case concerning Mexican soldiers who
abducted an individual and attempted to obtain a sum of money before
killing him, individual misconduct can be attributed when soldiers used
powers or means inherent to their official functions. 221 The same
reasoning can be applied in situations of murders by international forces,
which would not be committed without military weapons, and in cases of
sexual exploitation, where, by definition,222 troops take advantage of the
relative power associated with their military status to abuse populations.
Accordingly, most individual misconduct committed by soldiers while
deployed in international military operations qualify as ultra vires rather
than private conduct, and therefore can possibly be attributed to one or
more participant.
Moreover, as far as States are concerned, a secondary rule found in
international humanitarian law renders ‘all acts committed by persons
forming part of its armed forces’223 attributable to a State during armed
conflicts. Unlike what is suggested in the ILC commentary,224 this rule
does not confirm Article 7 ARS on ultra vires conduct but rather
derogates to it. Under this lex specialis provision of humanitarian law,

219 F Mégret, ‘The Vicarious Responsibility of the United Nations’ in C Aoi et al (eds),
Unintended Consequences of Peacekeeping Operations (2007), 250–267, at 258.
220 AV Freeman, Responsibility of States for Unlawful Acts of Their Armed Forces (1955), op
cit, at 291.
221 Arbitral Tribunal, Caire (1929), op cit, at 530. Original reads: ‘en agissant, ils aient usé
de pouvoirs ou de moyens propres à leur qualité officielle’.
222 Sexual exploitation is defined as an ‘abuse of a position of vulnerability, differential
power, or trust’ (UN, ‘Bulletin on Special Measures for Protection From Sexual
Exploitation and Sexual Abuse’, op cit.).
223 Convention (IV) Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land and its Annex:
Regulations Concerning the Laws and Customs of War on Land (adopted 18 October
1907, The Hague) (‘Hague Convention IV’), Article 3: ‘A belligerent party which violates
the provisions of the said Regulations shall, if the case demands, be liable to pay
compensation. It shall be responsible for all acts committed by persons forming part of its
armed forces’; Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and
Relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (adopted 8 June
1977) 1125 UNTS 3 (‘GC Protocol I’), Article 91: ‘Responsibility — A Party to the
conflict which violates the provisions of the Conventions or of this Protocol shall, if the
case demands, be liable to pay compensation. It shall be responsible for all acts committed
by persons forming part of its armed forces’.
224 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 8.
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private conduct of armed forces during conflict can be attributed to the
State. 225 This traditional provision, which dates back to 1907, 226 is
justified by the high level of disciplinary control that must be maintained
within armed forces, combined with the specific context of State organs
being deployed in war (as compared to regular public administration).227
First, when engaged in military operations, ‘particularly in a hostile
context, there is little off-duty time’, 228 so that an encompassing
attributability test allowing to overcome the blurred distinction between
private and ultra vires conduct is better suited. Second, it is ‘in the nature
of armed forces that they are a disciplined body’,229 over which States
exercise disciplinary control at all times.
Based on these two arguments, this thesis argues that individual
misconduct can possibly be attributed to one or more participant. Given
the broader authority and obligations of States in relation to their
military forces, the thesis advocates for a broad attributability of
individual misconduct to States.230 Accordingly, individual misconduct
such as murders and sexual abuses is in principle attributable to the
State, and more limited scope of individual misconduct is attributable to
the UN and other international organizations, which lack full control
over contributed troops.231

225 M Sassòli, ‘State Responsibility for Violations of International Humanitarian Law’
(2002) 84 International Review of the Red Cross 401, at 406; G Verdirame, The UN and
Human Rights: Who Guards the Guardians? (Cambridge University Press, 2011), at 96; R
Wolfrum and D Fleck, ‘Enforcement of International Humanitarian Law’ in D Fleck (ed),
The Handbook of International Humanitarian Law (2nd edn, Oxford University Press,
2008), 237–323, at 707; M Zwanenburg, Accountability of Peace Support Operations (2005),
op cit, at 105.
226 Hague Convention IV, op cit, Article 3.
227 J Crawford, Brownlie’s Principles of Public International Law (8th edn, Oxford
University Press, 2012), at 546.
228 F Mégret, ‘The Vicarious Responsibility of the United Nations’ (2007), op cit, at 258.
229 P Rowe, ‘Military Misconduct During International Armed Operations: ‘Bad Apples’
or Systemic Failure?’ (2008), op cit, at 166.
230 See also: T Dannenbaum, ‘Translating the Standard of Effective Control Into a
System of Effective Accountability: How Liability Should Be Apportioned for Violations
of Human Rights by Member State Troop Contingents Serving as United Nations
Peacekeepers’ (2010), op cit, at 600, arguing that, because of the limited powers of
international organizations, ultra vires acts of soldiers should only be attributed to
States.
231 M Zwanenburg, Accountability of Peace Support Operations (2005), op cit, at 106.
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2.2. Combat-related harmful acts
Whereas individual misconduct presented above relate to individual
misbehaviour that can be committed outside of a military context, the
following section addresses wrongful acts of a relatively different nature,
that are directly linked with the conduct of military operations. 232
Harmful conduct occurs during land and air combat operations (§2.2.1),
during detentions (§2.2.2), and in relation to the protection of civilians
(§2.2.3).

2.2.1. Injuries to civilians during land and air operations
Civilians finding themselves in the midst of an armed conflict are
regularly victims of injuries to their persons and properties.
Collaborative military operations are predominantly undertaken within
the framework of UN’s collective security, with the aim of restoring
peace and ensuring the security of local populations. Yet, a number of
incidents involving international forces indiscriminately targeting
civilians have been reported.
First, incidents have occurred during land operations. In 1993,
peacekeepers of UNOSOM II were accused of opening fire at a crowd of
protestors without justification, causing the death of six civilians.233 In
1999, three British soldiers of KFOR wrongfully shot at a vehicle, killing
two civilians and injuring another two. 234 Numerous accounts of
disproportionate use of force and excessive damage to civilian persons
and objects have been reported with regards to the MINUSTAH. Its
forces have been accused of conducting several large-scale raids in
densely populated area, resulting in several dozens of civilian deaths.235
Other allegations concerned shootings by UN forces towards unarmed
civilians, including children and elderly,236 and firing at peaceful crowds.

232 P Rowe, ‘Military Misconduct During International Armed Operations: ‘Bad Apples’
or Systemic Failure?’ (2008), op cit, at 171.
233 J Peck, ‘The UN and the Laws of War: How Can the World's Peacekeepers Be Held
Accountable?’ (1995), op cit, at 283.
234 UK, High Court of Justice (Queen's Bench Division), Bici and Bici v Ministry of Defence
(7 April 2004), [2004] EWHC 786 (QB), para 27. The civil liability of the United
Kingdom for this incident was upheld (para 112).
235 M Halling and B Bookey, ‘Peacekeeping in Name Alone: Accountability for the United
Nations in Haiti’ (2008), op cit, at 464.
236 Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Lionel Jean-Baptiste v Brazil, Petition
(2005), paras 13-14.
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Similar incidents involving British soldiers in Iraq were examined in
the Al-Skenni case, where the troops were accused of having shot dead
civilians during patrols or raids.238 In 2015, it was reported that troops
from MINUSMA killed civilians while attempting to disperse a crowd.239
237

Second, harmful acts have occurred in the conduct of aerial operations.
With the aim of minimizing their casualties, international forces rely on
air power in the conduct of certain operations. Some bombing campaigns
are carried exclusively by air forces and involve ‘no boots on the ground’,
considerably reducing the amount of casualties for participating States.240
In many missions, air forces are used to support ground operations, by
conducting air strikes ahead of the arrival of land forces in a given
area. 241 Although air targeting is increasingly precise, incidents
inevitably occur. For instance, during the 1991 Gulf War, the US-led
coalition targeted public buildings having primarily a civilian purpose.242
The air campaign conducted by NATO over Bosnia in 1999 (Operation
Allied Force) is alleged to have caused around 500 civilians deaths.243
Amongst the possibly wrongful incidents are the facts at hand in the
Bankovic case, 244 where NATO forces targeted the State radio and
television station, causing sixteen civilians deaths and injuring an equal
number.245 Further, the targeting of military objects situated in highly
populated areas has raised questions of proportionality. Civilians deaths
are regularly reported as the result of the frequent air strikes conducted
by ISAF or OEF forces in Afghanistan. 246 For instance, around 90

Ibid, para 10.
ECtHR (Grand Chamber), Al-Skeini and Others v the United Kingdom, Judgment (7 July
2011), App no 55721/07, paras 34–54.
239 A Diarra and T Diallo, ‘At least three killed after U.N. troops in Mali fire at protest’
(Reuters, 27 January 2015).
240 Human Rights Watch, ‘Civilian Deaths in the NATO Air Campaign’ (2000) Report.
241 RJ Barber, ‘The Proportionality Equation: Balancing Military Objectives with Civilian
Lives in the Armed Conflict in Afghanistan’ (2010), op cit, at 472.
242 J Quigley, ‘The New World Order and the Rule of Law’ (1992) 18 Syracuse Journal of
International Law and Commerce 75, at 93.
243 Human Rights Watch, ‘Civilian Deaths in the NATO Air Campaign’ (2000) Report, at
5.
244 ECtHR (Grand Chamber), Bankovic et al v Belgium et al, Admissibility decision (12
December 2001), App No. 52207/99. The claim brought by the victims’ relatives was
rejected on jurisdiction grounds.
245 Ibid, paras 9–11.
246 ‘Afghan children “killed by Nato air strike in Shigal”’ (BBC News, 7 April 2013); ‘Nato
investigates air strike that killed Afghan child’ (The Guardian, 29 November 2013); AJ
237
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civilians were allegedly killed during an OEF attack aimed at insurgents
in August 2008.247 In Kosovo, NATO was accused of having ‘caused
excessive civilian casualties in disregard of the rule of proportionality by
trying to fight a “zero casualty” war for their own side’.248
Such harmful acts occurring during combat can constitute violations of
international humanitarian law, which basic principles require
distinguishing between civilians and other individuals so as not to direct
attacks towards civilians.249 Further, parties must refer to a standard of
proportionality when attacking military objects, that is, not to ‘cause loss
of civilian life or damage to civilian property which would be excessive in
relation to the anticipated military advantage.’250 Humanitarian law only
comes to play in situations reaching the threshold of armed conflict, for
instance when international forces conduct enforcement operations with
an offensive use of force, but does not apply in consensual peacekeeping
operations with low levels of hostilities.251
In addition, human rights standards are increasingly seen as applicable in
the conduct of military operations. 252 Human rights obligations are
Rubin, ‘Commander Apologizes for Afghan Airstrike’ (New York Times, 8 June 2012); A
Waheed Wafa and JF Burns, ‘U.S. Airstrike Reported to Hit Afghan Wedding’ (New
York Times, 5 November 2008).
247 RJ Barber, ‘The Proportionality Equation: Balancing Military Objectives with Civilian
Lives in the Armed Conflict in Afghanistan’ (2010), op cit, at 485.
248 ICTY, ‘Final Report to the Prosecutor by the Committee Established to Review the
NATO Bombing Campaign Against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia’ (2000), para 2.
249 GC Protocol I, op cit, Article 48: ‘In order to ensure respect for and protection of the
civilian population and civilian objects, the Parties to the conflict shall at all times
distinguish between the civilian population and combatants and between civilian objects
and military objectives and accordingly shall direct their operations only against military
objectives’.
250 F Adaka, ‘The Enforcement of Military Justice and Discipline in External Military
Operations: Exploring the Fault Lines’ (2008), op cit, at 486; C Byron, ‘International
Humanitarian Law and Bombing Campaigns: Legitimate Military Objectives and
Excessive Collateral Damage’ (2010) 13 Yearbook of International Humanitarian Law
175; GC Protocol I, op cit, Article 51(5)(b): ‘An attack which may be expected to cause
incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a
combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct
military advantage anticipated’ is ‘considered as indiscriminate’.
251 T Ferraro, ‘The Applicability and Application of International Humanitarian Law to
Multinational Forces’ (2013), op cit; BD Tittemore, ‘Belligerents in Blue Helmets:
Applying International Humanitarian Law to United Nations Peace Operations’ (1997)
33 Stanford Journal of International Law 61, at 109.
252 H-J Heintze, ‘On the Relationship Between Human Rights Law Protection and
International Humanitarian Law’ (2004) 86(856) International Review of the Red Cross
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particularly relevant in those collaborative military operations which do
not raise to the level of an armed conflict, although the extent of their
extraterritorial applicability has been lengthily debated. 253 When
operating out of its territory, whether a State has jurisdiction and
therefore bound to secure human rights254 is usually determined on the
basis of a criterion of control, over either a territory or individuals.255
Under the territorial model formulated by the ECtHR in Loizidou, ‘the
responsibility of a Contracting Party may also arise when as a
consequence of military action — whether lawful or unlawful — it
exercises effective control of an area outside its national territory.’256
Furthermore, human rights obligations can be applied through the
provision usually contained in SOFAs that forces must respect local

789; UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, ‘International Legal
Protection of Human Rights in Armed Conflict’ (2011) HR/PUB/11/01, at 55; JK
Kleffner, ‘Human Rights and International Humanitarian Law: General Issues’ in TD
Gill and D Fleck (eds), The Handbook of the International Law of Military Operations
(Oxford University Press, 2010), 51–77; ICJ, Legal Consequences of the Construction of a
Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, Advisory Opinion (9 July 2004), ICJ Reports
2004, 136 (‘Wall Opinion’), para 106: ‘the Court considers that the protection offered by
human rights conventions does not cease in case of armed conflict’.
253 H King, ‘The Extraterritorial Human Rights Obligations of States’ (2009) 9(4) Human
Rights Law Review 521; T Lock, ‘Beyond Bosphorus: The European Court of Human
Rights’ Case Law on the Responsibility of Member States of International Organisations
Under the European Convention on Human Rights’ (2010) 10(3) Human Rights Law
Review 529; T Meron, ‘Extraterritoriality of Human Rights Treaties’ (1995) 89
American Journal of International Law 78; M Milanovic, Extraterritorial Application of
Human Rights Treaties: Law, Principles, and Policy (Oxford University Press, 2011); Wilde,
‘The “Legal Space” or “Espace Juridique” of the European Convention on Human Rights:
Is It Relevant to Extraterritorial State Action?’ (2005) 10 European Human Rights Law
Review 115.
254 ECHR, op cit, Article 1: ‘The High Contracting Parties shall secure to everyone within
their jurisdiction the rights and freedoms defined in Section I of this Convention’;
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, op cit, Article 2(1): ‘Each State
Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals
within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present
Covenant, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status’.
255 ECtHR, Al-Skeini and others v the United Kingdom, (2011), op cit, paras 130–139; M
Milanovic, ‘Al-Skeini and Al-Jedda in Strasbourg’ (2012) 23(1) European Journal of
International Law 121, at 122; N Quénivet, ‘Human Rights Law and Peacekeeping
Operations’ in M Odello and R Piotrowicz (eds), International Military Missions and
International Law (Martinus Nijhoff, 2011), 99-143, at 107.
256 ECtHR (Grand Chamber), Loizidou v Turkey, Judgment (Preliminary Objections) (23
March 1995), App no 15318/89, para 62; M Milanovic, ‘Al-Skeini and Al-Jedda in
Strasbourg’ (2012), op cit, at 130.
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laws, 257 which can be interpreted as including the human rights
obligations of the host State. 258 Accordingly, harmful acts of
international forces during land or air operations can be seen as breaches
of the right to life and other human rights.259
The extent to which humanitarian law and/or human rights obligations
apply to international organization is unclear. Unlike States, which are
bound by their treaty engagements and customary law, international
organizations are not party to any humanitarian law or human rights law
treaty. 260 Yet, arguments have been developed in the scholarship to
demonstrate that international organizations can be bound by primary
rules. It can notably be argued that international organizations are
bound by customary international law, to the extent of their legal
personality, that is, when they exercise functions in a particular area of
law. Accordingly, when participating in an armed conflict, international
organizations are bound by the core rules of humanitarian law, which
have a customary nature,261 and when they exercise State-like function,
they are bound by fundamental human rights obligations.262 Further, the
applicability of international norms can be based on the unilateral
257 UNAMID SOFA, op cit, Article 5: ‘UNAMID and its members shall respect relevant
rules and principles of international law as well as all local laws and regulations’; ISAF
SOFA, op cit, Article 2: ‘All ISAF and supporting personnel, including associated liaison
personnel, enjoying privileges and immunities under this Arrangement will respect the
laws of Afghanistan’; EU, ‘Draft Model Agreement on the Status of the European Unionled Forces Between the European Union and a Host State’, op cit, Article 2(1): ‘EUFOR
and EUFOR personnel shall respect the laws and regulations of the Host State and shall
refrain from any action or activity incompatible with the objectives of the operation’; UN
Model SOFA, op cit, Section IV(6): ‘The United Nations peace-keeping operation and its
members shall respect all local laws and regulations’; Accord sous forme d'Échange de
lettres entre le Gouvernement de la République française et le Gouvernement du Mali
déterminant le statut de la force « Serval », op cit, Article 1: ‘Pendant la durée de son
déploiement, le personnel du détachement français se conforme aux lois et usages en
vigueur en République du Mali’.
258 T Dannenbaum, ‘Translating the Standard of Effective Control Into a System of
Effective Accountability: How Liability Should Be Apportioned for Violations of Human
Rights by Member State Troop Contingents Serving as United Nations Peacekeepers’
(2010), op cit, at 138.
259 UN, ‘International Legal Protection of Human Rights in Armed Conflict’, op cit.
260 Save for the future EU accession to the ECHR.
261 BF Klappe, ‘International Peace Operations’ in D Fleck (ed), The Handbook of
International Humanitarian Law (2nd edn, Oxford University Press, 2008), 635–673, at
647; BD Tittemore, ‘Belligerents in Blue Helmets: Applying International Humanitarian
Law to United Nations Peace Operations’ (1997), op cit, at 103.
262 N Quénivet, ‘Human Rights Law and Peacekeeping Operations’ (2011), op cit, at 121.
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consent of the organization to be bound, and the UN has declared in
several instances that it considered itself bound by ‘the principles and
spirit’ of humanitarian law.263 As it does not focus on substantive legality,
the thesis proceeds on assuming the applicability of customary
obligations to international organizations.

2.2.2. Mistreatment of detainees
Accusations of wrongful conduct in the handling of detainees have
emerged in many military operations and have given rise to a number of
cases before domestic and human rights courts. As stated by an author in
the context of collaborative military operations, ‘[t]he most common
form of misconduct is likely to be the ill-treatment of those detained by
the armed forces in some form of military custody.’264
First, troops engaged in collaborative military operations have been
accused of arbitrarily detaining individuals. For instance, the UNITAF
and UNOSOM forces allegedly imprisoned hundreds of criminal
offenders in Somalia for extended periods of time, occasionally without
charges.265 KFOR was also accused of a number of unlawful detentions,
notably in the case of Saramati, in which the applicant claimed that his 6months extra-judicial detention was in breach of Article 5 ECHR.266 The
bulk of recent litigation challenging the lawfulness of detentions
occurred in relation to the operations in Afghanistan and Iraq. The
ensuing case law revealed a sharp ‘transatlantic divide’267 in the courts
approach to claims by detainees, with European courts relatively more
willing to review the legality of internments. In Afghanistan, hundreds
of individuals have been detained for years and without due process at

263 UN Secretary-General, ‘Bulletin on Observance by United Nations Forces of
International Humanitarian Law’ (1999) UN Doc ST/SGB/1999/13; UN SecretaryGeneral, ‘Regulations for the United Nations Emergency Force’ (20 February 1957) UN
Doc ST/SGB/UNEF/1, Article 44: ‘The Force shall observe the principles and spirit of
the general international Conventions applicable to the conduct of military personnel’.
264 P Rowe, ‘Military Misconduct During International Armed Operations: ‘Bad Apples’
or Systemic Failure?’ (2008), op cit, at 169.
265 BD Tittemore, ‘Belligerents in Blue Helmets: Applying International Humanitarian
Law to United Nations Peace Operations’ (1997), op cit, at 89; G Verdirame, The UN and
Human Rights: Who Guards the Guardians? (2011), op cit, at 219.
266 ECtHR, Behrami and Saramati (2007), op cit, at 62.
267 AS Deeks, ‘Litigating How We Fight’ in RA Pedrozo and DP Wollschlaeger (eds),
International Law and the Changing Character of War (International Law Studies, vol 87,
Naval War College, 2011), at 427: arguing, from the US point of view, that judicial
review of detentions impairs the conduct of military operations.
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the Bagram detention facilities, which was run by the US.268 In AlMaqaleh, three claimants detained there since 2003 attempted to submit a
writ for habeas corpus before US courts.269 The coalition in Iraq also
detained thousands of individuals in challengeable conditions. In 2004, a
Secretary-General report noted that ‘[o]ne of the major human rights
challenges remains the detention of thousands of persons without due
process.’270 In Al-Jedda, the applicant was detained in Iraq for more than
three years without charges. 271 In the case of Al-Saadoon, the two
applicants were placed in security detention for more than five years,272
and then transferred to Iraqi authorities for trial without assurance that
they would not face death penalty.273
Arbitrary deprivation of liberty can be wrongful under either
humanitarian law or human rights law, which both prohibit the
detention of individuals without charges and without being presented to
a judge.274 In Afghanistan and Iraq, the US has argued that detainees
qualified neither as prisoners of war nor as protected persons and
benefited from no protection, yet arguments have been made that
humanitarian law applies to them.275
Second, cases of torture and other abusive treatments of detainees have
been reported. In Afghanistan, the Bagram prison was the theatre of

268 MC Waxman, ‘The Law of Armed Conflict and Detention Operations in Afghanistan’
in MN Schmitt (ed), The War in Afghanistan: A Legal Analysis (International Law Studies,
vol 85, Naval War College, 2009), 343–356, at 344.
269 US, United States Court of Appeals (District of Columbia Circuit), Al Maqaleh et al v
Gates (21 May 2010), 605 F.3d 84, D.C. Cir. 2010, 84-99. Their claims were rejected.
270 UN Secretary-General, ‘Report Pursuant to Paragraph 30 of Resolution 1546 (2004)’
(7 June 2005) UN Doc S/2005/373, para 72.
271 ECtHR (Grand Chamber), Al-Jedda v United Kingdom, Judgment (7 July 2011), App no
27021/08, para 10.
272 ECtHR, Al-Saadoon and Mufdhi v the United Kingdom, Judgment (2 March 2010), App
no 61498/08, para 41.
273 Ibid, para 143.
274 MC Bassiouni, ‘The Institutionalization of Torture Under the Bush Administration’
(2005) 37 Case Western Reserve Journal of International Law 389, at 392; ECHR, op cit,
Article 5; First Geneva Convention, op cit; Second Geneva Convention, op cit; Third
Geneva Convention, op cit; Fourth Geneva Convention, op cit, common Article 3; J-M
Henckaerts and L Doswald-Beck, Customary International Humanitarian Law (2005), op cit,
at 344, Rule 99: ‘Arbitrary deprivation of liberty is prohibited’; International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights, op cit, Article 9; Universal Declaration of Human Rights, op cit,
Article 3.
275 J Long, ‘What Remedy for Abused Iraqi Detainees’ (2006), op cit.
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gruesome and repeated abuses by US forces. For example, an allegedly
innocent taxi driver was tortured to death during interrogations.276 The
US stated that abuses were mere isolated acts of a few soldiers, yet other
reports found there was a widespread pattern of abuse in Afghanistan.
This pattern was reiterated in the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq,277 where
more allegations of torture and degrading or inhumane treatments
emerged. For instance, in 2003, an Iraqi man was killed during his
interrogation at the prison.278 The report of an army investigation into
abuses in Iraq found that ‘numerous incidents of sadistic, blatant, and
wanton criminal abuses were inflicted on several detainees’, 279 and
confirmed that soldiers had physically and sexually abused detainees.280
While UK troops did not engage in widespread torture they were
involved in a few incidents. Notably, one of the applicants in Al-Skeini
was allegedly tortured and died after 36 hours in UK custody. 281
The prohibition of such acts of torture and other abusive treatments
towards detainees is well established in human rights law, humanitarian
law and other instruments.282
276 T Golden, ‘In U.S. Report, Brutal Details of 2 Afghan Inmates’ Deaths’ (New York
Times, 20 May 2005).
277 Ibid, ; GD Solis, ‘Obedience to Orders: History and Abuses at Abu Ghraib Prison’
(2004) 2 Journal of International Criminal Justice 988.
278 J McChesney, ‘The Death of an Iraqi Prisoner’ (NPR, 27 October 2005).
279 US, ‘Article 15-6 Investigation of the 800th Military Police Brigade’ (‘Taguba
Report’), at 16.
280 Amongst others, the following actions were reported: ‘Punching, slapping, and
kicking detainees; […] Forcibly arranging detainees in various sexually explicit
positions for photographing; […] Using military working dogs (without muzzles) to
intimidate and frighten detainees’ (Ibid, at 16–17).
281 ECtHR, Al-Skeini and others v the United Kingdom, (2011), op cit, paras 63–66; T
Harding and J Bingham, ‘Baha Mousa inquiry: MoD’s guilt for death of Army’s Iraqi
prisoner’ (Telegraph, 8 September 2011).
282 Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment (adopted 10 December 1984) 1465 UNTS 85; ECHR, op cit, Article 3: ‘No
one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment’;
First Geneva Convention, op cit; Second Geneva Convention, op cit; Third Geneva
Convention, op cit; Fourth Geneva Convention, op cit, common Article 3: ‘Persons taking
no active part in the hostilities [...] shall in all circumstances be treated humanely [...].
To this end, the following acts are and shall remain prohibited at any time and in any
place whatsoever with respect to the above-mentioned persons: [...] violence to life and
person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture’; J-M
Henckaerts and L Doswald-Beck, Customary International Humanitarian Law (2005), op cit,
Rule 90; Universal Declaration of Human Rights, op cit, Article 5: ‘No one shall be
subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment’.
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2.2.3. Failure to protect individuals
The last type of wrongful conduct concerns situations where
international forces, while not directly committing injurious acts, fail to
protect individuals from the wrongful acts of other actors. In such cases
of wrongful omissions, a State or international organization can be
responsible when it should and could have acted but failed to do so.
There is no general obligation to protect civilians, but a number of due
diligence obligations can be found in specific primary rules.
Two main categories of failures to protect can be distinguished,
depending on whether a given participant fails to protect individuals
from the conduct of an entity with which it collaborates, or against
which it fights. Issues raised by latter category concern the attribution of
omissions to prevent, while the former category also raises questions of
derived responsibility in connection to the conduct of other
participants.283
International military forces are usually deployed in war torn countries
were civilians are victims of exactions committed by rebel or
governmental forces. The protection of civilians from such abuses is
often one of the overall goals of operations within the UN framework,
but the capacity is sometimes lacking. In May 2002, a rebel faction in
DRC massacred over 100 civilians in the town of Kisangani.284 MONUC
forces were present in the area, and aware of the events, but they lacked
the military capacity to protect civilians from the rebels assault. In Haiti,
MINUSTAH troops have been accused of witnessing human rights
violations by Haitian police forces, and letting them happen without
attempting to intervene.285 In the worst-case scenarios, international
troops have been accused failing to prevent genocide in Rwanda and
Srebrenica. In 1994, the UNAMIR was present in Rwanda when
hundreds of thousands of civilians were decimated. The insufficiency of
the resources but also the inappropriateness of the mandate were pointed
out.286 In 1995, in Srebrenica, civilians who had taken refuge in what the
See infra, Chap 3 §1.3.
V Holt et al, Protecting Civilians in the Context of UN Peacekeeping Operations: Successes,
Setbacks and Remaining Challenges (United Nations, Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs, 2009), at 248.
285 M Halling and B Bookey, ‘Peacekeeping in Name Alone: Accountability for the United
Nations in Haiti’ (2008), op cit, at 468.
286 UN, ‘Report of the Independent Inquiry Into the Actions of the United Nations
During the 1994 Genocide in Rwanda ’ (15 December 1999) UN Doc S/1999/1257, at 3:
‘The fundamental failure was the lack of resources’, and 22: ‘the mandate contained in
283
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UN had declared a ‘safe-area’ were massacred under the eyes of
UNPROFOR troops. The actual resources of UNPROFOR, however,
were not as strong as its mandate.287
Failures to protect civilians are internationally wrongful in limited
circumstances. Mandates calling for the protection of civilians do not
constitute binding obligations, and the standard of protection required
obligations of due diligence found in international law differ depending
on the capacity to provide such protection.288 For instance, violations of
the obligation to prevent genocide are assessed by reference to the
‘capacity to influence’289 of a subject and only arise in case of manifest
failure. Under human rights law, the obligation to secure the human
rights of individuals within a participant’s jurisdiction includes the duty
to take step to prevent abuses.290 When civilians fleeing abuses take
refuge with international forces, the standard of protection becomes
allegedly higher as the forces are more likely have the capacity to protect
civilians that are under their care.291
Besides, under humanitarian law, each participant must exercise due
diligence vis-à-vis its partners, to ensure that they do not commit
wrongful acts.292 Under this category of wrongs can notably be placed
resolution 912 (1994) did not give UNAMIR the power to take effective action to halt the
massacres’.
287 Y Akashi, ‘The Use of Force in a United Nations Peace-Keeping Operation: Lessons
Learnt From the Safe Area Mandate’ (1995) 19(2) Fordham International Law Journal
312; UN, ‘Report of the Secretary-General Pursuant to General Assembly Resolution
53/35: The Fall of Srebrenica ’ (15 November 1999) UN Doc A/54/549, para 263:
‘Dutchbat soldiers did not have the capacity to control the situation and prevent advances
into the enclave’.
288 BG Ramcharan, ‘The Concept of Protection in the International Law of Human
Rights’ in Y Dinstein (ed), International Law at a Time of Perplexity: Essays in Honour of
Shabtai Rosenne (Martinus Nijhoff, 1989), 593–621.
289 ICJ, Case Concerning Application Of The Convention On The Prevention And Punishment
Of The Crime Of Genocide (Bosnia And Herzegovina v Serbia And Montenegro), (2007), op cit,
para 430.
290 ECHR, op cit, Article 1; International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, op cit,
Article 2.
291 Netherlands, Supreme Court, Nuhanovic (2013), op cit, para 3.17.3.
292 First Geneva Convention, op cit; Second Geneva Convention, op cit; Third Geneva
Convention, op cit; Fourth Geneva Convention, op cit, common Article 1: ‘The High
Contracting Parties undertake to respect and to ensure respect for the present
Convention in all circumstances’; See infra, Chap 3 §1.3.1; JS Pictet (ed), Commentary on
the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, Volume IV (International Committee of the Red
Cross, 1958), at 16.
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the failures to prevent mistreatment by others when transferring
detainees. When one of the participating States captures an individual
and subsequently hands him over to another participant, it must ensure
the detainee will not be mistreated.293 In Iraq, the UK allegedly had
knowledge of the systemic abuses committed by the US, therefore it
would breach its obligations if it blindly transferred detainees to the
US.294

3. Conclusion: Understanding the military context
This thesis submits that it is important to apprehend with some detail
military aspects of international forces, for understanding these aspects
allows to appreciate how they impact on issues of responsibility. This
Chapter thus provided a necessary understanding of the modalities and
subtleties of military cooperation, in order to frame the legal analysis of
responsibility. It aimed at providing a clear and detailed understanding
of military notions and realities as well as their legal significance.
Further it identified the main types of harmful conduct committed by
international forces and presented the factual and legal context in which
they occur.
The main conclusion drawn from this descriptive Chapter is that, in all
types of collaborative military operations, control is shared amongst
participants. The first section demonstrated that in all operations, formal
authority in the form of elements of command and control is distributed
between the lead entity and the contributing States. Command
structures vary amongst operations, but in all collaborative operations
the contributing States transfer some elements of authority over their
soldiers while formally retaining others. In operations led by an
international organization, States typically transfer operational control
as well as some strategic authority to the lead organization while they
retain organic command including disciplinary control and the authority
to withdraw troops. In coalitions as well participating States retain
organic command and delegate only some degree of operational control.
Besides, States occasionally exercise in fact elements of control that
where delegated. The consequences of this sharing of control between

293 Third Geneva Convention, op cit, Article 12; Fourth Geneva Convention, op cit, Article
45; See infra, Chap 3 §1.3.3; JS Pictet (ed), Commentary on the Geneva Conventions of 12
August 1949, Volume III (1960), op cit, at 137.
294 UK, Court of Appeal (Civil Division), Yunus Rahmatullah v Secretary of State for Foreign
and Commonwealth Affairs (14 December 2011), [2011] EWCA Civ 1540, para 26.
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subjects for allocating responsibility will be addresses in the following
Chapters.
The second conclusion of this Chapter concerns the relative complexity
of the military and factual context in which harmful conduct occurs. The
precise distribution and exercise of command and control varies amongst
operations, with some coalitions operating under intricate divisions of
control. Further complexity in the collaboration settings is added when
missions under separate command cooperate. Moreover, the factual
circumstances in which various types of harmful conduct occur can be
complex. These complex realities cannot be overlooked in the analysis
carried in further Chapters.
The following Chapters analyse how the sharing of control at various
levels impacts on the allocation of international responsibility in
collaborative military operations. First, Chapter 2 enquires into the
attribution of the conduct of soldiers given the sharing of elements of
authority over soldiers and the variety of types of harmful conduct.
Further, taking account of the complex collaboration settings at different
levels, Chapter 3 analyses in which circumstances a participant can bear
responsibility in connection with the conduct of another. Finally,
Chapter 4 examines the modalities according to which the content of
international responsibility can be distributed amongst responsible
entities.
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Chapter 2. Attribution based on
effective control over the harmful
conduct of international military
forces
Under the basic principles of international responsibility, a State or
international organization incurs responsibility for the conduct of a
soldier if the conduct violates the international obligations of the State or
international organization and is attributed to it.1 The ascertainment of
whether a given conduct violates an applicable primary rule would
require an in-depth analysis of rules and facts, and is not the focus of this
thesis. 2 Rather, the element of attribution, which is on of the main
stumbling blocks to the allocation of responsibility amongst multiple
parties, lies at the core of the thesis.
This Chapter focuses on the attribution of harmful conduct committed by
contributed soldiers, that is ‘wrongs committed by individual soldiers,
not government wrongs ordered by higher policy makers’.3 Indeed, while
the attribution of a wrongful air strike for instance raises complex issues
to be dealt with here, the attribution of conduct committed at a
governmental level, such as the failure to prosecute the perpetrator of a
harmful conduct, is in itself straightforward.
When a given harmful conduct is attributed to one or more entities,
other participants could bear a share of responsibility, not arising from
the attribution of the conduct itself, but for a different wrongful act. The

ARS, op cit, Article 2; ARIO, op cit, Article 4.
See supra, Intro §1.1.2.
3 AV Freeman, Responsibility of States for Unlawful Acts of Their Armed Forces (1955), op cit,
at 298.
1
2
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issue of responsibility ‘in connection with’ a harmful conduct will be
developed in the third Chapter. In these situations, it will be
demonstrated that the indirect control of a State or international
organization over a harmful conduct can lead to a separate wrongful
conduct.4
Essentially, the present Chapter argues that the conduct of international
forces should be attributed on the basis of the causally relevant form of
control exercised by participants amongst which different elements of
command and control are shared. It proposes to take full account of the
respective relevance of various elements of military control with regards
to various types of harmful conduct. In this interpretation, each conduct
should be attributed to the entity actually exercising the form of control
causally linked to the conduct.
The first Section engages in an analysis of established rules of attribution
in collaborative military operations and practice pertaining to it (§1).
The second Section develops the core arguments of the Chapter, namely
that, based on a conceptual reinterpretation of rules of attribution in the
context of shared military control, attribution of the conduct of
international forces should depend on the respective forms of control
exercised over a harmful conduct (§2). The concluding Section
summarizes these arguments into a modus operandi following which
harmful conduct can be attributed (§3).

1. Established rules and interpretations on
attribution in collaborative military operations

A number of relatively settled rules of attribution, together with their
mainstream interpretation, can be identified with regards to collaborative
military operations. The first part of this Chapter provides a descriptive
overview of existing principles and interpretations regarding the
grounds upon which the conduct of international forces is attributed to
States and organizations.5 In operations conducted under the aegis of an
international organization, extensive debates have revolved around the
test of effective control (§1.1). In coalition operations, a number of
traditional grounds for attribution have been advanced as relevant to
allocate the conduct of military forces (§1.2).

4
5

See infra, Chap 3.
See supra, Intro §2.2.1.
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1.1. Effective control over the conduct of soldiers
placed at the disposal of an international
organization
In relation to the topic of responsibility in collaborative military
operations, the attribution of the acts of soldiers put at the disposal of an
international organization is probably the question that received the
most attention. A rich body of literature and practice identified and
settled to some extent the problems associated with the attribution of the
acts of forces placed at the disposal of an international organization,6 and
6 B Amrallah, ‘The International Responsibility of the United Nations for Activities
Carried Out by UN Peacekeeping Forces’ (1976), op cit; C Aoi, C de Coning, and R
Thakur (eds), Unintended Consequences of Peacekeeping Operations (United Nations
University Press, 2007); R Arnold, Law Enforcement Within the Framework of Peace
Support Operations (Martinus Nijhoff, 2008); CA Bell, ‘Reassessing Multiple Attribution:
The International Law Commission and the Behrami and Saramati Decision’ (2010) 42
NYU Journal of International Law and Politics 501; J Cerone, ‘Minding the Gap:
Outlining KFOR Accountability in Post-Conflict Kosovo’ (2001), op cit; L Condorelli, ‘Le
Statut des Forces de L'ONU et le Droit International Humanitaire’ (1995), op cit; T
Dannenbaum, ‘Translating the Standard of Effective Control Into a System of Effective
Accountability: How Liability Should Be Apportioned for Violations of Human Rights by
Member State Troop Contingents Serving as United Nations Peacekeepers’ (2010), op cit;
T Dannenbaum, ‘Killings at Srebrenica, Effective Control and the Power to Prevent
Unlawful Conduct’ (2012) 61(03) International and Comparative Law Quarterly 713; ÖF
Direk, ‘Responsibility in Peace Support Operations: Revisiting the Proper Test for
Attribution Conduct and the Meaning of the “Effective Control” Standard’ (2014) 61(1)
Netherlands International Law Review 1; C Eagleton, ‘The Responsibility of the United
Nations: Responsibility Derives From Control’ (1950), op cit; AV Freeman, Responsibility
of States for Unlawful Acts of Their Armed Forces (1955), op cit; T Gazzini, ‘NATO Coercive
Military Activities in the Yugoslav Crisis (1992-1999)’ (2001) 12(3) European Journal of
International Law 391; T Gazzini, ‘NATO’s Role in the Collective Security System’
(2003), op cit; TD Gill and D Fleck (eds), The Handbook of the International Law of Military
Operations (2010), op cit; M Halling and B Bookey, ‘Peacekeeping in Name Alone:
Accountability for the United Nations in Haiti’ (2008), op cit; U Häußler (ed), Ensuring
and Enforcing Human Security: The Practice of International Peace Missions (Wolf Legal
Publishers, 2007); M Kamto, ‘Le Cadre Juridique des Operations de Maintien de la Paix
des Nations Unies’ (2001) 3 International Law FORUM du Droit International 95; P
Klein, ‘Responsabilité pour les Faits Commis dans le Cadre des Opérations de Paix et
Étendue du Pouvoir de Contrôle de la Cour Européenne des Droits de L’Homme:
Quelques Considérations Critiques sur L’Arrêt Behrami et Saramati’ (2007) 53 Annuaire
Français de Droit International 43; B Kondoch, ‘The Responsibility of Peacekeepers,
Their Sending States, and International Organizations’ in TD Gill and D Fleck (eds), The
Handbook of the International Law of Military Operations (Oxford University Press, 2010),
515–534; P Lagrange, ‘Responsabilité des Etats pour Actes Accomplis en Application du
Chapitre VII de la Charte des Nations Unies: Observations à Propos de la Décision de la
Cour Européenne des Droits de L'Homme (Grande Chambre) sur la Recevabilité des
Requêtes Behrami et Behrami c France et Saramati c Allemagne, France et Norvège, 31
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Mai 2007’ (2008) 112 Revue Generale de Droit International Public 85; KM Larsen,
‘Attribution of Conduct in Peace Operations: The ‘Ultimate Authority and Control’ Test’
(2008) 19(3) European Journal of International Law 509; KM Larsen, ‘Neither Effective
Control nor Ultimate Authority and Control: Attribution of Conduct in Al-Jedda’ (2011)
50 Military Law and Law of War Review; KM Larsen, ‘The Argument of Nonapplicability Ratione Personae’ in The Human Rights Treaty Obligations of Peacekeepers
(Cambridge University Press, 2012), 85–164; C Leck, ‘International Responsibility in
United Nations Peacekeeping Operations: Command and Control Arrangements and the
Attribution of Conduct’ (2009), op cit; MC Lopez, ‘Towards Dual or Multiple Attribution:
The Strasbourg Court and the Liability of Contracting Parties’ Troops Contributed to
the United Nations’ (2014) 10(1) International Organizations Law Review 193; SR
Luder, ‘Responsibility of States and International Organisations in Respect to United
Nations Peace-Keeping Missions’ (2008) 12 International Peacekeeping: The Yearbook of
International Peace Operations (Brill) 83; H McCoubrey and ND White, The Blue
Helmets: Legal Regulation of United Nations Military Operations (Dartmouth, 1996); F
Messineo, ‘Things Could Only Get Better: Al-Jedda Beyond Behrami’ (2011) 50 Military
Law and Law of War Review 321; F Mégret, ‘The Vicarious Responsibility of the United
Nations’ (2007), op cit; M Milanovic and T Papic, ‘As Bad as It Gets: The European Court
of Human Right’s Behrami and Saramati Decision and General International Law’ (2009)
58 International and Comparative Law Quarterly 267; A Momirov, ‘Dutch Courts and
Srebrenica: Ascribing Responsibilities and Defining Legally Relevant Relationships’
(2012) 43 Netherlands Yearbook of International Law 233; F Naert, ‘The International
Responsibility of the Union in the Context of its CSDP Operations’ (2013), op cit; M
Odello, ‘Tackling Criminal Acts in Peacekeeping Operations: The Accountability of
Peacekeepers’ (2010), op cit; A Pellet, ‘L’Imputabilité d’Éventuels Actes Illicites:
Responsabilité de L'OTAN ou des Etats Membres’ in C Tomuschat (ed), Kosovo and the
International Community: A Legal Assessment (Kluwer Law International, 2002), 193–202; P
Rowe, ‘Maintaining Discipline in United Nations Peace Support Operations: The Legal
Quagmire for Military Contingents’ (2000), op cit; C Ryngaert, ‘Apportioning
Responsibility Between the UN and Member States in UN Peace-Support Operations: An
Inquiry Into the Application of the ‘Effective Control’ Standard After Behrami’ (2012)
45(1) Israel Law Review 151; A Sari, ‘Jurisdiction and International Responsibility in
Peace Support Operations: The Behrami and Saramati Cases’ (2008) 8(1) Human Rights
Law Review 151; A Sari, ‘UN Peacekeeping Operations and Article 7 ARIO: The Missing
Link’ (2012), op cit; A Sari and RA Wessel, ‘International Responsibility for EU Military
Operations: Finding the EU’s Place in the Global Accountability Regime’ (2013), op cit; D
Sarooshi, ‘Responsibility for the Acts of a Force Carrying Out UN Authorized Military
Enforcement Action’ in The United Nations and the Development of Collective Security
(Oxford University Press, 1999), 163–165; F Seyersted, ‘United Nations Forces – Some
Legal Problems’ (1961), op cit; D Shraga, ‘UN Peacekeeping Operations: Applicability of
International Humanitarian Law and Responsibility for Operations-Related Damage’
(2000), op cit; RCR Siekmann, National Contingents in United Nations Peace-Keeping Forces
(1991), op cit; R Simmonds, Legal Problems Arising From the United Nations Military
Operations in the Congo (Martinus Nijhoff, 1968); J-M Sorel, ‘La Responsabilité des
Nations Unies dans les Opérations de Maintien de la Paix’ (2001) 3 International Law
FORUM du Droit International 127; O Spijkers, ‘The Netherlands’ and the United
Nations’ Legal Responsibility for Srebrenica Before the Dutch Courts’ (2011) 50 Military
Law and Law of War Review; S Starmer, ‘Responsibility for Troops Abroad: UNMandated Forces and Issues of Human Rights Accountability’ (2008), op cit; T Stein, ‘The
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a number of relatively established interpretations can be identified. First,
effective control entails ‘factual control that is exercised over the specific
conduct’7 (§1.1.1). Second, the test of effective control is applicable to
attribute the conduct of soldiers placed at the disposal of an international
organization (§1.1.2). Third, it is possible for more than one subject to
have effective control over a conduct, resulting in multiple attribution
(§1.1.3). Yet, the application of these accepted interpretations to concrete
situations occurring in military operations reveals that some of the
detailed modalities of the test remain to be addressed.8

Attribution of Possible Internationally Wrongful Acts: Responsibility of NATO or of its
Member States?’ (2002), op cit; A Thibault, ‘La Responsabilité de L’OTAN dans les
Conflits Armés’ (2014), op cit; G Verdirame, The UN and Human Rights: Who Guards the
Guardians? (2011), op cit; P de Visscher, ‘Observations sur le Fondement et la Mise en
Œuvre du Principe de la Responsabilité de l’Organisation des Nations Unies’ (1963), op
cit; RA Wessel, ‘Division of International Responsibility Between the EU and its Member
States in the Area of Foreign Policy, Security and Defence Policy’ (2011) 3(3) Amsterdam
Law Forum; RA Wessel and L den Hertog, ‘EU Foreign, Security and Defence Policy: A
Competence/Responsibility Gap?’ in MD Evans and P Koutrakos (eds), The International
Responsibility of the European Union: European and International Perspectives (Hart
Publishing, 2013), 339–358; C Wickremasinghe and G Verdirame, ‘Responsibility and
Liability for Violations of Human Rights in the Course of UN Field Operations’ in C
Scott (ed), Torture as Tort: Comparative Perspectives on the Development of Transnational Tort
Litigation (Hart, 2001), 465–489; M Zwanenburg, Accountability of Peace Support
Operations (2005), op cit; M Zwanenburg, ‘Regional Organisations and the Maintenance of
International Peace and Security: Three Recent Regional African Peace Operations’
(2006) 11(3) Journal of Conflict and Security Law 483; M Zwanenburg, ‘UN Peace
Operations Between Independence and Accountability’ (2008) 5(1) International
Organizations Law Review 23; Arbitral Tribunal, Earnshaw and Others (Great Britain) v
United States (30 November 1925), Report of International Arbitral Awards, vol VI, 160165 (‘Zafiro case’); Arbitral Tribunal, Caire (1929), op cit; UK, House of Lords, Attorney
General v Nissan, (1969), op cit; ECtHR, Bankovic et al v Belgium et al, (2001), op cit; UK,
High Court of Justice, Bici and Bici v Ministry of Defence, (2004), op cit; ECtHR, Behrami
and Saramati (2007), op cit; Belgium, Court of First Instance of Brussels, ETO case (2010),
op cit; ECtHR, Al-Jedda v United Kingdom, (2011), op cit; ECtHR, Al-Skeini and others v the
United Kingdom, (2011), op cit; UK, Supreme Court, Secretary of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs and Another (Respondents) v Yunus Rahmatullah (Appellant) (31
October 2012), [2012] UKSC 48, ILDC 1947 (UK 2012); ECtHR (Grand Chamber), ElMasri v the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Judgment (12 December 2012), App no
39630/09; Netherlands, Supreme Court, Nuhanovic (2013), op cit; Netherlands, Supreme
Court, Mustafic (2013), op cit; UK, High Court of Justice (Queen's Bench Division), Serdar
Mohammed v Ministry of Defence (2 May 2014), [2014] EWHC 1369 (QB); Netherlands,
District Court of The Hague, Ten Claimants and Mothers of Srebrenica Association v the
Netherlands and the UN (16 July 2014), C/09/295247 / HA ZA 07-2973;
ECLI:NL:RBDHA:2014:8748; ECtHR, Jaloud v the Netherlands, (2014), op cit.
7 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 4.
8 See infra, Chap 2 §2.2.
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1.1.1. Content of the test of ‘effective control’ for
attributing the conduct of soldiers placed at the disposal of
an international organization
The test of effective control for attributing the conduct of delegated
organs developed progressively from practice. In the ILC Articles it is
enshrined in Article 7 ARIO, which prescribes that the conduct of an
organ put at the disposal of an international organization ‘shall be
considered under international law an act of the latter organization if the
organization exercises effective control over that conduct.’ 9 As
formulated by the ILC in the ARIO and accepted in the literature,
effective control is assessed under three conditions. It must be ‘factual’10
(§1.1.1.a) exercised in respect of the ‘specific conduct’11 taken by a soldier
(§1.1.1.b), and assessed by taking account of the ‘full factual
circumstances and particular context in which international
organizations and their members operated’12 (§1.1.1.c). In short, the test
of effective control entails the determination of which entity was really
controlling a given harmful conduct.
Preliminarily, it must be noted that effective control as formulated in
Article 7 has an autonomous meaning, which differs from other uses of
the term effective control in international law. The term is also used in
relation to the extraterritorial application of the ECHR, 13 and to
attribute to States the conduct of non-State actors.14 The specificity of
effective control in the sense of Article 7 is that it must be assessed over a

9 Article 7 ARIO. Conduct of organs of a State or organs or agents of an international
organization placed at the disposal of another international organization
The conduct of an organ of a State or an organ or agent of an international
organization that is placed at the disposal of another international organization shall be
considered under international law an act of the latter organization if the organization
exercises effective control over that conduct.
10 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 4.
11

Ibid, commentary to Article 7, para 4.

ILC, ‘Eighth Report on Responsibility of International Organizations, by Giorgio
Gaja, Special Rapporteur’ (2011) UN Doc A/CN.4/640 (‘Eighth Gaja Report’), para 34.
See also: ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 4.
13 ECtHR, Loizidou v Turkey, (1995), op cit, para 62.
14 ICJ, Case Concerning Application Of The Convention On The Prevention And Punishment Of
The Crime Of Genocide (Bosnia And Herzegovina v Serbia And Montenegro), (2007), op cit,
para 400; ICJ, Case Concerning Military and Paramilitary Activities in and Against Nicaragua
(Nicaragua v United States of America), Merits (27 June 1986), ICJ Reports 1986, 14
(‘Nicaragua, Merits’), para 115.
12
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conduct,15 whereas other tests look at control over a territory or over
individuals. It is true that effective control over a specific conduct
(Article 7 ARIO) and over a specific individual (Article 8 ARS) have a
similar meaning, but ‘control plays a different role’16 and has a higher
threshold when deciding ‘whether a certain conduct is attributable at
all’ 17 in the context of non-State actors. 18 Therefore, established
interpretations of the term in other contexts do not necessarily apply to
attribution in the context of international organizations.

a) Factual control
First, the factual element requires determining whether control was
concretely and actually exercised, beyond the formal delegation of
operational authority. 19 In this sense, factual control should not be
understood by opposition to formal control. Indeed, the test of effective
control does not completely discard formal aspects, but rather attempts
to verify whether the formal delegation of control by the State to the
international organization was genuine or whether control was actually
retained by the State.20 It consists in comparing how control is formally
distributed to how it is actually exercised.21 The formal distribution of
ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 4.
Ibid, commentary to Article 7, para 5.
17 Ibid, commentary to Article 7, para 5.
18 T Dannenbaum, ‘Translating the Standard of Effective Control Into a System of
Effective Accountability: How Liability Should Be Apportioned for Violations of Human
Rights by Member State Troop Contingents Serving as United Nations Peacekeepers’
(2010), op cit, at 155; F Messineo, ‘Attribution of Conduct’ in A Nollkaemper and I
Plakokefalos (eds), Principles of Shared Responsibility in International Law: An Appraisal of
the State of the Art (Cambridge University Press, 2014), 60–97, at 87.
19 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 4; T Dannenbaum, ‘Translating the
Standard of Effective Control Into a System of Effective Accountability: How Liability
Should Be Apportioned for Violations of Human Rights by Member State Troop
Contingents Serving as United Nations Peacekeepers’ (2010), op cit, at 155 @at 151; KM
Larsen, ‘Attribution of Conduct in Peace Operations: The ‘Ultimate Authority and
Control’ Test’ (2008), op cit, at 516; F Messineo, ‘Attribution of Conduct’ (2014), op cit, at
92.
20 F Messineo, ‘Attribution of Conduct’ (2014), op cit, at 90. See also: C Ahlborn, ‘The
Rules of International Organizations and the Law of International Responsibility’ (2011)
8(2) International Organizations Law Review 397, at 457: the test of Article 7 ARIO is
‘merging organic control with factual control’.
21 C Ryngaert, ‘Apportioning Responsibility Between the UN and Member States in UN
Peace-Support Operations: An Inquiry Into the Application of the ‘Effective Control’
Standard After Behrami’ (2012), op cit, at 158: ‘Formal arrangements may provide
guidance but are not necessarily conclusive. Ultimately, the reality of operational
command and control on the ground should be decisive’; M Zwanenburg, ‘Shared
15
16
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control is still relevant, as it is against this background, and not ex nihilo,
that factual control is assessed.
The requirement of actual control can be illustrated by the cases of
Nuhanovic, Mustafic,22 and a subsequent case,23 where relatives of victims
of the genocide of Srebrenica brought domestic claims against the
Netherlands, arguing the State was responsible for the death of
individuals which had been forcefully removed from a compound where
the Dutch contingent to UNPROFOR was located and where victims
had sought refuge. The operation was formally under the control of the
UN, however the Court found that the act of Dutch troops evicting
individuals was within the control of the Netherlands. Indeed, the State
had factually resumed control over its troops at the time of the conduct,
and therefore actually had control over it.24 Another example of factual
control by the State can be found in the practice of UNOSOM II, where
several States maintained direct control over their contingents despite
having delegated operational control to the UN.25

Responsibility in NATO-led Operations’, forthcoming in A Nollkaemper and I
Plakokefalos (eds), The Practice of Shared Responsibility in International Law (Cambridge
University Press, 2016).
22 Netherlands, Court of Appeal in the Hague, Hasan Nuhanovic v the Netherlands (5 July
2011), 200.020.174/01; LJN BR5388; ECLI:NL:GHSGR:2011:BR5388; Netherlands,
District Court of the Hague (Civil Law Section), H N v the Netherlands (10 September
2008), LJN: BF0181; 265615/HA ZA 06-1671; ILDC 1092 (NL 2008); Netherlands,
Court of Appeal in the Hague, Mehida Mustafic-Mujic, Damir Mustafic, Alma Mustafic V the
Netherlands
(5
July
2011),
200.020.173/01;
LJN
BR5386;
ECLI:NL:GHSGR:2011:BR5386; Netherlands, District Court of the Hague (Civil Law
Section), M M-M, D M and A M v the Netherlands (10 September 2008), LJN: BF0182;
265618/HA ZA 06-1672; Netherlands, Supreme Court, Nuhanovic (2013), op cit;
Netherlands, Supreme Court, Mustafic (2013), op cit.
23 Netherlands, District Court of The Hague, Ten claimants and Mothers of Srebrenica
Association v the Netherlands and the UN, (2014), op cit.
24 Netherlands, Supreme Court, Nuhanovic (2013), op cit, para 3.12.2: ‘the Dutch
government in The Hague had control over Dutchbat and also actually exercised this in
practice’.
25 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 8; UN, ‘Report of the Commission of
Inquiry Established Pursuant to Security Council Resolution 885 (1993) to Investigate
Armed Attacks on UNOSOM II Personnel Which Led to Casualties Among Them’, op
cit, para 244: ‘Many major operations undertaken under the United Nations flag and in
the context of UNOSOM’s mandate were totally outside the command and control of the
United Nations’.
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b) Over the conduct alleged as wrongful
Second, what matters is control over the conduct alleged as wrongful,
rather than control over the mission in general. This condition reinforces
the requirement that control must be exercised in the concrete situation
at hand. The control of the lead organization over the whole mission is
not determinative for attribution, as control over a given conduct can be
— formally and pursuant to command arrangements — exercised by
another entity.
For instance, a State can transfer some operational control to the
international organization leading the operation while retaining
operational control over some specific missions. This occurred in the case
of Serdar Mohammed, which concerned the attribution of the wrongful
detention of an individual by British forces part of the NATO-led ISAF.26
Although ISAF was in general under the operational control of NATO,
detentions operations by the UK were, pursuant to formal arrangements,
carried out under the direct control of the UK and not NATO. 27
Therefore, the UK had effective control over the specific conduct.
This requirement of specificity does not mean that every claim of
responsibility must always be broken down in series of indivisible acts.
Rather, the scope of the conduct to be attributed depends on the scope of
the primary rule alleged as breached within a series of events.28 For
instance in situations where international forces fail to protect civilians
from abuses by armed groups, a number of claims can be envisaged. The
general claim that troops failed to prevent genocide requires assessing
effective control over that general failure, while the claim that a specific
contingent forcibly evicted civilians in danger demands to demonstrate
effective control over the specific conduct of evicting.

c) Taking account of the particular circumstances and factual
context
Finally, effective control must be assessed by taking full account of the
particular circumstances and factual context. In the context of military
operations, this requirement is two-fold. First, it indicates that military
aspects must to a certain extent be engaged with in order to apply the
test of effective control. Accordingly, it is necessary to understand how
control over the troops is shared and exercised in each operation, and
UK, High Court of Justice, Serdar Mohammed v Ministry of Defence, (2014), op cit.
Ibid, para 180.
28 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 1, para 1.
26
27
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subtleties in the command structure, such as NATO’s procedures for
sensitive targets, should be taken into account.29
Besides, the factual context in which a harmful conduct occurred must be
taken into account. Harmful conduct occurs in a variety of factual
scenarios each involving particularities.30 It can occur during combat
activities or consist in individual misconduct, be isolated or recurrent.
Harmful conduct can be the implementation of the order of a UN
Commander, or be the result of unclear instructions or poor training.
These circumstances should be taken into account in assessing where
effective control lies in relation to a given conduct.31

1.1.2. Applicability of the test in operations led by an
international organization
It has been demonstrated in the literature that, because troops operating
under international command are formally under the authority of both an
international organization and their national State, their conduct is
attributed on the basis of effective control (§1.1.2.a). Since the
incorporation of the test in Article 7 ARIO, a number of courts have
recognized its applicability in peace operations (§1.1.2.b), while
international organizations have more or less reluctantly agreed to its
relevance (§§1.1.2.c).

a) Rationale for applicability: shared control over partially
delegated military organs
In scholarship, it is relatively broadly accepted that effective control is
the applicable test to attribute the acts of soldiers operating under the
aegis of an international organization. 32 The rationale behind the
29 A Pellet, ‘L’Imputabilité d’Éventuels Actes Illicites: Responsabilité de L'OTAN ou des
Etats Membres’ (2002), op cit; T Stein, ‘The Attribution of Possible Internationally
Wrongful Acts: Responsibility of NATO or of its Member States?’ (2002), op cit.
30 See supra, Chap 1 §2.
31 See infra, Chap 2 §2.2.
32 Notably: ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 8 and accompanying
references; International Law Association, ‘Accountability of International Organisations’
(August 2004) Report of the Seventy-First Conference, held in Berlin, 71 ILA Reports of
Conferences 164–241, at 200; CA Bell, ‘Reassessing Multiple Attribution: The
International Law Commission and the Behrami and Saramati Decision’ (2010), op cit, at
524; T Dannenbaum, ‘Translating the Standard of Effective Control Into a System of
Effective Accountability: How Liability Should Be Apportioned for Violations of Human
Rights by Member State Troop Contingents Serving as United Nations Peacekeepers’
(2010), op cit, at 140; ÖF Direk, ‘Responsibility in Peace Support Operations: Revisiting
the Proper Test for Attribution Conduct and the Meaning of the “Effective Control”
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application of this test to international forces is that, since command and
control over military organs is necessarily shared between the
international organization and the national State,33 formal relationships
of authority are not determinative to attribute a given conduct.34 The
test of effective control is required to determine which of the subject had
control over a given conduct. Amongst the first authors to have analysed
attribution in the context of peace operations, de Visscher expressed the
Standard’ (2014), op cit, 7; P Klein, ‘Responsabilité pour les Faits Commis dans le Cadre
des Opérations de Paix et Étendue du Pouvoir de Contrôle de la Cour Européenne des
Droits de L’Homme: Quelques Considérations Critiques sur L’Arrêt Behrami et Saramati’
(2007), op cit, at 52; B Kondoch, ‘The Responsibility of Peacekeepers, Their Sending
States, and International Organizations’ (2010), op cit, at 520; KM Larsen, ‘Neither
Effective Control nor Ultimate Authority and Control: Attribution of Conduct in AlJedda’ (2011), op cit, at 350; C Leck, ‘International Responsibility in United Nations
Peacekeeping Operations: Command and Control Arrangements and the Attribution of
Conduct’ (2009), op cit, at 348; SR Luder, ‘Responsibility of States and International
Organisations in Respect to United Nations Peace-Keeping Missions’ (2008), op cit, at 88;
F Messineo, ‘Things Could Only Get Better: Al-Jedda Beyond Behrami’ (2011), op cit, at
339; M Milanovic and T Papic, ‘As Bad as It Gets: The European Court of Human
Right’s Behrami and Saramati Decision and General International Law’ (2009), op cit, at
282; C Ryngaert, ‘Apportioning Responsibility Between the UN and Member States in
UN Peace-Support Operations: An Inquiry Into the Application of the ‘Effective Control’
Standard After Behrami’ (2012), op cit, at 152; A Sari, ‘Jurisdiction and International
Responsibility in Peace Support Operations: The Behrami and Saramati Cases’ (2008), op
cit, at 164; K Schmalenbach, ‘Third Party Liability of International Organizations: A
Study on Claim Settlement in the Course of Military Operations and International
Administrations’ (2005) 10 International Peacekeeping: The Yearbook of International
Peace Operations (Brill) 33, at 37; J-M Sorel, ‘La Responsabilité des Nations Unies dans
les Opérations de Maintien de la Paix’ (2001), op cit, at 129; A Thibault, ‘La
Responsabilité de L’OTAN dans les Conflits Armés’ (2014), op cit, at 238; N Tsagourias,
‘The Responsibility of International Organisations for Military Missions’ (2011), op cit, at
249; P de Visscher, ‘Observations sur le Fondement et la Mise en Œuvre du Principe de
la Responsabilité de l’Organisation des Nations Unies’ (1963), op cit, at 137; M
Zwanenburg, Accountability of Peace Support Operations (2005), op cit, at 126. Contra: D
Sarooshi, The United Nations and the Development of Collective Security (1999), op cit, at 163:
‘The more important enquiry is who exercises overall authority and control over the
forces’.
33 See supra, Chap 1 §1.2.
34 B Amrallah, ‘The International Responsibility of the United Nations for Activities
Carried Out by UN Peacekeeping Forces’ (1976), op cit, at 57; L Condorelli, ‘Le Statut des
Forces de L'ONU et le Droit International Humanitaire’ (1995), op cit, at 886; C
Ryngaert, ‘Apportioning Responsibility Between the UN and Member States in UN
Peace-Support Operations: An Inquiry Into the Application of the ‘Effective Control’
Standard After Behrami’ (2012), op cit, at 153; K Schmalenbach, ‘Third Party Liability of
International Organizations: A Study on Claim Settlement in the Course of Military
Operations and International Administrations’ (2005), op cit, at 35; A Thibault, ‘La
Responsabilité de L’OTAN dans les Conflits Armés’ (2014), op cit, at 235.
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view that, because peacekeepers were not fully integrated international
forces but were placed at the disposal of the UN while the States retained
some control, effective control (‘la maîtrise effective’) over contingents was
relevant to determine responsibility.35 Similarly, Amrallah considered
that the ‘real’36 and ‘actual’37 control exercised over a force could be used
to determine responsibility for the conduct of peacekeepers.
The key factor is that participating States transfer some elements of
authority over their military organs (typically, operational control) while
always retaining organic disciplinary authority, so that ‘the umbilical
cord between those troops and the state is not fully cut’.38 It is because
elements of authority over contributed troops are distributed amongst
several entities that a factual and concrete approach to attribution is
better suited to assess which entity was in control. Based on these
considerations, the conduct of military organs put at the disposal of an
organization is attributed on the basis of the control concretely exercised
over a specific conduct, as expressed in the notion of effective control.
The ILC similarly justifies Article 7 ARIO, which as a matter of fact was
based on peacekeeping practice and explicitly tailored by the ILC for
attribution in military operations led by an international organization.39
It explained that peacekeepers are put at the disposal of another entity by
the transfer of operational command, but can never be ‘fully seconded’,40
as it is simply impossible for a State to delegate its inherent organic
35 P de Visscher, ‘Observations sur le Fondement et la Mise en Œuvre du Principe de la
Responsabilité de l’Organisation des Nations Unies’ (1963), op cit, at 136–137: ‘[E]n fait,
sinon en droit, l'effectivité de la soumission des contingents nationaux à l'autorité de
l'Organisation est loin d'être parfaite. […] Aussi longtemps que les forces de l’O.N.U.
seront formées de contingents « nationaux », placés « volontairement » à la disposition
du Secrétaire général par des États souverains et ne constitueront pas une véritable force
supranationale, il faudra admettre la possibilité de mettre en cause la responsabilité
propre de ces États concurremment avec celle de l’Organisation. […] [L]es États
membres qui placent des contingents à la disposition du Secrétaire général sont des sujets
de l'ordre juridique international et ce fait doit être pris en considération dans la solution
du problème qui nous occupe ici, dans la mesure précisément où ces États ont conserve
une certaine maîtrise de leurs contingents. Pour éclaircir ce problème du concours des
responsabilités, il conviendrait, au préalable, que l’Assemblée générale règle avec
précision la question de la maîtrise effective des contingents’.
36 B Amrallah, ‘The International Responsibility of the United Nations for Activities
Carried Out by UN Peacekeeping Forces’ (1976), op cit, at 65.
37 Ibid, at 66.
38 M Zwanenburg, ‘Shared Responsibility in NATO-led Operations’, op cit.
39 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 1.
40 Ibid, commentary to Article 7, para 1.
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command over its armed forces.41 Since both entities are simultaneously
vested with different forms of authority over military organs, ‘the
seconded organ or agent still acts to a certain extent as organ of the
seconding State’,42 and therefore attribution requires to determine ‘who
has effective control over the conduct in question’.43

b) Judicial practice
A number of claims alleging the responsibility of States and/or
international organizations involved in military operations have been
brought before international and domestic courts. Many cases never pass
the admissibility stage, yet courts occasionally discuss matters of
attribution when assessing their jurisdiction in respect of States or
international organizations. In a number of cases, international and
domestic courts have recognised the applicability of the test of effective
control.
The case law of the ECtHR on responsibility for the conduct of
international forces has been equivocal and remains partially unsettled.
Besides, issues of attribution must carefully be distinguished from
questions of extraterritorial applicability of the ECHR. Effective control
for the purpose of assessing jurisdiction under Article 1 ECHR is a
notion different in nature and function from the notion of effective
control for the purpose of attribution here discussed.44
In Behrami and Saramati, victims had brought claims against several
States, arguing that the conduct of UN-led UNMIK and NATO-led
KFOR was attributed to contributing States. 45 The Court expressly
referred to the ARIO and held that the test of ‘effective control’ was
applicable.46 Yet, questionably, it found the conduct of KFOR to be
attributed to UN on the ground that it ‘retained ultimate authority and
control’. 47 The ARIO commentaries later commented that ‘when
See supra, Chap 1 §1.1.2.d).
ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 1.
43 Ibid, commentary to Article 7, para 8.
44 ECtHR, Jaloud v the Netherlands, (2014), op cit, para 154: ‘the test for establishing the
existence of “jurisdiction” under Article 1 of the Convention has never been equated with
the test for establishing a State’s responsibility for an internationally wrongful act under
general international law’; M Milanovic, ‘Al-Skeini and Al-Jedda in Strasbourg’ (2012), op
cit, at 122.
45 ECtHR, Behrami and Saramati (2007), op cit, para 77.
46 Ibid, paras 30–31.
47 Ibid, paras 140–141.
41
42
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applying the criterion of effective control, “operational” control would
seem more significant than “ultimate” control, since the latter hardly
implies a role in the act in question,’48 In scholarship, the ‘ultimate
authority and control’ test has been heavily criticized, for it could have
led to deem the UN directly responsible for every wrongful act
committed during an operation it either led or authorized, even for
instance in Iraq.49 More fundamentally, broad-ranging tests do not give
proper consideration to the distribution of control, which determines on
behalf of whom a soldier acted, and thereby undermines the principle
according to which an entity is only responsible for its own conduct.50
When the UK argued in Al-Jedda that the conduct of British forces in
Iraq was attributable to the UN pursuant to Behrami, the Court rejected
the argument, as the UN ‘did not [...] assume any degree of control’.51
Although its case law is convoluted, the ECtHR seems to have accepted

ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 10.
CA Bell, ‘Reassessing Multiple Attribution: The International Law Commission and
the Behrami and Saramati Decision’ (2010), op cit; P Bodeau-Livinec et al, ‘Note on
Behrami and Saramati’ (2008) 102 American Journal of International Law 323; P Klein,
‘Responsabilité pour les Faits Commis dans le Cadre des Opérations de Paix et Étendue
du Pouvoir de Contrôle de la Cour Européenne des Droits de L’Homme: Quelques
Considérations Critiques sur L’Arrêt Behrami et Saramati’ (2007) 53 Annuaire Français
de Droit International 43; KM Larsen, ‘Attribution of Conduct in Peace Operations: The
‘Ultimate Authority and Control’ Test’ (2008), op cit; F Messineo, ‘Things Could Only
Get Better: Al-Jedda Beyond Behrami’ (2011), op cit, at 323; M Milanovic and T Papic, ‘As
Bad as It Gets: The European Court of Human Right’s Behrami and Saramati Decision
and General International Law’ (2009), op cit; A Sari, ‘Jurisdiction and International
Responsibility in Peace Support Operations: The Behrami and Saramati Cases’ (2008), op
cit; S Starmer, ‘Responsibility for Troops Abroad: UN-Mandated Forces and Issues of
Human Rights Accountability’ in P Shiner and A Williams (eds), The Iraq War and
International Law (Hart, 2008), 264–283, at 270; N Tsagourias, ‘The Responsibility of
International Organisations for Military Missions’ (2011), op cit, at 251.
50 See a similar reasoning, concerning the attribution of the acts of non-State actors: ICJ,
Case Concerning Application Of The Convention On The Prevention And Punishment Of The
Crime Of Genocide (Bosnia And Herzegovina v Serbia And Montenegro), (2007), op cit, at 406:
‘It must next be noted that the “overall control” test has the major drawback of
broadening the scope of State responsibility well beyond the fundamental principle
governing the law of international responsibility: a State is responsible only for its own
conduct, that is to say the conduct of persons acting, on whatever basis, on its behalf.
[…] In this regard the “overall control” test is unsuitable, for it stretches too far, almost
to breaking point, the connection which must exist between the conduct of a State’s
organs and its international responsibility’.
51 ECtHR, Al-Jedda v United Kingdom, (2011), op cit, para 80. See also: UK, House of
Lords, Al-Jedda v Secretary of State (12 December 2007), [2007] UKHL 58, para 23: ‘It
cannot realistically be said that US and UK forces were under the effective command and
control of the UN’.
48
49
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that the test effective control as interpreted by the ILC is applicable to
the attribution of the conduct of military organs placed at the disposal of
an international organization.52
At the domestic level, not all courts venture in the complexities of the
question of attribution in international law when faced with situations
that could give rise to international responsibility, and most adjudicate
claims under domestic torts law. Yet, such decisions can constitute
implicit findings of international responsibility,53 and help understanding
the functioning of rules of responsibility when applied to concrete
scenarios. Further, domestic courts have increasingly engaged in
discussions of international responsibility principles.
In the Netherlands, several cases have been brought claiming
responsibility in relation to the genocide of Srebrenica. In Mothers of
Srebrenica, the Supreme Court of the Netherlands rejected the claim
brought against the UN on the ground of the immunity from jurisdiction
of the UN, and did not directly address whether the alleged failure of
UNPROFOR to prevent the genocide was attributable to the UN or to
the Dutch State whose contingent was stationed in the area.54 In the
cases of Nuhanovic and Mustafic, the Supreme Court of the Netherlands,
which significantly relied on the ILC articles and commentaries, found
the conduct attributable to the contributing State on the basis of effective
control.
In Belgium, a Court addressed a case with facts similar to the Nuhanovic
case. Belgian soldiers of the UNAMIR where stationed in a building
where civilians had took refuge. The contingent was evacuated following
a decision of the Belgium government and left the refugees abandoned.
The Belgian Court applied domestic law and did not rely expressly on
the ILC articles, yet it attributed the conduct of Belgian forces to
Belgium, on the basis of the control of the State over the evacuation.55

52 ECtHR, Jaloud v the Netherlands, (2014), op cit, para 154; F Messineo, ‘Things Could
Only Get Better: Al-Jedda Beyond Behrami’ (2011), op cit, at 337.
53 A Nollkaemper, ‘Internationally Wrongful Acts in Domestic Courts’ (2007) 101(4)
American Journal of International Law 760, at 768.
54 Netherlands, Supreme Court (First Division), Mothers of Srebrenica Association and ors v
the Netherlands and the UN (12 April 2012), ECLI:NL:HR:2012:BW1999.
55 Belgium, Court of First Instance of Brussels, ETO case (2010), op cit, parar 38: ‘la
décision d'évacuer I’ETO est une décision prise sous l’égide de la Belgique et non de la
MINUAR’.
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In some countries, courts often reject on admissibility grounds claims of
responsibility for acts during military operations brought against their
State.56

c) Position of international organizations
– United Nations
Since the first peacekeeping operations, the UN has stated that, in
principle, it bears responsibility for wrongful acts of UN peacekeepers,57
but the precise basis and extent of its liability is relatively unclear.58
While a large number of scholars argue that Article 7 ARIO applies to
the attribution of the conduct of UN peacekeepers, the UN maintains
that the basis of its responsibility for the conduct of peacekeepers is that
troops over which operational command is delegated to the UN qualify
as subsidiary organs of the organization, whose acts are attributed to it
under Article 6 ARIO.59

56 For instance, in the US: AS Deeks, ‘Litigating How We Fight’ (2011), op cit; or in Italy:
M Frulli, ‘When Are States Liable Towards Individuals for Serious Violations of
Humanitarian Law? The Markovic Case’ (2003) 1 Journal of International Criminal
Justice 406.
57 UN Secretary-General, ‘Financing of the United Nations Protection Force, the United
Nations Confidence Restoration Operation in Croatia, the United Nations Preventive
Deployment Force and the United Nations Peace Forces Headquarters’ (20 September
1996) UN Doc A/51/389, para 7: ‘In recognition of its international responsibility for the
activities of its forces, the United Nations has, since the inception of peacekeeping
operations, assumed its liability for damage caused by members of its forces in the
performance of their duties’; UN Secretary-General, ‘Letter Dated 6 August 1965 From
the Secretary-General Addressed to the Acting Permanent Representative of the USSR ’
(1965) UN Doc S/6597, at 1: ‘It has always been the policy of the United Nations, acting
through the Secretary-General, to compensate individuals who have suffered damages for
which the Organization was legally liable’.
58 J-M Sorel, ‘La Responsabilité des Nations Unies dans les Opérations de Maintien de la
Paix’ (2001), op cit, at 128; J-M Sorel, ‘The Concept of 'Soft Responsiblity'?’ in J Crawford
et al (eds), The Law of International Responsibility (Oxford University Press, 2010), 165–
171, at 171: ‘the UN has constructed, in a pragmatic way, a self-assessment of harms
caused in an original and uncategorized system’; P de Visscher, ‘Observations sur le
Fondement et la Mise en Œuvre du Principe de la Responsabilité de l’Organisation des
Nations Unies’ (1963), op cit, at 135.
59 UN, ‘Interoffice Memorandum to the Director of the Codification Division, Office of
Legal Affairs, and Secretary of the International Law Commission Regarding the Topic
Responsibility of International Organizations’ (2004) United Nations Juridical Yearbook,
352–355, para 7: ‘As a subsidiary organ of the United Nations, an act of a peacekeeping
force is, in principle, imputable to the Organization’; ILC, ‘Responsibility of International
Organizations, Comments and Observations Received From the United Nations’, op cit,
comments on Draft Article 6, para 3: ‘It has been the long-established position of the
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It appears that the UN maintains this position for two reasons. First, in
the aftermath of Behrami,60 the UN was keen to insist that it does not
bear responsibility for the conduct of forces in authorized missions,
which are not under the operational command of the UN. While the
conclusion that the conduct of troops in authorized operations is not
attributable to the UN is in line with prevailing views in the scholarship,
the reliance of the UN on the qualification of soldiers as UN organs is
misguiding. Rather than the organic status of peacekeepers, the decisive
criterion for the UN seems to lie in the formal transfer of operational
command.61 Indeed, in UN-led operations, troops qualify as UN organs
owing to the fact that contributing States transferred operational
command to the UN. It is because ‘responsibility is entailed where
command and control is vested’62 that the UN bears responsibility for the
conduct of forces under its operational command but not for conduct of
authorized troops under regional or national command. The idea that
attribution depends on control thus underlies the position of the UN.
Second, the UN does not formally admit that forces in the field can be
outside of its effective control.63 It prefers to adopt a clear-cut standard
‘vis-à-vis third parties’64 and therefore refers to the organic status of
troops, although it is common knowledge that some peacekeeping
missions were in reality ‘totally outside the command and control’65 of
the UN. For instance, in 1993 in Somalia, the ‘Force Commander of
United Nations, however, that forces placed at the disposal of the United Nations are
“transformed” into a United Nations subsidiary organ and, as such, entail the
responsibility of the Organization, just like any other subsidiary organ’ (footnote
omitted).
60 ECtHR, Behrami and Saramati (2007), op cit.
61 UN, ‘Financing of the United Nations Protection Force, the United Nations
Confidence Restoration Operation in Croatia, the United Nations Preventive Deployment
Force and the United Nations Peace Forces Headquarters’, op cit, para 18: ‘international
responsibility for the conduct of the troops lies where operational command and control
is vested’; ILC, ‘Responsibility of International Organizations, Comments and
Observations Received From the United Nations’, op cit, comments on Draft Article 5,
para 3: In determining the attributability of an act or an omission of members of a
military operation to the United Nations, the Organization has been guided by the
principle of “command and control” over the operation or the action in question..
62 ILC, ‘Responsibility of International Organizations, Comments and Observations
Received From the United Nations’, op cit, comments on Draft Article 5, para 8.
63 Ibid, comments on Draft Article 6, para 6.
64 Ibid, comments on Draft Article 6, para 6.
65 UN, ‘Report of the Commission of Inquiry Established Pursuant to Security Council
Resolution 885 (1993) to Investigate Armed Attacks on UNOSOM II Personnel Which
Led to Casualties Among Them’, op cit, para 244.
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UNOSOM II was not in effective control of several national
contingents’.66 The UN also considers that the organic control formally
retained by States has no bearing on the occurrence of misconduct, and
claim to exercise ‘exclusive command and control’67 over the troops. It is
however not possible for the UN to exercise such exclusive control since
States retain organic command over their contingents and sometimes
interfere in the chain-of-command.68
On some occasions, the UN admitted the relevance of the test of effective
control. In situations where a UN force operates in parallel with another
mission under separate command, 69 the UN falls back to the criterion of
effective control. For instance, in an operation conducted jointly by a UN
mission and a QRF operating in support of the UN, the organization
referred to the ‘degree of effective control exercised by either party’.70
Also when another organization is progressively taking over a UN
mission, the UN expressed the view that the ‘international responsibility
of the United Nations [was] limited to the extent of its effective
operational control.’71 In any complex situation comporting some special
circumstances, the test of effective control is thus recognised as
applicable by the United Nations.
It has been questioned72 whether rules found in agreements between
contributing States and the UN constitute a lex specialis derogating
from the general rules of attribution of the ARIO pursuant to Article 64
ARIO.73 For instance, in its contribution agreements with States, the UN
Ibid, para 243.
UN, ‘Financing of the United Nations Protection Force, the United Nations
Confidence Restoration Operation in Croatia, the United Nations Preventive Deployment
Force and the United Nations Peace Forces Headquarters’, op cit, para 17.
68 See supra, Chap 1 §1.2.1.
69 Ibid, Chap 1 §1.2.5.a).
70 UN, ‘Financing of the United Nations Protection Force, the United Nations
Confidence Restoration Operation in Croatia, the United Nations Preventive Deployment
Force and the United Nations Peace Forces Headquarters’, op cit, para 18.
71 UN Secretary-General, ‘Report on the United Nations Interim Administration Mission
in Kosovo’ (12 June 2008) UN Doc S/2008/354, para 16.
72 SHARES, ‘Responsibility in Multinational Military Operations: A Review of Recent
Practice’ (2011) Report from the Expert Seminar held in Amsterdam, 16 December 2010,
at 12.
73 ARIO, op cit, Article 64: ‘These articles do not apply where and to the extent that the
conditions for the existence of an internationally wrongful act or the content or
implementation of the international responsibility of an international organization, or a
State in connection with the conduct of an international organization, are governed by
66
67
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agrees that it is ‘responsible for dealing with any claims by third parties’,
but that the contributing State is ‘liable’ in case the damage ‘arose from
gross negligence or wilful misconduct’ of a member of its contingent.74 It
appears that this provision seemingly addressing issues of responsibility
has a limited impact on attribution. As pointed out by the ILC, it
constitutes a provision on reparation rather than attribution, and it has
no effect on third parties, which can always bring a claim against the UN
or a contributing State under the general rules of responsibility. 75
Indeed, this provision is only binding bilaterally the UN and each
contributing States with whom it signed a MoU for the purpose of a
given operation. It cannot be imposed to third parties who are not party
to the MoU, such as the host State.

– NATO
In its comments to the ILC, NATO did not express any specific view on
rules of attribution of conduct in the context of military operations and
notably on Article 7 ARIO. However, it expressed a ‘general concern’76
that the structure of the Articles might not be adapted to NATO given
the specific position of its member States, which ‘retain virtually all
decision-making authority and participate on a daily basis in the
governance and functioning of the organization.’77 NATO agrees that it
has international legal personality,78 but does not consider this to be a
decisive factor for attributing conduct that is decided by States on the
basis of consensus. In the view of NATO, ‘[e]ach member State retains
full responsibility for its decisions’79 because these decisions express the

special rules of international law. Such special rules of international law may be contained
in the rules of the organization applicable to the relations between an international
organization and its members’.
74 UN Model MoU, op cit, Article 9.
75 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 3: ‘The agreement appears to deal
only with distribution of responsibility and not with attribution of conduct. At any event,
this type of agreement is not conclusive because it governs only the relations between the
contributing State or organization and the receiving organization and could thus not
have the effect of depriving a third party of any right that that party may have towards
the State or organization which is responsible under the general rules’.
76 ILC, ‘Responsibility of International Organizations, Comments and Observations
Received From International Organizations’, op cit, General comments, North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, para 1.
77 Ibid, General comments, North Atlantic Treaty Organization, para 1.
78 Ibid, General comments, North Atlantic Treaty Organization, para 2.
79 Ibid, General comments, North Atlantic Treaty Organization, para 4.
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‘will of the sovereign member States’.80 In other words, NATO considers
that conduct in the context of the organization should be attributed to
member States on the basis of their participation in the decision-making
process.81 In this understanding, decisions are not attributed to NATO
because member States are considered to act as sovereign States rather
than as NATO’s agents.
These arguments have been put forward in judicial proceedings
tentatively brought against NATO’s member States in relation to the
1999 bombing campaign in FRY (Operation Allied Force). In the
Legality of the Use of Force cases, the FRY brought parallel claims before
the ICJ against ten NATO member States, arguing that the allegedly
wrongful bombings were conducted ‘as a joint enterprise’ and therefore
‘attributable jointly and severally to the member States’.82 Some states
responded that ‘the actions of the NATO command structure [were] not
imputable to individual member States’.83 In Bankovic, victims likewise
submitted to the ECtHR that, due to the decision-making procedure
necessitating approval of each State, NATO bombings were attributed to
each of the seventeen respondent State,84 while States maintained that
the bombing was attributable to NATO.85 Both affairs were dismissed on
admissibility grounds. Authors supporting the view that conduct within
NATO should be attributed to the State insist on the impact of the
consensus procedures,86 but also on the specific nature of NATO, which
considers itself first and foremost to be a military alliance before being an
international organization.87

80 Ibid, General comments, North Atlantic Treaty Organization, para 4; NATO, ‘NATO
Handbook’, op cit, at 33.
81 M Zwanenburg, ‘Shared Responsibility in NATO-led Operations’, op cit.
82 ICJ, Public Sitting Held on 12 May 1999 in the Cases Concerning Legality of Use of Force,
Verbatim Record (1999), CR 1999/25, at 16.
83 Ibid, at 15.
84 ECtHR, Bankovic et al v Belgium et al, (2001), op cit, para 30; M Zwanenburg,
Accountability of Peace Support Operations (2005), op cit, at 121.
85 ECtHR, Bankovic et al v Belgium et al, (2001), op cit, para 32.
86 T Stein, ‘The Attribution of Possible Internationally Wrongful Acts: Responsibility of
NATO or of its Member States?’ (2002), op cit, at 191: ‘all NATO Member States are
responsible for the decision to use force against Yugoslavia; it was a unanimous decision
of all member States’.
87 Ibid, at 192: ‘NATO is not an organization that has been created “to do business” with
third States […]. NATO is not the International Tin Council’.
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– European Union
Even more than NATO, the EU has long advocated that the law of
international responsibility needed to ‘allow sufficient room for the
specificities of the European Union’.88 On account of the transfer of some
competences to the organization by member States, and of the fact that
the EU is party to a number of treaties, the EU insists that there are
‘significant differences’ 89 between regional economic integration
organizations such as itself and other international organizations.90
As far as attribution of conduct in military operations is concerned, the
EU expressed doubts as to whether Article 7 ARIO expressed a
customary rule, considering that ‘this remains a controversial area of
international law’ 91 in which unequivocal practice was lacking. 92 The
organization did not explicitly put forward an alternative view, but
expressed the opinion that Article 7 ARIO was aimed at preventing
international organizations from escaping their responsibility when
acting through the organs of its member States. Stressing that EU
member States can bring internal claims against the EU, the
organization seems to imply that the conduct of soldiers should be
attributed to their national State. This statement can be related to the
position of the EU in other fields, whereby it insists that the conduct of
State organs through which the EU acts, such as custom officers,
remains attributable to member States. A provision to that effect was
inserted in the Draft agreement on the accession of the EU to the
ECHR.93 The reason why the EU claims that member States remain
88 ILC, ‘Responsibility of International Organizations, Comments and Observations
Received From International Organizations’, op cit, General comments, European
Commission, para 1.
89 Ibid, General comments, European Commission, para 1.
90 See generally: P Gasparon, ‘The Transposition of the Principle of Member State
Liability Into the Context of External Relations’ (1999) 10(3) European Journal of
International Law 605; E Paasivirta and PJ Kuijper, ‘Does One Size Fit All?: The
European Community and Responsibility of International Organizations’ (2005) 36
Netherlands Yearbook of International Law 169; S Talmon, ‘Responsibility of
International Organizations: Does the European Community Require Special
Treatment?’ in M Ragazzi (ed), International Responsibility Today: Essays in Memory of
Oscar Schachter (Martinus Nijhoff, 2005).
91 ILC, ‘Responsibility of International Organizations, Comments and Observations
Received From International Organizations’, op cit, comments on Draft Article 6,
European Commission, para 2.
92 Ibid.
93 Council of Europe, ‘Draft Revised Agreement on the Accession of the European Union
to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms’ (10
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responsible for the conduct of State organs implementing EU decisions is
probably that, in other fields than military operations, it has been argued
that the normative control of the EU when exercising exclusive
competences constitutes a ground for attribution to the EU of wrongful
conduct when State organs implement EU law.94
Within the EU, there does not seem to be an agreement on the question
whether the conduct of soldiers in EU military operations should be
attributed to the States or to the organization.95

1.1.3. Multiple attribution under the effective control test
Given the numerous situations involving multiple parties studied in this
thesis, it is worth questioning whether multiple attribution can arise
under the test of effective control. In principle, multiple attribution of the
same internationally wrongful act is possible under the ILC scheme of
independent and non-exclusive determination of responsibility. The
principle of independent responsibility prescribes that the responsibility
of a State is to be determined individually, according to its own acts and
obligations.96 The circumstances of a plurality of States involved in a
conduct does not change the principle, and in ‘cases of collaborative
conduct by States, responsibility for the wrongful act will be determined
according to the principle of independent responsibility’. 97 For each
claim, the question is whether the alleged conduct is attributed to the
respondent under one of the ground for attribution, irrespective of other

June 2003) 47+1(2013)008rev2, Appendix 1, Article 1(4): ‘For the purposes of the
Convention, of the protocols thereto and of this Agreement, an act, measure or omission
of organs of a member State of the European Union or of persons acting on its behalf
shall be attributed to that State, even if such act, measure or omission occurs when the
State implements the law of the European Union’.
94 S Talmon, ‘Responsibility of International Organizations: Does the European
Community Require Special Treatment?’ (2005), op cit, at 414.
95 E Cannizzaro, ‘Postscript to Chapter 12’ in MD Evans and P Koutrakos (eds), The
International Responsibility of the European Union: European and International Perspectives
(Hart Publishing, 2013), 359–360, at 359: In the negotiations of the Draft agreement on
the accession of the EU to the ECHR, a ‘provision, providing that conduct performed in
order to implement EU acts in the field of the Common Foreign and Security Policy
(CFSP) should also be attributed to Member States, was not agreed on (see doc
47+1(2013)001, of 14 January 2013)’.
96 ARS com, op cit, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part I, para 1; A
Nollkaemper and D Jacobs, ‘Shared Responsibility in International Law: A Conceptual
Framework’ (2013), op cit, at 381.
97 ARS com, op cit, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part I, para 5.
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circumstances surrounding the conduct.98 In this framework however,
nothing prevents the same conduct to be simultaneously attributed to
another entity. Because attribution operates individually, parallel
attribution of a given conduct can arise if grounds for attribution are
found for each entity. Accordingly, the possibility of attributing the same
wrongful act to more than one entity in the ILC framework has been
recognized by several authors.99
That being said, given the requirements of the test of effective control,
some authors have questioned whether actual control over the same
specific conduct can possibly be exercised at the same time by two
entities. 100 Notably, Messineo argued that the criterion of effective
control was precisely devised ‘to avoid dual attribution’,101 Besides, the
ILC commentaries suggest that attribution under Article 7 ARIO
operates as an alternative, whereby the conduct is attributed either to the
organization or to the State. 102 Nonetheless, the factual scenarios to
which effective control apply in the military context can be very
complex, and the hypothesis that several entities could simultaneously
exercise effective control over the same conduct has recently gained
consideration. Special Rapporteur Gaja had suggested in relation to the
attribution of the conduct of organs placed at the disposal of an
98 T Dannenbaum, ‘Killings at Srebrenica, Effective Control and the Power to Prevent
Unlawful Conduct’ (2012), op cit, at 725: ‘the fact that the conduct may be attributable to
one entity is irrelevant to its potential attribution to the other’.
99 Notably: S Besson, ‘La Pluralité d’États Responsables: Vers une Solidarité
Internationale ?’ (2007) 17 Revue Suisse de Droit International et de Droit Européen 13,
at 21; J Crawford, ‘Responsibility in Cases of Joint or Collective Conduct’ in State
Responsibility: The General Part (Cambridge University Press, 2013); C Dominicé,
‘Attribution of Conduct to Multiple States and the Implication of a State in the Act of
Another State’ in J Crawford et al (eds), The Law of International Responsibility (Oxford
University Press, 2010), at 381; KM Larsen, ‘Attribution of Conduct in Peace Operations:
The ‘Ultimate Authority and Control’ Test’ (2008), op cit, at 517; A Orakhelashvili,
‘Division of Reparation Between Responsible Entities’ in J Crawford et al (eds), The Law
of International Responsibility (Oxford University Press, 2010), 647–665, at 654.
100 ÖF Direk, ‘Responsibility in Peace Support Operations: Revisiting the Proper Test for
Attribution Conduct and the Meaning of the “Effective Control” Standard’ (2014), op cit,
14; C Leck, ‘International Responsibility in United Nations Peacekeeping Operations:
Command and Control Arrangements and the Attribution of Conduct’ (2009), op cit, at
363; F Messineo, ‘Attribution of Conduct’ (2014), op cit, at 91; A Nollkaemper, ‘Dual
Attribution: Liability of the Netherlands for Conduct of Dutchbat in Srebrenica’ (2011)
9(5) Journal of International Criminal Justice 1143, at 1153.
101 F Messineo, ‘Attribution of Conduct’ (2014), op cit, at 91.
102 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 4: ‘attribution of conduct either to the
contributing State or organization or to the receiving organization’.
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organization that ‘what matters is not exclusiveness of control, which for
instance the United Nations never has over national contingents, but the
extent of effective control’,103 and added that this criterion would ‘leave the
way open for dual attribution of certain conducts.’104 In Nuhanovic and
Mustafic, Dutch courts also pointed out that the conduct of troops put at
the disposal of an international organization could be possibly attributed
to both the organization and the contributing State.105
By analysing the drafting history of Article 7, it can be argued that
multiple attribution can occur when effective control is applied in the
context of collaborative military operations. The test of effective control
formulated in the ARIO was inspired from the test used to attribute the
conduct of organs placed at the disposal of another State, as articulated
in Article 6 ARS.106 When drafting the ARS provision, one the main
concern of the ILC was to ensure that the conduct of lent organs is only
attributed to the receiving State when the transfer is genuine, that is
when organs are not only formally transferred but also ‘actually under
the authority of the State at whose disposal they have been placed’.107
Accordingly, the commentary to Article 6 ARS insist that the lent
organs must be ‘effectively put at the disposal’108 of the receiving entity,
and that the control of the receiving State must be ‘exclusive’.109 This
could suggest that dual attribution cannot arise under this provision, and
that the conduct of a lent organ is attributed either to the receiving
entity alone if it has exclusive control over the organ, or to the lending
entity alone in any other situation.

103 ILC, ‘Second Report on Responsibility of International Organizations, by Mr Giorgio
Gaja, Special Rapporteur’ (2004) UN Doc A/CN.4/541, para 48 (emphasis added).
104 Ibid.
105 Netherlands, Court of Appeal in the Hague, Hasan Nuhanovic v the Netherlands, (2011),
op cit, para 5.9; Netherlands, Supreme Court, Nuhanovic (2013), op cit, para 3.9.4;
Netherlands, District Court of The Hague, Ten claimants and Mothers of Srebrenica
Association v the Netherlands and the UN, (2014), op cit, para 4.45.
106 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 4: Article 6 ARS ‘takes a similar
approach [than Article 7 ARIO], although it is differently worded’; F Messineo,
‘Attribution of Conduct’ (2014), op cit, at 90.
107 ILC, ‘Third Report on State Responsibility, by Mr Roberto Ago, Special Rapporteur,
the Internationally Wrongful Act of the State, Source of International Responsibility’
(1971) UN Doc A/CN.4/246 and Add.1-3; Yearbook of the International Law
Commission 1971, vol II(1) (‘Third Ago Report’), at 274 (Draft Article 9).
108 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 6, para 1.
109 Ibid, commentary to Article 6, para 2.
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However, the requirement of exclusivity was also originally introduced
to ensure that States were not merely pretending to transfer organs
while still maintaining control over them. 110 Nowadays, the binary
scenario according to which control over an organ could not be shared
sits uncomfortably with the complex scenarios analysed in this thesis.
Indeed, in collaborative military operations, a transfer of authority can be
perfectly genuine even if the national State retains some elements of
control. It is precisely the characteristic of collaborative military
operations that control over soldiers is partially but effectively
transferred for the purpose of conducting a mission. Accordingly, in the
context of military operations, effective control cannot be equated to
exclusive control.
Further, the requirement of exclusivity can be interpreted differently in
relation to dual attribution. The ILC Commentaries state that, when a
lent organ acts ‘exclusively for the purposes of’111 the receiving State, ‘its
conduct is attributed to the latter State alone’.112 Interpreted a contrario,
it can mean that the conduct of an organ over which control is shared by
both the lending and the receiving State can be attributed to these two
States.113 This view was expressed by Special Rapporteur Crawford, who
considered that dual attribution under Article 6 ARS was possible if the
lent organ was not acting exclusively under the control of the receiving
State.114 Accordingly, several authors have argued that the application of
the test of effective control to military operations could lead to multiple
attribution.115 In these interpretations, control over a conduct can be
110 F Messineo, ‘Attribution of Conduct’ (2014), op cit, at 284-85; Third Ago Report, op
cit, at 268, para 202.
111 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 6, para 1.
112 Ibid, commentary to Article 6, para 1.
113 The commentary explicitly excludes from the purview of Article 6 organs acting for
‘shared purposes’, but only when lent organs ‘retain their own autonomy and status’ and
cites diplomatic missions as an example (Ibid, commentary to Article 6, para 4.).
114 ILC, ‘Third Report on State Responsibility by Mr James Crawford, Special
Rapporteur, Addendum’ (2000) UN Doc A/CN.4/507/Add.2 (‘Third Crawford Report,
Add.’), para 267, point 1: ‘Where the organ is under the control of the receiving State and
acts in the exercise of that State’s separate authority, the receiving State is responsible for
its acts. The implication is that in any other circumstance the sending State (or possibly
both States) will be responsible’. See also: I Brownlie, System of the Law of Nations: State
Responsibility, Part I (Clarendon Press, 1983), at 191.
115 Notably: B Amrallah, ‘The International Responsibility of the United Nations for
Activities Carried Out by UN Peacekeeping Forces’ (1976), op cit, at 66; CA Bell,
‘Reassessing Multiple Attribution: The International Law Commission and the Behrami
and Saramati Decision’ (2010), op cit, at 519; E Cannizzaro, ‘Beyond the Either/Or: Dual
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conceptualized in terms of degree for the purpose of attribution. When
drafting the ARIO, Gaja proposed to attribute the conduct of lent organs
on the basis of the extent of control exercised.116 Eagleton considered
that ‘responsibility is measured by the actual degree of control’117 and
explained that responsibility should depend on the ‘extent of control
possessed’. 118 Applying the same reasoning to the context of
peacekeeping operations, Amrallah submitted that the degree of control
exercised over the forces should be the criterion to determine
responsibility amongst participating entities. 119 In an often-quoted
passage, the UN acknowledged that — at least in operations were the
command structure is unclear — the ‘degree of effective control’ was an
Attribution to the European Union and to the Member State for Breach of the ECHR’ in
MD Evans and P Koutrakos (eds), The International Responsibility of the European Union:
European and International Perspectives (Hart Publishing, 2013), 295–312; C Leck,
‘International Responsibility in United Nations Peacekeeping Operations: Command and
Control Arrangements and the Attribution of Conduct’ (2009), op cit, at 361; MC Lopez,
‘Towards Dual or Multiple Attribution: The Strasbourg Court and the Liability of
Contracting Parties’ Troops Contributed to the United Nations’ (2014), op cit, at 215; O
Spijkers, ‘The Netherlands’ and the United Nations’ Legal Responsibility for Srebrenica
Before the Dutch Courts’ (2011), op cit, at 525; A Thibault, ‘La Responsabilité de
L’OTAN dans les Conflits Armés’ (2014), op cit, at 238; N Tsagourias, ‘The
Responsibility of International Organisations for Military Missions’ (2011), op cit, at 253;
P de Visscher, ‘Observations sur le Fondement et la Mise en Œuvre du Principe de la
Responsabilité de l’Organisation des Nations Unies’ (1963), op cit, at 136; M Zwanenburg,
Accountability of Peace Support Operations (2005), op cit, at 103.
116 ILC, ‘Second Report on Responsibility of International Organizations, by Mr Giorgio
Gaja, Special Rapporteur’, op cit, para 50.
117 C Eagleton, International Organization and the Law of Responsibility (1950), op cit, at
386: ‘The responsibility of a state in international law rests largely upon a territorial
basis, but behind this territorial basis lies the broader concept of control. […] Wherever
such control is exercised, in or out of the territorial area, responsibility is measured by
the actual degree of control. That degree of control, and in general legal capacity, varies
with every state, with every legal person. A state, or other international legal person,
may be held responsible only to the extent that it has rights and duties which it is free to
exercise; and some have more than others. Since the extent of control possessed by the
United Nations is much smaller than that of the average state, its range of possible
responsibility would be smaller than that of a state. Its opportunity to do damage to
others is less, and claims against it would appear less often’.
118 Ibid.
119 B Amrallah, ‘The International Responsibility of the United Nations for Activities
Carried Out by UN Peacekeeping Forces’ (1976), op cit, at 66: ‘The responsibility of a
state in international law is measured by the actual degree of control which it may
exercise within or out of its territory. […] The « amount of operational control or
authority» which is exercised over the U.N. force can be a useful criterion to determine
the responsibility of the various parties involved in the peacekeeping operation other
than the U.N. such as the participating state and the host state’.
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appropriate criterion for attribution.120 Recently, authors have argued
that attribution of the conduct of international forces ‘depends on the
degree of effective control over the relevant conduct’.121

1.2. Grounds for attribution in coalition operations
In contrast to questions of attribution of conduct in military operations
led by an international organization, grounds for attribution in coalitions
are less established and much less discussed in scholarship. The scarce
literature on the topic of attribution in coalitions under multinational
command does not address the issue of attribution in much detail, and no
clear views from States on their responsibility in coalitions under
multinational command are available. In the context of coalitions,
attribution in has alternatively been grounded in the transfer of soldiers
to another State (§1.2.1), the status of common organ of a multinational
Force Commander (§1.2.2), or the qualification of a conduct as a joint act
(§1.2.3).

1.2.1. Control over the conduct of soldiers placed at the
disposal of a lead State
In coalitions established under national unified command, participating
States transfer operational command over their troops, not to an
international organization, but to the State leading the operation. 122 In
legal terms, military organs are placed at the disposal of the leading
State. Article 6 ARS addresses this situation and provides that ‘[t]he
conduct of an organ placed at the disposal of a State by another State
shall be considered an act of the former State under international law if
the organ is acting in the exercise of elements of the governmental
authority of the State at whose disposal it is placed.’ This test operates in
the same fashion as Article 7 ARIO.123 The attribution of the acts of

120 UN, ‘Financing of the United Nations Protection Force, the United Nations
Confidence Restoration Operation in Croatia, the United Nations Preventive Deployment
Force and the United Nations Peace Forces Headquarters’, op cit, para 18: ‘In the absence
of formal arrangements between the United Nations and the State or States providing
troops, responsibility would be determined in each and every case according to the
degree of effective control exercised by either party in the conduct of the operation’.
121 O Spijkers, ‘The Netherlands’ and the United Nations’ Legal Responsibility for
Srebrenica Before the Dutch Courts’ (2011), op cit, at 525. See also M Milanovic and T
Papic, ‘As Bad as It Gets: The European Court of Human Right’s Behrami and Saramati
Decision and General International Law’ (2009), op cit, at 282.
122 See supra, Chap 1 §1.2.4.
123 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 4.
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military organs lent to another State in the context of a coalition under
national command thus requires an analysis of the actual control
exercised over a given conduct.
In practice, the principle that the lead State exercising operational
control over a unified force under national command is responsible for
the operational conduct of the troops is relatively accepted. For instance,
as the lead State in both the 1950 operation in Korea, and UNITAF in
Somalia, the US accepted to settle claims and provided compensation for
damages caused by the forces. 124 This is line with how attribution
operates in military operations led by an international organization.

1.2.2. Common organ status of a multinational Force
Commander
In coalitions under multinational command, operational authority is
vested in a body lacking international personality, such as a
multinational Force Commander. Because it acts for the purpose and on
behalf of several States forming a coalition, the prevailing view is that
the head of a multinational coalition qualifies as a common organ of all
coalition States.125 It can be a newly set-up organ,126 but more often the
Force Commander is an existing State organ ‘acting on behalf of other
States as well as on its own behalf.’127 Unlike in coalitions under national
command where operational control is vested in a Force Commander
acting on behalf of the leading State alone, States engaged in a coalition
under multinational command pool their troops and the authority over
124 ILC, ‘Responsibility of International Organizations, Comments and Observations
Received From the United Nations’, op cit, comments on Draft Article 5, para 5; ILC,
‘Second Report on Responsibility of International Organizations, by Mr Giorgio Gaja,
Special Rapporteur’, op cit, paras 32–33 and accompanying references.
125 C Chinkin, ‘The Continuing Occupation? Issues of Joint and Several Liability and
Effective Control’ in P Shiner and A Williams (eds), The Iraq War and International Law
(Hart, 2008), 161–183, at 174–176; P d'Argent, Les Réparations de Guerre en Droit
International Public: La Responsabilité Internationale des Etats à L'épreuve de la Guerre
(Bruylant, LGDJ, 2002), at 529; H Kelsen, Recent Trends in the Law of the United Nations:
A Supplement to ‘The Law of the United Nations’ (Stevens & Sons, 1951), at 940: ‘the
commander of the unified forces is the common organ of these Members’; S Talmon, ‘A
Plurality of Responsible Actors: International Responsibility for Acts of the Coalition
Provisional Authority in Iraq’ in P Shiner and A Williams (eds), The Iraq War and
International Law (Hart, 2008), 185–230, at 203.
126 Such as the Administering Authority set up by Australia, New Zealand and the United
Kingdom in Nauru, see : ICJ, Certain Phosphate Lands in Nauru (Nauru v Australia),
Preliminary Objections (26 June 1992), ICJ Reports 1992, 240 (‘Nauru’), paras 45–47.
127 ARS com, op cit, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part I, para 3.
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them together. For instance, the US Force Commander of the Allied
Powers in Japan was considered as acting on behalf of each and every
Allied Powers.128 The Kommandatura established to administer Berlin
was also a joint organ of the Allied Powers.129 Administrative structures
jointly set up by States, such as the Coalition Provisional Authority in
Iraq, can also qualify as common organs.130
A common organ qualifies as the organ of each of the States on behalf of
which it acts, therefore its conduct is simultaneously attributed to each of
these States.131 Indeed, under Article 4 ARS, ‘the conduct of the common
organ cannot be considered otherwise than as an act of each of the States
whose common organ it is.’132 In coalitions under unified multinational
command, each participant ‘acts on the joint instructions’ 133 of all
coalition States through the Force Commander. Therefore, the conduct
of soldiers attributed to each and every coalition State acting trough the
Commander. By analogy, the Force Commander of the UNAMID, who
acts on behalf of the UN and the AU,134 can be qualified a common organ
of these two organizations, so that the conduct of UNAMID troops is
attributed to both.

128 US, United States Court of Claims, Anglo-Chinese Shipping Company Ltd v United States,
(1955), op cit, at 986: ‘Any action taken by the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers
was taken on behalf of the association, of course; but it was also taken on behalf of each
one of the Allied Powers. […] The Supreme Commander was acting as the agent for
each of them’.
129 European Commission of Human Rights, Hess v United Kingdom (28 May 1975), App
no 6231/73, at 73–74: ‘The supreme authority over the prison was vested in the Allied
Kommandatura. The executive authority consists of four governors acting by unanimous
decisions’, and ‘the United Kingdom acts only as a partner in the joint responsibility
which it shares with the three other Powers’.
130 S Talmon, ‘A Plurality of Responsible Actors: International Responsibility for Acts of
the Coalition Provisional Authority in Iraq’ (2008), op cit, at 198.
131 R Bernhardt (ed), Encyclopedia of Public International Law - Instalment 10: States,
Responsibility of States, International Law and Municipal Law (Elsevier Science Publishers
BV; published under the auspices of the Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public
Law and International Law, 1987), at 358; J Crawford, State Responsibility: The General
Part (Cambridge University Press, 2013), at 340; C Dominicé, ‘Attribution of Conduct to
Multiple States and the Implication of a State in the Act of Another State’ (2010), op cit,
at 283.
132 ILC, ‘Report of the International Law Commission on the Work of its Thirtieth
Session, 8 May to 28 July 1978’ (1978) UN GAOR 33rd Session Suppl no 10 (A/33/10),
chap III, pp 74–106, commentary to Article 27 (as adopted on first reading), para 2.
133 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 6, para 3.
134 See supra, Chap 1 §1.2.4.
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1.2.3. Joint conduct of coalition partners
In the context of a coalition of States, participants act in certain
circumstances jointly. A conduct qualifies as joint when the organs of
several entities ‘combine in carrying out together an internationally
wrongful act in circumstances where they may be regarded as acting
jointly in respect of the entire operation’.135 The act must be ‘committed
in concert, or sometimes even simultaneously, by two or more States,
each acting through its own organs’.136 A joint act is attributed under
Article 4 ARS or Article 5 ARIO to each State or international
organization, which, acting through its organs, co-authored the wrongful
act.137
For instance, an armed attack conducted together by several States, such
as the military action conducted in 2003 by the US, the UK and other
States against Iraq, could qualify as a joint act. The air strikes conducted
in Libya in 2011 by the US, the UK, France and Canada acting in concert
and through their own organs before NATO took command of the
operations could also be considered as joint actions of each State.138 In
the same line, the bombings by American and British ships in Samoa in
1899 was also found to engage the responsibility of the two States.139
Whether conduct of international forces qualifies as a joint act also
depends on the command structure of a given operation. It is only when
several entities exercise operational control through separate command
that their conduct can be seen as joint. In that sense, the conduct of two
parallel military missions under distinct command structures carrying a
joint operation can qualify as a joint act attributed to the entity leading
each mission. For instance, the helicopter attacks conducted together by
the French QRF Operation Licorne and UNOCI against governmental
forces qualifies as a joint conduct.140

ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 47, para 2.
Third Crawford Report, Add., op cit, para 267, point 3.
137 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 47, para 1.
138 B Boutin, ‘The First Days of the Implementation of Resolution 1973: An Unclear
Coalition and Unclear Responsibilities’ (22 March 2011) SHARES Blog.
139 Arbitral Tribunal, Samoan Claims (Germany, Great Britain, United States) (14 October
1902), Reports of International Arbitral Awards, vol IX, 15-27, at 27.
140 A Aboa, ‘La résidence de Gbagbo attaquée par des hélicoptères’ (Le Point, 10 April
2011); B Boutin, ‘An “unlikely Scenario” That Occurred in Ivory Coast… and a Case for
Shared Responsibility Between the UN and France’ (10 April 2011), op cit.
135
136
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The main difficulty when it comes to qualifying a joint act concerns the
level of generality of the conduct to take into account. Indeed, when
several States jointly undertake a military operation, not every harmful
conduct during the operation is itself jointly undertaken. In the Oil
Platforms case, Judge Simma considered that the general breach of
‘bringing about a negative environment’ could be attributed to both Iran
and Iraq. Similarly, Crawford mentioned that ‘[w]here two persons
jointly engage in a common adventure, […] the victim should not be
required to prove which particular elements of damage were attributable
to each of them’.141 Yet, the proposition that each detailed conduct is
jointly attributable to each participant in a joint military operation
should be taken carefully. For the purpose of the ILC Articles, an entire
military operation is only considered as one single conduct if this exact
conduct is alleged to constitute a breach of international obligations. As
with any claim of attribution, the key element to start from is the norm
allegedly breached. Indeed, the level of specificity of the act to be taken
into account depends on the content of the primary obligation allegedly
breached. If an allegation is made that a coalition of States violated the
prohibition to use force, the conduct to take into account is the armed
attack, which qualifies as joint. On the other side, if a claim is limited to a
specific air-strike within the operation, the joint character of the conduct
would have to be demonstrated beyond the initial joint attack. This can
be illustrated by the case of Saddam Hussein, which was declared
inadmissible by the ECtHR because the claim was not specific enough.142
Saddam Hussein had brought a claim against 21 European States which
took part in coalition operations in Iraq, alleging that his arrest,
detention and transfer violated human rights. The conduct alleged as
wrongful being the arrest and detention, the Court required the claimant
to demonstrate ‘which respondent State (other than the US) had any
(and, if so, what) influence or involvement in his impugned arrest,
detention and handover’. 143 Accordingly, ‘general assertions of joint
action’144 do not allow allocating responsibility in coalitions.

Third Crawford Report, Add., op cit, para 276(c).
ECtHR, Saddam Hussein v Albania et al, Admissibility decision (14 March 2006), App
no 23276/04 .
143 Ibid, at 3–4: ‘The applicant did not address each respondent State’s role and
responsibilities or the division of labour/power between them and the US. He did not
refer to the fact or extent of the military responsibility of each Division for the zones
assigned to them. He did not detail the relevant command structures between the US and
non-US forces except to refer to the overall Commander of coalition forces who was at all
relevant times a US General. Finally, and importantly, he did not indicate which
141
142
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2. Reinterpreting principles of attribution in the
context of military operations
The first part of this Chapter (§1) presented how principles of attribution
of the conduct of international military forces have developed and been
interpreted. It was shown that control over the conduct of military
organs is often relied on for attribution in collaborative military
operations. In operations led by an international organization, it is
established that effective control as enshrined in Article 7 ARIO
determines to which entity a conduct must be attributed. Yet, it remains
difficult to ascertain the precise meaning of effective control in various
concrete situations and for each type of harmful conduct. One of the
shortfalls of mainstream interpretations of effective control is that they
difficultly address situations where no order was given. In the context of
coalitions, various tests can be alternatively put forward but they have
not been articulated in a coherent framework for attribution. Overall,
confronting established principles and interpretations to the realities of
military operations reveals that they do not permit addressing all factual
scenarios.
In order to formulate a more coherent and comprehensive basis for
attribution of the conduct of international forces, the second part of this
Chapter (§2) engages in a reinterpretation of principles of attribution in
collaborative military operations, grounded in a conceptual analysis of
attribution in the context of military operations. First, it engages in a
conceptual analysis of the notion of attribution and its relation with
control and causation. By enquiring into the function of and rationale for
attribution of conduct, the analysis identifies causal control as the key
ground to attribute the conduct of international forces (§2.1).
Second, it develops a reinterpretation of attribution and effective control
in the context of military operations through the lens of causal control.
Applying the analysis of attribution in terms of causal control to the
context of collaborative military operations, it proposes to interpret
effective control as meaning a form of military control causally relevant
with regards to the given conduct of a soldier. This interpretation takes
full account of the different forms of military control shared amongst
respondent State (other than the US) had any (and, if so, what) influence or involvement
in his impugned arrest, detention and handover’.
144 C Chinkin, ‘The Continuing Occupation? Issues of Joint and Several Liability and
Effective Control’ (2008), op cit, at 173: noting that ‘it appears that the European Court
would not be satisfied with general assertions of joint action’.
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participants, and identifies how different forms of military control relate
to effective control. Further, interpreting effective control in terms of
causal control will allow grasping situations of effective control by
omission, thereby addressing some of the problematic issues of
established interpretations when confronted to military realities (§2.2).
Based on these considerations, the Section concludes that attribution of
the conduct of international forces should be grounded in the different
forms of military control shared amongst participants, which can each
constitute effective control when causally linked to a given harmful
conduct. The application of the interpretation developed thereby allows
attributing different types of harmful conduct in different types of
collaborative military operations (§2.3).

2.1. Conceptual analysis of attribution of conduct
This Section first identifies the function of attribution in international
law, which is to attach the conduct of individuals to a collective entity,
and analyses the operation of attribution in terms of causal control
(§2.1.1). To attach concrete instances of harmful conduct to States or
international organizations, principles of attribution explicitly or
implicitly rely on certain fundamental concepts. The notion of control is
particularly adapted to determine whether a conduct must be attached to
a State or international organization (§2.1.2). Behind the notion of
control by a subject over the conduct of an individual lies an element of
causation, which determines whether the control was sufficient to
attribute the conduct (§2.1.3).

2.1.1. Function of attribution
The function of the concept of attribution is to attach the acts and
omissions of individuals to States and international organizations. For a
State or international organization to be responsible under international
law, a conduct performed by an individual must be attributed to it. Yet, it
is an ‘elementary fact that the State cannot act of itself. An “act of the
State” must involve some action or omission by a human being or
group’.145 Attribution allows establishing the link between international
subjects on the one hand, and acts and omissions that are concretely
perpetrated by individuals or other sub-legal entities on the other

145 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 2, para 5. See also R Ago, Le Délit International
(Collected Courses / Recueil des Cours, vol 68, Hague Academy of International Law,
1939), at 463.
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hand. 146 Attribution of conduct to international subjects present
similarities with the domestic principle of agency, which is notably used
to determine when an individual was acting on behalf of an organized
corporate entity and thus engaged the responsibility of the principal.147
The function of attribution is to determine which international subject is
to be considered the author of a given conduct, 148 by identifying ‘which
persons should be considered as acting on behalf of the State, i.e. what
constitutes an “act of the State” for the purposes of State
responsibility.’ 149 Once attributed, a conduct that breaches the
international obligations of the relevant subject becomes an
internationally wrongful act of that subject.
In military operations, the individual conduct to be attributed is
committed by soldiers in the field. Rules of attribution must determine
whether ‘the link between the act causing the damage and official
authorization or direction is close enough and precise enough to
establish the quality of the act as a governmental act.’150 Fundamentally,
attribution assesses the link between the conduct of a soldier and a State
or international organization.

2.1.2. Central role of control for attribution
The concept of control has long been considered to be central to
attribution, as the notion is particularly adapted to apprehend the link
between a subject of international law and an individual conduct that is
required for attribution. Indeed, a conduct can be linked to a State by
determining that the State had control over the occurrence of the
conduct perpetrated by an individual. A number of authors have

146 A Nollkaemper, ‘Power and Responsibility’ (2014), op cit, at 6: ‘State responsibility in
international law by definition presumes a relationship between a state and an actual
author of an act, which necessarily is a natural person’.
147 S Wilmot, ‘Corporate Moral Responsibility: What Can We Infer From Our
Understanding of Organisations?’ (2001) 30(2) Journal of Business Ethics 161, at 164.
148 R Ago, Le Délit International (1939), op cit, at 36: l’imputation ‘permet seule de dire
qu’un sujet déterminé est, du point de vue du droit, l’auteur d’une infraction’; J Combacau
and S Sur, Droit International Public (8th edn, Montchrestien , 2008), at 358: ‘dire d'un fait
qu'il est imputable à un sujet de droit signifie qu'aux fins de la responsabilité celui-ci est
réputé en être l’auteur’.
149 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 2, para 5.
150 AV Freeman, Responsibility of States for Unlawful Acts of Their Armed Forces (1955), op
cit, at 310. See also: N Tsagourias, ‘The Responsibility of International Organisations for
Military Missions’ (2011), op cit, at 264: Rules of attribution are aimed at ‘locating the
direct perpetrator of the act’.
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identified the fundamental role that control plays for attribution in
international law. Writing on international responsibility for military
activities, Hyde considered that ‘[c]ontrol breeds responsibility’,151 and
Amrallah submitted that ‘[t]he responsibility of a state in international
law is measured by the actual degree of control which it may exercise’.152
Addressing the basis for responsibility of the United Nations, Eagleton
affirmed that ‘[r]esponsibility derives from control.’153
Conceptually, it is because one subject controlled the conduct of an
individual that the conduct deserves to be attached to that State or
organization and to engage its responsibility. As defined in the
Introduction of this study, control designates the influence exercised
over the conduct of another. 154 Grounded in this notion, attribution
ensures that the entity held responsible for a conduct is the one which
had influence over the occurrence of that conduct. 155 When relying on
the notion of control, the responsibility of a subject can be engaged for
all conduct over which it had control, while limiting international
responsibility to conduct closely enough related to a State or
international organization to be considered its own act, thereby fulfilling
the function of attribution identified in the previous Section. In this
interpretation, control can be a ground for attribution both when
influence is actively exercised to direct individual conduct, and when
control should have been exercised to prevent individual conduct.
The development of the law of State responsibility has been grounded in
notions of control exercised by States over persons or territory,156 which
are found throughout the ILC Articles. The principle that the conduct of
151 CC Hyde, International Law, Chiefly as Interpreted and Applied by the United States (1947),
op cit, at 922.
152 B Amrallah, ‘The International Responsibility of the United Nations for Activities
Carried Out by UN Peacekeeping Forces’ (1976), op cit, 66.
153 C Eagleton, International Organization and the Law of Responsibility (1950), op cit, at
385.
154 See supra, Intro §1.1.1.d).
155 G Simm, ‘International Law as a Regulatory Framework for Sexual Crimes
Committed by Peacekeepers’ (2011), op cit, at 476: ‘The purpose of holding international
organizations and states responsible is to make them influence the behaviour of
individuals and other entities within their control’.
156 C Eagleton, International Organization and the Law of Responsibility (1950), op cit, at
386; JA Hessbruegge, ‘The Historical Development of the Doctrines of Attribution and
Due Diligence in International Law’ (2003) 36 NYU Journal of International Law and
Politics 265, at 287; CC Hyde, International Law, Chiefly as Interpreted and Applied by the
United States (1947), op cit, at 885.
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organs and quasi-organs is attributed to their States157 can be explained
by considering that States exercise normative control over their
organs.158 When a conduct cannot be attributed on the basis of the
organic status of the individual perpetrator, the extent of the control of
the State determines whether the conduct qualifies as an act of the State.
For instance, the acts of private individuals are attributed to States on
the basis of the direction and control they exercise over them. 159
Prominently, attribution of the acts of soldiers put at the disposal of an
international organization operates on the basis of effective control.160
In essence, the control exercised by States and international
organizations over the conduct of soldiers will be at the heart of every
determination of responsibility in collaborative military operations. In
these collaborative operations, control over the soldiers is exercised
through different elements of military authority shared amongst
participants.161 In order to determine which form of control can be a
ground for attribution, the causal link between forms of control and the
conduct of soldiers must be analysed.

2.1.3. Causal dimension
The analysis of the function of attribution and of the underlying notion
of control reveals that attribution of conduct based on control has a
causal dimension. Attribution, which attaches the acts of individuals to
States and international organizations, can be seen as a causal operation
determining whether the control exercised by subjects of international
law results in wrongs by individuals.
In law, causation is typically used in the field of responsibility, where
having caused harm is often a condition to hold someone responsible for
the harm.162 The ILC has not favoured the concept of causation, and is
said to have removed it as much as possible from the framework of
determination of responsibility. Indeed, under the influence of Roberto
Ago, the ILC devised a system of objective responsibility arising

ARS, op cit, Articles 4 and 5.
C Ahlborn, ‘To Share or Not to Share? The Allocation of Responsibility Between
International Organizations and Their Member States’ (2013) 88 Die Friedens–Warte /
Journal of International Peace and Organization 45, at 49.
159 ARS, op cit, Article 8.
160 See supra, Chap 2 §1.1.
161 Ibid, Chap 1 §1.
162 T Honoré, ‘Causation in the Law’ (2010), op cit, Sections 1 and 2.
157
158
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automatically from breach of international obligations, where the
existence of damage and a causal link with the conduct are not
necessarily part of the conditions for responsibility.163 Yet, the concept of
causation is relevant for international responsibility at two levels.164 At
the stage of the determination of the legal consequences of a wrongful
act, it is well established that a causal link must be established between
the injury and the conduct.165 The few authors who addressed causation
in international responsibility have focused on this type causation, and
the modalities under which a causal link is established for the purpose of
reparation.166
What is more, causation can be seen as relevant at another stage, namely
for attribution of conduct. Indeed, although not explicit, the
determination of a link between an international subject and a concrete
conduct for the purpose of attribution relies on the causal link between
the control of the subject and the occurrence of the conduct. In essence,
individual conduct is attributed to an entity if it was caused by the
control of that entity. 167 When analysing responsibility in terms of
attribution, control can be seen as ‘an essential ingredient of cause’168
with regards to the conduct of the individual. In military operations,
163 Third Ago Report, op cit, para 73. See: A Pellet, ‘The Definition of Responsibility in
International Law’ in J Crawford et al (eds), The Law of International Responsibility
(Oxford University Press, 2010), at 9.
164 J d’Aspremont, ‘The Articles on the Responsibility of International Organizations:
Magnifying the Fissures in the Law of International Responsibility’ (2012) 9(1)
International Organizations Law Review 15, at 6–7: ‘causation plays a role both at the
level of the determination of responsibility and with respect to the consequences of the
international wrongful act. Indeed, the causal link between the conduct and the violation
is very instrumental in the determination of responsibility, while the causal link between
the violation and the damage operates as determinative of the scope of one of the main
consequences of responsibility, namely reparation’.
165 ARS, op cit, Article 31; See infra, Chap 4 §1.1.
166 F Rigaux, ‘International Responsibility and the Principle of Causality’ in M Ragazzi
(ed), International Responsibility Today: Essays in Memory of Oscar Schachter (Martinus
Nijhoff, 2005), 81–91; M Straus, ‘Causation as an Element of State Responsibility’ (1984)
16 Law and Policy in International Business (Georgetown Journal of International Law)
893.
167 A Nollkaemper, ‘Power and Responsibility’ (2014), op cit, at 7: ‘Through the exercise
of power, an actor can cause another person to act in a particular way. It is precisely that
causal relationship that underlies much of the law of responsibility, even though
nowadays causation has mostly been incorporated into the normative notion of
attribution’.
168 KJM Smith, A Modern Treatise on the Law of Criminal Complicity (Clarendon Press,
1991), at 75.
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attribution can be seen as grounded on control of States and
international organizations causing the harmful conduct of the soldier.
A few authors have taken the view that attribution of conduct was rooted
in causal concepts. Most prominently, Anzilotti understood attribution
‘as a mere causation link between the wrongful act and the State’.169 He
considered the notion of attribution to be an expression of the concept of
causation. In his view, an individual conduct is attributed to a State if
there is a causal link between this individual conduct and the activities of
the State.170 Similarly, Quadri argued that the operation of attribution
was a matter of causation. He explained that an event can only be
considered an act of the State if there is a causal link between the event
and the State.171 In these interpretations, attribution is, ‘in effect, a causal
connection between the corporate entity of the state and the harm
done.’172
More recently, authors addressing contemporary problems of
responsibility have developed causal interpretations of attribution.
D’Aspremont took the view that ‘attribution of conduct can be seen as
another expression of — factual as well as normative — causality in the
law of international responsibility, for it connects a human conduct with
a violation of an international standard’,173 and that attribution aims at
identifying ‘the causal link between the conduct and the violation’.174 In
the context of State responsibility for terrorism, Becker analysed
attribution based on control in causal terms, explaining that the control
of a subject of international law over an individual acting on its behalf
169 R Pisillo-Mazzeschi, ‘The Due Diligence Rule and the Nature of the International
Responsibility of States’ (1992) 35 German Yearbook of International Law 9, at 15.
170 D Anzilotti, ‘La Responsabilité Internationale des États à Raison des Dommages
Soufferts Par des Étrangers (2)’ (1906) 13(3) Revue Générale de Droit International
Public 285, at 286-287: ‘le seul rapport de causalité entre l'activite d'un État et le fait
contraire au droit international est […] suffisant pour que l'acte soit imputable à cet
État’.
171 R Quadri, ‘Responsabilité et Garantie’ in Cours Général de Droit International Public
(Collected Courses / Recueil des Cours, vol 113, Hague Academy of International Law,
1964), 453–477, at 459: ‘l'Etat répond de ses propres activités d'après le critère de la
causalité. Si, au contraire, l'Etat devait répondre des dommages causés par des activités
étrangères, n'étant absolu ment pas les siennes du point de vue causal, dans ce cas parler
d'imputation de ces actes à l'Etat serait un non-sens. ’.
172 J Crawford, Brownlie’s Principles of Public International Law (2012), op cit, at 543.
173 J d’Aspremont, ‘The Articles on the Responsibility of International Organizations:
Magnifying the Fissures in the Law of International Responsibility’ (2012), op cit, at 21.
174 Ibid.
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can be seen as the cause of the conduct. He wrote: ‘the responsibility of
the principal is engaged because his or her conduct has brought about
the agent’s actions. The principal has created a relationship of authority
and control over the agent to such an extent that the latter’s action may
be viewed, in legal terms, as the product of the principal’s direction.’175 In
the context of military operations, Orakhelashvili related responsibility
to causal control by considering that ‘control over the contingent or the
relevant situation allows for identifying a link of cause-and-effect
between the entity and the wrongful act.’176
This thesis takes the view that the notion of causation is intrinsically
part of the operation of attribution based on control, and explicitly
formulating it clarifies the determinative question to be answered to
attribute the conduct of soldiers. In this interpretation, harmful conduct
is attributed to an entity if the control exercised by it caused the conduct
to occur. Acknowledging the causal dimension of attribution is not aimed
at discarding the legal nature of tests of attribution, but is useful to
attribute conduct in complex situations, for instance where the State or
international organization failed to exercise control.177
The argument that attribution has a causal dimension contends that
rules of attribution embody normative standards of causation.178 It does
not assert, against the ILC views, that the normative operation of
attribution should be based ‘on the mere recognition of a link of factual
causality’.179 Rather, principles of attribution are seen as providing the
legal standard according to which a sufficient causal link between a State
or international organization and the occurrence of an individual conduct
is established.180 Amongst the numerous factual causes of a conduct,
rules of attribution can be seen as determining in each situation which
causes are to be considered legally relevant.

175 T Becker, Terrorism and the State: Rethinking the Rules of State Responsibility (Hart,
2006), at 286.
176 A Orakhelashvili, ‘Division of Reparation Between Responsible Entities’ (2010), op cit,
at 654.
177 See infra, Chap 2 §2.2.1.c).
178 A Nollkaemper, ‘Power and Responsibility’ (2014), op cit, at 7: ‘nowadays causation has
mostly been incorporated into the normative notion of attribution’.
179 ARS com, op cit, introductory commentary to Chapter II of Part I, para 4.
180 See supra, Intro §1.1.1.d).
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2.2. Effective control in military operations through
the lens of causal control
The next step in the analysis is to reinterpret principles of attribution
applied in the context of collaborative military operations through the
lens of this analysis of attribution in terms of causal control. More
specifically, the following Section undertakes to reinterpret the criterion
of effective control so as to refine established views regarding its
meaning and modalities when applied to collaborative military
operations. First, it develops an interpretation of the criterion of effective
control through the lens of causal control, arguing that effective control
means a form of control causally linked to the harmful conduct. Applied
to the context of military operations, this interpretation permits to
clarify how forms of military control shared amongst participants can
serve as grounds for attribution (§2.1.1). Further, this Section argues
that effective control as interpreted can constitute a determinative test to
attribute the conduct of forces in all types of collaborative military
operations. (§2.2.2).

2.2.1. Effective control as causally proximate form of control
over a given conduct
The following Section develops a reinterpretation of the test of effective
control. Under the proposed analysis, the ultimate question to ask for
attribution in collaborative military operations is: which participant(s)
actually exercised a form of control that was causally proximate to the
harmful conduct? The Section first applies the conceptual analysis of
attribution in terms of causal control to the criterion of effective control,
and suggests that effective control should be understood as causally
proximate control (§ 2.2.1.a). Second, it analyses the implications of this
interpretation of effective control when applied to the military context,
where various forms of control are shared (§ 2.2.1.b). Finally, it explains
how the causal analysis allows grasping situations of effective control by
omission (§ 2.2.1.c).

a) Effective control as causally proximate control
Under established interpretations presented in the first part of this
Chapter, the test of effective control ascertains actual control exercised
over a given conduct,181 yet what controlling a conduct means can be
interpreted in various ways. Based on the conceptualisation of attribution
181

Ibid, Chap 2 §1.1.1.
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in terms of causal control, this thesis proposes to define effective control
as control which caused the conduct to occur.
In a context where various forms of control exercised by States and
international organizations can influence different types of conduct, this
interpretation proposes to identify the causally relevant form of control
over a given conduct. Overall, harmful conduct should be attributed to
the entity or entities which actually exercised the causally relevant
element of control, because acts and omissions in the exercise of control
by this entity brought about the conduct of the individual.
More precisely, this thesis submits that elements of control which are
proximate causes of the conduct constitute the ground on which the
conduct should be attributed. Considering that rules of attribution can be
seen as embodying standards of causation, the thesis argues that the
standard of effective control as formulated in Article 7 ARIO incorporate
the legal standard of causation delimiting which forms or degrees of
control qualify as causes for the purpose of attribution.
In causal terms, a factual cause qualifies as a ‘proximate cause’ when it is
closely or directly related to an event.182 By requiring actual control over
a specific conduct, the standard of effective control seems to express that
proximate control would qualify as legal cause of individual conduct and
thus be a ground for attribution. In other words, attribution under the
test of effective control requires identifying which form of control was a
proximate cause of the conduct of the individual.

b) Effective control and forms of military control
Applied to collaborative military operations, this interpretation of
effective control means that a conduct will be attributed to the entity
which exercised a form of military control causally linked to the occurrence of the
conduct. This formulation of effective control goes beyond established
interpretations by taking full account of the military context. It reveals
the relevance of the different forms of military control for attributing the
conduct of soldiers, showing that — unlike what a number of authors
consider — effective control cannot be equated to operational control.
Indeed, it is frequently argued that operational control is decisive for the
attribution of conduct of international forces under the test of effective

182

T Honoré, ‘Causation in the Law’ (2010), op cit, Section 3.2; See supra, Intro §1.1.1.d).
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control. 183 Operational control is defined as the authority to direct
operations in the field, and is usually transferred by States when putting
their soldiers at the disposal of an international organization.184 For a
large number of authors, this form of authority provides the
international organization to which it is vested with the most relevant
authority to control the conduct of military troops. Typically,
mainstream scholarship deems that effective control rests where
operational control is vested, unless a State actually exercises operational
control over its troops despite the formal delegation.185 In other words,
the element of ‘control’ in Article 7 ARIO is equated to ‘operational
control’, so that conduct is attributed to the entity exercising ‘effective
operational control’.186 In this construction, only the operational level of
command can provide effective control and other forms of command and
control are deemed irrelevant.187 By the same token, a number of authors
advocate for a presumption of attribution to the entity formally vested
183 International Law Association, ‘Accountability of International Organisations’, op cit,
at 202; CA Bell, ‘Reassessing Multiple Attribution: The International Law Commission
and the Behrami and Saramati Decision’ (2010), op cit, at 529: ‘operational command is the
most appropriate criterion by which to determine attribution’; B Kondoch, ‘The
Responsibility of Peacekeepers, Their Sending States, and International Organizations’
(2010), op cit, at 521; PJ Kuijper, ‘Introduction to the Symposium on Responsibility of
International Organizations and of (Member) States: Attributed or Direct Responsibility
or Both?’ (2010) 7(1) International Organizations Law Review 9, 17’; ILC, ‘Responsibility
of International Organizations, Comments and Observations Received From
Governments ’ (2011) UN Doc A/CN.4/636, Comments to Draft Article 6, Mexico, para
2: ‘effective control over conduct should be understood as […] operational control over
the specific conduct in question’; ILC, ‘Responsibility of International Organizations,
Comments and Observations Received From the United Nations’, op cit, comments to
draft Article 6, para 1; F Seyersted, ‘United Nations Forces – Some Legal Problems’
(1961), op cit, at 410; N Tsagourias, ‘The Responsibility of International Organisations
for Military Missions’ (2011), op cit, at 253; M Zwanenburg, Accountability of Peace Support
Operations (2005), op cit, at 126.
184 See supra, Chap 1 §1.
185 KM Larsen, ‘Attribution of Conduct in Peace Operations: The ‘Ultimate Authority
and Control’ Test’ (2008), op cit, at 523; N Tsagourias, ‘The Responsibility of
International Organisations for Military Missions’ (2011), op cit, at 249; M Zwanenburg,
Accountability of Peace Support Operations (2005), op cit, at 126.
186 KM Larsen, ‘Attribution of Conduct in Peace Operations: The ‘Ultimate Authority
and Control’ Test’ (2008), op cit, at 523; M Milanovic and T Papic, ‘As Bad as It Gets:
The European Court of Human Right’s Behrami and Saramati Decision and General
International Law’ (2009), op cit, at 289. See also: UN, ‘Report on the United Nations
Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo’, op cit, para 16.
187 N Tsagourias, ‘The Responsibility of International Organisations for Military
Missions’ (2011), op cit, at 255: ‘jurisdiction over criminal or disciplinary matters does not
establish any kind of control over the wrongful conduct’.
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with operational command, which can be rebutted if operational
command was in fact exercised by a State.188
This prevailing view, according to which effective control rests where
operational control is vested unless a State exercises undue influence at
the operational level presents shortcomings. A few authors have rightly
considered that views equating effective and operational control do not
fully appreciate military realities. Leck argued that, taking full account of
the complexities of UN command structures, the degree of operational
control transferred to the UN is in many cases not sufficient to actually
give it effective control of peacekeepers.189 Considering the relevance of
States’ disciplinary authority, Dannenbaum construed a framework in
which responsibility can be grounded in non-operational forms of
control.190
In military operations, control over the conduct of troops can be shared
between the lead entity vested with operational control, the contributing
States retaining organic command, and the entity providing strategic
direction. Besides, States occasionally retain some elements of
operational command, or make use of powers that they formally
delegated. In this context, assessing effective control requires looking
further than operational control. Indeed, each element of authority can
be linked to particular harmful acts, while being unrelated to the
occurrence of other types of conduct. Notably, the ILC’s statement that
‘[a]ttribution of conduct to the contributing State is clearly linked with
the retention of some powers by that State over its national contingent
and thus on the control that the State possesses in the relevant respect’191
implies that the organic command of States can be causally linked to the
occurrence of disciplinary offences. Applying effective control to concrete

188 TD Gill, ‘Legal Aspects of the Transfer of Authority in UN Peace Operations’ (2011),
op cit, at 55; A Sari, ‘UN Peacekeeping Operations and Article 7 ARIO: The Missing
Link’ (2012), op cit, at 83; N Tsagourias, ‘The Responsibility of International
Organisations for Military Missions’ (2011), op cit, at 249; M Zwanenburg, Accountability
of Peace Support Operations (2005), op cit, at 102.
189 C Leck, ‘International Responsibility in United Nations Peacekeeping Operations:
Command and Control Arrangements and the Attribution of Conduct’ (2009) 10
Melbourne Journal of International Law 346, at 359.
190 T Dannenbaum, ‘Translating the Standard of Effective Control Into a System of
Effective Accountability: How Liability Should Be Apportioned for Violations of Human
Rights by Member State Troop Contingents Serving as United Nations Peacekeepers’
(2010), op cit, at 160–163.
191 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 7.
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situations requires identifying which element of authority could actually
control a given conduct.
Analysing effective control in military operations through the lens of
causal control, this thesis argues that — while it is true that operational
command is often relevant to attribute conduct — equating it with
effective control unwarrantedly denies the possible relevance of other
elements of control, and does not take sufficient account of the full
military context. Certain types of conduct, such as individual misconduct,
are outside of the reach of operational control. When a conduct cannot be
causally linked to operational control, it should not be attributed on the
basis of this form of authority. For these types of conduct, ‘there is
nothing the United Nations can do about it and it would not seem
reasonable to hold the United Nations responsible’.192 Accordingly, this
thesis proposes to attribute harmful conduct that are out of the ambit of
operational control on the ground of other forms of control, namely
organic command or strategic control. By taking into consideration the
full scope of forms of control that are specifically employed by each party
in relation to a given conduct, the actual degree of control exercised over
that conduct by each party can be ascertained. Pursuant to this analysis,
forms of military control exercised over international forces can be
translated into legal control for the purpose of attribution.
Considering that different types of conduct can be causally linked to
different elements of military control, this thesis submits that the
conduct of soldiers should be attributed to the State or/and international
organization which exercised a causally proximate element of control over the
soldier’s conduct. In this interpretation, effective control can be located by
assessing the causal link between the different forms of military control
exercised by States and international organizations, and the conduct of
soldiers to be attributed. For each particular conduct, the form of
military control that could actually influence the conduct can be
identified amongst the various elements of command and control.193

c) Effective control by omission
Importantly, understanding effective control in causal terms explains
what effective control entails when no positive act of control over the
conduct was carried by a State or international organization. Indeed, the

192 C Eagleton, International Organization and the Law of Responsibility (1950), op cit, at
397.
193 See infra, Chap 2 §2.3.
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failure of an entity to use its authority can also be causally linked to the
occurrence of harmful conduct, as the failure of a participant to exercise
control can result in a harmful conduct by a soldier. When a lack of
control causes the conduct of a soldier conduct, effective control lies
where the causally relevant element of control is vested.
Under mainstream interpretations, it is rather difficult to assess where
effective control lies when no positive act of control was taken. It used to
be considered that only direct instructions contradicting UN orders
could give a State effective control over troops it contributed.194 In these
views, a State is considered to exercise effective control only if it
expressly ordered its contingent ‘to ignore UN orders or to go against
them’.195 This understanding of effective control as limited to direct
orders can be traced back to the ICJ’s interpretation of the rule codified
in Article 8 ARS, 196 which, as already mentioned, 197 concerns the
different issue of the attribution of the acts of private individuals or
groups. This criterion of direct orders is problematic when applied to
Article 7 ARIO, as it does not always permit to determine who had
control over the conduct of military forces, which are ‘hardly ever
instructed to commit wrongful acts’198 and often commit abuses that are
not linked to any order.199 Effective control interpreted as limited to
direct instructions constitutes an excessively strict standard and it is
increasingly recognized that, in the context of collaborative military
operations, a State or international organization can exercise effective
control over an act it did not directly ordered.200

194 T Dannenbaum, ‘Translating the Standard of Effective Control Into a System of
Effective Accountability: How Liability Should Be Apportioned for Violations of Human
Rights by Member State Troop Contingents Serving as United Nations Peacekeepers’
(2010), op cit, at 153154; M Milanovic and T Papic, ‘As Bad as It Gets: The European
Court of Human Right’s Behrami and Saramati Decision and General International Law’
(2009), op cit, at 282.
195 Netherlands, District Court of the Hague, Nuhanovic (2008), op cit, para 4.14.1;
Netherlands, District Court of the Hague, M M-M, D M and A M v the Netherlands,
(2008), op cit, para 4.16.1.
196 ICJ, Nicaragua, Merits (1986), op cit, para 115: Unless ‘the United States directed or
enforced the perpetration of the acts’ of the contras, it had no ‘effective control’.
197 See supra, Chap 2 §1.1.1.
198 AV Freeman, Responsibility of States for Unlawful Acts of Their Armed Forces (1955), op
cit, at 290.
199 See supra, Chap 1 §2.
200 T Dannenbaum, ‘Translating the Standard of Effective Control Into a System of
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Yet, the criterion to determine effective control over wrongs committed
by soldiers without instructions remains unsettled. How can a State or
international organization be said to exercise control when it ‘did
nothing’ and that this failure to act resulted in the commission of a
harmful conduct by soldiers? To answer this question, Dannenbaum
proposed an analysis according to which ‘“effective control” must be
understood to mean “control most likely to be effective in preventing the
wrong in question.”’201 Under this test, a conduct that was not ordered
should be attributed to the entity which ‘was positioned to have acted
differently in a way that would have prevented the impugned conduct’.202
Relating effective control to the ability to prevent a harmful conduct
presents merits but needs to be refined to constitute a clear criterion.
Applying the interpretation developed of effective control as causal
control, the present study proposes to rely on the causal link between the
lack of control and harmful conduct. When no order to commit a harmful
act was given, conduct should be attributed to the entity which, by
misusing or failing to use the elements of control it possessed, caused the
conduct to occur. The causal analysis allows identifying how different
forms of military control relate to effective control and understanding
how conduct can be attributed in case of control by omission: if the
individual conduct was caused by the failure of a State or international
organization to exercise its authority, the conduct will be attributed to
the entity which — by omission — brought about the conduct. The
holdings of the Court of Appeal in the Nuhanovic and Mustafic cases can
be interpreted in that sense. By considering that if the State had
exercised control the wrongful conduct would not have occurred,203 the
Court implied that the conduct of the contingent was causally related to
Rights by Member State Troop Contingents Serving as United Nations Peacekeepers’
(2010), op cit, at 156; Netherlands, Supreme Court, Nuhanovic (2013), op cit, para 3.11.3.
201 T Dannenbaum, ‘Translating the Standard of Effective Control Into a System of
Effective Accountability: How Liability Should Be Apportioned for Violations of Human
Rights by Member State Troop Contingents Serving as United Nations Peacekeepers’
(2010), op cit, at 114.
202 Ibid, at 157.
203 Netherlands, Court of Appeal in the Hague, Hasan Nuhanovic v the Netherlands, (2011),
op cit, para 5.18: the State ‘would have had the power to prevent the alleged conduct if it
had been aware of this conduct at the time. The facts do not leave room for any other
conclusion than that, in case the Dutch Government would have given the instruction to
Dutchbat not to allow Nuhanovic (as well as his father Ibro Nuhanovic) to leave the
compound or to take him along respectively, such an instruction would have been
executed’; Netherlands, Court of Appeal in the Hague, Mehida Mustafic-Mujic, Damir
Mustafic, Alma Mustafic V The Netherlands, (2011), op cit, para 5.18.
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the failure of the State to exercise the operational control it had retrieved
during the contingent’s withdrawal.204 In all situations where a harmful
conduct is not causally linked to a positive exercise of control, effective
control can be assessed by identifying the form of military control which
lack of exercise caused the harmful conduct.

2.2.2. Effective control as a determinative test in all forms
of collaborative operations
This Section argues that the test of effective control as formulated
should apply to all situations where troops function in an international
context, as it allows attaching the conduct of organs over which control
is shared in various collaborative scenarios and with regards to different
types of harmful conduct. Effective control as interpreted is a
determinative test for attribution of conduct in operations led by an
international organization (§2.2.2.a), and in coalition operations
(§2.2.2.b).

a) Effective control in operations led by an international
organization
While it is relatively established in scholarship that effective control is
the proper test to attribute conduct in military operations led by an
international organization, 205 international organizations themselves
occasionally put forward different arguments. This thesis submits that
the test of effective control as interpreted should apply to the question of
attribution in all military operations conducted under the lead of an
international organization, because it permits to attribute conduct of
organs over which control is shared.
In UN-led operations, the UN has affirmed that the status of subsidiary
organs of UN peacekeepers was the proper ground for attribution. This
position is deficient, because, as considered by many authors, organic
links of soldiers put at the disposal of an international organization are
not conclusive to attribute the conduct of partially delegated organs.206 If
the UN’s interpretation was followed, the conduct of peacekeepers could
also always be attributed to contributing States, since peacekeepers still
204 B Boutin, ‘Responsibility of the Netherlands for the Acts of Dutchbat in Nuhanovic
and Mustafic: The Continuous Quest for a Tangible Meaning for ‘Effective Control’ in
the Context of Peacekeeping’ (2012) 25(2) Leiden Journal of International Law 521, at
531.
205 See supra, Chap 2 §1.1.2.a).
206 Ibid, Chap 2 §1.1.2.a).
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qualify as organs of their States during a peacekeeping mission. It seems
that, underlying, the decisive criterion for the UN is whether operational
command was formally vested in the organization. The UN insists on
formal aspects of command distribution and discards the relevance of
non-operational elements of authority retained by States.207 However, as
demonstrated above, other forms of military control can be relevant and
should be taken into account for attribution depending on the type of
harmful conduct considered.208
Regarding NATO, it has been argued that the adoption of NATO’s
decisions by consensus could result in attributing conduct to member
States.209 While it is true that decision-making by consensus is a key
characteristic of NATO that may have some impact on responsibility,210
there is no compelling argument to stretch the responsibility of NATO’s
member States so far as to attribute all of NATO decisions to its member
States. First, particular voting procedures are not sufficient to displace
the consideration that the conduct of the NAC, an organ of NATO,
should be attributed to NATO on account of its international legal
personality.211 Second, an international organization should not be able
to escape responsibility by pretending to form a thin and transparent veil
in front of its member States,212 the same way that a State should not be
able to evade its responsibility by acting through an international
organization. Engaging the responsibility of member States for the
decisions of NATO is conceivable, but should remain within the limited
situations where an international organization is used ‘as a sort of agency
207 ILC, ‘Responsibility of International Organizations, Comments and Observations
Received From the United Nations’, op cit, comments on Draft Article 6, para 4.
208 See supra, Chap 2 §2.2.1.b).
209 Ibid, Chap 2 §1.1.2.c).
210 See infra, Chap 3 §2.2.3.a).
211 A Pellet, ‘L’Imputabilité d’Éventuels Actes Illicites: Responsabilité de L'OTAN ou des
Etats Membres’ (2002), op cit, at 200; M Zwanenburg, Accountability of Peace Support
Operations (2005), op cit, at 122. Contra: S Yee, ‘The Responsibility of States Members of
an International Organization for its Conduct as a Result of Membership or Their
Normal Conduct Associated with Membership’ in M Ragazzi (ed), International
Responsibility Today: Essays in Memory of Oscar Schachter (Martinus Nijhoff, 2005), 435–
454, at 442: ‘respecting the international personality is one thing; allowing such
personality to remove the responsibility of States members is quite another’.
212 A Pellet, ‘L’Imputabilité d’Éventuels Actes Illicites: Responsabilité de L'OTAN ou des
Etats Membres’ (2002), op cit, at 201: ‘le caractère interétatique de l'OTAN n’autorise
nullement à rechercher “à travers elle”, comme si elle n'existait pas, la responsabilité de
ses Etats membres. […] Pas plus que les États, les organisations internationales ne sont
“transparentes”’.
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or instrument of its States members’. 213 Third, addressing the
responsibility of NATO member States on account of membership or
participation in decision-making alone fails to tackle the fact that not all
member States are actively engaged in every NATO operation, while
non member States — which are not formally taking part in the decisionmaking — regularly take part in NATO operations. 214 Given these
considerations, the suggestion made by an author that the ‘only
reasonable solution seems to be that all NATO Member States are
responsible for possible internationally wrongful acts’ 215 is not
convincing. In the same way that asking ‘did the State, or the
organization, give the orders?’ presents shortcomings,216 inquiring ‘did
the State, or the organization, take the decision?’ does not allow
allocating responsibility for all types of harmful conduct. In any event,
NATO’s views can only be put forward for conduct approved by
consensus by the NAC, which, apart from the decision to engage in an
operation, are limited to the choice of some sensitive types of targets.217
The argument cannot extend to the conduct of integrated organs, such
as the Force Commander of a mission, whose operational decisions are
not subject to approval by the NAC.
Finally, in the EU, there have been debates regarding the attribution of
the conduct of State organs acting in implementation of EU’s
decisions. 218 There is however a fundamental difference between
scenarios where a member State controls its organs to adopt a certain
conduct pursuant to EU legislation leaving no margin of discretion, and
situations analysed in this study where the EU directly controls a State

213 S Yee, ‘The Responsibility of States Members of an International Organization for its
Conduct as a Result of Membership or Their Normal Conduct Associated with
Membership’ (2005), op cit, at 453.See also: E Paasivirta, ‘Responsibility of a Member
State of an International Organization: Where Will It End? Comments on Article 60 of
the ILC Draft on the Responsibility of International Organizations’ (2010) 7(1)
International Organizations Law Review 49, at 60.
214 NATO, ‘NATO Handbook’, op cit, at 199; NATO, ‘Political-Military Framework for
NATO-led PfP Operations’, op cit, para 17; NATO, ‘Political Military Framework for
Partner Involvement in NATO-Led Operations’, op cit, paras 8–13; See supra, Chap 1
§1.2.2).
215 T Stein, ‘The Attribution of Possible Internationally Wrongful Acts: Responsibility of
NATO or of its Member States?’ (2002), op cit, at 191.
216 See supra, Chap 2 §2.2.1.c).
217 Ibid, Chap 1 §1.2.2.
218 Ibid, Chap 2 §1.1.2.c).
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organ over which authority has been partially transferred.219 Organs
implementing EU law over which States retain full authority are not put
at the disposal of the EU. In terms of attribution, ‘the fact that the State
organ implements an obligation under […] EU law does not affect the
attribution of conduct to that State’.220 The situation differs, however, in
the case of partially delegated military organs that the EU directly
controls together with the State, and it can be argued effective control
applies in EU-led military operations.221
In view of these considerations, this thesis suggests that the test of
effective control as interpreted should apply to all military operations led
by an international organization. In each type of operation, effective
control as interpreted appears better suited to answer the question of
attribution, as it allows determining whether the organisation or/and the
contributing State actually caused a given conduct to occur.

b) Effective control in coalitions
In coalition operations, tests put forward in the literature difficultly
grasp the nuances of command distribution and the respective influence
of each coalition partners. Further, as with operations led by an
international organization, grounds for attribution need to be able to
address harmful conduct that was not directly ordered or not linked with
operational authority.
The reliance on the status of common organ of a multinational Force
Commander to attribute the conduct of coalition forces presents
shortcomings. Indeed, as in other forms of military cooperation, only
operational control is transferred, while certain types of wrongful
conduct are linked to other forms of military authority. Furthermore, the
effect of unwarranted exercise of power by one of the State over its
troops on attribution should be taken into account. Simplified views
considering that responsibility for every conduct of a soldier flows from
the formal delegation of operational control pose the same shortcomings
as equating effective control to operational control. 222 Besides, the
Ibid, Chap 1 §1.2.3.
G Gaja, ‘The “Co-respondent Mechanisms” According to the Draft Agreement for the
Accession of the EU to the ECHR’ (2013) 2(1) ESIL Reflections, para 2.
221 F Naert, ‘The International Responsibility of the Union in the Context of its CSDP
Operations’ (2013), op cit, at 335; A Sari and RA Wessel, ‘International Responsibility for
EU Military Operations: Finding the EU’s Place in the Global Accountability Regime’
(2013), op cit, at 2.
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nuances of the command structure according to which a commander
exercises operational control should not be ignored. For instance, in
Iraq, the Force Commander is vested with some degree of operational
control but national States retain significant control at the operational
level.223 Applied to military cooperation in the form of coalitions, the
status of common organ does not fully answer the question of
attribution.
Similarly, the qualification of a conduct performed in a coalition as a joint
act is of limited help to allocate responsibility for wrongful acts in
coalitions, as it does not take into account the actual division of power
between States. Notably, it would go too far to attribute an act to a State
which had only a limited role in the joint conduct. For instance, given
the predominant role of the US in Iraq, the participation of UK in a
specific conduct would not always reaches the threshold of joint act. In
the context of military coalitions, both the notions of common organ and
of joint act apprehend a limited range of scenarios.
Yet, the rationale for applying the test of effective control to operations
led by an international organization224 also holds in coalition operations.
Indeed, in both scenarios, national contingents are contributed to a
collaborative operation, and military control over them is shared
between the contributing State and the lead entity. Multinational
coalitions rely on military organs from a plurality of States, and elements
of command and control over soldiers are shared between participating
States. The precise distribution of authority varies amongst coalitions,
but it is always the case that certain elements of authority are transferred
to the entity leading the coalition, while participating States retain other
elements of control.225 Since military control is shared by participants in
coalition operations, the test of effective control is appropriate to identify
which element of military control was relevant with regards to a harmful
conduct. Accordingly, this thesis argues that, also in coalitions, a conduct
should be attributed to the State(s) actually exercising control over it.226
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For instance, in coalitions under fully integrated command such as
UNAMID 227 where the Force Commander can qualify as a common
organ,228 it should be assessed whether the operational control vested in
the Force Commander is effective. In Iraq, where operational control
were exercised by the US and/or participating States depending on the
tasks and circumstances, 229 attribution must locate which State(s)
controlled which conduct. For instance, in Jaloud, the ECtHR referred to
command arrangements and analysing the exact division of authority
over the Dutch troops in Iraq in order to attribute the conduct of the
Dutch contingent.230
For these reasons, the test of effective control is an appropriate test for
attribution in all types of collaborative military operations, either led by
an international organization or taking the form of a coalition. Effective
control as interpreted permits to locate the State(s) and/or international
organization(s) to which a given conduct can be attached in every types
of collaborative operation.

2.3. Forms of effective control and types of harmful
conduct
Applying the above analysis to factual scenarios of harmful conduct, this
Section analyses how each form of military control defined in §1.1.2 of
the first Chapter causally relates to the different types of harmful
conduct described in §2.1 of the same Chapter. Pursuant to the proposed
interpretation of attribution in collaborative military operations, a form
of military control is causally relevant and thus effective if it can actually
influence the occurrence of a certain type of harmful conduct. In this
understanding, different elements of control can cause different types of
conduct, and ‘areas of effective control respectively pertaining’231 to the
lead entity and the contributing State can be identified.
One of the main implications of this interpretation is that, in all
situations, it is important to enquire whether the harmful conduct was
See supra, Chap 1 §1.2.4.
Ibid, Chap 2 §1.2.2.
229 Ibid, Chap 1 §1.2.4.
230 ECtHR, Jaloud v the Netherlands, (2014), op cit, para 149. The Court arguably reached a
wrong conclusion however as it implied from the fact that the Netherlands retained ‘full
command’ that the State did not delegated operational control over its troops (paras 159–
161).
231 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 7, para 9.
227
228
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causally linked to authority at the operational level, or whether other
forms of military control were causally relevant. Indeed, applied to a
variety of types of harmful conduct, effective control cannot be equated
with operational control. In order to attribute conduct to the subject(s)
actually in control, all elements of military control must be taken into
account. This differs from mainstream interpretations, which usually
grant little relevance to elements of control other than operational, and
cannot always grasp particular circumstances such as a lack of orders.232
Many types of harmful conduct are causally connected to the exercise of
operational control (§2.3.1). Further, the exercise by States of elements
of organic command can have a significant influence and can qualify as a
proximate cause for a number of types of harmful conduct (§2.3.2).
Finally, certain harmful acts can be causally linked to the exercise of
strategic command (§2.3.3). In some situations, more than one
participant will exercise a degree of control over the given conduct of a
soldier, resulting in multiple attribution of the conduct (§2.3.4).

2.3.1. Effective operational control
Operational control is the most direct form of authority over a number of
harmful conduct committed by soldiers. Conduct causally linked to
operational control includes many of the wrongful acts occurring during
missions in the field, such as wrongful targeting or wrongful detention.
These violations of international law are to be attributed to the entity
which can actually influence them because it is exercising operational
control. Exercise of operational control constitutes the proximate cause
of most (but not all) combat-related misconduct, and thus usually
amounts to effective control over such type of conduct for the purpose of
attribution.
Where the direction of the forces on the ground by a Force Commander
leads to the commission of a wrongful act, operational control is the
relevant form of control. In the most straightforward situation, a
commander can explicitly order its forces to carry a conduct that is
internationally wrongful. Acts and omissions of international forces
resulting from an order of the Force Commander are attached to the
State or organization vested with operational control. For instance, the
order to conduct an air strike against a civilian object will be wrongful.

232
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As noted earlier, however, most wrongful acts are not directly
ordered.233
Often, wrongful conduct in the field results from unclear orders rather
than direct orders to commit a wrong.234 Unclear operational control,
manifested notably in unclear orders or rules of engagement of the
mission, leads to situations where troops do not know ‘whether to act or
not to act’,235 and thus can also constitute the cause of wrongful acts or
omissions by soldiers, such as misuse of firearms or failures to protect.
For instance, wrongful shootings during patrols often ‘occurred because
of the ambiguous nature of the superior’s order’. 236 An example of
unclear order is found in Somalia in 1993 where Canadian troops fatally
fired at an individual after receiving the instruction to ‘Get him’.237
Finally, a number of wrongful courses of conduct occur because of a lack
of operational orders with regard to a specific situation, such as a threat to
civilians. This occurs particularly in the context of obligations of due
diligence. If an entity vested with operational control has knowledge of
abuses and the means and mandate to react but fails to do so, failure to
exercise operational control will be the cause of the contingent’s failure
to protect.
In operations where contributing States formally retain some elements of
operational command, it can constitute a ground for attribution. Notably,
in coalitions under a multinational command with a dominant State,
participating States retain a certain degree of operational control over
their forces. For instance, in Iraq, operational orders were implemented
by national commanders with relative autonomy. Wrongs were thus
under the effective control of both the national State and the US.
Another example of operational control retained by a State is given by
the detentions operations conducted by the UK in Afghanistan238 and
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Iraq.239 In both missions, the UK independently conducted its detention
operations therefore exercised effective operational control over harmful
conduct by British forces in the context of detentions.
In other situations, States have retained the operational authority to
refuse to implement specific orders by having a national commander in
the field able to oppose a red card.240 When operational decisions require
approval of the State, both the lead entity and the contributing State
exercise effective operational control. By contrast, the approval of
sensitive targets by the NAC in NATO-led operations, which constitute
an exercise of operational authority, does not amount to member States
exercising operational control, for the decision of NAC remains
attributed to NATO. In this respect, member States can bear derived
responsibility on the basis of the institutional control they exercise over
NATO.241
If a State factually exercises operational control over its contingent, the
control of that State will be the proximate cause of ensuing conduct.
Notably, if a State bypasses formal agreements and directly influences
the conduct of its troops through contradictory orders, it exercises
effective control over their conduct. Besides, in transitional periods
during the withdrawal of their contingents, States usually resume part or
all of operational command over their contingents. In Rwanda in 1994
and in Srebrenica in 1995, Belgium and the Netherlands respectively
resumed command over their troops after deciding to withdraw, and
thereby exercised effective control over the failure of their contingents to
protect individuals under their care.242 In the case of Nuhanovic, the
Court explained that the Dutch government was directly involved in the
operations when the Dutch contingent and refugees were being
evacuated and exercised control over its troops. 243 The conduct of
Dutchbat was thus attributed to the Dutch State, which was the entity
having effective operational control over the evacuation of the
compound.

239 BJ Bill, ‘Detention Operations in Iraq: A View From the Ground’ (2010), op cit, at 417;
Australia, ‘Iraq Detainee Fact-Finding Team Report’, op cit.
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In all these situations, deficiencies at the level of operational control can
be linked to the occurrence of wrongs.

2.3.2. Effective organic control
By contrast, acts of individual misconduct are not related to the exercise
of operational control over the force. Rather, ‘acts of insubordination or
disorderly conduct […] fall clearly within the normal remit of national
military discipline.’244 Indeed, enquiries into individual misconduct often
highlight deficiencies of contributing States in terms of personnel
selection and screening, training, that are directly linked to the
occurrence of individual misconduct.245 As explained in Chapter 1, in
military terms, discipline designates much more than the authority to
prosecute soldiers, and includes all means through which a State ensures
the training and obedience of its armed forces.246 In that sense, ‘military
discipline [...] must be capable of controlling the soldier’s actions’247
From the perspective of control, authority over individual misconduct
such as sexual abuses or murders therefore always lies within the
contributing States, which retain organic command over their troops.248
When soldiers commit abuses because they are not adequately
disciplined, the State failed to properly exercise organic control over its
troops.249
In the UN’s view, as long as the level of control retained by the State
‘does not interfere with the United Nations operational control, it is of
no relevance for the purpose of attribution.’250 In the view of others, the
elements of control retained by a State which delegated operational

244 H McCoubrey and ND White, The Blue Helmets: Legal Regulation of United Nations
Military Operations (1996), op cit, at 178.
245 D Campbell, ‘US troops abused civilians in Kosovo’ (The Guardian, 2000), op cit;
Canada, ‘Report of the Somalia Commission of Inquiry’ (1997), op cit, Executive
Summary, ‘Recommendations’.
246 See supra, Chap 1 §1.1.2.d).
247 P Rowe, ‘Maintaining Discipline in United Nations Peace Support Operations: The
Legal Quagmire for Military Contingents’ (2000), op cit, at 166.
248 See supra, Chap 1 §1.1.2.d).
249 P Rowe, ‘Maintaining Discipline in United Nations Peace Support Operations: The
Legal Quagmire for Military Contingents’ (2000), op cit, at 172–175. See also: H
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command are irrelevant to the exercise of effective control, but their
misuse by states can give rise to a distinct ground of responsibility.251
While this may be true with regards to the failure to criminally
prosecute the perpetrators of offences which constitute a wrongful act in
breach of the obligation to prosecute violations, the relevance of organic
control extends beyond criminal jurisdiction.
This thesis takes the position that organic command, which includes
training and disciplinary authority, is a way by which the State can
exercise strong influence on the occurrence of individual misconduct,252
while an entity vested only with operational control ‘is powerless in this
realm’. 253 First, disciplinary and training authority is particularly
relevant to individual misconduct, 254 as this form of control allows
influencing the occurrence of such acts. Military scholars have explained
that misconduct such as sexual and physical abuses is causally linked to
the failure of the State to adequately train and discipline its troops,
rather than by failures at the operational level.255 Organic command
allows the State to select, train and prosecute forces so as to ensure that
they do not commit abuses. Therefore, ‘the government [is] responsible
for all criminal acts of its soldiers, on the theory that as military
discipline [gives] it complete control over their conduct, it [is]
responsible for crimes resulting from relaxation of that control’.256 In
other words, individual crimes are caused by failures of a State to
exercise disciplinary control over its troops. Along the same lines, the
UN requires contributing States to reimburse damages resulting from
251 N Tsagourias, ‘The Responsibility of International Organisations for Military
Missions’ (2011), op cit, at 255: ‘jurisdiction over criminal or disciplinary matters does not
establish any kind of control over the wrongful conduct which is what is required for
attribution purposes’.
252 T Dannenbaum, ‘Translating the Standard of Effective Control Into a System of
Effective Accountability: How Liability Should Be Apportioned for Violations of Human
Rights by Member State Troop Contingents Serving as United Nations Peacekeepers’
(2010), op cit, at 164: ‘the capacity of troop-contributing states to have an influence on
ultra vires human rights violations is manifold […], states can exert considerable
effective control over this class of human rights violations..
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‘wilful misconduct’ 257 of a soldier. Since the inadequate exercise of
organic command by States is the cause of individual misconduct by
soldiers, such conduct is under the effectively control of the national
State and thus should be attributed to it.
Organic command can also be relevant to certain combat-related wrongs
committed on duty. Notably, the inappropriate reaction of soldiers to an
equivocal order can be linked not only to a failure of the operational
command, but also to a lack of adequate discipline in the contingent.
Proper training should for instance ensure that a soldier knows ‘the
circumstances in which he can open fire or how he should treat civilian
detainees’.258 Indeed, orders are not given in a void, and the level of
discipline of a contingent influences the way it implements
instructions.259 Accordingly, when wrongs occur because an ambiguous
order, both operational control and organic command can be causally
linked to the harmful conduct. As both elements of control are
concurrent proximate causes of the conduct, the conduct is attributed to
both entities. In the absence of orders, an inappropriate reaction of soldiers
can also be linked to their inadequate training. In such situations, the
‘[u]ncertainty over the most appropriate response by a soldier to a
perceived threat’260 to themselves or to civilians can result in either
excessive response or inaction. For instance, the various abuses
committed by the Canadian contingent to UNOSOM I during patrolling
and detentions have been unquestionably linked to an inadequate
exercise of disciplinary control by Canada.261 Such incidents reveal ‘a
failure of the system under which discipline is maintained.’262
Finally, the conduct of soldiers disobeying orders is causally linked to
disciplinary failures. On occasions, States have contributed ill-disciplined
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or ‘grossly unqualified’263troops to international military missions. For
instance, the Bulgarian contingent to UNTAC was particularly
untrained and undisciplined.264 In such situations, the proximate cause of
the misconduct of a disobeying soldier lies in a failure of their national
State to exercise disciplinary control rather than in operational control.
Because disciplinary authority provide States with a high degree of
control over individual misconduct and combat-related acts that were
not ordered, these types of conduct should be attributed to States on the
basis of effective control.

2.3.3. Effective strategic control
To a limited extent, strategic control, which includes the authority to
define the goals and means of an operation, 265 can also enable a
participant to directly influence certain types of conduct and therefore
can constitute effective control for the purpose of attribution. Indeed,
some wrongful conduct occurs because the design of the operation, its
mandate, resources and objectives were inadequately laid down, without
link to operational or disciplinary failures.
First, inadequate mandates decided at the strategic level can cause
wrongful actions in the field. In all Chapter VII operations, political
direction is exercised by the UN which authorizes military operations in
order to accomplish particular goals defined in the mandate. In UN-led
operations, the UN also decides on the strategic planning of the mission:
it designates specific objectives and must plan and gather the force.
Objectives mentioned in UNSC Resolutions are occasionally ambitious,
such as the protection of civilians in conflicted areas, and can only be
accomplished with corresponding means in terms of troops, assets and
right to use force: 266 ‘[n]either the best mandate, nor the best-led

263 T Dannenbaum, ‘Translating the Standard of Effective Control Into a System of
Effective Accountability: How Liability Should Be Apportioned for Violations of Human
Rights by Member State Troop Contingents Serving as United Nations Peacekeepers’
(2010), op cit, at 163.
264 Ibid, at 163.
265 See supra, Chap 1 §1.1.2.a).
266 BF Klappe, ‘International Peace Operations’ (2008), op cit, at 650: ‘There is a clear
need for realistic objectives and a reasonable degree of specificity in order to provide a
precise legal framework for the mission’.
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mission, is likely to succeed if the operation is not designed and
resourced to support its objectives.’267
By inadequately determining the mandate and means of the operation,
decisions of the UN at the political and strategic level can significantly
and directly be linked to to the failure of troops to prevent human rights
violations and protect civilians. Some combat-related wrongful conduct
occurs neither because of a wrongful order nor due to a lack of discipline,
but are caused by inadequate decisions at the strategic and political level.
For instance, the Dutch troops stationed in Srebrenica lacked the
operational means to protect the area that the UN had strategically
declared as ‘safe’.268 In the hypothesis that the conduct of Dutchbat
would constitute a breach of the duty to prevent genocide, it can be
argued that the UN’s decision to declare Srebrenica a safe-area without
providing the means to fulfil this mandate caused the failure of the
soldiers in the field to protect civilians from massacres. In this scenario,
the most direct cause of the harmful conduct alleged as wrongful lies in
the exercise of strategic control. Similarly, in DRC, MONUC did not
intervene when aware of assaults by rebels because they were ‘not
equipped, trained or configured to intervene rapidly to assist those in
need of protection.’ 269 This thesis submits that wrongful conduct of
peacekeepers caused by failures at the strategic level should be attributed
to the UN on the ground of it exercising effective strategic control.
Second, States retain the strategic authority to place limits on the
permitted actions by its contingent, in the form of caveats270 laying
‘restrictions on how and where there units will deploy and what tasks
will not be supported by them.’271 Caveats are sometimes formulated to
ensure that a contingent acts in line with the international obligations of
its State, in which case they would not result in a wrongful conduct, for

267 V Holt et al, Protecting Civilians in the Context of UN Peacekeeping Operations: Successes,
Setbacks and Remaining Challenges (2009), op cit, at 89.
268 Y Akashi, ‘The Use of Force in a United Nations Peace-Keeping Operation: Lessons
Learnt From the Safe Area Mandate’ (1995) 19(2) Fordham International Law Journal
312; UN, ‘Report of the Secretary-General Pursuant to General Assembly Resolution
53/35: The Fall of Srebrenica ’, op cit, para 263: ‘Dutchbat soldiers did not have the
capacity to control the situation and prevent advances into the enclave’.
269 UN, ‘Eleventh Report of the Secretary-General on the United Nations Organization
Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo’ (5 June 2002) UN Doc S/2002/621, at
71–72.
270 See supra, Chap 1 §1.2.
271 BF Klappe, ‘International Peace Operations’ (2008), op cit, at 650.
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want of breach. However, on other occasions, caveats reflect national
policies or aim at reducing risks for armed forces of the State. Sometimes,
States place excessive caveats on their troops, ‘restricting them from
fulfilling the roles assigned to them’.272 In this scenario, the authority
enjoyed by the Force Commander vested with operational control is
restricted with regards to certain contingents. If a contingent is unable
to undertake an operational order due to national caveats that do not
reflect international obligations, then operational control cannot be the
cause of the hypothetically wrongful failure of this contingent to act.
Therefore, the conduct of a contingent unable to undertake an
operational mission due to caveats should be attributed to the State on
the ground of its effective strategic control, and not to the entity vested
with operational control.
Finally, national policies adopted at the strategic level and
recommending certain actions in the field can be the proximate cause of
some harmful conduct. For instance, abuses during detentions can
constitute individual misconduct linked with disciplinary control,273 but
are also sometimes the result of decisions at the political and strategic
level. In Afghanistan and in Iraq, US soldiers perpetrating torture were
following State policies relating to interrogation methods. The US
drafted various legal memoranda and documents explicitly
recommending the use of harsh interrogating technics, as well as the
non-application of the Geneva Conventions and other international
instruments,274 and senior officials of various institutions were involved
in ‘contributing to the spread of illegal and improper interrogation
techniques used by some U.S. personnel on detainees in several
theatres.’275 Given this institutionalization of the recourse to torture by the
State during interrogations by US soldiers, international responsibility
for this type of harmful conduct would not rest on the same ground than
for more isolated acts of mistreatment. Abuses and torture by US
soldiers were directly caused by strategic decisions supporting the use of

272 V Holt et al, Protecting Civilians in the Context of UN Peacekeeping Operations: Successes,
Setbacks and Remaining Challenges (2009), op cit, at 203.
273 See supra, Chap 2 §2.3.2.
274 The various documents were declassified by the Obama administration. A
comprehensive review is offered by The New York Times: ‘A Guide to the Memos on
Torture’ (The New York Times, 2009).
275 The Constitution Project, ‘Report of the Constitution Project’s Task Force on
Detainee Treatment’ (2013), <http://detaineetaskforce.org/report/>, at 379.
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torture against detainees,276 and it is on this ground that their conduct
should be attributed to the US.

2.3.4. Degrees of effective control and multiple attribution
Under the above interpretation taking full account of the relevance of the
different forms of control exercised, a conduct can be attached to several
subjects each exercising some degree of effective control. In a number of
situations, failures at different levels combine to produce the harmful
conduct of soldiers. For instance, an unclear order can combine with a
lack of training, resulting in a soldier indiscriminately shooting at
civilians. In other cases, several entities can exercise the same relevant
element of control, such as in Iraq where operational authority is shared
between the US and contributing States. A conduct is attributed to each
and every State or international organization exercising an element of
control which was a proximate cause of the conduct, resulting in possible
multiple attribution.
Interpreting effective control in terms of causal control reveals that it is
possible for several entities to exercise some degree of control over the
same conduct. At the level of attribution, identifying degrees of control
does not mean that only part of the conduct would be attributed to each
of the controlling party. Rather, in the situation where several entities
each exercise different forms or degrees of control over a conduct, the
conduct is attributed in its entirety to each of them. This has to do with
the function of attribution, which is to determine whether a given human
conduct can be attached to a subject or not. Attribution is an either/or
operation, in the sense that the conduct of the individual is attributed or
it is not. The conduct as such is not divisible, and it cannot be attributed
in part to one and in part to the other. The respective degrees of control
over the conduct constitute the internal causal structure of the wrongful
act,277 which cannot be opposed to third parties in order to diffuse
responsibility at the stage of attribution. It will later be seen how the
relative degree of control possessed by multiple responsible parties will

276 MC Bassiouni, ‘The Institutionalization of Torture Under the Bush Administration’
(2005), op cit, at 396.
277 P d’Argent, ‘Reparation, Cessation, Assurances and Guarantees of Non-Repetition’ in
A Nollkaemper and I Plakokefalos (eds), Principles of Shared Responsibility in International
Law: An Appraisal of the State of the Art (Cambridge University Press, 2014), 208–250, at
239.
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be relevant to the internal apportionment of responsibility amongst
them.278

3. Conclusion: Framework for attribution based
on effective causal control
To conclude the analysis developed in this Chapter, this Section presents
a systematic method to attribute conduct in collaborative military
operations. In five steps, the entity (or entities) to which a given conduct
must be attributed is identified.
1) Type of command arrangement. To assess attribution in a
collaborative military operation, the first step is to identify the pattern
according to which elements of control are formally shared, that is, the
command structure of the operation. As it was demonstrated that all
forms of military control must be taken into account, it is important to
assess which participant is vested with which element of authority. The
majority of international operations are conducted in a multinational
integrated unified command, where the lead entity is vested with
operational control. Other possible settings are a multinational command
with a dominant State (as the coalition in Iraq), a national unified
command, or distinct commands. Nuances in the command
arrangements, such as the independent conduct of detentions operations
by some States, must be taken into account.279
2) Type of harmful conduct. Since different elements of control are
causally related to different types of conduct, it is useful as a second step
to identify the type of harmful conduct alleged as internationally
wrongful. Amongst the main categories of harmful conduct occurring in
military operations are individual misconduct (such as sexual or physical
abuses), detention-related wrongs (arbitrary detention, mistreatment,
torture), misuse of firearms, wrongful air strikes, and failures to protect.
The scope of the primary rule alleged as breach determines the scope of
the harmful conduct to be considered.280
3) Particular context. To refine the analysis, the third step is to enquire
in the particular context by identifying circumstances surrounding the
occurrence of the conduct. A number of factors can impact on the
distribution or relevance of forms of control.
See infra, Chap 4.
See supra, Chap 1 §1.
280 Ibid, Chap 1 §2.
278
279
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First, particular circumstances can reveal that the way control is actually
exercised does not match the formal command arrangements. Military
control is intrinsically a prerogative of the State, which is partially
delegated to other entities during the collaborative military operations
but can always be repossessed by the State in fact. Where a contributing
State factually exercises a form of control that is formally vested in
another participant such as the lead entity, the actual distribution and
exercise of control must be taken into account. This occurs for instance
when contributing States interfere with the UN chain of command, or in
situations of withdrawal, where States resume operational control ever
their troops.281
Second, circumstances have an impact on the relative relevance of each
forms of control, in the sense that the form of control generically
considered as the cause of a harmful conduct might be overridden by the
causal relevance of another element of authority. For instance, when the
context of the conduct reveals a practice of systematic or
institutionalized abuses, or an inadequate combination of means and
mandate, the exercise of strategic control becomes causally linked to the
occurrence of wrongs in the field.282
4) Causally relevant form of control. Once identified the type of
harmful conduct and the particular context, the element(s) of control
constituting the proximate cause of the given conduct can be ascertained.
In this fourth step, a causal analysis determinative of attribution is
conducted, to ascertain which element of authority was a proximate
cause, in view of the specific conduct and context.283
Operational control is usually linked to combat-related wrongs, while
individual crimes are in the ambit of disciplinary control. In some
situations, strategic control can be directly related to the occurrence of
harmful conduct. Depending on the particularities of each operation, the
relevant form of control over a given type of misconduct can shift to
different levels.
5) Entity exercising effective control. In the final step, the entity
exercising the causally relevant form of control, and therefore effective
control can be identified.

Ibid, Chap 2 §2.2.
Ibid, Chap 2 §2.2.1.b).
283 Ibid, Chap 2 §2.3.
281
282
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Unless circumstances show that in fact military control was not
exercised pursuant to formal arrangements, this is determined by
looking at the command arrangements of the operation.284 If a State
factually exercises elements of control in contravention to command
arrangements, this actual exercise of power will be taken into account.
*
Once a conduct is attributed, questions of responsibility are not settled.
In the context of States and international organization collaborating in
different ways and at different levels, more connected responsibilities
arise, as conduct attributed to one subject can trigger a separate wrong
in relation with the conduct of another.

284

Ibid, Chap 1 §1.2.
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Chapter 3. Derived responsibility
based on indirect control over the
conduct of other participants
Allocation of international responsibility between participants to a
military operation occurs at two levels. First, conduct perpetrated by
soldiers is attributed to one or more participant(s). The previous Chapter
addressed the attribution of soldiers’ conduct amongst entities sharing
military control. It demonstrated that the conduct of international forces
must be attributed to the entity (or entities) which exercised elements of
military control causally linked to the conduct of a soldier. The essential
question was whether the given conduct of an individual could be
attached to a State or international organization.1
At a second level of allocation of responsibility, an entity can be
implicated in a conduct that it did not commit in the sense that the
conduct is not attributed to it. In situations where the influence exercised
by an entity over the occurrence of a harmful conduct does not to
amount to effective control, that entity can bear responsibility not for the
conduct itself but for its implication in that conduct. The present
Chapter addresses these scenarios of responsibility in connection with
the conduct of another, and reveals the significance of control for this
purpose.
The first part of this Chapter clarifies the notion of responsibility in
connection with the conduct of others, before presenting and analysing
established grounds of derived responsibility. It confronts these grounds
of responsibility in relation with the complex collaborative scenarios that
1

See supra, Chap 2.
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can lead to wrongful acts in international military operations, and
reveals that existing rules do not permit to coherently grasp various
scenarios of military cooperation in terms of derived responsibility (§1).
In order to address difficulties triggered by the application of the rules
identified in this first part of this Chapter to complex scenarios of
military collaboration, the second part of this Chapter engages into a
reinterpretation of derived responsibility in collaborative military
operations. Grounded in a conceptual analysis of derived responsibility in
the context of military operations, it proposes to analyse derived
responsibility through the lens of indirect control over the conduct of
another participant. It argues that the overarching notion of indirect
control causing the conduct of another constitutes an overarching
concept on the basis of responsibility in connection with the acts of
others can be allocated. Control for determining derived responsibility is
‘indirect’ in the sense that it is exercised over another State or
organization to which a conduct is attributed, rather than directly over
the conduct of a soldier.2 Such a criterion adequately addresses situations
of derived responsibility, either mentioned in the ILC or stemming from
primary obligations (§2).

1. Established rules and interpretations on
derived responsibility in collaborative military
operations
This Section describes existing rules and dominant interpretations on
the topic of derived responsibility in collaborative military operations. In
the ILC Articles, a number of general secondary grounds of derived
responsibility are identified (§1.2). Besides, certain specific obligations
prescribing to control conduct of another can be seen as primary grounds
of derived responsibility (§1.3). As a preliminary section to this third
Chapter, it is necessary to clarify the terminology (§1.1).

1.1. Definition and terminology
a) Notion of responsibility in connection with the acts of another
The notion of ‘responsibility in connection with the acts of another’3 has
been devised to cover situations where a State or international
See infra, Chap 3 §2.1.2.b).
ARS, op cit, Chap IV of Part I, at 64; ARIO, op cit, Chap IV of Part II, at 100, and Part V,
at 155.
2
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organization ‘B’ bears responsibility in relation to a conduct that is
attributed to another subject ‘A’. The State or international organization
B bears responsibility on the basis of its implication in the internationally
wrongful act committed by A, while the State or international
organization A is responsible for the commission of the main wrongful
act itself.
Traditionally, a State or international organization bears responsibility if
it aids or assists, 4 directs and control, 5 or coerces 6 another State or
international organization to commit a wrongful conduct. Additionally,
provisions specifically addressing collaboration within international
organizations have been included in the ARIO, whereby a member State
is responsible in connection with the acts of an international
organization when it circumvents its own primary obligations by acting
through the organization, and vice versa.7 Besides, as recognized by the
ILC in the introduction of Chapter IV of Part One, responsibility can
arise in connection with the conduct of another pursuant to certain
primary rules, for instance when State B breaches its obligation to
prevent a certain conduct by State A. 8 Therefore, rules of derived
responsibility found in primary sources and applicable in the military
context will be addressed in this Chapter.9
Situations of responsibility in connection with the acts of another are less
focused on issues of attribution of conduct than scenarios presented in
the previous Chapter. The respective conduct of A and B still needs to be
attributed, but this operation is often relatively straightforward. Indeed,
States and international organizations often act through their own
organs when implicating themselves in the commission of a breach. In
cases of complex collaborative scenarios where the attribution of the
main wrongful conduct or the implicated conduct poses difficulties, the
principle of effective control as interpreted in Chapter 2 applies to the
question of attribution. For instance, if it is alleged that a UN-led
mission facilitated the commission of a breach by a parallel mission under

ARS, op cit, Article 16; ARIO, op cit, Articles 14 and 58; See infra, Chap 3 § 1.2.1.
ARS, op cit, Article 17; ARIO, op cit, Articles 15 and 59; See infra, Chap 3 § 1.2.2.
6 ARS, op cit, Article 18; ARIO, op cit, Articles 16 and 60; See infra, Chap 3 § 1.2.2.
7 ARIO, op cit, Articles 17, 61; See infra, Chap 3 § 1.2.3.
8 ARS com, op cit, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part I, para 4: ‘a State may
be required by its own international obligations to prevent certain conduct by another
State, or at least to prevent the harm that would flow from such conduct’.
9 See infra, Chap 3 § 1.3.
4
5
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distinct command, it must first be determined whether the conduct of
peacekeepers was attributed to the UN and/or to their national State,
before asking whether the entity or entities to which the peacekeepers’
conduct is attributed can be held responsible for wrongful aid or
assistance. Principles of derived responsibility analysed in the present
Chapter operate after attribution, that is after it has been determined
whether a particular conduct must be considered the act of a particular
State or international organization. In this Chapter, the main issue is to
identify the circumstances under which the implication of B in the
occurrence of the wrongful conduct attributed to A warrants some
responsibility on the side of B.

b) Unsettled terminology
A varied range of terms has been used to refer to the aforementioned
notion of responsibility in relation with the acts of others.
The ILC, in its final Articles, uses the term ‘responsibility in connection
with the act of another’ State or international organization. 10 The
expression is lengthy but clear, and constitutes the most orthodox way
to refer to the situations where the responsibility of B for its own
conduct is connected with a conduct attributed to A.11 Ago had adopted a
similar term, referring to the ‘implication of a State in the internationally
wrongful act of another State’.12
The term ‘indirect responsibility’, which is neither used in the ILC
Articles nor in their commentaries, is commonly used by scholars to
allude to the notion of responsibility in connection with acts of others.
Anzilotti conceptualized the notion of indirect international
10 ARS, op cit, Chap IV of Part I, at 64; ARIO, op cit, Chap IV of Part II, at 100, and Part
V, at 155.
11 C Ahlborn, ‘The Rules of International Organizations and the Law of International
Responsibility’ (2011), op cit, at 436; B Kondoch, ‘The Responsibility of Peacekeepers,
Their Sending States, and International Organizations’ (2010), op cit, at 523; PJ Kuijper,
‘Introduction to the Symposium on Responsibility of International Organizations and of
(Member) States: Attributed or Direct Responsibility or Both?’ (2010), op cit, at 11; O
Murray, ‘Piercing the Corporate Veil: The Responsibility of Member States of an
International Organization’ (2011) 8(2) International Organizations Law Review 291, at
293; N Nedeski and A Nollkaemper, ‘Responsibility of International Organizations “in
Connection with Acts of States”’ (2012) 9(1) International Organizations Law Review 33.
12 ILC, ‘Seventh Report on State Responsibility by Mr Roberto Ago, Special Rapporteur’
(1978) A/CN.4/307 and Add.1 & 2 and Corr.1 & 2; Yearbook of the International Law
Commission, vol II(1), at 52. See also: J Crawford, State Responsibility: The General Part
(2013), op cit, at 396; C Dominicé, ‘Attribution of Conduct to Multiple States and the
Implication of a State in the Act of Another State’ (2010), op cit, at 284.
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responsibility in order to address the case of protectorates, considering
that a State representing another on the international scene should be
indirectly responsible for the acts of the represented State, on the basis of
the relationship of dependence between the two States.13 Ago adopted
Anzilotti’s views, and specified that the term indirect responsibility
covered situations of coercion and direction and control, but not
participation. 14 A number of authors use the terms ‘indirect
responsibility’ or ‘responsibility for the acts of others’ in the strict sense
defined by Ago.15 However, for other authors, ‘indirect responsibility’ is
considered as a synonym of ‘responsibility in connection with the acts of
others’ and simply constitutes a shorthand for the lengthy title of
Chapter IV ASR, thus including also participation.16 Besides, the term
indirect responsibility has also been used in scholarship to refer to the
responsibility of States for their breach of a primary obligation to
prevent the injurious conduct of private individuals.17 With all these

13 D Anzilotti, ‘La Responsabilité Internationale des États à Raison des Dommages
Soufferts Par des Étrangers (2)’ (1906), op cit, at 301–302.
14 ILC, ‘Eighth Report on State Responsibility by Mr Roberto Ago, Special Rapporteur’
(1979) UN Doc A/CN.4/318; Yearbook of the International Law Commission, vol II(1),
at 4.
15 J Crawford, State Responsibility: The General Part (2013), op cit, at 328; C Dominicé,
‘Attribution of Conduct to Multiple States and the Implication of a State in the Act of
Another State’ (2010), op cit, at 285; N Nedeski and A Nollkaemper, ‘Responsibility of
International Organizations “in Connection with Acts of States”’ (2012), op cit, at 38.
16 JD Fry, ‘Coercion, Causation, and the Fictional Elements of Indirect State
Responsibility’ (2007) 40(3) Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law 611, at 615; JD
Fry, ‘Attribution of Responsibility ’ in A Nollkaemper and I Plakokefalos (eds), Principles
of Shared Responsibility in International Law: An Appraisal of the State of the Art (Cambridge
University Press, 2014), 60–97, at 104, fn 26; F Messineo, ‘Attribution of Conduct’
(2014), op cit, at 64; N Voulgaris, ‘Rethinking Indirect Responsibility: A Study on Article
17 of the Draft Articles on the Responsibility of International Organizations’ (2013),
forthcoming in International Organizations Law Review, at 7.
17 C Eagleton, International Organization and the Law of Responsibility (1950), op cit, at 393:
‘the « indirect responsibility » which might be claimed against [the United Nations]
because of the acts of others […] refers to acts for which, though initiated by individuals,
a state — or the United Nations — might be held responsible because of some act or
omission of its own, such as lack of due diligence or denial of justice’; JA Hessbruegge,
‘The Historical Development of the Doctrines of Attribution and Due Diligence in
International Law’ (2003), op cit, at 268; KM Larsen, The Human Rights Treaty Obligations
of Peacekeepers (2012), op cit, at 125–127; C Scott, ‘Introduction to Torture as Tort: From
Sudan to Canada to Somalia’ in C Scott (ed), Torture as Tort: Comparative Perspectives on
the Development of Transnational Tort Litigation (Oxford University Press, 2001), 3-44, at
21.
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varied acceptations, the term ‘indirect responsibility’ can be ambiguous
and therefore will be avoided.18
Another commonly used term is ‘attribution of responsibility’ (or
‘attributed responsibility’).19 Ago used this term as a synonym of indirect
responsibility.20 It translates the idea that the conduct is attributed to A
but the responsibility for it is transferred to B. In drafting the ARIO,
Gaja availed himself of the term to address issues of allocation of
responsibility between international organizations and their member
States, for conduct attributed to one or the other.21 In the scholarship,
the term is now mostly used in the context of international
organizations. One of the drawbacks of using this term is that it is not
conceptually linked to the fundamental notion of attribution (of
conduct).22 The wrongful act is by definition already attributed to A and
the question is how B can bear responsibility for its implication in it.
Besides, the term can imply the idea that responsibility is transferred
from A to B, which is not necessarily the case, as A remains responsible
for its own conduct.

c) Derived responsibility
In the ILC work and occasionally in the scholarship, the notion is also
referred to as ‘derived responsibility’23 (or ‘derivative responsibility’24).
18 J d’Aspremont, ‘The Articles on the Responsibility of International Organizations:
Magnifying the Fissures in the Law of International Responsibility’ (2012), op cit, at 24:
finding the term unconvincing.
19 CA Bell, ‘Reassessing Multiple Attribution: The International Law Commission and
the Behrami and Saramati Decision’ (2010), op cit, at 517; J d’Aspremont, ‘The Articles on
the Responsibility of International Organizations: Magnifying the Fissures in the Law of
International Responsibility’ (2012), op cit; JD Fry, ‘Attribution of Responsibility ’ (2014),
op cit; PJ Kuijper, ‘Introduction to the Symposium on Responsibility of International
Organizations and of (Member) States: Attributed or Direct Responsibility or Both?’
(2010), op cit.
20 ILC, ‘Eighth Report on State Responsibility by Mr Roberto Ago, Special Rapporteur’,
op cit, at 5: indirect responsibility refers to ‘cases in which international responsibility is
attributed to a state for an internationally wrongful act committed by another’.
21 ARIO com, op cit, introductory commentary to Chapter II, para 3; ILC, ‘Second Report
on Responsibility of International Organizations, by Mr Giorgio Gaja, Special
Rapporteur’, op cit, para 11.
22 See supra, Chap 2 § 2.2.1.
23 ARS com, op cit, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part I, paras 4, 8, 9,
commentary to Art 16, para 2, commentary to Art 17, para 1, commentary to Art 18, para
1; M den Heijer, ‘Shared Responsibility Before the European Court of Human Rights’
(2013) 60(3) Netherlands International Law Review 411, at 421; A Reinisch, ‘Aid or
Assistance and Direction and Control Between States and International Organizations in
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This term accurately reflects the idea that in these situations, the
responsibility of B derives from the conduct of A, and not only from its
own conduct. In other words, the responsibility of B depends on the
commission of a certain conduct by A,25 and would not arise if it was not
for the actions of another. It is used throughout this Chapter to designate
situations of responsibility in relation to conduct attributed to another.
The defining feature of derived responsibility is that the responsibility of
B for its own wrongful conduct arises in connection with a harmful
conduct of A. The notion is understood as covering all rules where the
responsibility B derives from the conduct of A, either found in the ILC
Articles, or in certain primary norms.

d) The primary/secondary distinction
Terminologically, rules of derived responsibility found in the ILC
Articles are usually referred to as secondary rules, yet ‘they do not sit
comfortably within the dichotomy between primary and secondary
rules.’26 Conceptually, the terms are used to distinguish between rules of
responsibility which do not prohibit or impose any conduct, 27 but
prescribe the general conditions for and legal consequences of engaging
in a conduct prohibited by a substantive norm on the one hand,28 and
substantive rules which prescribe the content of specific international
obligations on the other hand.29 A number of rules of international law fit
into this distinction. For instance, the right to life is a clear substantive
the Commission of Internationally Wrongful Acts’ (2010) 7(1) International
Organizations Law Review 63, at 76. See also: Arbitral Tribunal, Affaire des Biens
Britanniques Au Maroc Espagnol (Espagne Contre Royaume-Uni) (1 May 1925), Reports of
International Arbitral Awards, vol II, 615–742, at 648.
24 ARS com, op cit, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part I, para 7 (used a
synonym of derived); J Crawford, State Responsibility: The General Part (2013), op cit, at
339; G Nolte and HP Aust, ‘Equivocal Helpers—Complicit States, Mixed Messages and
International Law’ (2009) 58(1) International and Comparative Law Quarterly 1, at 5; A
Tzanakopoulos, Disobeying the Security Council: Countermeasures Against Wrongful Sanctions
(Oxford University Press, 2011), at 45; G Verdirame, The UN and Human Rights: Who
Guards the Guardians? (2011), op cit, at 127.
25 M den Heijer, ‘Shared Responsibility Before the European Court of Human Rights’
(2013), op cit, at 421.
26 J Crawford, State Responsibility: The General Part (2013), op cit, at 339.
27 N Bobbio, ‘Nouvelles Réflexions sur les Normes Primaires et Secondaires’ in C
Perelman (ed), La Règle de Droit (Bruylant, 1971), at 109: ‘contrairement aux normes
primaires, elles ne créent aucune obligation’.
28 ARS com, op cit, General commentary, para 2.
29 Ibid, General commentary, paras 1–4.
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primary rules, and rules on attribution of conduct of organs are
unequivocally secondary rules of responsibility. However, many rules of
international law are difficult to categorize for they incorporate both
primary and secondary elements. For instance, substantive rules
occasionally include additional conditions for responsibility such as
knowledge. Particularly when confronted to the notion of derived
responsibility, the distinction is difficult to maintain. Indeed, rules of
derived responsibility regularly combine conditions for responsibility
with substantive stipulations.
As adopted by the ILC and used in practice, the distinction between
primary and secondary rules is rather pragmatic,30 and refers more to the
source and generality of a rule than to its nature. Any rule that is
included in the ILC Articles is referred to as a secondary rule, while any
rule that is found in treaties on particular areas of law such as human
rights or humanitarian law is called a primary norm. Based on how it has
been applied in practice, the distinction between primary and secondary
norms can be used to differentiate between general rules found in the
ILC Articles and particular rules found in specific areas treaties.31 This
practical categorization between general grounds found in secondary
rules and particular grounds found in primary rules is adopted in this
thesis. Yet, it can be useful to conceptually distinguish between rules
which prescribe rights and duties, and rules which determine the
conditions and consequences for responsibility. When needing to
distinguish at a conceptual level, the analysis refers to ‘substantive rules’
and ‘rules of responsibility’.32
The following Sections first review general rules of derived
responsibility found in the ILC Articles (§1.2) before addressing
particular primary grounds of derived responsibility found in substantive
international law (§1.3).

30 A Nollkaemper and D Jacobs, ‘Shared Responsibility in International Law: A
Conceptual Framework’ (2013), op cit, at 410: ‘the dichotomy between primary and
secondary rules was adopted for essentially pragmatic reasons rather than conceptual
ones’.
31 Ibid, at 410–411.
32 See infra, Chap 3 § 2.1.1.a), discussing the nature of rules of derived responsibility.
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1.2. General grounds for derived responsibility in
military operations found in secondary rules
This section presents established secondary grounds on which a State or
international organization can be held responsible in relation to the
conduct of another in the context of military operations. First, States and
international organizations engaged in a military operation can be
responsible for aiding or assisting others to commit wrongful acts
(§1.2.1). Second, relationships of direction and control between
participants can lead to findings of derived responsibility (§1.2.2).
Finally, in the framework of international organizations, control
respectively exercised by member States and international organizations
at the institutional level constitute a ground for derived responsibility
(§1.2.3).

1.2.1. Aid or assistance to another participant
Under customary international law, responsibility can be grounded in
the participation of one subject in a wrongful conduct attributed to
another.33 In the rule formulated by the ILC, a State or an international
organization which ‘provides aid or assistance to another [State or
international organization] with a view to facilitating the commission of
an internationally wrongful act by the latter’ incurs responsibility.34

33 HP Aust, ‘Complicity in Violations of International Humanitarian Law’ (2011), SSRN,
forthcoming in H Krieger (ed), Inducing Compliance with International Humanitarian Law:
Lessons From the African Great Lakes’ Region (Cambridge University Press, 2015), at 6;
ICJ, Case Concerning Application Of The Convention On The Prevention And Punishment Of
The Crime Of Genocide (Bosnia And Herzegovina v Serbia And Montenegro), (2007), op cit,
para 420; V Lanovoy, ‘Complicity in an Internationally Wrongful Act’ in A Nollkaemper
and I Plakokefalos (eds), Principles of Shared Responsibility in International Law: An
Appraisal of the State of the Art (2014), 134–168, at 135.
34 Article 16 ARS. Aid or assistance in the commission of an internationally wrongful act
A State which aids or assists another State in the commission of an internationally
wrongful act by the latter is internationally responsible for doing so if:
(a) that State does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally
wrongful act; and
(b) the act would be internationally wrongful if committed by that State.
Article 14 ARIO. Aid or assistance in the commission of an internationally wrongful act
An international organization which aids or assists a State or another international
organization in the commission of an internationally wrongful act by the State or the
latter organization is internationally responsible for doing so if:
(a) the organization does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally
wrongful act; and
(b) the act would be internationally wrongful if committed by that organization’
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Responsibility for aid or assistance is subject to strict conditions. First,
the aiding State or international organization must have ‘knowledge of
the circumstances of the internationally wrongful act’,35 which means it
must be aware of that the aided entity intends to use the assistance
received to commit a wrong. 36 Second, it must provide the aid or
assistance with the intention to support or facilitate the commission of a
wrongful act.37 Finally, the conduct of the aided entity must constitute a
breach of the substantive obligations of the aiding entity.38
The rule on aid or assistance as formulated by the ILC has been
criticized in some respects in the scholarship. Notably, the subjective
element of intent can be seen as too narrow, as it requires demonstrating
that the aid was given with the clear purpose of assisting in the
commission of the main wrongful act.39 Besides, the requirement that the
obligation breached by the conduct of the aided entity must also be
binding on the aiding entity narrows further the scope of responsibility.40
In the context of military operations, aid or assistance can take various
forms. First, assistance can take a material form. Many illustrations
provided by the ILC and in the scholarship concern various degrees of

Article 58(1) ARIO. Aid or assistance by a State in the commission of an internationally
wrongful act by an international organization
A State which aids or assists an international organization in the commission of an
internationally wrongful act by the latter is internationally responsible for doing so if:
(a) the State does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally
wrongful act; and
(b) the act would be internationally wrongful if committed by that State.
35 Articles 16(a) ARS, 14(a) ARIO and 58(1)(a) ARIO.
36 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 16, para 4; B Graefrath, ‘Complicity in the Law
of International Responsibility’ (1996) 2 Revue Belge de Droit International 371, at 375.
37 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 16, para 5.
38 Articles 16(b) ARS, 14(b) ARIO and 58(1)(b) ARIO
39 HP Aust, Complicity and the Law of State Responsibility (Cambridge University Press,
2011), at 83; B Graefrath, ‘Complicity in the Law of International Responsibility’ (1996),
op cit, at 375: ‘even the supply of weapons, cannot be considered as complicity […] if it
cannot be established that the arms have been supplied for the purpose of assisting the
other State in committing its wrongful act. It seems highly questionable that such a
narrow interpretation of the intent as a decisive criterion for complicity is really useful’;
V Lanovoy, ‘Complicity in an Internationally Wrongful Act’ (2014), op cit, at 152: ‘In
most cases, it is difficult, if not impossible, to establish that a state did not only know that
its assistance would be used for a violation of an international obligation of another state,
but that it had been providing assistance for that purpose’.
40 V Lanovoy, ‘Complicity in an Internationally Wrongful Act’ (2014), op cit, at 159.
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military support, 41 such as providing weapons and equipment 42 or
granting over-flights rights.43 By definition, participants collaborating
will find themselves providing material support to each other. However,
difficulties arise when applying the rule as laid down in the military
context.44
Besides, aid or assistance can take the form of financial support45 to a
military operation by States or international organizations not engaged
on the ground. For instance, the EU has been providing significant
financial support to AU-led operations.46 Due to the ‘fungible nature of
financial assistance’,47 it can be more difficult to assess knowledge, yet
scholars have demonstrated that financial support by an international
organization can qualify as wrongful aid or assistance if the organization
provides funds for a particular purpose and subject to certain
conditions.48
In practice, the UN recognized the possibility to bear responsibility for
aid and assistance to governmental forces to which a peacekeeping

41 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 16, para 7; I Brownlie, System of the Law of
Nations: State Responsibility, Part I (1983), op cit, at 191; J Quigley, ‘Complicity in
International Law: A New Direction in the Law of State Responsibility’ (1987) 57(1)
British Yearbook of International Law 77, at 90.
42 I Brownlie, System of the Law of Nations: State Responsibility, Part I (1983), op cit, at 191;
B Graefrath, ‘Complicity in the Law of International Responsibility’ (1996), op cit, at 375;
P Klein and O Corten, ‘The Limits of Complicity as a Ground for Responsibility: Lessons
Learned From the Corfu Channel Case’ in K Bannelier et al (eds), The ICJ and the
Evolution of International Law: The Enduring Impact of the Corfu Channel Case (Routledge,
2012), 315–334, at 326.
43 O Corten, ‘La Complicité dans le Droit de la Responsabilité Internationale: Un Concept
Inutile ?’ (2011) 57 Annuaire Français de Droit International 57, at 62; G Nolte and HP
Aust, ‘Equivocal Helpers—Complicit States, Mixed Messages and International Law’
(2009), op cit, at 4.
44 See infra, Chap 3 §2.2.1.
45 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 16, para 7.
46 EU Commission, ‘African Peace Facility Annual Report’ (2012), 19.
47 A Reinisch, ‘Aid or Assistance and Direction and Control Between States and
International Organizations in the Commission of Internationally Wrongful Acts’ (2010),
op cit, at 68.
48 Ibid, at 69; G Verdirame, The UN and Human Rights: Who Guards the Guardians? (2011),
op cit, at 136: proposes to presume knowledge if funds are used for a purpose different
than the one agreed on.
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mission provides support.49 In 2009, reports emerged that Congolese
forces combatting armed groups with the support of MONUC were
committing large-scale killings and sexual abuses.50 MONUC had the
mandate to support governmental forces in disarming armed groups,51
and provided logistical and operational support in the form of transport,
food, fuel, helicopter lift, medical evacuation and fire support.52 It also
provided strategic support in the planning of operations, 53 and the
missions during which abuses were committed involved ‘significant joint
planning’.54 Recognizing the possibility of engaging its responsibility for
aiding and assisting governmental forces in committing abuses,55 the UN
developed a policy of conditionality, according to which UN support is to
be withdrawn if it is believed that governmental forces are committing
grave violations of international law. 56 In this practice of the UN,
knowledge is the key condition and specific intent is not required.57

49 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 14, para 6; ILC, ‘Responsibility of
International Organizations, Comments and Observations Received From the United
Nations’, op cit, comments to Draft Article 13, para 1.
50 T Burke, ‘UN cuts aid to Congo army brigade’ (CNN, 2 November 2009); J Gettleman,
‘UN Told Not to Join Congo Army in Operation’ (New York Times, 9 December 2009);
‘Press statement by Professor Philip Alston, UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial
executions – Mission to the Democratic Republic of the Congo’ (OHCHR, 15 October
2009).
51 UN Security Council, ‘Resolution 1794’ (21 December 2007) UN Doc S/RES/1794,
para 5.
52 Human Rights Council, ‘Report of the Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Summary
or Arbitrary Executions, Philip Alston - Addendum: Mission to the Democratic Republic
of the Congo’ (14 June 2010) UN Doc A/HRC/14/24/Add.3, paras 9; UN, ‘Thirtieth
Report of the Secretary-General on the United Nations Organization Mission in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo’ (4 December 2009) UN Doc S/2009/623, para 5.
53 UN, ‘Resolution 1794’, op cit, para 7.
54 UN, ‘Twenty-eighth Report of the Secretary-General on the United Nations
Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo’ (30 June 2009) UN Doc
S/2009/335, para 11.
55 On whether MONUC support constituted aid or assistance: SP Sheeran, ‘A
Constitutional Moment?: United Nations Peacekeeping in the Democratic Republic of
Congo’ (2011) 8(1) International Organizations Law Review 55.
56 UN Security Council, ‘Resolution 1906’ (23 December 2009) UN Doc S/RES/1906,
para 22. See: HP Aust, ‘The UN Human Rights Due Diligence Policy: An Effective
Mechanism Against Complicity of Peacekeeping Forces?’ (2014) Journal of Conflict and
Security Law 1.
57 HP Aust, ‘The UN Human Rights Due Diligence Policy: An Effective Mechanism
Against Complicity of Peacekeeping Forces?’ (2014), op cit, at 11.
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1.2.2. Direction and control over another State
Provisions on responsibility for direction and control over the
commission of a wrongful act address situations ‘where one State
exercises the power to direct and control the activities of another State’.58
The criterion of direction and control are defined in Article 17 ASR59
with a high threshold. Direction refers to ‘actual direction of an operative
kind’ 60 and excludes ‘mere influence’, ‘oversight’ 61 or ‘incitement’. 62
Control is defined as ‘domination over the commission of wrongful
conduct’63 which ‘compromise a state’s freedom to decide’.64 A State is
responsible if it ‘actually directs and controls conduct’,65 not merely if it
had the power to do so, and ‘[b]oth direction and control must be
exercised over the wrongful conduct’. 66 Besides, responsibility for
direction and control is subject to the two typical conditions for derived
responsibility, namely knowledge of the circumstances and wrongfulness
of the conduct of the directed State for the directing entity.67
In the context of collaborative military operations, such operative
direction and actual domination between participants can occur. Authors
have recognised the relevance of direction and control ‘especially insofar
as the two entities work together in a more or less hierarchical
relationship in the framework of peacekeeping missions’.68 Notably, in
coalitions operating under a multinational command that is not fully
integrated, participants agree for some States to have a prevailing
ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 17, para 5.
Article 17 ARS. Direction and control exercised over the commission of an
internationally wrongful act
A State which directs and controls another State in the commission of an
internationally wrongful act by the latter is internationally responsible for that act if:
(a) that State does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally
wrongful act; and
(b) the act would be internationally wrongful if committed by that State.
60 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 17, para 7.
61 Ibid, commentary to Article 17, para 7.
62 Ibid, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part I, para 9.
63 Ibid, commentary to Article 17, para 7.
64 J Crawford, State Responsibility: The General Part (2013), op cit, at 399.
65 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 17, para 6.
66 Ibid, commentary to Article 17, para 7.
67 Ibid, commentary to Article 17, para 8.
68 PJ Kuijper, ‘Introduction to the Symposium on Responsibility of International
Organizations and of (Member) States: Attributed or Direct Responsibility or Both?’
(2010), op cit, at 24.
58
59
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influence over the chain of command.69 In this setting, the dominating
State can incur derived responsibility in relation to the conduct of other
coalition partners. 70 Direction and control as a ground for derived
responsibility differs from effective control as a ground for attribution in
that direction and control concerns control exercised by one participant
over another which itself exercise control over the conduct of soldiers,
while effective control concerns control exercised by participants directly
over the conduct of soldiers.71
Coercion can be seen as an extreme degree of direction and control. Its
definition is akin to force majeure, inasmuch as the coercing entity must
exercise constraint to such an extent that the coerced entity is forced to
obey.72 Under the ILC Articles, a State or international organization
incurs responsibility if it coerces another State or international
organization to commit an act that breaches the obligations of the
coerced entity. 73 Practice regarding coercion is limited, 74 and these
scenarios are sometimes referred to as theoretical.75 In the context of
participants willing to act together in a collaborative military operation,
it is relatively unlikely that coercion would occur.

1.2.3. Institutional control in the framework of international
organizations
Military collaboration between international organizations and their
member States can generate situations which ‘do not seem to fall
squarely into any of the three categories covered by articles 16 to 18 on

See supra, Chap 1 §1.2.4.
See infra, Chap 3 §2.2.2.
71 Ibid, Chap 3 §2.1.2.b).
72 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 18, para 2.
73 Article 18 ARS. Coercion of another State
A State which coerces another State to commit an act is internationally responsible for
that act if:
(a) the act would, but for the coercion, be an internationally wrongful act of the coerced
State; and
(b) the coercing State does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the act.
74 C Dominicé, ‘Attribution of Conduct to Multiple States and the Implication of a State
in the Act of Another State’ (2010), op cit, at 288; JD Fry, ‘Coercion, Causation, and the
Fictional Elements of Indirect State Responsibility’ (2007), op cit, at 621.
75 PJ Kuijper, ‘Introduction to the Symposium on Responsibility of International
Organizations and of (Member) States: Attributed or Direct Responsibility or Both?’
(2010), op cit, at 25.
69
70
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State responsibility’,76 as Member States and international organizations
can influence the conduct of each other in unique ways.77 For instance, a
conduct attributed to a contributing State can have been carried out
pursuant to a UN decision, or conversely a member State could take
advantage of the fact that the UN has limited primary obligations to
circumvent its own obligations by engaging in military activities
through the international organization. A number of provisions have
thus been devised in the ARIO and elsewhere to address responsibility
for acts performed in the framework of an international organization,
although practice is scarce.78 These rules address both situations where
international organizations exercise control over their member States
(§1.2.3.a), and scenarios of control by member States over the
organization (§1.2.3.b).

a) Institutional control of international organizations acting
through member States
International organizations can exercise institutional control over their
member States through normative acts, such as binding decisions and
authorizations.79 The ILC devised Article 17 ARIO to address these
situations. It provides that an international organization incurs
responsibility if a conduct attributed to a member State was committed
pursuant to a binding decision or because of an authorization of the
organization, and constitutes a breach of the organization’s obligations. 80

76 ILC, ‘Third Report on Responsibility of International Organizations, by Mr Giorgio
Gaja, Special Rapporteur’ (2005) UN Doc A/CN.4/553, at 29.
77 PJ Kuijper, ‘Introduction to the Symposium on Responsibility of International
Organizations and of (Member) States: Attributed or Direct Responsibility or Both?’
(2010), op cit, at 26 ‘There are certain forms of exercising authority or influence over a
State or an international organization, however, that are specifically available only to
Member States in relation to an international organization or to an international
organization vis-à-vis its Member States’.
78 ILC, ‘Third Report on Responsibility of International Organizations, by Mr Giorgio
Gaja, Special Rapporteur’, op cit, para 28.
79 N Blokker, ‘Abuse of the Members: Questions Concerning Draft Article 16 of the Draft
Articles on Responsibility of International Organizations’ (2010) 7(1) International
Organizations Law Review 35, at 39.
80 Article 17 ARIO. Circumvention of an international obligation through decisions and
authorizations addressed to members
1. An international organization incurs international responsibility if it circumvents
one of its international obligations by adopting a decision binding member States or
international organizations to commit an act that would be internationally wrongful if
committed by the former organization.
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The first paragraph addresses binding decisions of international
organizations requiring member States to adopt a conduct that is in
breach of the organization’s obligations, without leaving them any
margin of discretion in the conduct to be adopted.81 It is relatively
unlikely that such a binding decision could be imposed in military
matters, which mostly remain the prerogative of States. More interesting
for the topic is the second paragraph, which provides that an
international organization incurs responsibility if it authorizes a member
State or organization to commit a conduct that violates an obligation of
the authorizing international organization. This scenario could arise in
the context of operations authorized by the UN and undertaken by
others.
To engage its responsibility, the organization must have intended to
avoid complying with its obligations by influencing the conduct of its
members.82 As with aid or assistance, this requirement of intent will be
difficult to demonstrate. Moreover, there must be a ‘direct, causal
relationship between the non-binding decision and the implementation
by the member(s)’. 83 Therefore, responsibility for authorization only
covers the conduct specifically authorized, and not ‘any other breach that
the member State or international organization to which the
authorization is addressed might commit’84 thereafter.
In the case of the authorization to conduct a military operation given by
the Security Council to member States, responsibility under Article 17
ARIO therefore does not extend to every wrongful conduct during the

2. An international organization incurs international responsibility if it circumvents
one of its international obligations by authorizing member States or international
organizations to commit an act that would be internationally wrongful if committed by
the former organization and the act in question is committed because of that
authorization.
3. Paragraphs 1 and 2 apply whether or not the act in question is internationally
wrongful for the member States or international organizations to which the decision or
authorization is addressed.
81 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 17, para 7; N Blokker, ‘Abuse of the Members:
Questions Concerning Draft Article 16 of the Draft Articles on Responsibility of
International Organizations’ (2010), op cit, at 41.
82 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 17, para 4: intent is implied in the term
circumvention.
83 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 17, para 11; N Blokker, ‘Abuse of the
Members: Questions Concerning Draft Article 16 of the Draft Articles on Responsibility
of International Organizations’ (2010), op cit, at 44.
84 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 17, para 13.
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operation.85 There must be a causal link between the authorization and
the specific wrongful act. Arguably, a conduct specifically authorized by
a UNSC resolution, such as security detentions, could engage the derived
responsibility of the organization.

b) Institutional control of member States acting through an
international organization
Conversely, States can bear responsibility on the ground of the control
they exercise over the organisation through which they conduct a
military operation. States can exercise institutional control over
international organizations in two respects. First, they have control over
the scope of the competences and obligations of the organization. Second
they can exercise control at the decision-making level.

– Member States control over the competences and obligations of the
organization
States vest the organizations they create with certain competences, such
as the authority to conduct military operations, but these international
organizations are usually bound by much less substantive obligations
than States.86 As a result, international organizations can engage in
conduct that violates the obligations of their member States.
The conditions and extent to which member States should bear
responsibility in relation to acts attributed to international organizations
are heavily debated.87 The ILC adopted a relatively restricted standard
Ibid, commentary to Article 17, para 13.
E Paasivirta, ‘Responsibility of a Member State of an International Organization:
Where Will It End? Comments on Article 60 of the ILC Draft on the Responsibility of
International Organizations’ (2010), op cit, at 52: ‘Any international organization starts
from a ‘clean slate’, it has no history, whereas its Member States carry a whole history of
treaty relations with them when joining the organization’.
87 Notably: C Ahlborn, ‘To Share or Not to Share? The Allocation of Responsibility
Between International Organizations and Their Member States’ (2013), op cit; I Brownlie,
‘The Responsibility of States for the Acts of International Organizations’ in M Ragazzi
(ed), International Responsibility Today: Essays in Memory of Oscar Schachter (Martinus
Nijhoff, 2005), 355–362; J d’Aspremont, ‘Abuse of the Legal Personality of International
Organizations and the Responsibility of Member States’ (2007) 4(1) International
Organizations Law Review 91; PJ Kuijper, ‘Introduction to the Symposium on
Responsibility of International Organizations and of (Member) States: Attributed or
Direct Responsibility or Both?’ (2010), op cit; T Lock, ‘Beyond Bosphorus: The European
Court of Human Rights’ Case Law on the Responsibility of Member States of
International Organisations Under the European Convention on Human Rights’ (2010),
op cit; O Murray, ‘Piercing the Corporate Veil: The Responsibility of Member States of an
International Organization’ (2011), op cit; E Paasivirta, ‘Responsibility of a Member State
85
86
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formulated in Article 61 ARIO, 88 whereby a member State incurs
responsibility only if it intentionally avoided complying with its
obligations89 by having the organization rather than itself adopting a
certain conduct that breaches the State’s obligations. Circumvention
occurs when a member State has transferred some of its competences to
an organization,90 while primary obligations relating to the exercise of
these competences are binding the State only.91
Both normative and operational acts of international organizations
induced by member States appear to be covered by Article 61. Either a
wrongful decision of the UNSC or the NAC, or the conduct of a soldier
attributed to an international organization on the basis of effective
control, could engage the derived responsibility of member States. For
instance, in a maritime military mission led by an international
organization – such as EU’s operation Atalanta92 – member States could
take advantage of the limited refugee law and human rights obligations
of an International Organization: Where Will It End? Comments on Article 60 of the
ILC Draft on the Responsibility of International Organizations’ (2010), op cit; C
Ryngaert, ‘The European Court of Human Rights’ Approach to the Responsibility of
Member States in Connection with Acts of International Organizations’ (2011) 60(4)
International and Comparative Law Quarterly 997; O de Schutter, ‘Human Rights and
the Rise of International Organizations: The Logic of Sliding Scales in the Law of
International Responsibility’ (2009) CRIDHO Working Paper 2010/4; RA Wessel,
‘Division of International Responsibility Between the EU and its Member States in the
Area of Foreign Policy, Security and Defence Policy’ (2011), op cit; S Yee, ‘The
Responsibility of States Members of an International Organization for its Conduct as a
Result of Membership or Their Normal Conduct Associated with Membership’ (2005), op
cit.
88 Article 61 ARIO. Circumvention of international obligations of a State member of an
international organization
1. A State member of an international organization incurs international responsibility
if, by taking advantage of the fact that the organization has competence in relation to the
subject-matter of one of the State’s international obligations, it circumvents that
obligation by causing the organization to commit an act that, if committed by the State,
would have constituted a breach of the obligation.
2. Paragraph 1 applies whether or not the act in question is internationally wrongful
for the international organization.
89 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 61, para 2: ‘the existence of an intention to
avoid compliance is implied in the use of the term “circumvention”’.
90 Ibid, commentary to Article 61, para 6.
91 Ibid, commentary to Article 61, para 8.
92 EU Council of the European Union, ‘Joint Action of 10 November 2008 on a European
Union Military Operation to Contribute to the Deterrence, Prevention and Repression of
Acts of Piracy and Armed Robbery Off the Somali Coast’ (2008) 2008/851/CFSP,
Official Journal of the European Communities L 301/33.
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of the organization to circumvent their own obligation of protection and
non-refoulement.93
The inclusion by the ILC of this provision was inspired by the case law
developed by the ECtHR concerning the responsibility of States parties
to the ECHR when acting in the framework of international
organizations.94 The Court developed a principle under which a State
party to the Convention cannot evade its responsibility under the ECHR
by transferring competence to act to an international organization.95 It
held that States parties to the Convention have the obligation to ensure
that the international organizations through which they act protect
human rights in a way equivalent as guaranteed under the ECHR.96
Under this case law, States which are party to the ECHR and which
subsequently engage in a military operation led by an international
organization can incur responsibility in relation to the conduct of troops
attributed to the organization and in breach of the Convention. The
principle of equivalent protection appears broader than Article 61 ARIO,
93 RA Wessel and L den Hertog, ‘EU Foreign, Security and Defence Policy: A
Competence/Responsibility Gap?’ (2013), op cit, at 353–354. The operation’s regulations
provide that captured individuals should only be transferred to third States ‘in a manner
consistent with relevant international law, notably international law on human rights’
(EU, ‘Joint Action of 10 November 2008 on a European Union Military Operation to
Contribute to the Deterrence, Prevention and Repression of Acts of Piracy and Armed
Robbery Off the Somali Coast’, op cit, Article 12(2).)
94 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 61, paras 3–5; J d’Aspremont, ‘Abuse of the
Legal Personality of International Organizations and the Responsibility of Member
States’ (2007), op cit, at 102.
95 ECtHR, Waite and Kennedy v Germany, Judgment (18 February 1999), App no
26083/94, para 67: ‘Where States establish international organizations in order to pursue
or strengthen their cooperation in certain fields of activities, and where they attribute to
these organizations certain competences and accord them immunities, there may be
implications as to protection of fundamental rights. It would be incompatible with the
purpose and object of the Convention, however, if the Contracting States were thereby
absolved from their responsibility under the Convention in relation to the field of activity
covered by such attribution’. See generally: P de Hert and F Korenica, ‘The Doctrine of
Equivalent Protection: Its Life and Legitimacy Before and After the European Union’s
Accession to the European Convention on Human Rights’ (2012) 13 German Law
Journal 874; T Lock, ‘Beyond Bosphorus: The European Court of Human Rights’ Case
Law on the Responsibility of Member States of International Organisations Under the
European Convention on Human Rights’ (2010), op cit.
96 ECtHR, Gasparini v Italy and Belgium, Judgment (12 May 2009), App no 10750/03, at
6: ‘les Etats membres ont l’obligation, au moment où ils transfèrent une partie de leurs
pouvoirs souverains à une organisation internationale à laquelle ils adhèrent, de veiller à
ce que les droits garantis par la Convention reçoivent au sein de cette organisation une «
protection équivalente » à celle assurée par le mécanisme de la Convention’.
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as it includes not only an obligation not to induce the organization to
commit a wrongful conduct, but also an obligation to ensure that the
organization complies with human rights.

– Control over the decision-making
Some authors have argued that member States should incur
responsibility for their participation in the decision-making leading to
the wrongful conduct of an organization, when they abuse their voting
rights and exercise overwhelming control over the decision-making
process. 97 This argument is grounded in the general principle that
obligations must be performed in good faith. 98 Applied to decisionmaking processes in international organizations, the doctrine of abuse of
rights prescribes that member States must exercise their voting rights in
a manner compatible with the purpose of the organization and with their
other obligations.99 The ICJ alluded to the idea that participation in
decision-making could qualify as conduct of a State and would constitute
a wrongful act if in breach of that State’s obligations.100
Accordingly, it can be argued that States should be responsible for abuse
of rights ‘where the voting of members is constructed to give states the

97 J d’Aspremont, ‘Abuse of the Legal Personality of International Organizations and the
Responsibility of Member States’ (2007), op cit; PJ Kuijper, ‘Introduction to the
Symposium on Responsibility of International Organizations and of (Member) States:
Attributed or Direct Responsibility or Both?’ (2010), op cit, at 29; O Murray, ‘Piercing the
Corporate Veil: The Responsibility of Member States of an International Organization’
(2011), op cit.
98 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 61, para 2: Article 61 notably covers ‘cases in
which the member State may be said to be abusing its rights’; Institut de Droit
International, ‘The Legal Consequences for Member States of the Non-fulfilment by
International Organizations of Their Obligations Toward Third Parties’ (1 September
1995) Resolution adopted at the Lisbon session, Article 5: ‘members of an international
organization may be liable for its obligations in accordance with a relevant general
principle of international law, such as [...] the abuse of rights’; O Murray, ‘Piercing the
Corporate Veil: The Responsibility of Member States of an International Organization’
(2011), op cit, at 301.
99 O Murray, ‘Piercing the Corporate Veil: The Responsibility of Member States of an
International Organization’ (2011), op cit, at 331–335.
100 ICJ, Application of the Interim Accord of 13 September 1995 (Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia v Greece), Judgment (5 December 2011), ICJ Reports 2011, 644, para 70. In the
case at hand, Greece breached its obligation not to object FYROM’s membership to
NATO notably though its participation in NATO’s decision-making. See V Lanovoy,
‘Complicity in an Internationally Wrongful Act’ (2014), op cit, at 149.
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power to direct or thwart the action of the organization’,101 so that ‘one
or more states continue to wield considerable power over the
organization’.102 In this view, States exercising ‘overwhelming control’103
over the decision-making process of an organization should bear
responsibility in relation to their conduct. Applied to the conduct of
military operations, it leads to the argument that wrongful airstrikes
approved by the NAC and attributed to NATO could engage the derived
responsibility of NATO member States.104

1.3. Specific grounds for derived responsibility in
military operations found in primary rules
Grounds for derived responsibility — in the sense of responsibility in
connection with a conduct attributed to another — can also be found in
particular primary norms. A number of rules of international law
prescribe obligations in relation to acts performed by other subjects. For
instance, a norm can require States to take steps to prevent certain
conduct, or to ensure respect for certain norms by others. Their common
feature is that they require the State or international organization bound
by them to exercise some control over the conduct of others.
Since the thesis focuses on allocation of responsibility amongst
participants to collaborative military operations, only the obligations to
control the conduct of another subject of international law engaged in a
military operation are analysed in this Section. Responsibility for the
failure to prevent certain types of conduct by insurgents or local forces is
not analysed here.
This Section addresses grounds for derived responsibility found in
primary rules that can be relevant in the military context. It does not
exhaustively addresses all possible grounds of derived responsibility
found in primary rules, but proposes to identify three main grounds for
derived responsibility that are arguably the most relevant in the context
of collaborative military operations. First, it addresses the obligation to

101 O Murray, ‘Piercing the Corporate Veil: The Responsibility of Member States of an
International Organization’ (2011), op cit, at 336.
102 Ibid, at 347.
103 J d’Aspremont, ‘Abuse of the Legal Personality of International Organizations and the
Responsibility of Member States’ (2007), op cit, at 108.
104 T Stein, ‘The Attribution of Possible Internationally Wrongful Acts: Responsibility of
NATO or of its Member States?’ (2002), op cit, at 191. See also: M Zwanenburg, ‘Shared
Responsibility in NATO-led Operations’, op cit.
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ensure respect for humanitarian law by other participants to an operation
(§1.3.1), second, obligations to prevent human rights violations by other
participants (§1.3.2), and finally, obligations to protect prisoners
transferred between participants (§1.3.3).

1.3.1. Obligation to ensure respect for humanitarian law by
other participants
Under international humanitarian law, States and international
organizations have the obligation not only to respect, but also to ‘ensure
respect’ for, the Geneva Conventions.105 The obligation to ensure respect
of humanitarian law in all circumstances enshrined in common Article 1
is considered to be a general principle of law,106 therefore binding all
subjects.
According to the ICRC Commentary, Article 1 prescribes an obligation
for States to ‘do everything in their power to ensure that the
humanitarian principles underlying the Conventions are applied
universally.’ 107 This obligation first means that States must ensure
respect by its own organs. What is more, it has been argued that Article
1 imposes a positive obligation to ensure that other States (or
international organizations) respect the Conventions.108
The obligation to ensure respect for humanitarian law by other subjects
is two fold. First, it can be interpreted as ‘at least’109 an obligation not to

105 First Geneva Convention, op cit; Second Geneva Convention, op cit; Third Geneva
Convention, op cit; Fourth Geneva Convention, op cit, common Article 1: ‘The High
Contracting Parties undertake to respect and to ensure respect for the present
Convention in all circumstances’.
106 ICJ, Nicaragua, Merits (1986), op cit, para 220: The obligation to ensure respect ‘does
not derive only from the Conventions themselves, but from the general principles of
humanitarian law to which the Conventions merely give specific expression’.
107 JS Pictet (ed), Commentary on the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, Volume IV
(1958), op cit, at 16.
108 L Condorelli and L Boisson de Chazournes, ‘Quelques Remarques à Propos de
L’Obligation des États de “Respecter et Faire Respecter” le Droit International
Humanitaire “en Toutes Circonstances”’ in C Swinarski (ed), Etudes et Essais sur le Droit
International Humanitaire et sur les Principes de la Croix-Rouge en L’honneur de Jean Pictet
(Martinus Nijhoff, 1984), 17–35, at 26; ICJ, Wall Opinion (2004), op cit, para 158: ‘every
State party to that Convention, whether or not it is a party to a specific conflict, is under
an obligation to ensure that the requirements of the instruments in question are complied
with’.
109 HP Aust, ‘Complicity in Violations of International Humanitarian Law’ (2011), op cit,
at 13.
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encourage or assist in violations of humanitarian law by others. 110
Accordingly, each participant has the obligation not to provide assistance
to violations of humanitarian law committed by the other participants.
The interpretation of common Article 1 as an obligation of nonassistance allows capturing responsibility for complicity with lower
requirements than under the ILC Articles.111 When applied to scenarios
of aid or assistance, demonstrating knowledge would be enough to
constitute the subjective element.
Further, common Article 1 can be seen as imposing on States an
obligation to ‘exert their influence, to the degree possible’112 to ensure
that no violation is committed. Applied in the context of collaborative
operations, where military authority is distributed amongst participants,
common Article 1 prescribes obligations of control between participating
States and international organizations. Indeed, when collaborating in
undertaking a common military mission, subjects have the capacity to
influence each other. Accordingly, it imposes an obligation to take active
steps to ensure respect for humanitarian law by States and international
organizations over which they have control.113 The extent to which
participants which are vested with some elements of control over the

110 HP Aust, ‘Complicity in Violations of International Humanitarian Law’ (2011), op cit,
at 13: ‘the concrete content of Common Article 1 could, in this respect, be understood as
at least requiring States not to render aid or assistance to violations of the Geneva
Conventions’; ICJ, Nicaragua, Merits (1986), op cit, para 220: Common Article 1 provides
for ‘an obligation not to encourage persons or groups engaged in the conflict’ to act in
violation of humanitarian law.; O Corten, ‘La Complicité dans le Droit de la
Responsabilité Internationale: Un Concept Inutile ?’ (2011), op cit, at 64; J-M Henckaerts
and L Doswald-Beck, Customary International Humanitarian Law (2005), op cit, at 509,
Rule 144: ‘States may not encourage violations of international humanitarian law by
parties to an armed conflict’; J Quigley, ‘Complicity in International Law: A New
Direction in the Law of State Responsibility’ (1987), op cit, at 91.
111 HP Aust, ‘Complicity in Violations of International Humanitarian Law’ (2011), op cit,
at 13: ‘For those cases in which assistance to violations of international humanitarian law
is at stake, it is very well possible to construe Article 16 ASR as the lex generalis and
Common Article 1 as lex specialis. The strict criteria embodied in Article 16 ASR,
especially with respect to the requisite degree of intent, may then be attenuated once
complicity enters the scope of applicability of Common Article 1’ (footnotes omitted).
112 J-M Henckaerts and L Doswald-Beck, Customary International Humanitarian Law
(2005), op cit, at 509, Rule 144.
113 T Meron, ‘The Geneva Conventions as Customary Law’ (1987) 81 American Journal
of International Law 348, at 355: ‘each state must exert efforts to ensure that no
violations of the applicable provisions of humanitarian law (“to ensure respect”) are
committed, at the very least by third parties controlled by that state. ‘.
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organs of another are under an obligation to exercise control will be
further analysed in the second part of this Chapter.114

1.3.2. Obligation to prevent human rights violations by
other participants
A similar obligation can be found in human rights law, where States have
a duty to protect individuals within their jurisdiction from human rights
violations by third parties.115 It is traditionally established that human
rights obligations entail not only the negative obligation to abstain from
violations, but also the positive obligation to protect human rights of
individuals within the State’s jurisdiction and possibly extra-territorially,
which itself includes the duties to prevent and punish violations by
others.116
Discussions often focus on the States’ obligations to prevent violations
by private individuals. Nevertheless, the obligation to ensure respect for
human rights within a State’s jurisdiction can also apply with regards to
the conduct of others subjects of international law over which the State
can exercise influence.117 For instance, the case law of the ECtHR on
responsibility in relation to extradited individuals facing death penalty118
implements responsibility of States for their failure to ensure human
rights protection in relation to the conduct of another State. At least in
the context of the ECHR, the positive obligation to protect human rights
includes ‘a duty to make use of material opportunities to prevent or

See infra, Chap 3 §2.2.4 and §2.3.2.
ECHR, op cit, Article 1; International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, op cit,
Article 2.
116 O Corten, ‘La Complicité dans le Droit de la Responsabilité Internationale: Un
Concept Inutile ?’ (2011), op cit, at 64; M Hakimi, ‘State Bystander Responsibility’ (2010)
21(2) European Journal of International Law 341, at 347; BG Ramcharan, ‘The Concept
of Protection in the International Law of Human Rights’ (1989), op cit; Arbitral Tribunal,
Walter A Noyes (United States) v Panama (22 May 1933), Reports of International Arbitral
Awards, vol VI, 308-312, at 311.
117 HP Aust, Complicity and the Law of State Responsibility (2011), op cit, at 415; M den
Heijer, ‘Shared Responsibility Before the European Court of Human Rights’ (2013), op cit,
at 422: ‘It does not appear that the [ECtHR] entertains a fundamental distinction in this
respect between situations where the injury stems from the conduct of a private party or
where it concerns the conduct of another state’.
118 ECtHR, Soering v the United Kingdom, Judgment (7 July 1989), App no 14038/88.
114
115
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redress conduct by another state which contravenes the standards of the
ECHR.’119
Applied to collaborative military operations, where the distribution of
military authority allows certain participants to exercise influence over
the conduct of others, human rights prescribe, similarly to humanitarian
law, an obligation to make use of available means to control the conduct
of others in order to protect human rights.120

1.3.3. Obligation to protect prisoners transferred between
participants
Specific obligations to prevent violations by other participants exist in
relation to the transfer of prisoners. Under the Geneva Conventions, an
entity which transfers a detainee that it captured has the obligation to
ensure that the entity to which the detainee is transferred is willing and
able to abide by the Conventions.121 If the receiving entity nonetheless
fails to respect the humanitarian law, the transferring State has the
subsidiary obligation122 to take steps to correct the situation and to
request the return of the detainee.123 The ICRC commentary explains the
significance of this obligation when States engage in collaborative
military operations,124 considering ‘there must be no possibility for a
group of States which are fighting together to agree to hand over to one
M den Heijer, ‘Shared Responsibility Before the European Court of Human Rights’
(2013), op cit, at 422.
120 See infra, Chap 3 §2.1.4 and §2.3.2.
121 Third Geneva Convention, op cit, Article 12(2): ‘Prisoners of war may only be
transferred by the Detaining Power to a Power which is a party to the Convention and
after the Detaining Power has satisfied itself of the willingness and ability of such
transferee Power to apply the Convention. When prisoners of war are transferred under
such circumstances, responsibility for the application of the Convention rests on the
Power accepting them while they are in its custody’. A similar provision applies to other
protected persons (Fourth Geneva Convention, op cit, Article 45.).
122 JS Pictet (ed), Commentary on the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, Volume III
(1960), op cit, at 137.
123 Third Geneva Convention, op cit, Article 12(3): ‘Nevertheless if that Power fails to
carry out the provisions of the Convention in any important respect, the Power by whom
the prisoners of war were transferred shall, upon being notified by the Protecting Power,
take effective measures to correct the situation or shall request the return of the prisoners
of war. Such requests must be complied with’.
124 JS Pictet (ed), Commentary on the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, Volume III
(1960), op cit, at 132: ‘the significance of this question has deepened with the
establishment of military organizations for collective defence such as the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization and the Warsaw Pact, which place the armed forces of several
Powers under a unified command in case of conflict’.
119
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of their members not a party to the Convention all or some of the
prisoners whom they have captured jointly, thus evading the application
of the Convention’.125
The obligation to protect transferred prisoners applies to the capturing
entity, which definition under the Geneva Convention is in line with
attribution rules. Indeed, the ‘detaining power’ is the entity ‘to which
“the individuals or military units who have captured [detainees]” are
responsible’,126 which means the entity exercising military authority over
the capturing soldiers.
Under the provisions devised in humanitarian law, responsibility for the
treatment of transferred detainees is shared between the transferring and
receiving entities on the basis of distinct acts. The receiving State
remains responsible for its own breach in the treatment of detainee,127
while the transferring State bears responsibility derived from the
conduct of the receiving entity. In the words of the ICRC, this
constitutes a ‘compromise, which fell between the principle of joint
responsibility and that of sole responsibility’,128 as the transferring State
is not responsible as such for the violations by others but can bear a
share of responsibility in connection to them.
Similar provisions can be found in human rights law whereby one State
must ensure that an individual transferred to the jurisdiction of another
State will not face human rights violations. 129 For instance, the
Convention against Torture prohibits the transfer of an individual to a
‘State where there are substantial grounds for believing that he would be
in danger of being subjected to torture’.130
In practice, derived responsibility for violations of the duty to protect the
rights of transferred individuals has been upheld in a number of cases.
Ibid, at 136.
Ibid, at 133.
127 Ibid, at 137: the ‘duties of the receiving Power in regard to prisoners follow directly
from the Convention’ and the ‘obligation for the receiving Power is independent of the
transferring Power’.
128 Ibid, at 131.
129 J Horowitz, ‘Transferring Wartime Detainees and a State’s Responsibility to Prevent
Torture’ (2012) 2(2) National Security Law Brief 43, at 52; B Malkani, ‘The Obligation to
Refrain From Assisting the Use of the Death Penalty’ (2013) 62(3) International and
Comparative Law Quarterly 523.
130 Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment, op cit, Article 3.
125
126
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The case of Ramhatullah concerned an individual who had been captured
by the UK in Iraq, and subsequently handed over to the US, which
transferred him to Afghanistan where he remained unlawfully detained
by the US.131 Ramhatullah brought his case before British courts arguing
that the UK was responsible for a breach of its humanitarian law
obligation to ensure the protection of transferred individuals. The UK
Supreme Court held that the UK had ‘reasonable prospect of being able
to exert control’132 over the detention of Ramhatullah and should have
requested its return.133 It found the UK responsible for its failure to
ensure the protection of transferred detainees according to its obligations
under the Geneva Conventions and the agreement on the transfer of
detainees it concluded with the US.134
In Al-Saadoon, two Iraqi nationals who had been captured by the UK in
Iraq and subsequently transferred to Iraqi custody successfully argued
before the ECtHR that the UK was responsible for having transferred
them despite being aware of a real risk that they would face death
penalty,135 and without attempting to obtain assurances that detainees
transferred by the UK would not face death penalty.136 The case of ElMasri concerned an individual who had been arrested by the FYROM,
and handed over to the US, which transferred him to Afghanistan, illtreated him, and released him after they realized they ‘had detained the
wrong person’.137 After his claims against the US were dismissed in
American courts,138 he brought a claim before the ECtHR against the
FYROM for its implication in the rendition by the US.139 The ECtHR
held the FYROM responsible in connection with the mistreatment of El131 UK, Supreme Court, Rahmatullah (2012), op cit; UK, Court of Appeal, Rahmatullah
(2011), op cit.
132 UK, Supreme Court, Rahmatullah (2012), op cit, para 45.
133 Ibid, para 76.
134 An Arrangement for the Transfer of Prisoners of War, Civilian Internees, and Civilian
Detainees Between the Forces of the United States of America, the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and Australia (adopted 25 March 2003, Doha)
released 26 October 2012 by Wikileaks (‘US-UK-Australia Memorandum of
Understanding for the transfer of prisoners’).
135 ECtHR, Al-Saadoon and Mufdhi v the United Kingdom, (2010), op cit, paras 133–135.
136 Ibid, paras 141–143.
137 US, Court of Appeals (Fourth Circuit), El-Masri v United States (2 March 2007), 479
F.3d 296 (4th Cir 2007), at 300.
138 AS Deeks, ‘Litigating How We Fight’ (2011), op cit, at 438; US, Court of Appeals, ElMasri v United States, (2007), op cit.
139 ECtHR, El-Masri v The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, (2012), op cit, at 149.
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Masri on relatively unclear grounds.140 It considered that the transfer of
El-Masri exposing him to ill treatment constituted a breach of Article 3
of the ECHR,141 but also that Macedonia was responsible for a breach of
Article 5 ‘during the entire period of his captivity,’142 thereby suggesting
that the FYROM was as such responsible for conduct of the US.
To secure compliance with their international obligations, partners in
military operations occasionally conclude agreements regarding the
transfer of individuals, revealing that States accept the possibility to be
responsible in connection with the treatment of detainees by partners.
For instance, the US, the UK and Australia concluded an agreement on
the transfer of detainees in the context of their military operations in
Iraq.143 In order to ensure that States were to abide by their obligations
under the Geneva Conventions, 144 the agreement provided that a
transferring State retained the right to access and to request the return
of a detainee.145 In its 2013 operation in Mali, France included a specific
provision in the SOFA it concluded with Mali, in order to safeguard the
respect of France’s obligations when transferring detainees to Malian
authorities.146 Accordingly, Mali undertook to not subject transferred
detainees to torture or death penalty, and these detainees could not be
handed over to third parties without the consent of France.

140 A Nollkaemper, ‘The ECtHR Finds Macedonia Responsible in Connection with
Torture by the CIA, but on What Basis?’ (24 December 2012) SHARES Blog / EJIL:
Talk!.
141 ECtHR, El-Masri v The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, (2012), op cit, para 223.
142 Ibid, para 241.
143 US-UK-Australia Memorandum of Understanding for the transfer of prisoners, op cit.
144 Ibid, clause 1.
145 Ibid, clauses 4 and 6.
146 Accord sous forme d'Échange de lettres entre le Gouvernement de la République
française et le Gouvernement du Mali déterminant le statut de la force « Serval », op cit,
Article 10: ‘Compte tenu des engagements conventionnels et constitutionnels de la
France, la Partie malienne s’engage à ce que, dans le cas où la peine de mort ou une peine
constitutive d’un traitement cruel, inhumain ou dégradant serait encourue, elle ne soit ni
requise ni prononcée à l’égard d’une personne remise, et à ce que, dans l’hypothèse où de
telles peines auraient été prononcées, elles ne soient pas exécutées. (…) Aucune personne
remise aux autorités maliennes en application du présent article ne peut être transférée à
une tierce partie sans accord préalable des autorités françaises’.
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2. Reinterpreting principles of derived
responsibility in the context of military
operations

Various scenarios of implication in the conduct of others can arise in the
context of military collaboration, yet established rules do not provide
clear answers regarding the consequences of military collaboration for
derived responsibility. The first part of this Chapter (§1) showed that,
overall, practice and scholarship regarding responsibility in military
operations have focused on attribution, and that derived responsibility
rarely comes into the discussion. In traditional intergovernmental
matters such as military operations, States and international
organizations have tended to rely on attribution of conduct to allocate
responsibility. 147 International organizations involved in military
operations occasionally accept responsibility for conduct attributed to
them, but reject any derived responsibility in relation to the conduct of
others. As for States, they are often very reluctant to bear a share of
responsibility in relation to acts attributed to the international
organizations of which they are members. They ‘have been decidedly
wary to accept even partial responsibility for acts that those States
preferred to ascribe entirely to international organizations.’ 148 In
practice, courts are rarely asked to hold an entity B responsible in
connection with the conduct of A when it is possible to hold A itself
responsible, and derived responsibility arises more often when
procedural hurdles – such as lack of jurisdiction or immunities – prevent
reaching the responsibility of A.149 This in turn echoes in scholarship,
where derived responsibility in military operations has been significantly
less researched than attribution. As a result, the conditions and
modalities under which States and international organizations could be
held responsible for their acts and omissions in connection with the
conduct of another participant pursuant to various rules found in the ILC
Articles or in specific areas of international law range from unclear to
indeterminate.
147 PJ Kuijper, ‘Introduction to the Symposium on Responsibility of International
Organizations and of (Member) States: Attributed or Direct Responsibility or Both?’
(2010), op cit, at 21: noting different approaches of international organizations in
economic matters.
148 Ibid, at 20. See also: O Murray, ‘Piercing the Corporate Veil: The Responsibility of
Member States of an International Organization’ (2011), op cit, at 304–306.
149 ILC, ‘Third Report on Responsibility of International Organizations, by Mr Giorgio
Gaja, Special Rapporteur’, op cit, para 33.
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The following Section (§2) proposes an interpretation of how the various
scenarios of implication in the conduct of another during military
operations can be apprehended in terms of derived responsibility. First, it
engages in a conceptual analysis of derived responsibility, and submits
that indirect causal control can be seen as an overarching ground, which
allows allocating derived responsibility amongst participants to a
military operation. In this interpretation, grounds for derived
responsibility are seen as obligations to exercise or refrain from
exercising control over the conduct of another, which are breached when
the control or lacked thereof is causally lined to the conduct of the other
(§2.1). Second, it develops this analysis by applying it to the context of
collaborative military operations, in order to formulate solutions to
allocate derived responsibility in the specific scenarios of collaboration
occurring in military operations (§2.2). Finally, it brings together the
argument by clarifying which forms of control in the military context
can be a ground for derived responsibility (§2.3).

2.1. Conceptual analysis of derived responsibility
The analysis first examines the nature of general and specific rules of
derived responsibility (§2.1.1). Next, it engages in the core argument of
the Chapter, which consists in a reinterpretation of rules of derived
responsibility framed around the notion of indirect causal control, both
in terms of actions and omissions (§2.1.2). Finally, it suggests using the
criterion of indirect causal control as an overarching test to allocate
derived responsibility in collaborative military operations (§2.1.3).

2.1.1. Nature of rules of derived responsibility
There are contrasting views in the scholarship regarding the nature of
rules of derived responsibility. Some authors as well as the ILC consider
that B bears responsibility for the wrongful act of A as such rather than
for its own conduct, 150 while others submit that rules of derived
responsibility qualify as substantive rules which breach results in a
separate wrongful act.151 This study takes the view that rules of derived
150 ARS com, op cit, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part I, para 5; JD Fry,
‘Coercion, Causation, and the Fictional Elements of Indirect State Responsibility’ (2007),
op cit, at 615.
151 J Crawford, State Responsibility: The General Part (2013), op cit, at 399; B Graefrath,
‘Complicity in the Law of International Responsibility’ (1996), op cit, at 372; PJ Kuijper,
‘Introduction to the Symposium on Responsibility of International Organizations and of
(Member) States: Attributed or Direct Responsibility or Both?’ (2010), op cit, at 22; V
Lanovoy, ‘Complicity in an Internationally Wrongful Act’ (2014), op cit, at 139; V Lowe,
‘Responsibility for the Conduct of Other States’ (2002) 101 Kokusaiho Gaiko Zasshi
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responsibility found either in secondary or in primary norms have a
substantive nature in that they prescribe certain conduct as wrongful
(§2.1.1.a). Therefore, in situations of derived responsibility, B is
responsible for its own distinct wrongful act and not for the conduct of A
as such (§2.1.1.b).

a) Rules of derived responsibility as substantive rules
As mentioned before, general grounds for derived responsibility found in
the ILC Articles difficultly fit in the conceptual distinction between
substantive norms and rules of responsibility.152 Indeed, rules of derived
responsibility included in the ARS and ARIO effectively prohibit the act
of assisting or directing another subject to breach its obligations and can
be interpreted as being, at least in part, of a substantive nature.153 The
ILC itself admitted that Chapter IV of Part One of the ARS is particular
in that it ‘specifies certain conduct as internationally wrongful’.154
This thesis takes the view that the rules identified by ILC in its
codification and development work, according to which States and
international organizations have an obligation not to assist or direct
another subject to commit a wrongful act, have a substantive nature.
Secondary grounds of derived responsibility analysed in §1.2 of this
Chapter ‘are all different ways of expressing a primary norm that a State
cannot help, push or force another State to commit an act that is
wrongful for the latter State’,155 and in that sense are akin to specific
grounds of derived responsibility found in primary rules analysed in §1.3.

(Journal of International Law and Diplomacy) 1, at 4; O Murray, ‘Piercing the Corporate
Veil: The Responsibility of Member States of an International Organization’ (2011), op
cit, at 301.
152 See supra, Chap 3 §1.1.d).
153 PJ Kuijper, ‘Introduction to the Symposium on Responsibility of International
Organizations and of (Member) States: Attributed or Direct Responsibility or Both?’
(2010), op cit, at 22; N Nedeski and A Nollkaemper, ‘Responsibility of International
Organizations “in Connection with Acts of States”’ (2012), op cit, at 44: The idea that
rules of derived responsibility are primary norms ‘may be argued for all four of the
provisions on IO responsibility in connection with the acts of States’; A Nollkaemper and
D Jacobs, ‘Shared Responsibility in International Law: A Conceptual Framework’ (2013),
op cit, at 409.
154 ARS com, op cit, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part I, para 7. See also: J
Crawford, State Responsibility: The General Part (2013), op cit, at 339.
155 PJ Kuijper, ‘Introduction to the Symposium on Responsibility of International
Organizations and of (Member) States: Attributed or Direct Responsibility or Both?’
(2010), op cit, at 22.
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Regarding aid or assistance, it is relatively well admitted that Article 16
ARS and its ARIO counterparts qualify as substantive rules providing
that deliberate participation by a State or international organization in
the conduct of another constitutes a separate wrong.156 In the words of
the ILC, Article 16 constitutes an ‘obligation not to facilitate the
commission of an internationally wrongful act by another State’.157 Rules
on responsibility for direction and control can be construed in the same
way. The main wrongful conduct committed by the directed State or
international organization A is attributed to that entity, while the
separate act of directing and controlling is attributed to the directing
State or international organization B. Similarly, Article 17 ARIO can be
interpreted as a substantive rule prescribing that international
organizations have the obligation not to impose or authorize the
commission of a conduct that breaches their own obligations,158 and
Article 61 ARIO as a substantive rule prescribing that States cannot

156 J Crawford, State Responsibility: The General Part (2013), op cit, at 399: Article 16 ‘treats
as wrongful any aid or assistance rendered for the commission of an internationally
wrongful act’; JD Fry, ‘Attribution of Responsibility ’ (2014), op cit, at 116: ‘aid or
assistance is formulated to provide for a separate wrong itself, rather than responsibility
in connection with the conduct of the assisted party’; B Graefrath, ‘Complicity in the Law
of International Responsibility’ (1996), op cit, at 372: ‘Treating complicity as an
autonomous wrongful act necessarily brings up the question whether that would not
mean dealing with a primary norm’; PJ Kuijper, ‘Introduction to the Symposium on
Responsibility of International Organizations and of (Member) States: Attributed or
Direct Responsibility or Both?’ (2010), op cit, at 23: ‘The primary rule behind the article
on aid and assistance, therefore, is that an international person may not facilitate the
commission of an internationally wrongful act by another international person’; V
Lanovoy, ‘Complicity in an Internationally Wrongful Act’ (2014), op cit, at 139: ‘the
ordinary meaning of the terms used in Article 16 of the ARSIWA and its sister
provisions in the ARIO implies recognition of the general rule not to aid or assist in the
wrongful act of another state’; V Lowe, ‘Responsibility for the Conduct of Other States’
(2002), op cit, at 4: the aiding State ‘carries responsibility, not for the whole conduct of the
assisted State, but for its own conduct in assisting the wrongful act’.
157 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 16, para 9.
158 PJ Kuijper, ‘Introduction to the Symposium on Responsibility of International
Organizations and of (Member) States: Attributed or Direct Responsibility or Both?’
(2010), op cit, at 22: Articles 17 and 61 ARIO ‘create a primary norm that is peculiar to
the relationship between international organizations and the Member States of that
organization’; N Nedeski and A Nollkaemper, ‘Responsibility of International
Organizations “in Connection with Acts of States”’ (2012), op cit, at 43–44: the authors
consider it a ‘possible construction’ but do not adopt it because ‘the ILC itself did not
construe it in this way’..
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abuse international organizations to commit breaches of their
obligations.159
Secondary rules of derived responsibility are not exclusively substantive
rules either, as they include elements pertaining to the determination of
responsibility. The secondary dimension of rules of derived responsibility
lies precisely in their derivative character. They only come to play after a
breach of a substantive norm by A. The responsibility of B stems from
the breach of its own obligation (not to assist or direct another, or
circumvent its obligations), but the breach of that obligation depends on
the adoption of a certain conduct by A.160 In this construction, the
internationally wrongful act of B is ‘contingent upon’161 the commission
of an internationally wrongful act by A. It is because the responsibility of
B is triggered by the main internationally wrongful act of A that the
inclusion of these grey rules in the ILC Articles can be justified.162
The analysis holds as well with regards to specific grounds of derived
responsibility found in primary norms. Indeed, in the scenarios addressed
by these rules, the responsibility of B also arises in connection with a
conduct of A. The difference with these types of rules lies in the fact that,
unlike general rules of derived responsibility found in the ILC,
obligations to prevent or control can be breached by B without A
breaching its own obligations.163 The breach of a substantive obligation
to control the conduct of another also derives from some act or omission
159 PJ Kuijper, ‘Introduction to the Symposium on Responsibility of International
Organizations and of (Member) States: Attributed or Direct Responsibility or Both?’
(2010), op cit, at 22: Articles 17 and 61 ARIO ‘create a primary norm that is peculiar to
the relationship between international organizations and the Member States of that
organization’; O Murray, ‘Piercing the Corporate Veil: The Responsibility of Member
States of an International Organization’ (2011), op cit, at 301: ‘it is not clear that Draft
Article 61 as formulated by the Commission belongs in a set of secondary rules’.
160 See also: V Lowe, ‘Responsibility for the Conduct of Other States’ (2002), op cit, at 5:
‘Responsibility under Article 16, then, arises when another State commits a wrongful act,
but it arises from the conduct of the assisting State alone’.
161 M den Heijer, ‘Shared Responsibility Before the European Court of Human Rights’
(2013), op cit, at 422.
162 ARS com, op cit, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part I, para 7: The
inclusion of rules of derived responsibility ‘may seem to blur the distinction maintained in
the articles between the primary or substantive obligations of the State and its secondary
obligations of responsibility. It is justified on the basis that responsibility under chapter
IV is in a sense derivative’ (footnotes omitted); J Crawford, State Responsibility: The
General Part (2013), op cit, at 339: ‘their inclusion is justified by the derivative character’.
163 M den Heijer, ‘Shared Responsibility Before the European Court of Human Rights’
(2013), op cit, at 422–423.
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of another entity, but that act or omission will not necessarily be
wrongful for that other entity. For instance, the responsibility of a State
party to the ECHR for failing to take steps to ensure that another State
respects human rights derives from the harmful conduct of this other
State. Similarly, the breach by a participant of its obligation to ensure
that other participants abide by humanitarian law arises in connection
with the conduct of others.

b) Shared responsibility for distinct but connected acts
The implication of adopting the view that general secondary rules of
derived responsibility have a substantive nature is that A and B each bear
responsibility for distinct albeit connected wrongful acts. A commits a
breach of its own substantive obligations, while the conduct of B
constitutes a breach of its separate obligation not to aid or direct or
circumvent.
The ILC considers the rules of derived responsibility to be ‘exceptions to
the principle of independent responsibility’164 which define the ‘cases
where it is appropriate that one State should assume responsibility for
the internationally wrongful act of another’. 165 The notion of
responsibility ‘for the acts of others’ can appear at odds with the principle
of independent responsibility, according to which a State or international
organization is only ‘responsible for its own internationally wrongful
conduct, i.e. for conduct attributable to it under chapter II which is in
breach of an international obligation of that State’166 or international
organization. However, when considering that grounds for derived
responsibility found in secondary norms constitute substantive rules, B is
not as such responsible for the conduct of A, but for its own separate act
of aiding or directing or circumventing, attributed to it pursuant to
principles examined in Chapter 2,167 and distinct from the main wrongful
conduct which remains attributed to A.168 The acts and omissions of A
ARS com, op cit, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part I, para 8.
Ibid, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part I, para 5.
166 Ibid, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part I, para 1.
167 Contra: JD Fry, ‘Coercion, Causation, and the Fictional Elements of Indirect State
Responsibility’ (2007), op cit, at 615: The implicated State is ‘not to be held responsible
for the assistance, direction, or coercion itself, but rather for the act that flowed from the
assistance, direction, or coercion’.
168 ARS, op cit, Article 19; ARIO, op cit, Articles 19 and 63: Rules of derived responsibility
operate ‘without prejudice to the international responsibility of the State or international
organization which commits the act in question, or of any other State or international
organization’. See also: ARIO com, op cit, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part
164
165
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and B contributed to the same injury but can themselves be
distinguished.
In situations of derived responsibility, States and international
organizations can therefore be responsible for two distinct
internationally wrongful acts. This form of shared responsibility differs
from situations of multiple attribution of conduct, where two subjects are
responsible for the same wrongful act. 169 In the abstract, the
responsibility of each for its own conduct could be determined separately,
and the aiding or directing or circumventing State or international
organization ‘will only be responsible to the extent that its own conduct
has caused or contributed to the internationally wrongful act.’ 170
However, the two acts are connected, and bring about a common harmful
outcome.171 While it is possible to isolate the distinct conduct of the
aiding or directing or circumventing entity, it can be more difficult to
distinguish the respective contribution of each to the harm caused
together. In some cases, the injury caused by two wrongful acts is plainly
indivisible, raising difficulties to apportion responsibility between the
two entities. Similar issues of allocation are raised in cases of a breach of
a primary obligation to control certain acts of other subjects of
international law. If this other subject does commit a wrongful act, two
States or international organizations can be responsible for two distinct
acts, in relation to a single harmful outcome.172
In conclusion, rules of derived responsibility function as substantive
norms prescribing certain forms of implication in the conduct of another
as wrongful. They regulate collaboration between subjects by
determining thresholds where implication — or lack thereof — into the
conduct of another engages responsibility. The fundamental grounds on

II, para 2: ‘aid or assistance, direction and control, and coercion do not affect attribution
of conduct to the State which is aided or assisted, under the direction or control, or under
coercion’; F Messineo, ‘Multiple Attribution of Conduct’ (2012) SHARES Research Paper
11, at 7: ‘From the point of view of rules on attribution of conduct, the wrongful conduct
remains attributed to the aided, assisted, directed and controlled, or coerced state/IO,
and it is not attributed ‘directly’ to the aiding, assisting, directing and controlling, or
coercing state or IO’.
169 See supra, Chap 2 §1.1.3. and §2.3.4.
170 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 16, para 1. See also: ARIO com, op cit,
introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part II, para 2.
171 A Nollkaemper and D Jacobs, ‘Shared Responsibility in International Law: A
Conceptual Framework’ (2013), op cit, at 367.
172 See infra, Chap 4 §2.1.2
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the basis of which implication in the conduct of another is assessed are
analysed in the following Section.

2.1.2. Derived
control

responsibility

based

on

indirect

causal

This Section argues that derived responsibility can be conceptualized as
grounded in the control exercised by a State or international organization
over another. Based on the above interpretation of rules of derived
responsibility as substantive,173 these rules can be seen as prescribing
obligations to control or refrain from controlling the conduct of another
State or international organization. In this construction, derived
responsibility arises when a participant controlled or failed to control a
harmful conduct attributed to another participant. (§2.1.2.a). Further,
this Section argues that control for the purpose of derived responsibility
can be qualified of indirect, because control is exercised not directly over
the harmful conduct but rather over the State or international
organization to which this conduct is attributed on the ground of
effective control (§2.1.2.b). As in the previous Chapter, control can be
conceptualized in causal terms: it is on account of a causal link between
the control of B and the conduct of A that derived responsibility can be
upheld (§2.1.2.c). If the control of B cannot be causally linked to the
conduct of A, it can constitute an independent wrong by B and lead to a
situation of concurrent responsibility (§2.1.2.d).

a) Control over the conduct of another
This Section submits that the notion of control, understood as the
exercise of influence over the conduct of another,174 underlies rules of
derived responsibility presented in §1 of this Chapter. It is invariably on
account of the influence exercised (or lack thereof) by an entity which
contributed to the conduct of another that derived responsibility can be
upheld. Derived responsibility arises when a State or international
organization ‘in certain circumstances, exerts control over the actions of
another’175 State or international organization.
Rules of derived responsibility integrate this notion of control in both
actions and omissions: some negative obligations prohibit the exercise of
See supra, Chap 2 §2.1.1.
Ibid, Intro §1.1.1.d).
175 ICJ, Separate Opinion of Judge Ago in the Case Concerning Military and Paramilitary
Activities in and Against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v United States of America), Merits (27 June
1986), ICJ Reports 1986, 181, at 189, fn 1.
173
174
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control to foster breaches of international law, while other positive
obligations prescribe to exercise control over others to prevent such
breaches.176 These two types of obligations are the two sides of the same
coin that illustrate a public dimension of the international legal order,
aiming at overall respect for certain norms of international law by the
international community.

– Undue control (act in breach of a negative obligation not to influence the
conduct of another)
Rules of derived responsibility found in the ILC Articles are grounded in
notions of control,177 and can be interpreted as formulating obligations
not to actively influence another to breach international obligations.
When an entity has the power or authority to influence the conduct of
another State or international organization, rules of derived
responsibility prohibit it to use its power or authority in order to foster
violations of international law.
Almost since the inception of the notion of responsibility of a State for its
implication in the conduct of another, control exercised by one State over
another was considered to be the fundamental ground of derived
responsibility.178 Authors writing in the early twentieth century ‘agreed
in substance that it was the interference or control attributed to one
State in or over the external or internal activity of another State that
gave rise to indirect responsibility on the part of the former State’.179 The
obligations not to direct and control or coerce another to commit wrongs
clearly rest on the idea that a State which is in position to control the
conduct of another should not abuse this position to have the controlled
State breach international obligations. Concerning aid or assistance, a
State providing support to another’s conduct has influence over the
occurrence of this conduct, and in that sense has some control over the
commission of wrongful acts by the aided State. Responsibility of
international organizations and their member States in relation to each

176 ICJ, Case Concerning Application Of The Convention On The Prevention And Punishment
Of The Crime Of Genocide (Bosnia And Herzegovina v Serbia And Montenegro), (2007), op cit,
para 432: ‘while complicity results from commission, violation of the obligation to
prevent results from omission’.
177 JD Fry, ‘Attribution of Responsibility ’ (2014), op cit, at 108: ‘The control theory
provides the rationale for Chapter IV of the ARSIWA’.
178 ILC, ‘Eighth Report on State Responsibility by Mr Roberto Ago, Special Rapporteur’,
op cit, para 17.
179 Ibid, para 19.
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other’s conduct is also justified on the basis of control exercised at the
institutional level.
Fundamentally, all these rules reflect a ‘doctrine of “undue influence”’,180
under which certain uses and abuses of a position of control are
prohibited. The rationale for holding States and international
organizations responsible in relation to the conduct of another is that an
entity able to influence another should not unduly control the latter to
commit breaches of the former’s international obligations.

– Failure to control (omission in breach of a positive obligation to influence the
conduct of another)
Inversely, other grounds for derived responsibility found notably in
humanitarian and human rights law prescribe the opposite obligation of
making use of an eventual capacity to influence the conduct of another in
order to prevent international law violations. They are also based on
control over others, but concern omissions, namely failures to exercise
control to prevent certain violations or to ensure respect for certain
norms.
The duty to ensure respect for humanitarian law amongst participants in
a military operation relies on the capacity of States to control the
conduct of others.181 In human rights law, obligations to prevent apply
within the jurisdiction of a State, that is when it has the capacity to
exercise control over the occurrence of violations. 182 Applied to the
context of military operations, obligations to control can be interpreted
as breached when a State or international organization was in position to
exercise influence due to the sharing of military authority but failed to
act to ensure compliance with international law.183
Obligations to control the conduct of others prohibit laissez-faire
approaches and loose exercise of control by States and international
organizations which are in a position to exert influence. They address
situations where ‘a government acts by omission through its loose reins
or failure to control’, 184 and prescribe that States and international
180 G Verdirame, The UN and Human Rights: Who Guards the Guardians? (2011), op cit, at
128.
181 See supra, Chap 3 §1.3.1.
182 Ibid, Chap 3 §1.3.2.
183 See infra, Chap 3 §2.2.4.
184 GA Christenson, ‘Attributing Acts of Omission to the State’ (1991) 12 Michigan
Journal of International Law 312, at 313.
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organizations can no longer turn a blind eye on harmful conduct that
they could influence.185

b) Indirect control
Control for the purpose of derived responsibility is indirect in the sense
that it concerns the capacity of a State or international organization to
influence a conduct attributed to another State or international
organization. In situations of derived responsibility, the implicated entity
is not directly controlling the conduct committed by an organ or agent,
but rather the intermediate State or international organization to which that
conduct is attributed on the basis of effective control. For the purpose of
derived responsibility, control is assessed ‘between states rather than
between the state and the conduct’.186
By contrast, for the purpose of attribution, control relates to the capacity
of a State or international organization to directly influence the conduct
of an individual through its powers and authority.187 Whereas attribution
is grounded in the control of a State or international organization over
an individual, derived responsibility is based on the control of States and
international organizations over each other.

c) Causal dimension
Analysing indirect control in causal terms, rules of derived responsibility
can be interpreted as prescribing that a State or international
organization which has indirect control over the conduct of another
should not cause this other entity to commit a wrongful conduct.
Derived responsibility arises when the undue control or failure to control
of a State or international organization caused the other State or
international organization to commit a harmful act.
The requirement of a causal link between the acts and omissions of B and
the conduct of A has been acknowledged in situations of derived
responsibility.188 In case of undue control, it is always ‘necessary to
185 HP Aust, ‘The UN Human Rights Due Diligence Policy: An Effective Mechanism
Against Complicity of Peacekeeping Forces?’ (2014), op cit, at 10.
186 JD Fry, ‘Attribution of Responsibility ’ (2014), op cit, at 108.
187 See supra, Chap 2 §2.1.
188 ARS com, op cit, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part I, para 8: There must
always be a ‘specific causal link between [the conduct of A] and the conduct of the
assisting, directing or coercing State’; N Nedeski and A Nollkaemper, ‘Responsibility of
International Organizations “in Connection with Acts of States”’ (2012), op cit, at 46: ‘All
situations covered by the heading “responsibility in connection with the acts of States”
are firmly based on a requirement of causation’.
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establish a close connection between the action of the assisting, directing
or coercing State on the one hand and that of the State committing the
internationally wrongful act on the other’.189 In case of a failure to
control as well, ‘the issue of causality is particularly relevant when the
state is held responsible for a breach of a duty to prevent’.190 In both
cases, it is on account of having caused the conduct of another that a State or
international organization bears derived responsibility. Each
determination of derived responsibility ‘requires a contextual analysis of
the role that the [conduct of B] actually plays in determining the
conduct of [A]’.191
In relation to indirect control, the causal analysis is used to determine
the existence of a breach.192 Indirect control, whether in its positive or
negative form, is wrongful only if it caused the wrongful conduct of
another. Thereby, the requirement of a causal link between the undue
control or failure to control of B and the wrongful conduct of A delimits
the scope of responsibility on the ground of indirect control.
Since the causal dimension of wrongfulness in relation to indirect control
has not been systematically acknowledged, the causal test to be applied
in this context is not established.193
For aid or assistance, under the ILC rules, the conduct of the aiding State
must have ‘contributed significantly’194 to the conduct of the aided State,
but does not need to be ‘essential’. By contrast, the ILC also considers
that the aiding State can bear responsibility even when the conduct of
the aided State ‘would clearly have occurred in any event’.195 However, a
condition that is not necessary is simply not a cause in factual terms,196
so that assistance which is not a but-for condition would not be causally
connected to the subsequent wrongful act. Similarly, Article 61 ARIO

ARS com, op cit, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part I, para 8.
A Gattini, ‘Breach of International Obligations’ in A Nollkaemper and I Plakokefalos
(eds), Principles of Shared Responsibility in International Law: An Appraisal of the State of the
Art (Cambridge University Press, 2014), 25–59, at 29.
191 ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 17, para 11.
192 A Gattini, ‘Breach of International Obligations’ (2014), op cit, at 28.
193 Ibid, at 29.
194 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 16, para 5.
195 Ibid, commentary to Article 16, para 1. In that case, ‘the responsibility of the assisting
State will not extend to compensating for the act itself’.
196 T Honoré, ‘Causation in the Law’ (2010), op cit, Section 3.1; See infra, Intro §1.1.1.d).
189
190
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requires a ‘significant link’197 between the conduct of a member State
avoiding compliance with its obligations and the wrongful act of the
organization, and Article 17 ARIO requires the wrongful conduct of
member States to be committed ‘because of’198 the authorization of the
organization. These terms usually reflect the idea of factual causation
determined pursuant to a but-for test.199 Accordingly, aid or assistance or
circumvention is wrongful is if it is a necessary cause of the conduct of A.
Provisions on direction and control and coercion expressly require the
act of the controlling entity to be a necessary (or but-for) cause of the
wrongful conduct of the controlled entity. Direction and control over the
conduct of another is wrongful in cases of domination, when the freedom
of action of the directed entity is limited, while coercion arises when the
coerced entity has ‘no effective choice but to comply with the wishes of
the coercing State’.200 Theses rules thus are breached when the wrongful
conduct of A would not have occurred but for the control exercised by B.
Specific primary obligations to control other’s conduct also require a
causal link between the failure to control and the commission of a
wrongful act by another. If a participant had knowledge of wrongs and
failed to take steps to prevent them, this failure to control will engaged
the responsibility of that participant if it is causally linked to the
occurrence of the wrong, that is if the wrong could have been prevented
had the participant used its control. Again, a test of factual causation is
used to determine whether a failure to control was the necessary cause of
another’s conduct.
It can be noted that, conversely, the occurrence of a conduct by A is a
necessary cause of the wrongful indirect control of B, for derived
responsibility by definition arises in connection with the conduct of
another. Being mutually necessary causes to produce a harmful outcome,
it will be seen that distinct conduct in the framework of derived
responsibility can lead to solidary liability.201
Overall, it appears that a test of factual causation could be applicable in
most enquiries of derived responsibility. In this interpretation, indirect
control by B constitutes a wrongful act engaging in its derived
ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 61, para 7.
Ibid, commentary to Article 17, para 11.
199 T Honoré, ‘Causation in the Law’ (2010), op cit, Section 3.1; See supra, Intro §1.1.1.d).
200 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 18, para 2.
201 See infra, Chap 4 §2.1.2.
197
198
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responsibility when it is a necessary (or but-for) cause of the wrongful
act of A.

d) Concurrent responsibility for causally independent acts
If indirect control is not a necessary cause of a wrongful conduct, it can
nonetheless lead to responsibility if it constitutes an independent wrong,
for which responsibility does not derives from the conduct of the other.
Primary obligations of conduct202 prescribing to take specific steps for
instance in monitoring the conduct of others can be violated without
causing the wrongful conduct of another. In this situation, responsibility
is concurrent rather than derived, as the respective wrongs of each
participant occurred without being causally connected. Although not
causally connected to each other, they are both causally connected to the
resulting harmful outcome.203

2.1.3. Indirect causal control over the conduct of another as
an overarching ground for derived responsibility
The analysis of rules of derived responsibility and their underlying
concepts reveals that indirect control causally contributing to the conduct of
another subject constitutes the fundamental ground for holding States
and international organizations responsible in connection with the acts
of others.
In this interpretation, indirect control constitutes an overarching
concept through which the various secondary and primary grounds of
responsibility analysed in §1.2 and §1.3 of the present Chapter can be
read and interpreted. Control is indirect in that the implicated entity can
influence another subject but does not control directly its organs.
Indirect control — either in the form of acts or omissions — engages
responsibility when it can be considered a factual, or in other words
necessary, cause of the wrongful conduct of another.
The overarching criterion of indirect control allows understanding how
the different modalities of military collaboration impact the
determination of derived responsibility. Indeed, the analysis in terms of
forms of indirect control identifies the significance of the distribution of
military authority amongst participants for assessing responsibility in

202 In the sense of Ago (ILC, ‘Sixth Report on State Responsibility by Mr Roberto Ago,
Special Rapporteur’ (1977) UN Doc A/CN.4/302 and Add.1–3; Yearbook of the
International Law Commission, vol II(1), para 12.)
203 See infra, Chap 4 §2.1.3.
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connection with the conduct of another pursuant to secondary or
primary grounds. Whether indirect control is sufficient to engage
responsibility depends on the causal link between the control exercised
by B and the harmful conduct of A. In the context of military operations,
whether the influence of a participant can cause the conduct of others
depends on the formal distribution and factual exercise of military
control, and on the degree of involvement in the operation. This
reinterpretation of the existing legal framework permits to apprehend
derived responsibility in collaborative military operations in systematic
terms.
The different ways in which participants can support, direct, or fail to
prevent the conduct of each other’s correspond to different forms of
indirect control and degrees of causal contribution. In the military
context, indirect control can be exercised at different levels of authority.
Depending on the type of command arrangement adopted by an
operation and the distribution of military control, certain participants
can exercise indirect control causally linked to the conduct of others.

2.2. Derived responsibility in the context of military
operations through the lens of indirect control
The analysis of derived responsibility in the context of military
operations reveals that participants to collaborative military operations
can exercise influence over each other in varied forms, yet existing rules
do not always provide clear answers.204 The following Section examines
various scenarios of derived responsibility arising in the context of
military operations through the lens of indirect control, in order to
formulate interpretations allowing addressing these situations of
collaboration. It identifies four stumbling points in this regard: the
significance of various forms of military assistance in terms of derived
responsibility (§2.2.1), the application of derived responsibility to the
various command structures found in coalitions (§2.2.2), the relevance of
institutional control in connection with harmful conduct occurring in the
field (§2.2.3), and the impact of command arrangements on the
obligations to ensure respect for international law by other participants
(§2.2.4).

204

See supra, Chap 3 §1.
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2.2.1. Indirect control through military support
The provision of various forms of military assistance and support is part
of the routine of collaborative military operations. When providing
support to another, a participant can exercise influence over the conduct
of the other. Under the proposed interpretation, military support
qualifies as undue control and engages the derived responsibility of the
aiding entity when it is causally linked to the wrongful conduct of the
aided entity. This Section analyses how two main forms of military
support, namely operational support and logistical support, can be
addressed in terms of indirect causal control.

a) Operational support
Military support can first take the form of operational assistance, that is,
operational support in the conduct of missions in the field. This occurs
when several operations under distinct command structures operate in
the same area and collaborate in the accomplishment of one-off
missions.205 For instance, in Afghanistan, the US-led force OEF has been
carrying out air strikes called to support of ISAF forces on the ground in
difficulty.206 Similarly, Quick Reaction Forces under national command
present in a theatre of operation occasionally provide support to UN
operations in the accomplishment of difficult enforcement actions. For
example, in Ivory Coast, French troops under national command have
been undertaking targeted missions at the request and in support of the
UNOCI.207 Such support missions included taking control of an airport
and carrying out helicopters attacks.208
The ILC provisions on aid and assistance could to some extent address
scenarios of operational support. Indeed, if an entity provides assistance
in the accomplishment of specific operational mission, it necessarily
knows the circumstances of that mission and intends to support its goals.
One of the difficulties raised by the scenario of operational support is that
the fine line between support and co-authorship can be difficult to draw
in operational military matters. In situations where the support reaches a
level such as ‘the supply of combat units […] and personnel, for the
Ibid, Chap 1 §1.2.5.a).
RJ Barber, ‘The Proportionality Equation: Balancing Military Objectives with Civilian
Lives in the Armed Conflict in Afghanistan’ (2010), op cit, at 490.
207 UN Security Council, ‘Resolution 1528’ (27 February 2004) UN Doc S/RES/1528,
para 16.
208 ‘Ivory Coast: French take control of Abidjan airport’ (Telegraph, 3 April 2011); ‘UN
and French helicopters fire on Gbagbo residence’ (France 24, 11 April 2011).
205
206
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specific purpose of assisting’209 another, Brownlie argued that the aiding
and the aided States could be considered as having acted together.
Conversely, a seemingly joint conduct can fall into the category of
participation if the role of one State was actually marginal.
Analysed through the lens of indirect causal control, the different levels
of intensity of operational support can be appreciated through the
intensity of the causal link between the support of B and the conduct of
A. The provision of operational support constitutes wrongful assistance
when the support qualifies as a factual cause of the conduct of the aided
entity. In situations where the support provided reaches higher levels of
intensity, the provision of assistance can qualify as a proximate cause of
the conduct of A, which will have consequences in terms of reparation.210

b) Logistical support
Second, military assistance can take the form of logistical support.
Support at the logistical level consists in providing help in planning and
carrying out the acquisition, movement, or maintenance of the personnel,
equipment or facilities of an international force.211 Logistical support can
be provided in the theatre of operation or from a distance. The Frenchled operation ‘Serval’ in Mali in 2013 was for instance conducted with
logistical support from the US and other States. Notably, the US
substantially helped in transporting French troops and equipment to the
region, provided aerial refuelling, and supplied intelligence during the
mission.212 Similarly, the NATO-led 2011 bombing campaign over Libya
was carried out with the logistical support of some States, which
provided intelligence or aerial refuelling but did not wish to engage
directly in air-to-ground operations.213 The assistance provided by some
States to the 2003 attack against Iraq can also qualify as logistical
support. A number of States not willing to take part in the attack
provided various forms of support to the operation by granting overflight and landing rights, allowing the use of military bases in their

I Brownlie, System of the Law of Nations: State Responsibility, Part I (1983), op cit, at 191.
See infra, Chap 4 §2.2.2.
211 See supra, Chap 1, § 1.2.5.b).
212 G Starosta, ‘Mission to Mali’ (Air Force Magazine, 2013), op cit.
213 B Boutin, ‘What Responsibility for States Participating to a Lesser Extent to the
NATO Operation in Libya?’ (1 June 2011), op cit; Royal Aeronautical Society Air Power
Group, ‘Lessons Offered From the Libya Air Campaign’ (July 2012) Paper based on the
RAeS — IISS seminar on Operation Unified Protector held in London on 22 February
2012.
209
210
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territory, or escorting ships.214 In addition, ‘potentially complicit actors
can also be states which are situated far away from the conflict region’,215
notably those lending assets or providing financial support. For instance,
EU-led missions are sometimes conducted using some of NATO’s
assets,216 and AU-led missions often receive substantial financial support
from the EU.217
The main difficulty in applying ILC provisions on aid or assistance to
logistical support is to show that the aiding entity actually intended to
facilitate the commission of a wrongful act. Indeed, ‘even the supply of
weapons, cannot be considered as complicity if the State which delivered
the arms did not know that they would be used to commit an
international delict.’218 Arguably, the more remotely a State is involved
in combat operations, the less likely it will have intended to support a
wrongful act. Alternatively, responsibility for assisting another to
commit a wrongful act can be grounded in international humanitarian
law.219 The obligation not to assist others in violations of humanitarian
law does not require demonstrating a specific intent to facilitate a
breach.220 The subjective element in common Article 1 of the Geneva

214 Carney, Allied Participation in Operation Iraqi Freedom (2011), op cit, at 1, 4: Twenty
States provided logistical support; G Nolte and HP Aust, ‘Equivocal Helpers—Complicit
States, Mixed Messages and International Law’ (2009), op cit, at 2–3: ‘While certain allies
refused to contribute fighting troops and expressed political objections against this
attack, they mostly acceded to US requests for support on a technical level’; N Ronzitti,
‘Italy’s Non-belligerency During the Iraqi War’ in M Ragazzi (ed), International
Responsibility Today: Essays in Memory of Oscar Schachter (Martinus Nijhoff, 2005), 197–
207, at 201: Italy decided that ‘no Italian soldiers would participate in warlike operations’
but that ‘bases could be used for transit, refuelling and maintenance of means of transport
and authorization would be given to overfly the national air space’.
215 HP Aust, ‘Complicity in Violations of International Humanitarian Law’ (2011), op cit,
at 4.
216 F Naert, ‘Shared Responsibility in the Framework of the EU’s CSDP Operations’,
forthcoming in A Nollkaemper and I Plakokefalos (eds), The Practice of Shared
Responsibility in International Law (Cambridge University Press, 2016); NATO, ‘The
NATO-EU Strategic Partnership’, op cit.
217 EU, ‘African Peace Facility Annual Report’, op cit.
218 B Graefrath, ‘Complicity in the Law of International Responsibility’ (1996), op cit, at
375.
219 See supra, Chap 3 §1.3.1).
220 HP Aust, ‘Complicity in Violations of International Humanitarian Law’ (2011), op cit,
at 13; M Sassòli, ‘State Responsibility for Violations of International Humanitarian Law’
(2002) 84 International Review of the Red Cross 401, at 413.
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Conventions appears to reside in a mere requirement of knowledge.221
Accordingly, if an entity providing logistical support becomes aware of
the commission of violations of humanitarian law by forces international
the field, it has the obligation to refrain from supporting these
activities.222
Analysed in terms of indirect causal control, logistical support is seen as
a form of undue influence which can be causally linked to the occurrence
of wrongs by the supported entity. Indeed, limited involvement in the
form of logistical support can be crucial for the working of an
international force. 223 Accordingly, States opting for a limited
participation excluding combat operations but actively enabling the
commission of wrongful acts by participants engaged in hostilities
should not be sheltered be from responsibility. For instance, fast
generation and deployment of a new mission can often only be achieved
with help in transporting troops and equipment, 224 and a sustained
bombing campaign requires aerial refuelling support. 225 When the
support provided by B ‘contributed significantly’ 226 to a wrongful
conduct attributed to A, responsibility could be engaged for the
provision of logistical support. In this perspective, the requirement of
knowledge can be also addressed in causal terms. Indeed, the causal link
between the support provided and subsequent wrongs could be seen as
tighter in situations were the supporting entity knows that that
supported entity committed wrongs. Remote forms of logistical support
can also constitute wrongful support if they are linked to the commission

221 M Sassòli, ‘State Responsibility for Violations of International Humanitarian Law’
(2002), op cit, at 413: ‘once the violations are known, ongoing assistance is necessarily
given with a view to facilitating further violations. Such a strict standard may not be that
of the ILC in its Commentary, but it is supported by the special obligation, under
international humanitarian law’.
222 J Quigley, ‘Complicity in International Law: A New Direction in the Law of State
Responsibility’ (1987), op cit, at 90: ‘States have recognized a duty not to facilitate
violation by other States of the humanitarian law of war. […] Donor States have cut off
supply of such materials upon learning of the wrongful use’.
223 A Ryan, ‘The Strong Lead-nation Model in an Ad-hoc Coalition of the Willing:
Operation Stabilize in East Timor’ (2002), op cit, at 33: ‘participation in a peace operation
can take alternative forms at least as significant as the presence of “boots on the ground”’.
224 H Dijkstra, ‘The Military Operation of the EU in Chad and the Central African
Republic: Good Policy, Bad Politics’ (2010) 17(3) International Peacekeeping (Routledge)
395, at 400.
225 JA Tirpak, ‘Lessons from Libya’ (Air Force Magazine, December 2011).
226 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 16, para 5.
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a wrongful act,227 but the legal consequences for the aiding entity are
then limited.228

2.2.2. Indirect control over the conduct of coalition partners
In coalitions, States share strategic and operational elements of control
on an ad hoc basis. A multinational unified command is usually adopted,
but with various possible degrees of integration. 229 In operations under a
fully integrated command structure, States are formally equal
participants in the operation, yet factual realities do not always match
formal distribution of control, and some States could in fact exercise a
predominant control over the operation. In operations under a less
integrated command structure, one State formally has ‘domination of the
command and control’230 over the operation. Depending on the degree of
integration of other coalition forces in the command structure, the
position of the dominant State will be more or less strong. If other
coalition States are genuinely involved at every level of the operation,
the dominant State will not be imposing strategic or operational
decisions to the other contributing States. However, when the dominant
State maintains a strong position by assuming the direction of the
operation on its own, it is in a position to direct other coalition States to
commit a wrongful conduct.
For instance, the operations in Iraq in 2003-2011 were in a large part
predominantly directed by the US. At the strategic level, policies and
goals were developed nationally by the US, with very limited
consultations with other coalition States.231 At the operational level, the
organization of the forces and decisions regarding the respective
missions and tasks of each contingent were initiated to a large extent by
the US.232 The UK held a particular position in that regard. On the one
hand, it provided the second largest contingent233 and presented itself as

Ibid, commentary to Article 16, para 5.
Ibid, commentary to Article 16, para 10.
229 See supra, Chap 1 §1.2.4.
230 SR Lescoutre, Command Structure for Coalition Operations: A Template for Future Force
Commanders (2003), op cit, at 9.
231 Carney, Allied Participation in Operation Iraqi Freedom (2011), op cit, at 3: The US
President ‘announced that Iraqi President Saddam Hussein must disarm or face the
consequences at the hands of a United States-led “coalition of the willing.”’.
232 Ibid, at 22.
233 Ibid, at 121: ‘the United Kingdom consistently contributed more resources and troops
to the Iraq mission than any other coalition partner’.
227
228
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a main partner in the coalition along with the US.234 On the other hand,
it appears that the actual involvement of the UK in strategic and
operational decisions over Iraq was quite limited, as it often was simply
informed of decisions taken unilaterally by the US.235 Other coalition
partners were even less involved and had very few to say on the
orientation and modalities of the missions.
As explained in the previous Chapter, the conduct of coalition forces is
attributed to the contributing State or/and the US or/and to the
coalition partners collectively, depending on which entity effectively
exercised the relevant form of control over a given conduct. 236 In
addition, the derived responsibility of the US could be sought for its
distinct breach of the obligation not to direct and control others to
commit wrongful acts. Derived responsibility for direction and control
relies on a more diffuse level of control than attribution of conduct. It can
be engaged when a State directs the proceedings of operations in the
field without controlling every specific event. Control is exercised by the
dominant State vis-à-vis other States rather than directly towards their
troops.237
Analysed through the angle of indirect causal control, direction and
control by a State dominating the command structure engages the
responsibility of that State when it is causally linked to the harmful
conduct of other coalition partners. Undue control at the strategic level
consists in having a dominant influence in imposing the goals, means,
and policies of a mission. At the operational level undue control is
exercised when one State authoritatively induces another to commit a
wrong. In Iraq, the case can be made that – by dominating the command
structure – the US exercised significant control over most of the
operations conducted by other coalition forces, and therefore can bear
derived responsibility in relation to the conduct of other coalition States.

2.2.3. Institutional control and harmful conduct in the field
This thesis submits that, although it is not exercised in the field, control
at the institutional level in the context of military operations can
234 S Talmon, ‘A Plurality of Responsible Actors: International Responsibility for Acts of
the Coalition Provisional Authority in Iraq’ in P Shiner and A Williams (eds), The Iraq
War and International Law (Hart, 2008), 185–230, at 193. The UK was recognised as one
of the occupying powers by the UNSC resolutions.
235 Ibid, at 194.
236 See supra, Chap 2 §2.3.
237 Ibid, Chap 3 §1.2.2.
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influence the occurrence of harmful conduct and therefore be a ground
for derived responsibility.

a) Institutional control by member States
First, institutional control exercised by member States can be a ground
for responsibility in connection with conduct attributed to an
international organization. For instance, in NATO-led operations,
member States have notable influence over the organization’s decisionmaking. 238 At the political and strategic levels, decisions are taken
unanimously within the NAC and the Military Committee. At the
operational level, States are involved in the targeting process of NATO
operations. Since NATO member States possess a significant degree of
institutional control over the adoption of certain conduct by the
organization, it would be justified for member States to bear
responsibility in relation to a wrongful conduct of NATO following a
unanimous decision. Indeed, the exercise of institutional control by
member States can be seen as the necessary cause of the subsequent
conduct of NATO. Accordingly, Member States directing NATO to
carry out an air strike that violates their obligations can thus incur
derived responsibility.
Besides, failures of States to exercise control by ensuring that
international organizations to which they delegate competences protect
human rights can be a ground for derived responsibility. Notably, under
the ECHR, States can be responsible if they fail to ensure that the
international organization through which they act and to which a
violation is attributed provides human rights protection. 239 In the
context of collaborative military operations, it means that States
participating in operations led by an international organization must
ensure that the operation is conducted in line with the States’ human
rights obligations. In terms of indirect causal control, equivalent
protection can be formulated as engaging responsibility in situations
where, but for the failure of member States to ensure that the
organization provides human rights protection, human rights protection
would have been provided. Accordingly, States parties to the ECHR
which engage in military operations in the framework of the UN, NATO
or the EU can bear a share of responsibility in relation to human rights
238 P Gallis, ‘NATO’s Decision-making Procedure’ (2003) CRS Report for Congress
RS21510, at 3–4; US, ‘Kosovo/Operation Allied Force: After-action Report’, op cit, at 24;
See supra, Chap 1 §1.2.2.
239 See supra, Chap 3 §1.2.3.b).
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violations by forces attributed to the organization if they fail to ensure
that the organization prevents or punishes these violations.

b) Institutional control by international organizations
Conversely, a similar argument can be made when an international
organization acts through others, such as when the UN authorizes
another organization or a coalition of States to undertake a military
operation. The enforcement of collective security is primarily the
competence of the UNSC,240 thus it should not give blind checks when
authorizing others to use force. When the practice of authorized missions
developed after the end of the Cold War, a number of States voiced
concerns as to the lack of sufficient control by the UN over the way in
which these missions use force.241 In scholarship, it has been argued that
the UN has the duty to closely monitor the activities of authorized
missions when it delegates its Chapter VII powers. Notably, Sarooshi
argued that, because the UNSC retains ‘overall authority and control
over the exercise of its delegated powers’,242 it has an ‘obligation to
undertake supervision’243 of the activities of authorized forces. Article 54
of the UN Charter, which prescribes that authorized missions must
report on their activities to the UNSC,244 supports the argument that the
UN has an obligation to monitor the implementation of collective
security by international organizations or coalitions. The case of
Behrami245 somehow attempted to reach the responsibility of the UN
when delegating its Chapter VII powers, but it did so on frail grounds.
The ECtHR seemed to accept the idea that the UN could bear some
responsibility in relation to the conduct of authorized forces, but it relied
on attribution of conduct rather than derived responsibility to find the
UN responsible. As explained in Chapter 2, the conduct of authorized
240 UN Charter, op cit, Article 24(1): UN member States ‘confer on the Security Council
primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security’.
241 N Blokker, ‘Is the Authorization Authorized? Powers and Practice of the UN Security
Council to Authorize the Use of Force by ‘Coalitions of the Able and Willing’’ (2000), op
cit, at 555-556.
242 D Sarooshi, The United Nations and the Development of Collective Security (1999), op cit, at
159.
243 Ibid, at 159.
244 ‘The Security Council shall at all times be kept fully informed of activities undertaken
or in contemplation under regional arrangements or by regional agencies for the
maintenance of international peace and security’, in conjunction with Article 53(1): ‘The
Security Council shall, where appropriate, utilize such regional arrangements or agencies
for enforcement action under its authority’ (UN Charter, op cit.)
245 ECtHR, Behrami and Saramati (2007), op cit.
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forces should be attributed to the entity or entities directly linked to the
commission of harmful conduct, that is having effective control over it.246
Yet, the UN could bear derived responsibility in relation to the conduct
of authorized forces. In practice, the UN has not always conducted
adequate supervision of authorized missions. In early-authorized
missions, such as the 1990s operation in Kuwait, the UN merely received
some very short and undetailed reports.247 More recent missions were
requested to send more extensively reports,248 but the oversight of the
UN once it delegates its powers remains relatively limited, as the UN
maintains that when authorizing a mission ‘the Security Council does not
control any aspect of the operation, nor does it monitor it for its
duration’.249 This thesis submits that in such scenarios where the UN
fails to exercise control so as to monitor whether the force operate in
accordance with applicable international obligations, the UN could bear
derived responsibility in relation to wrongs committed by authorized
forces.
Finally, institutional control exercised by international organizations at
the strategic level can be a ground for derived responsibility. Notably,
the political direction and strategic command of the UN, which consist in
the determination of the overall political and military objectives, and
mandate and resources of a mission, can to some degree contribute to the
occurrence of violations of obligations (especially to protect) by
participants in the field. This thesis primarily argues that failure to
prevent that is tightly linked to a strategic failure from the UN can be
attributed to the organization. 250 In the alternative, it additionally
submits that the UN could bear derived responsibility in all situations
where inadequate mandates or resources have contributed to a failure to
protect civilians. Indeed, inadequate mandates or insufficient means
decided by the UN can in a sense enable breaches. The UN, by
inadequately exercising its political and strategic authority, can be said
to have influenced breaches of obligations of protection. Whichever these
See supra, Chap 2 §2.
N Blokker, ‘Is the Authorization Authorized? Powers and Practice of the UN Security
Council to Authorize the Use of Force by ‘Coalitions of the Able and Willing’’ (2000), op
cit, at 564: ‘member states sent extremely short reports (one or a few pages) to the
Council, essentially containing the message that the operation was going smoothly and
was under (their) control’.
248 Ibid, at 564–565.
249 ILC, ‘Responsibility of International Organizations, Comments and Observations
Received From the United Nations’, op cit, comments on Draft Article 5, para 2.
250 See supra, Chap 2 §2.3.3.
246
247
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violations in the field are attributed to on the basis of effective control,
the UN could bear derived responsibility for contributing to their
occurrence. When a causal link can be demonstrated between the UN’s
decisions at the strategic level and the occurrence of wrongful acts in the
field, such degree of participation should warrant some responsibility.

2.2.4. Division of military authority and failures to control
Obligations to ensure respect for international law and prevent
violations by others have a particular significance in the context of
military cooperation where States and international organizations can
possess elements of control allowing them to exert influence on the
conduct of another. Interpreted in terms of indirect causal control,
obligations to ensure respect by others are breached when a participant
could exercise control over the conduct of another and failed to do so
thereby contributed to occurrence of harmful conduct of the other
participant. Under this analysis, the ability to exercise influence over
another can be assessed in causal terms: the more a participant has the
ability to influence the conduct of another, the more its failure to exercise
control can be causally linked to the conduct of the other.
The humanitarian law obligation ‘to intervene with States over which
they might have some influence to stop the violations’251 applies to States
in all circumstances, namely whether or not they are involved in the
theatre operation. Yet, the obligation is arguably more demanding
amongst those States that are directly involved in a collaborative
operation.252 Indeed, the distribution of authority amongst partners in an
operation significantly increases the ability of participants to influence
each other’s conduct, and knowledge can more easily be demonstrated
amongst partners aiming at common goals. Similarly, the human rights
obligation to secure human rights of individuals will apply differently to
States having enough control over the conduct of partners.
As a result, for every operational wrong attributed to one of the
participants, other States can bear derived responsibility for their failure
to do what they could have done to prevent violations of which they were
251 ICRC Expert Seminars, ‘Improving Compliance with International Humanitarian
Law’ (October 2003) Report, at 5.
252 Ibid, at 5, fn 8: ‘there may be a higher level of obligation for States to intervene when
their allies or partners in a coalition are violating international humanitarian law’; C
Chinkin, ‘The Continuing Occupation? Issues of Joint and Several Liability and Effective
Control’ (2008), op cit, at 165: considering it possible for the obligation to be ‘higher
where the states are acting together in armed conflict’.
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aware. Notably, when some degree of operational control is exercised by
contributing States, either formally as in NATO-led operations, or
factually as has happened in UN-led operations, contributing States can,
and therefore must, ensure that the international organization respects
humanitarian and human rights law. For instance, if some States exercise
influence on the ground despite having delegated operational control to
the UN, they will be in a position to impede possible violations of
humanitarian and human rights law by the UN. Conversely, the UN can
bear derived responsibility if it turns a blind eye and does not attempt to
address recurring sexual abuses during its missions.
When parallel operations are conducted under distinct command
structures,253 they must mutually ensure that no breach of international
of law is committed. Especially, if parallel operations undertake
particular missions in collaboration, their participants will be able to take
steps to prevent the commission of wrongful acts. The obligation to
ensure respect for international obligations also applies to States
providing logistical support while not engaged in combat, depending on
their knowledge of violations committed by other participants and to the
extent of their capacity to influence their conduct. For instance, States
providing aerial refuelling in support of a bombing campaign can
attempt to prevent wrongful acts by forces engaged in combat and bear
derived responsibility if they failed to do so.
Command arrangements also influence the application of specific
obligations to protect individuals transferred by one participant to
another254 can be violated. Transfers of individuals between participants
occur when States run their detention operations separately, or between
parallel missions. In operations under a fully integrated unified structure,
the capture of detainees and their transfer between contributed troops
would both be attributed to the lead entity, and thus would not lead to a
sharing of responsibility between the capturing and the transferring
entity. By contrast, in Iraq, detention centres were operated only by the
US and the UK, and each followed its own policies.255 Other States which
contributed troops can face derived responsibility for the treatment of
individuals they captured and transferred to the custody of the US or the
UK.256 Besides, the US and the UK bear responsibility in relation to the
See supra, Chap 1 §1.2.5.a).
Ibid, Chap 3 §1.3.3.
255 BJ Bill, ‘Detention Operations in Iraq: A View From the Ground’ (2010), op cit, at 417.
256 M Oliver, ‘Poland denies troop abuse claims’ (The Guardian, 28 February 2004).
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treatment of detainees transferred between each others. As illustrated by
the case of Ramhatullah, States engaged in a coalition have means to
exert control over the treatment of detainees handed over to a partner —
including requesting their return — and can therefore bear responsibility
in relation to the subsequent mistreatment of transferred individuals.257
In Afghanistan, the US and the UK did not to follow the ISAF detention
policy edited by NATO258 and instead adopted their own policies.259
Other contingents operating within ISAF had to ensure that individuals
possibly transferred to the US or the UK would not be mistreated. Being
aware of possible abuses committed in US detentions facilities and
lacking bilateral agreements on the treatment of transferred individuals,
some States opted to simply not engage in detentions operations in
Afghanistan.260 Yet, choosing not to actively contribute to abuses of
which one is aware does not shield from responsibility, as turning a blind
eye breaches the duty to seek to prevent violations of international law
by other participants.

2.3. Forms of indirect control and types of command
arrangement
This Section sums up how the proposed interpretation of derived
responsibility applies in various scenarios of military collaboration. It
formulates how varied modalities of military cooperation translate in
terms of indirect control, and identifies which types of control can
amount to derived responsibility. First, it analyses scenarios of undue
control, where one participant wrongfully exercises influence over the
conduct of another (§2.3.1). Second, it turns to failures to control, where
a participant contributes to a harmful conduct by not exercising
influence on the conduct of others (§2.3.2). In each case, indirect control

257 UK, Supreme Court, Rahmatullah (2012), op cit, para 60: ‘there were sufficient grounds
for believing that the UK Government had the means of obtaining control over the
custody of Mr Rahmatullah’; and para 75: ‘the UK government could expect that, if it
asked for it, Mr Rahmatullah’s return by US forces would occur’; See supra, Chap 3 §1.3.3.
258 The NATO policy limited detentions to 96 hours before transfer to Afghan authorities
259 The UK opted out of the ISAF policy (UK, High Court of Justice, Serdar Mohammed v
Ministry of Defence, (2014), op cit, para 180.), and the US conducted detentions within its
own mission Operation Enduring Freedom (MC Waxman, ‘The Law of Armed Conflict
and Detention Operations in Afghanistan’ (2009), op cit, at 344.).
260 Eg. France: B Lavaux, ‘Le Commandement Militaire Face au Droit des Conflits
Armés: Retour d’Éxpérience d’Afghanistan’ in K Bannelier and C Pison (eds), Le Recours à
la Force Autorisé Par le Conseil de Sécurité - Droit et Responsabilité (Pédone, 2014), 184–187,
at 185.
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can be exercised at the operational level, but also at the institutional
level.

2.3.1. Indirect undue control
The first category of indirect control concerns situations where one
participant unduly influences the conduct of another by supporting or
directing that conduct. When undertaking military operations, States
and international organizations agree to exercise certain forms of control
over each other’s. Under the interpretation of derived responsibility
based on indirect causal control developed in §2.1.2 of this Chapter,
derived responsibility is engaged when the form of control exercised by a
participant over another causally contributed to the wrongful act of this
other participant.

a) Operational level
Under the analysis proposed in this Chapter, the provision of military
support analysed in causal terms can qualify as undue control engaging
derived responsibility.261 First, indirect control can take the form of
operational support.262 This occurs when a military operation provides
support such as air strikes to another operation conducted under distinct
command. For instance, in Afghanistan, the US-led mission OEF
conducted air strikes in support of the NATO-led mission ISAF.263 In
causal terms, support at the operational level is likely to significantly
facilitate and contribute to the conduct it supports and therefore often
qualifies as a factual cause of this conduct. If support was provided but
cannot be causally linked to the wrongful conduct of the supported
entity, it can constitute an independent breach leading to independent
responsibility.264
Second, States and international organizations providing logistical
support without engaging in combat operations can exercise indirect
control over the conduct of participants engaged in combat.265 States
operate under distinct national command when providing support, and
do not have direct control over the conduct of soldiers engaged in
combat,266 yet can have influence over the conduct of the entity they are
See supra, Chap 3 §2.2.1.
Ibid, Chap 3 §2.2.1.a).
263 Ibid, Chap 1 §1.2.5.a).
264 Ibid, Chap 3 §2.1.2.d).
265 Ibid, Chap 3 §2.2.1.b).
266 Ibid, Chap 1 §1.2.5.b).
261
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supporting. Although not directly involved in combat, States and
international organizations choosing to provide support at the logistical
level can bear responsibility in connection with wrongful activities in the
field. For instance, in Libya, a number of States not engaged in combat
provided logistical support in the form of surveillance, aerial refuelling,
or transport of equipment. Whether logistical support constitutes a
necessary cause of the conduct of the aided entity depends on the form of
support provided. For instance, the transport of equipment can difficultly
be seen as a factual cause of subsequent airstrikes, as the airstrikes could
have occurred but for the support provided. By contrast, logistical
support in the form of surveillance, where the supporting State provides
information on possible targets to the States engaged in combat, could
arguably qualify as a necessary cause of subsequent airstrikes.
Finally, indirect control at the operational level can engage
responsibility in coalitions with a dominant State.267 In view of the
command arrangements adopted by certain coalition operations, some
participants may have a limited freedom of action, while others have a
predominant capacity to influence the conduct of partners.268 As a result,
one or more dominant partners can bear responsibility for unduly
controlling a conduct attributed to another. For instance, in Iraq, the US
has a dominant role at each level of the chain of command. Conduct of
other coalition partners that was caused by the dominant strategic or
operational control of the US can thus engage the derived responsibility
of the US.

b) Institutional level
When operating in the framework of an international organization,
participants to military operations can exercise control over the conduct
of another at the institutional level. As demonstrated in §2.2.3 of this
Chapter, control exercised at the institutional level can in certain
circumstances constitute indirect control causally connected to the
conduct of others in the field.
First, member States could bear derived responsibility if they cause the
organization to adopt a conduct that violates their obligations.269 When
the control of member States is a necessary cause of the organization’s
conduct, control by member States over the decisions of an international

Ibid, Chap 3 §2.2.2.
Ibid, Chap 1 §1.2.4.
269 Ibid, Chap 3 §1.2.3.b) and §2.2.3.a).
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organization can be seen as a ground for responsibility.270 For instance,
when sensitive targets require unanimous approval of NATO member
States through the NAC, wrongful targeting would not occur but for the
institutional control of member States.
Conversely, an international organization could bear derived
responsibility when its decision contributes to the commission of a
wrongful act by member States. Notably, mandates and authorizations
by the UN which are causally linked to subsequent wrongs in the field
can in certain circumstances serve as a ground for responsibility of the
organization.
The link between a UN decision to conduct a military operation and the
occurrence of wrongs in the field rarely qualify as a necessary cause. For
instance, the decision authorizing States to engage in an operation
cannot be causally linked to subsequent wrongs in the field which could
have happened but for the authorization. 271 Yet, the argument can be
made that UN mandates occasionally contribute to the occurrence of
wrongful conduct in the filed. Notably, in situations where the means
and mandate of a mission are inadequate due to the UN’s strategic
decisions, it can be argued that the control of the UN in determining the
mandate is causally linked to the failure of troops to ensure the
protection of local populations.272

2.3.2. Failure to indirectly control
The reverse scenario concerns situations where one of the participants
failed to ensure that the conduct of its partners complied with applicable
international obligations. By failing to take positive steps to exercise
control over the conduct of others so as to ensure respect for
international law, a participant can causally contribute to the occurrence
of wrongful conduct by others.

a) Operational level
At the operational level, the failure by States or international
organizations to take steps to ensure that other participants are
conducting operations in accordance with humanitarian and human
rights law can be a ground for derived responsibility. A breach of
substantive obligations attributed to one partner can engage the derived

Ibid, Chap 3 §2.3.2.b).
Ibid, Chap 3 §1.2.3.a).
272 Ibid, Chap 3 §2.2.3.b).
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responsibility of other participants which adopted a permissive attitude
by not making use of their capacity to influence the perpetrator’s
conduct.273
As explained in §2.2.4 of this Chapter, the extent to which a participant
must exert influence to control the conduct of another depends on the
extent of control afforded by command arrangements and the degree of
participation. Indeed, a failure to control is wrongful when a participant
has the capacity to exert influence in view of the distribution of military
control and fails to make use of it, so that the failure can be causally
linked to a subsequent wrong.274 For instance, States providing logistical
support usually have a limited influence over harmful conduct by States
engaged in combat, and could only bear derived responsibility in
situations where failing to make use of their influence caused a wrongful
conduct.275 By contrast, States and international organizations engaged
in combat must make use of the elements of military control that they
possess over each other’s in order to ensure respect for international
obligations. Notably, in the specific case of transfers of prisoners, failure
by a participant to exercise control over the entity to which it transferred
the individual is often causally linked to the potential subsequent
mistreatment of the detainee.276

b) Institutional level
At the institutional level, failure by States or international organizations
to ensure that entities to which they delegate competences do not violate
certain international obligations can be a ground for derived
responsibility.
First, member States can bear responsibility if they fail to ensure that the
international organization through which they conduct military
operations afford human rights protection and/or abide by international
humanitarian law.277 Permissive attitudes of States failing to exercise
control at the institutional level and not requiring the organization to
respect international obligations can be seen causally linked to the
occurrence of wrongs in operations led by an international organization
and on this ground can engage the derived responsibility of States.
Ibid, Chap 3 §1.3 and 2.1.2.a)
Ibid, Chap 3 §2.2.4.
275 Ibid, Chap 3 §2.2.1.b).
276 Ibid, Chap 3 §1.3.3 and §2.2.4.
277 Ibid, Chap 3 §1.2.3.b), §1.3 and §2.2.3.a).
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Conversely, it can be argued that international organizations delegating
competences should ensure that the entities through which they act
respect international obligations. Notably, in situations where the UN
authorizes States or other international organizations to undertake
military operations but fails to monitor their activities, the UN could
bear derived responsibility on the ground of its failure to exercise control
at the institutional level.278 While a UN authorization can rarely qualify
as a form of undue control,279 the lack of monitoring after authorizing
can be seen as a failure to control engaging responsibility.

3. Conclusion: Framework for derived
responsibility based on indirect control

As the previous one, this Chapter concludes by presenting a systematic
method following to which derived responsibility in collaborative
military operations can be allocated.
1) Attribution of conduct to A. The determination of derived
responsibility builds on the steps presented for attribution of conduct,
since the derived responsibility of B arises in relation to a harmful
conduct attributed to A. Once identified the entity exercising effective
control over a given conduct following the five steps proposed,280 the
entity bearing derived responsibility in relation to this conduct can be
determined in three additional steps.
2) Particular context. In addition to the context and circumstances
identified when attributing the conduct, further circumstances linking
the conduct attributed to A to the acts and omissions of B must be
identified. The modalities of the collaboration and the nuances of the
command arrangements must be taken into account to identify whether
certain participants could exercise control over the conduct of A. For
instance, when a State dominates the command structure of a coalition,
when a sensitive target requires to be approved by the NAC, or when
some States provide logistical support to a mission without engaging in
combat, the wrongful conduct of A can be linked to the control of other
participants.
In relation to failures to take steps to prevent the wrongs of other
participants, the capacity of a given participant to influence the conduct
Ibid, Chap 3 §2.2.3.b).
Ibid, Chap 3 §2.3.1.b).
280 Ibid, Chap 2 §3.
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279
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of others will depend on the distribution and factual exercise of control.
For instance, when a participant transfers a detainee to a partner, it can
exercise some influence to ensure that the other participants abide by its
international obligations. In addition, knowledge is often higher in a
collaborative context, especially in the case of recurring violations. In
situations where B turns a blind eye to violations committed by others,
its lack of control can be linked to the conduct of A.
3) Causally relevant form of indirect control. The next step to
allocate derived responsibility with regards to a harmful conduct is to
identify the relevant form of indirect control over its occurrence.
First, indirect control can take the form of undue control facilitating or
directing the conduct of another, or of a failure to control causally linked
to the occurrence of a conduct. If a participant induced the wrongful acts
of others, undue control will be a source of responsibility if it caused the
wrongful conduct of A. If a participant failed to take steps to prevent
wrongs of which it was aware, derived responsibility will be engaged on
the ground of this failure to control if it is causally linked to the wrong of
A.
Second, undue control and failures to control can occur at different levels
of authority. For instance, failures by participants to ensure that
offensive missions are conducted in compliance with international
obligations or to protect transferred detainees occur at the operational
level, while in the context of international organizations, member States
can yield institutional control over the acts of the organization, such as
decisions adopted by the NAC.
Indirect control is a ground of derived responsibility only if it is a
necessary condition of the occurrence of the conduct of another. Yet, if
the influence exercised by a participant does not give rise to derived
responsibility as such, it can independently violate a substantive rule and
constitute an autonomous wrong in relation to the harmful outcome.
Such situations of concurrent responsibility are conceptually distinct
from situations of derived responsibility.
4) Entity bearing derived responsibility in relation to the conduct
of A. Finally the entity exercising the causally relevant form of indirect
control over the conduct of A can be identified, by looking at the formal
distribution of authority and possible factual deviations. For instance,
indirect strategic direction would be exercised by the UN or of NATO,
whereas indirect institutional control is can be exercised by member
States.
It is important to note that conduct constitutive of indirect control must
itself be attributed to engage responsibility. For instance, if a specific
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contingent in a UN mission has knowledge of wrongs committed and
fails take steps to ensure compliance, this failure to control at the
operational level will be attributed to the entity exercising effective
control over it. Unless the failing contingent is under the operational
control of its State, the failure will be attributed to the UN, thus
engaging the responsibility of the organization and not of the State for
its failure to control. Similarly, it is because detentions centres operate
under national command that the transfer of detainees without
protection engages the responsibility of the transferring State. If in a
given mission operational control over detentions is exercised by NATO,
the transfer of detainees captured by NATO would be attributed to
NATO itself. 281 In that sense, identifying the entity exercising the
relevant form of indirect control requires attributing the act of indirectly
controlling.
*
After having determined in Chapters 2 and 3 how responsibility for the
harmful conduct of international forces is to be allocated, the next and
final Chapter analyses how secondary obligations can be distributed
amongst responsible entities.

281

Ibid, Chap 3 §1.3.3.
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Chapter 4. Distribution of
secondary obligations amongst
participants based on forms and
degrees of control
The previous Chapters have demonstrated the circumstances and
conditions under which participants in collaborative military operations
can be held responsible. The present Chapter enquires into the
distribution of secondary obligations that are imposed on responsible
entities as consequences of their wrongful acts. It aims at sketching
possible solutions to distribute legal consequences of wrongful acts, as
the current legal framework lacks answers in situations of shared
responsibility where more than one participant bears responsibility in
relation to a harmful outcome. Grounded in the analysis of responsibility
in terms of control, it suggests that secondary obligations can be
distributed on the basis of the forms and degrees of control on the
ground of which States and international organizations bear
responsibility, so that shared control translates in shared liability.
When allocating responsibility in collaborative military operations,
situations of shared responsibility, defined as situations where more than
one responsible subject can be identified in relation to one harmful
outcome,1 will likely arise. In certain circumstances, the conduct of a
soldier will be attributed to several entities. When a participant bears
derived responsibility in relation to the conduct of another, two wrongful
acts combine to produce harm. Further, by combined operation of rules
of attribution and rules of derived responsibility, complex scenarios of

1 A Nollkaemper and D Jacobs, ‘Shared Responsibility in International Law: A
Conceptual Framework’ (2013), op cit, at 367.
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responsibility can occur where numerous participants bear responsibility
in relation to a harmful outcome.2
When confronted to situations of shared responsibility, existing law
provide very limited guidance on how to determine and distribute
secondary obligations when several subjects bear responsibility in
relation to a single harmful outcome. The question of the distribution of
secondary obligations amongst a multiplicity of States and international
organizations is one of the most unexplored areas of the law of
international responsibility. In particular, matters of compensation by
multiple responsible entities have only rarely been addressed.3
It is useful before engaging in the analysis to clarify the terminology
used in this Chapter. The term harmful outcome is used to designate the
overall harm suffered by an injured party, possibly as a result of such a
combination of wrongful acts.4 In the ILC framework, the term injury
designates the harm suffered as a result of one specific wrongful
conduct.5 Strictly speaking, a harmful outcome resulting from several
wrongful acts is thus constituted by the aggregation of a number of
injuries.6 For instance, the injury caused by a wrongful detention is
distinct from the injury caused by subsequent mistreatment. However, in
situations where the wrongful conduct of one is connected to the
wrongful conduct of another, the injuries caused by distinct wrongful
acts and forming the harmful outcome cannot be distinguished. For
instance, it is difficult to distinguish the injury caused by a failure to
ensure the protection of a transferred detainee from the injury caused by
its mistreatment. The notion of harmful outcome allows addressing the
legal consequences of wrongful acts in the complex situations of shared
responsibility that occur in collaborative military operations.

2 P d’Argent, ‘Reparation, Cessation, Assurances and Guarantees of Non-Repetition’
(2014), op cit, at 212.
3 S Besson, ‘La Pluralité d’États Responsables: Vers une Solidarité Internationale ?’
(2007), op cit; P d’Argent, ‘Reparation, Cessation, Assurances and Guarantees of NonRepetition’ (2014), op cit; JE Noyes and BD Smith, ‘State Responsibility and the Principle
of Joint and Several Liabilty’ (1988) 13(2) Yale Journal of International Law 225.
4 A Nollkaemper and D Jacobs, ‘Shared Responsibility in International Law: A
Conceptual Framework’ (2013), op cit, at 367.
5 ARS, op cit, Article 31(2): ‘Injury includes any damage, whether material or moral,
caused by the internationally wrongful act of a State’.
6 P d’Argent, ‘Reparation, Cessation, Assurances and Guarantees of Non-Repetition’
(2014), op cit, at 224.
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The term liability is used to refer to the legal consequences attached to
the commission of an internationally wrongful act. This term allows
distinguishing issues of content of responsibility from issues of
determination of responsibility.7 Further, for the purpose of the analysis,
two modes of distribution of secondary obligations are envisaged. In this
Chapter, liability is defined as solidary (or joint) when each of the
responsible entity can be called to account for the whole harmful
outcome.8 By contrast, liability is proportionate when each must only
account for part of the harm.9
In terms of procedure, liability can be concurrent or non-severable.
When liability is concurrent10 (or several), the responsibility of each
entity can be individually sought. In rare situations, liability can be ‘nonseverable’, meaning that a claim can only be brought against all
responsible entities together.11 These too aspects are independent,12 as
liability can be substantively solidary and procedurally several, or
substantively proportionate and procedurally several, and so on. Only
the substantive forms of liability (solidary or proportionate) are analysed

7 ARS com, op cit, introductory commentary to Part II, para 1: ‘Whereas Part One of the
articles defines the general conditions necessary for State responsibility to arise, Part
Two deals with the legal consequences for the responsible State. […] This constitutes
the substance or content of the international responsibility of a State under the articles’;
A Nollkaemper and D Jacobs, ‘Shared Responsibility in International Law: A Conceptual
Framework’ (2013), op cit, at 414.
8 Third Crawford Report, Add., op cit, para 273.
9 A Nollkaemper and D Jacobs, ‘Shared Responsibility in International Law: A
Conceptual Framework’ (2013), op cit, at 428.
10 A Stumer, ‘Liability of Member States for Acts of International Organization:
Reconsidering the Policy Objections’ (2007) 48 Harvard International Law Journal 553,
at 556.
11 Third Crawford Report, Add., op cit, para 273: ‘A possible example of “joint”
inseverable responsibility under international law was the responsibility of the Four
Powers for Germany as a whole and Berlin prior to 1990. In a series of cases, courts
refused to hold that individual States could be sued alone for conduct arising from the
quadripartite arrangements’. See for instance: European Commission of Human Rights,
Hess v United Kingdom, (1975), op cit, at 74: ‘The Commission is of the opinion that the
joint authority cannot be divided into four separate jurisdictions and that therefore the
United Kingdom’s participation in the exercise of the joint authority and consequently in
the administration and supervision of Spandau Prison is not a matter “within the
jurisdiction” of the United Kingdom, within the meaning of Art. 1 of the Convention’.
12 ICJ, Nauru (1992), op cit, 48: The question whether ‘one of the three would be liable to
make full reparation for damage flowing from any breach of the obligations of the
Administering Authority, and not merely a one-third or some other proportionate share
[…] is independent of the question whether Australia can be sued alone’.
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in this Chapter which does not address the implementation of
responsibility.
The notion of solidary liability is controversial in international law. It
has sparked debates on the extent to which a rule of joint responsibility
would be applicable in international law, where some consider that joint
responsibility could be seen as a general principle of international law,13
while others view it as a domestic analogy that does not fit the
international legal order. 14 It is submitted that solidary liability as
defined above can be used to describe a certain mode of liability and is
not necessarily tied with domestic interpretations. Defining solidary
liability as a situation where each of a multiplicity of responsible entities
in relation to a harmful outcome must provide full reparation, this
Chapter enquires in which circumstances several States or international
organizations participating in a military operation can be jointly liable
for a harmful outcome.15
Following the same structure than previous Chapters, this Chapter first
presents established rules concerning the content and scope of secondary
obligations, together with practice of compensation in military
operations, revealing that solutions are lacking in situations of shared
responsibility (§1). In a second Section, the Chapter analyses possibilities
of how to distribute secondary obligations in the context of collaborative
military operations, proposing that different forms of control (effective or
indirect) exercised at different levels (eg. operational, strategic,
institutional) can translate in forms and degrees of liability (§ 2).

13 RP Alford, ‘Apportioning Responsibility Among Joint Tortfeasors for International
Law Violations’ (2011) 38 Pepperdine Law Review 233, 240; JE Noyes and BD Smith,
‘State Responsibility and the Principle of Joint and Several Liabilty’ (1988), op cit; ICJ,
Separate Opinion of Judge Simma in in the Case Concerning Oil Platforms (Iran v United
States), Judgment (6 November 2003), ICJ Reports 2003, 324, para 74. See also: B
Graefrath, ‘Complicity in the Law of International Responsibility’ (1996), op cit, 379.
14 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 47, para 3: ‘It is important not to assume that
internal law concepts and rules in this field can be applied directly to international law.
Terms such as “joint”, “joint and several” and “solidary” responsibility derive from
different legal traditions and analogies must be applied with care’; J Crawford, State
Responsibility: The General Part (2013), op cit, at 329; ICJ, Dissenting Opinion of Judge Ago in
Certain Phosphate Lands in Nauru (Nauru v Australia), Judgment (26 June 1992), ICJ
Reports 1992, 326, at 328: Had the Court decided that ‘Australia was to shoulder in full
the responsibility in question’, it would have been on ‘an extremely questionable basis’.
15 See infra, Chap 4 §2.1.
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1. Law and practice on secondary obligations in
collaborative military operations
This Section describes existing rules regarding the distribution of legal
consequences of international wrongful acts in military operations. A
number of settled general principles define the content and scope of
secondary obligations, but provide little guidance in situations of shared
responsibility (§1.1). The limited practice relating to reparation in
collaborative military operations is rarely based on international law and
also provides few insights on possible solutions to the question of
distribution of secondary obligations amongst a multiplicity of
responsible entities (§1.2).

1.1. Existing rules on the content and distribution of
secondary obligations
Established principles of international responsibility provide the content
of the secondary obligations borne by participants to collaborative
military operations as a consequence of their internationally wrongful
acts (§1.1.1). However, in situations of shared responsibility, it is very
unclear how these secondary obligations could be distributed (§1.1.2).

1.1.1. Secondary obligations in the military context
This Section presents a number of established principles prescribing the
obligations borne by responsibility entities, and illustrates their
functioning in the military context. Secondary obligations arise
automatically from the commission of a wrongful act,16 ‘without any
requirement of invocation by the injured State’ 17 or international
organization. First, a responsible entity has the obligation to provide full
reparation, either in kind or in equivalent (§1.1.1.a). Further,
responsibility can entail the obligations to cease the wrongful act and
provide guarantees of non-repetition, which has particular implications
in the military context (§1.1.1.b).

Article 28 ARS. Legal consequences of an internationally wrongful act
The international responsibility of a State which is entailed by an internationally
wrongful act in accordance with the provisions of Part One involves legal consequences
as set out in this Part.
17 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 29, para 3.
16
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a) Obligation to provide reparation in the military context
Under the very well established principle that ‘the breach of an
engagement involves an obligation to make reparation’18, States and
international organizations bearing responsibility in the context of a
collaborative military operation will have the obligation to provide ‘full
reparation’. This entails an obligation to ‘wipe out all the consequences
of the illegal act and reestablish the situation which would, in all
probability, have existed if that act had not been committed’,19 and is
reflected in the ARS and ARIO, which provide that a State or
international organization having committed an internationally wrongful
act ‘is under an obligation to make full reparation for the injury caused’
by that act.20
The responsible entity has the obligation to provide restitution in kind,
and only ‘if this is impossible, to substitute in some manner, and to such
extent, as will be considered to have repaired the injury’.21 For many
types of wrongful conduct occurring in military operations, restitution in
kind is often unavailable and reparation frequently takes the form of
restitution in equivalent, 22 that is, of monetary compensation. 23 For
instance, buildings destroyed by a wrongful airstrike can only be
compensated for value.24 Similarly, personal injuries cannot be repaired
through restitution. Even when restitution is possible, it will sometimes
be insufficient to completely eradicate the consequences of the wrongful
act. For instance, merely returning a detainee after several years in jail
does not fully repair the injury.

18 Permanent Court of International Justice, Case Concerning the Factory at Chorzów (Claim
for Indemnity), Jurisdiction (26 July 1927), Series A, No 9, at 21.
19 Permanent Court of International Justice, Case Concerning the Factory at Chorzów (Claim
for Indemnity), Merits (13 September 1928), Series A, No 17, at 47.
20 Article 31 ARS. Reparation
1. The responsible State is under an obligation to make full reparation for the injury
caused by the inter-nationally wrongful act.
2. Injury includes any damage, whether material or moral, caused by the internationally
wrongful act of a State.
21 C Eagleton, The Responsibility of States in International Law (1928), op cit, at 182.
22 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 36, para 3; C Gray, ‘The Choice Between
Restitution and Compensation’ (1999) 10(2) European Journal of International Law 413,
at 416: ‘the award of restitution was rare in the 200 years of modern arbitral practice and
in the jurisprudence of the World Court’.
23 C Gray, ‘The Choice Between Restitution and Compensation’ (1999), op cit , at 416.
24 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 35, para 8.
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When restitution in kind is not feasible or not sufficient, the responsible
entity must provide compensation for the injury. 25 Methods to
objectively quantify the amount of compensation with regards to certain
type of damages have been developed in practice. 26 For instance,
destroyed properties are compensated to the amount of their market
value,27 and awards for wrongful death take account of the material
losses and moral suffering of relatives.28 Wrongful detentions have on
occasions been compensated by awarding a certain amount per day of
detention. 29 In the context of shared responsibility, monetary
compensation constitutes the stumbling point of the apportionment of
legal consequences amongst multiple responsible entities.30
Finally, in order to fully repair certain injuries, satisfaction can be
provided in addition to, or instead of, restitution or compensation.
Satisfaction addresses non-material damages arising ‘from the very fact
of the breach of the obligation, irrespective of its material
consequences’31 for the injured party. Satisfaction can first take symbolic
forms,32 such as acknowledging the breach, or issuing an expression of
regret or a formal apology. 33 In collaborative military operations,
apologies and expressions of regrets have been used in practice by
international organizations and States. For instance, ISAF forces have
regularly expressed regrets with regards to civilian casualties resulting
from air strikes.34 In a number of missions, the UN expressed regrets for
Article 36 ARS. Compensation
1. The State responsible for an internationally wrongful act is under an obligation to
compensate for the damage caused thereby, insofar as such damage is not made good by
restitution.
2. The compensation shall cover any financially assessable damage including loss of
profits insofar as it is established.
26 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 36, paras 8–34.
27 Ibid, commentary to Article 36, para 22.
28 Ibid, commentary to Article 36, para 18.
29 Ibid, commentary to Article 36, para 18.
30 JE Noyes and BD Smith, ‘State Responsibility and the Principle of Joint and Several
Liabilty’ (1988), op cit, at 226.
31 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 37, para 3.
32 C Barthe-Gay, ‘Réflexions sur la Satisfaction en Droit International’ (2003) 49(1)
Annuaire Français de Droit International 105, at 113.
33 ARS, op cit, Article 37.
34 ‘Nato investigates air strike that killed Afghan child’ (The Guardian, 2013), op cit; AJ
Rubin, ‘Afghan Leader Calls Apology in Boys’ Deaths Insufficient’ (The New York
Times, 6 March 2011); AJ Rubin, ‘Commander Apologizes for Afghan Airstrike’ (New
York Times, 2012), op cit.
25
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failures to protect civilian populations.35 However, these apologies are
not always associated with any acknowledgment of the breach, and
sometimes are given while at the same time insisting that no applicable
rule was breached. In these situations, it is doubtful that apologies would
be considered as a form of satisfaction. In addition, satisfaction can take
more concrete forms that are relevant in the context of military
operations. Notably, it can include the duty to take ‘disciplinary or penal
action against the individuals whose conduct caused the internationally
wrongful act’.36

b) Obligations of cessation and non-repetition in the military
context
In addition to the obligation of reparation, responsibility entails the
obligations of cessation, and non-repetition.37 The obligation of cessation
applies to continuing violations,38 which in military operations include
unlawful detentions or failure to protect civilians. Further, it arises in
situations of recurrent breaches, 39 such as repeated mistreatment of
detainees, sexual abuses or disproportionate air strikes. In some
situations, such as wrongful detentions, the cessation of the wrongful act
can be equivalent to restitution.40
Besides, when there are reasons to believe that the responsible entity is
likely to reiterate the wrongful conduct towards the injured entity,41 a
responsible entity has the duty to ‘offer appropriate assurances and
guarantees of non-repetition, if circumstances so require’.42 Guarantees

ARIO com, op cit, commentary to Article 37, paras 2–3.
ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 37, para 5.
37 Article 29 ARS. Continued duty of performance
The legal consequences of an internationally wrongful act under this part do not affect
the continued duty of the responsible State to perform the obligation breached.
Article 30 ARS. Cessation and non-repetition
The State responsible for the internationally wrongful act is under an obligation:
(a) to cease that act, if it is continuing;
(b) to offer appropriate assurances and guarantees of non-repetition, if circumstances so
require.
38 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 30, para 3.
39 Ibid, commentary to Article 30, para 3: ‘article 30 also encompasses situations where a
State has violated an obligation on a series of occasions, implying the possibility of
further repetitions’.
40 Ibid, commentary to Article 30, paras 7 and 8.
41 Ibid, commentary to Article 30, para 9.
42 Article 30 ARS. Cessation and non-repetition
35
36
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of non-repetition can consist not only in verbal assurances but also
specific ‘preventive measures to be taken by the responsible State
designed to avoid repetition of the breach’.43 In the military context, a
responsible entity can for instance be required to ensure effective
training of forces44 or improve the planning of operational missions.

1.1.2. Secondary
responsibility

obligations

in

situations

of

shared

While the principles described in the previous Section are well
established, the way they can apply to situations of shared responsibility
arising in collaborative military operations is unsettled. Current
international law provides few, and often ambiguous, indications on
whether and how secondary obligations can be distributed in situations
of shared responsibility, and these indications can equivocally be
interpreted. In particular, the issue of the apportionment of
compensation amongst responsible participants remains unexplored.45 It
is established that the obligation of reparation of a responsible entity
only extends to the injury caused by its own conduct (§1.1.3.a). From
this principle, it can be inferred that liability in situations of multiple
attribution can be solidary (§1.1.3.b). When the conduct of several States
or international organizations combine to produce a harmful outcome,

The State responsible for the internationally wrongful act is under an obligation:
(a) to cease that act, if it is continuing;
(b) to offer appropriate assurances and guarantees of non-repetition, if circumstances so
require.
43 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 30, para 12.
44 UN General Assembly, ‘Resolution 60/147, Basic Principles and Guidelines on the
Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of International
Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law’ (16
December 2005) UN Doc A/RES/60/147 (Annex), para IX(23).
45 RP Alford, ‘Apportioning Responsibility Among Joint Tortfeasors for International
Law Violations’ (2011), op cit, at 240: ‘there is insufficient guidance under international
law with respect to questions of apportioning responsibility’; M den Heijer, ‘Procedural
Aspects of Shared Responsibility in the European Court of Human Rights’ (2013) 4(2)
Journal of International Dispute Settlement 361, at 378: ‘International law provides,
however, scarce authority on questions of distributing reparation obligations among
multiple wrongdoing states’; A Nollkaemper and D Jacobs, ‘Shared Responsibility in
International Law: A Conceptual Framework’ (2013), op cit, at 391; PN Okowa, State
Responsibility for Transboundary Air Pollution in International Law (Oxford University
Press, 2000), at 195: ‘international law has not developed sophisticated rules and
procedures for adjudicating and apportioning responsibility between states in the
position of multiple tortfeasors’.
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however, it is unsettled how secondary obligations should be distributed
(§1.1.3.c).

a) Scope of reparation: injury caused by own conduct
One of the few indications provided in established rules is that States and
international organizations must only provide reparation for the injuries
caused by their own wrongful conduct. First, under the principle of
independent responsibility, a State or international organization can only
bear responsibility for conduct attributed to it and in breach of its
obligations.46 Second, a State or international organization must only
provide reparation for the injuries caused by its own conduct. 47
Accordingly, States and international organizations engaged in military
operations do not have to provide reparation for injuries that cannot be
causally linked to a specific wrongful conduct attributed to them.48 Yet,
the implications of the principle that reparation must be provided only
for the injury caused by one’s wrongful act are particularly unsettled in
situations where a plurality of acts can be seen as having caused a
harmful outcome.

b) Solidary liability in situations of multiple attribution
In situations where the conduct of a soldier is attributed to several
participants pursuant to the test of effective control,49 the argument can
be made that the standard application of established principles would
lead to imposing an obligation to make full reparation for the harmful
outcome on each of the responsibility entity, resulting in a situation of
solidary liability. Indeed, since responsibility is determined individually,
each entity to which the conduct is attributed can be required to make
full reparation of the damage caused by this conduct. In this scenario,
‘the wrongful act is the only cause of the injury, even if several subjects

46 ARS com, op cit, introductory commentary to Chapter IV of Part I, para 1: The
principle that ‘each State is responsible for its own internationally wrongful conduct, i.e.
for conduct attributable to it under chapter II which is in breach of an international
obligation of that State in accordance with chapter III [...] will be referred to as the
principle of independent responsibility’ (footnotes omitted); ‘The principle that State
responsibility is specific to the State concerned underlies the present articles as a whole’.
47 Articles 31 ARS and ARIO.
48 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 31, para 9: continuing that ‘[t]his phrase is
used to make clear that the subject matter of reparation is, globally, the injury resulting
from and ascribable to the wrongful act, rather than any and all consequences flowing
from an internationally wrongful act’.
49 See supra, Chap 2 §2.3.4.
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bear responsibility for it’,50 so that each entity to which the conduct is
attached has the obligation to provide reparation for the injury.
Crawford pointed out that ‘there is no need to identify this situation with
“joint and several liability” as it is understood in certain national legal
systems. […] [T]he normal case of responsibility arises because
conduct attributable to a State under the principles set out in chapters II
or IV of Part One is a breach of an international obligation of the State
concerned vis-à-vis another State which is also a party to, or entitled to
the benefit of, that obligation.’51 Talmon similarly affirmed that ‘[t]he
doctrine of joint responsibility […] is not required to explain the full
responsibility of each’.52 It can be concluded that, by normal operation of
existing rules, liability can be solidary in situations where several
participants exercised effective control over a conduct.53
Yet, in these situations, the law of international responsibility does not
provide solutions regarding the internal relations between responsible
entities. It is acknowledged that ‘[w]here two or more States engage in
a common activity and one of them is held responsible for damage
arising, it is natural for that State to seek a contribution from the others
on some basis’,54 but there is no decisive rule in the ILC framework on
this issue either. Under current law, such recourse only exists if an
agreement between the responsible entities provides for it. This lack of
principle of contribution, which can be explained by procedural
deficiencies of the international legal order, could undermine the
development of a practice of solidary liability.55

P d’Argent, ‘Reparation, Cessation, Assurances and Guarantees of Non-Repetition’
(2014), op cit, at 238.
51 Third Crawford Report, Add., op cit, para 277 in fine.
52 S Talmon, ‘A Plurality of Responsible Actors: International Responsibility for Acts of
the Coalition Provisional Authority in Iraq’ (2008), op cit, at 211.
53 This is valid whether or not multiple attribution is conceptualized as resulting in a
single wrongful conduct or two identical acts. See: P d’Argent, ‘Reparation, Cessation,
Assurances and Guarantees of Non-Repetition’ (2014), op cit, at 244: ‘the rather esoteric
debate about one same wrongful act or several identical wrongful acts in such exceptional
circumstances does not have much practical implication as far as making reparation is
concerned’; F Messineo, ‘Attribution of Conduct’ (2014), op cit, at 79: ‘Article 47(1) of the
ARSIWA operates in such a way that the final result would be identical’.
54 Third Crawford Report, Add., op cit, para 276 (d).
55 UK, House of Lords, Maclaine Watson & Co Ltd v International Tin Council (26 October
1989), [1990] 2 A.C. 418, at 480: one of the Judges considered that ‘[a]n international
law or a domestic law which imposed and enforced joint and several liability on 23
50
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c) Distribution of secondary obligations in relation to a plurality
of wrongful acts
In a number of scenarios analysed in this study, harmful outcome arises
from a plurality of conduct attributed to different States and
international organizations, each exercising some degree of control.56 No
existing rule specifically addresses liability in such scenarios. The
general principles of independent responsibility and causal determination
of liability are applicable, but provide ambiguous solutions. On the one
hand, the principle that responsibility is independently determined can
mean that the liability of a given entity is not affected by concurrent
causes,57 suggesting that multiple responsible entities could be jointly
liable. On the other hand, the principle that each is only liable for the
injury caused by its conduct suggests that the obligation of reparation of
that entity should correspond to its causal contribution and thus be
proportionate.58
In its commentaries, the ILC hinted at a crucial distinction between
divisible and indivisible harmful outcomes, by considering that ‘unless
some part of the injury can be shown to be severable in causal terms
from that attributed to the responsible State, the latter is held
responsible for all the consequences, not being too remote, of its
wrongful conduct’.59 A contrario, apportionment would be possible in
situations where it is possible to identify the respective causal
contribution of each responsible entity. Yet, in many cases, it is very
difficult to identify in causal terms the specific amount of injury caused
by the respective wrongful acts.
Under existing law, the modalities following which secondary
obligations can be distributed are unsettled. The limited practice
regarding secondary obligations in military operations does not allow
clarifying this ambiguity.

sovereign states without imposing and enforcing contribution between those states
would be devoid of logic and justice’.
56 See supra, Chap 3 §2.1.1.b).
57 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 31, para 12.
58 S Besson, ‘La Pluralité d’États Responsables: Vers une Solidarité Internationale ?’
(2007), op cit, at 28.
59 ARS com, op cit, commentary to Article 31, para 13. See also: ILC, ‘Third Report on
State Responsibility by Mr James Crawford, Special Rapporteur’ (2000) UN Doc
A/CN.4/507 (‘Third Crawford Report’), para 35.
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1.2. Practice of compensation
military operations

in

collaborative

Practice relating to reparation in collaborative military operations is
extremely limited. Probably due to procedural constraints, few claims of
international responsibility brought in the context of collaborative
military operations have reached the stage of the determination of
reparation. In the few existing cases, only one responsible entity is
usually brought to a court, even in situations where other participants
contributed to the harmful outcome, thus offering limited insight on the
consequences of shared responsibility for the distribution of reparation.
Practice regarding reparation in collaborative military operation is
mostly found in claims settlements provided through internal
commissions or ex gratia, and not pursuant to the application of
international law principles.

a) United Nations
The UN has undertaken to establish mechanisms to settle ‘disputes of a
private law character’,60 which are in practice dealt with by ad hoc claims
commissions set up for each mission.61 The organization has not made
clear which rules and procedures these commissions follow, and the
results of settlements have not been published.62 It appears that UN
claim commissions are focused on torts law claims, such as damages to
property, and operate without regard to either secondary or primary
rules of international law. According to a survey, claims are settled by
reference to internal liability regulations, or the domestic law of the host
or sending State.63 Pursuant to agreements with contributing States, the
60 Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations (adopted 13
February 1946, New York) UN Doc A/RES/22(I); 1 UNTS 15, Section 29(a).
61 K Schmalenbach, ‘Third Party Liability of International Organizations: A Study on
Claim Settlement in the Course of Military Operations and International
Administrations’ (2005), op cit, at 41; D Shraga, ‘UN Peacekeeping Operations:
Applicability of International Humanitarian Law and Responsibility for OperationsRelated Damage’ (2000), op cit, at 409.
62 K Schmalenbach, ‘Third Party Liability of International Organizations: A Study on
Claim Settlement in the Course of Military Operations and International
Administrations’ (2005), op cit, at 34.
63 C Baele, ‘Compensation for Damage in Peace Operations - Report Based on the Claims
Questionnaire Issued in Preparation of the XVII Congress of the International Society
for Military Law and the Law of War’ (2006) 45 Military Law and Law of War Review
193, at 195–196. See also: K Schmalenbach, ‘Third Party Liability of International
Organizations: A Study on Claim Settlement in the Course of Military Operations and
International Administrations’ (2005), op cit, at 43.
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UN can internally seek contribution from a State the damage ‘arose from
gross negligence or wilful misconduct’ of a member of its contingent,64
but this rule on contribution only applies to private law claims.
The empirical system of internal liability established by the UN is not a
procedure to settle claims of international responsibility of the UN. The
internal claims commissions do not address violations of international
human rights of international humanitarian law as such. A violation of
international law can incidentally be compensated, but it would be on the
basis of ad hoc considerations and domestic torts principles.
In one occasion, the compensation provided by the UN for the conduct of
peacekeepers was made on the basis of international law.65 In 1965, a
number of States filled diplomatic protection claims on behalf of their
nationals who had suffered damage from the ONUC operation in DRC.
The UN paid lump sump payments to five States which distributed the
compensation amongst their nationals. 66 This unique case remains
specific, as the victims who obtained reparation were nationals of a few
European States and not nationals of war-torn host States.

b) NATO
Similarly to the UN, NATO has taken steps to settle private law claims
for damages caused in the course of its military operations,67 but its
practice of compensation is rather obscure and empirical. Typically, a
UN Model MoU, op cit, Article 9.
J Salmon, ‘Les Accords Spaak - U Thant du 20 Février 1965’ (1965) 11 Annuaire
Français de Droit International 468, at 480; M Zwanenburg, Accountability of Peace
Support Operations (2005), op cit, at 225.
66 Exchange of Letters Constituting an Agreement Between the United Nations and
Belgium Relating to the Settlement of Claims Filed Against the United Nations in the
Congo by Belgian Nationals (Belgium–United Nations) (adopted 20 February 1965) 535
UNTS 198 (No 7780); Exchange of Letters Constituting an Agreement Relating to the
Settlement of Claims Filed Against the United Nations in the Congo by Greek Nationals
(Greece–United Nations) (adopted 20 June 1966); Exchange of Letters Constituting an
Agreement Relating to the Settlement of Claims Filed Against the United Nations in the
Congo by Italian Nationals) (18 January 1967) (Italy–United Nations) (adopted 1967);
Exchange of Letters Constituting an Agreement Relating to the Settlement of Claims
Filed Against the United Nations in the Congo by Luxembourg Nationals (Luxembourg–
United Nations) (adopted 28 December 1966) 585 UNTS 148 (No 8487); Exchange of
Letters Constituting an Agreement Relating to the Settlement of Claims Filed Against
the United Nations in the Congo by Swiss Nationals (Switzerland–United Nations)
(adopted 3 June 1966).
67 P Degezelle, ‘General Principles of the NATO Claims Policy’ (2012) 28 NATO Legal
Gazette 13, at 18.
64
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provision regarding claims settlement is included in the Status of Forces
Agreement negotiated with the host State.68 Unlike the UN practice, the
claims in NATO-led operations are in principle not settled by NATO but
by the troop contributing State whose soldier committed the misconduct
causing the damage, if that State can be identified.69 If a specific national
contingent cannot be isolated as having caused the damage, NATO will
settle the claim. 70 The practice of compensation thus discards
considerations of attribution and focuses on damage.
NATO has a relatively restricted view on the types of damages engaging
its liability, whereby claims commissions refuse to entertain any claim
arising from combat activities,71 even on the basis of private law. Yet, the
organization is relatively lenient to provide ex gratia payments on the
basis of unilateral considerations. 72 For instance, SFOR provided a
payment for a damage caused by allegedly lawful raids in order to
‘correct “perceived wrongs”’73 amongst the local population. The Status
of Force of ISAF is quite particular in that regard, as it does not provide
any claim settlement procedure but mentions that ‘[a]ll compensation
payments are Ex Gratia’.74 Whether ex gratia or not, compensation for
damage in NATO operations is inevitably made on the basis of the
domestic laws (of the troop-contributing State and/or of the host State)
and general principles of torts, but not on the basis of international law.75

M Zwanenburg, Accountability of Peace Support Operations (2005), op cit, at 115.
C Baele, ‘Compensation for Damage in Peace Operations - Report Based on the Claims
Questionnaire Issued in Preparation of the XVII Congress of the International Society
for Military Law and the Law of War’ (2006), op cit, at 195; S Vichnevetskaia, ‘ISAF
Claims Process in a Nutshell’ (2008) 16 NATO Legal Gazette 2, at 3; M Zwanenburg,
Accountability of Peace Support Operations (2005), op cit, at 116.
70 S Vichnevetskaia, ‘ISAF Claims Process in a Nutshell’ (2008), op cit, at 3.
71 P Degezelle, ‘General Principles of the NATO Claims Policy’ (2012), op cit, at 19.
72 C Baele, ‘Compensation for Damage in Peace Operations - Report Based on the Claims
Questionnaire Issued in Preparation of the XVII Congress of the International Society
for Military Law and the Law of War’ (2006), op cit, at 205; S Vichnevetskaia, ‘ISAF
Claims Process in a Nutshell’ (2008), op cit, at 3. On ex gratia payments by international
organizations in general, see: K Wellens, Remedies Against International Organisations
(Cambridge University Press, 2002), at 142.
73 ‘SFOR compensates Bosnian villagers for damage in operation to get Karadzic’ (The
Centre for Peace in the Balkans, 27 April 2002).
74 S Vichnevetskaia, ‘ISAF Claims Process in a Nutshell’ (2008), op cit, at 3.
75 Ibid, at 3: Claims settlements in ISAF are ‘within the discretion of the nation and in
accordance with its own national laws and regulations’; C Baele, ‘Compensation for
Damage in Peace Operations - Report Based on the Claims Questionnaire Issued in
68
69
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c) European Union
The EU model agreement on the status of the EU-led forces also
includes a provision on the settlement of claims for damages. 76 An
amicable settlement is first attempted before forwarding the claim to a
claims commission. Diplomatic or arbitral procedures are possible if no
settlement can be reached. Such disputes are settled on the background
of the provision that, ‘[i]n the case of non-contractual liability the Union
shall, in accordance with the general principles common to the laws of
the Member States, make good any damage caused by its institutions or
by its servants in the performance of their duties.’77 Few harmful conduct
by EU forces have been reported,78 although this can be explained by the
fact that the EU only recently began to engage in military operations,
and that ‘most of the claims brought have been settled amicably’.79 The
EU settles claims in the field but costs are internally recovered from the
contributing States.80

2. Translating forms and degrees of control into
forms and degrees of liability

In view of the limited guidance provided by the existing legal framework
and the lack of practice on allocation of secondary obligations in
collaborative military operations, the present Section builds on the
analysis of responsibility conducted in previous Chapters in order to
suggest interpretations following which reparation can be distributed
and apportioned. It submits that forms and degrees of control in
collaborative military operations analysed in the previous Chapters can
translate into forms and degrees of liability. First, it argues that whether
liability is solidary or proportionate depends on the form of control

Preparation of the XVII Congress of the International Society for Military Law and the
Law of War’ (2006), op cit, at 196.
76 EU, ‘Draft Model Agreement on the Status of the European Union-led Forces Between
the European Union and a Host State’, op cit, Article 15.
77 Consolidated Version of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (2009)
Official Journal of the European Union C 326/47, 26.10.2012, Article 340.
78 F Naert, ‘The International Responsibility of the Union in the Context of its CSDP
Operations’ (2013), op cit, at 337.
79 Ibid, at 325.
80 EU, ‘Decision Establishing a Mechanism to Administer the Financing of the Common
Costs of European Union Operations Having Military or Defence Implications (Athena)’
(19 December 2011) 2011/871/CFSP, Official Journal of the European Union L 343/35,
Article 42(4).
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giving rise to responsibility (§2.1). Further, it proposes refer to the
varied forms and degree of control that are exercised in relation to a
harmful outcome and to their relative causal significance in order to
apportion compensation (§2.2). Finally, it suggests that other secondary
obligations can be allocated on the ground of control over their
performance (§2.3).
It can be noted that, apart from situations of shared responsibility, it
remains that in a number of situations only one participant will be
responsible in relation to an injury that was caused by a single conduct
attributed it. In that case, the responsible State or international
organization will simply be fully liable to provide reparation for the
injury caused. For instance, acts of individual misconduct are in most
circumstances attributed only to the national State exercising
disciplinary control. Unless another participant failed to exercise
oversight over recurrent disciplinary offences, disciplinary control is the
only relevant cause of the occurrence of individual misconduct. 81
Likewise, when operational control over combat-related wrongs is
exercised by a lead organization without interferences and that no failure
to control the conduct of the organization occurred at the institutional
level, a single wrongful act causing a single injury is attributed to the
lead entity alone.

2.1. Determination of the form of liability depending
on the form of control giving rise to responsibility
The first question regarding the distribution of secondary obligations is
to determine the form of liability, that is, whether liability in relation to a
harmful outcome should be solidary or proportionate. In the situations of
shared responsibility occurring in collaborative military operations,
several entities exercise different forms of control over one or more
wrongful act. The previous Chapters argued that responsibility was
grounded in effective control or indirect control over a conduct. This
Section argues that the form of liability can be determined on the basis of
the forms of control exercised. Three main scenarios of shared
responsibility can be distinguished: several entities each exercising
effective control over a conduct (§2.1.1), several entities respectively
exercising effective and indirect control over a conduct (§2.1.2), and
several entities exercising control over several independent acts (§2.1.3).

81

See supra, Chap 2 § 2.3.2.
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2.1.1. Solidary liability of entities each exercising effective
control over a conduct
The first scenario concerns situations where several participants exercise
effective control over the same conduct, resulting in multiple attribution
of the same conduct. This occurs when several entities are exercising the
same relevant element of military control, or when several elements of
military control are proximate causes of the harmful conduct. 82 For
instance, when both the lead entity and a contributing State exercise
operational control over a contingent, as it has been the case in Iraq, the
conduct of the contingent can be attributed to both the national State
and the lead entity. If a wrong such as a failure to protect civilians under
threat is committed in the absence of clear orders, it will often be the
case that both the operational control of the lead entity and the organic
control of the contributing State will be proximate causes of the
wrongful act.83
In this scenario, this Section argues that the entities exercising effective
control over the same conduct should bear solidary liability for the injury
caused by the conduct over which they exercised control. Indeed,
pursuant to the interpretation developed in Chapter 2, each of the
participants having effective control exercises a form of military control
which qualifies as a proximate cause of the conduct causing the injury.
Since the control exercised by each responsible entity is causally linked
to the injury caused by a single conduct, each entity has the obligation to
provide reparation for the injury caused by the conduct it controlled.
As explained above, situations of multiple attribution are not the most
problematic, as the application of existing rules allows arguing for
solidary liability, although no solution is provided concerning internal
contribution between responsible entities.84

2.1.2. Solidary liability of entities respectively exercising
effective and indirect control over a conduct
The second scenario concerns situations where one entity exercises
effective control over a conduct while another entity exercises indirect
control over it. In these situations of derived responsibility, the two
entities commit distinct but causally related wrongful acts. Under the

Ibid, Chap 2 §2.3.
Ibid.
84 Ibid, Chap 4 §1.1.2.b).
82
83
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interpretation developed in Chapter 3, derived responsibility arises when
the indirect control of B qualifies as a necessary cause of the wrongful
conduct of A, so that the indirect control of B and the effective control of
A can be seen as cumulative causes of the harmful outcome.85 In these
situations where two forms of control are cumulative cause a harmful
outcome, the respective injury caused by each cannot be identified within
the harmful outcome.
For instance, in situations where an operational wrong attributed to a
State in a coalition on the basis of effective control was causally linked to
the indirect control of a dominant State, both the operational wrong and
the undue control were necessary to bring about the resulting harmful
outcome. Likewise, the failure by one subject to ensure the protection of
a transferred detainee and its subsequent mistreatment by another are
cumulatively causing the harm suffered by the detainee, and wrongful
assistance given to the commission of air strikes constitutes a cumulative
cause of the harm suffered as a result of the bombing.86
This Section submits that, in these scenarios, the entity exercising
effective control and the entity exercising indirect control could bear
solidary liability for the harmful outcome. As both forms of control are
cumulative causes of an indivisible injury, it can be argued that each
entity bearing responsibility in relation to this injury has the obligation
to provide full reparation for this injury.87 Accordingly, it is submitted
that entities sharing responsibility on the ground of effective and indirect
control can bear solidary liability.
That shared responsibility in situations of derived responsibility can lead
to solidary liability for the harm caused is debated. Some authors have
argued that in situations of aid or assistance the aiding and the aided
entity could be jointly liable,88 and the same has been said in situations of

Ibid, Chap 3 §2.1.2.c)
Ibid, Chap 3 §2.3.
87 P d’Argent, ‘Reparation, Cessation, Assurances and Guarantees of Non-Repetition’
(2014), op cit, at 231.
88 I Brownlie, System of the Law of Nations: State Responsibility, Part I (1983), op cit, at 191;
B Graefrath, ‘Complicity in the Law of International Responsibility’ (1996), op cit, at 379:
‘it may be assumed that the principle of joint and several liability has to be applied’; J
Quigley, ‘Complicity in International Law: A New Direction in the Law of State
Responsibility’ (1987), op cit, at 127: ‘in the case of an aider and a principal, where there is
no separate harm caused by each, it would seem that joint and several liability would be
appropriate’.
85
86
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coercion. 89 In opposition, several authors consider that derived
responsibility cannot give rise to solidary liability,90 although they rarely
propose which other modality of liability would apply. The argument
developed here considers that in situations where several wrongs
cumulatively cause an indivisible injury, the application of the principle that
a responsible entity must provide reparation for the injury caused by its
own conduct leads to the conclusion that each author of a wrongful act
must provide reparation for the whole injury. Accordingly, participants
exercising effective and indirect control can bear solidary liability in
relation to the harmful outcome caused by their respective conduct.

2.1.3. Proportionate liability of entities exercising control
over several independent acts
In a number of situations where reparation is sought with regards to a
harmful outcome, the harmful outcome is actually constituted by several
independent wrongful acts which caused distinct injuries. 91 In this
scenario of concurrent responsibility, two or more participants exercised
control over two or more conducts that are causally independent from
each other.92 The wrongful acts are concurrent causes of the harmful
outcome, as each wrongful act could have occurred in the absence of the
other.
In the context of collaborative military operations, this occurs notably
when the indirect control of a participant was not a necessary cause of
the conduct of another, yet constituted an independent breach of a
substantive obligation to take specific actions.93 For instance, the failure
of a lead entity to exercise oversight over detentions operations
independently conducted by a State operating under national command
would in most cases not be causally connected to the mistreatment of
detainees by that State. Similarly, the failure of a participant to take steps
to ensure that troops do not commit individual misconduct is causally

89 JD Fry, ‘Coercion, Causation, and the Fictional Elements of Indirect State
Responsibility’ (2007), op cit, at 636.
90 C Chinkin, ‘The Continuing Occupation? Issues of Joint and Several Liability and
Effective Control’ (2008), op cit, at 178; A Orakhelashvili, ‘Division of Reparation
Between Responsible Entities’ (2010), op cit, 652.
91 P d’Argent, ‘Reparation, Cessation, Assurances and Guarantees of Non-Repetition’
(2014), op cit, at 224.
92 See supra, Chap 3, §2.1.2.d).
93 Ibid.
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independent from the failure of the national State to exercise disciplinary
control over its troops.
In situations of concurrent responsibility, each form of control is an
independent cause of a distinct injury, so that the harmful outcome can
be divided in several concurrent injuries, since each form of control is the
cause of only part of it. Accordingly, this Section argues that liability can
be proportionate when several participants exercised causally
independent forms if control, in the sense that each responsible subject
must provide reparation for the specific injury caused by its own conduct,
that is, provide reparation to the extent of its causal contribution to the
overall outcome.

2.2. Apportionment of compensation pursuant to
degrees of control
In situations of shared responsibility, the question inevitably arises of
how to evaluate the amount of compensation to be provided by each
responsible entity. In situations of proportionate liability, compensation
is apportioned externally, so that the relative contribution of each to the
overall harm suffered must be assessed in order to evaluate the amount
of compensation to be paid by a given party. In situations of solidary
liability, it is possible for the parties to internally seek contribution
depending on the relative contribution of each to the harmful outcome.
In the absence of established views on the issue, this Section suggests
that, in the context of collaborative military operations, compensation
can be apportioned amongst responsible entities on the basis of forms
and degrees of control over the occurrence of a harmful conduct analysed
in this thesis. In this analysis, forms of control on the ground of which
responsibility is determined can be used as ground of apportionment
(§2.2.1) by appreciating their relative causal significance (§2.2.2).

2.2.1. Control as ground for apportionment
This Chapter submits that the forms and degrees of control analysed in
previous Chapters can serve as a basis to apportion compensation
amongst several responsible participants. In this argument, the varied
forms of control on the basis of which responsibility is determined can
translate in degrees of causal contribution to the harmful outcome, so as
to assess the relative contribution of each to the harm.
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Indeed, whether responsibility arises from effective or indirect control,
the forms and degrees of control on which responsibility is grounded are
causally connected to the occurrence of injuries via the harmful conduct
of soldiers. 94 Rather than enquiring in the causal link between the
harmful conduct as such and the injury, the thesis proposes to refer to
the respective degrees of effective and indirect control exercised over the
occurrence of the conduct. The respective control exercised by
participants over the occurrence of harmful acts can be used to convey
the respective causal contribution to the resulting harmful outcome.
Accordingly, the relative influence of each subject in the occurrence of
the conduct which caused the harm is a meaningful basis to apportion
compensation.

2.2.2. Relative significance of forms of control
It is extremely difficult to formulate or systemize degrees of causation over
an event. The notion is ‘inescapably vague’,95 and ordinary language is
used to express that one cause is more or less relevant than the other.96
Further, the relative significance of forms of control over the occurrence
of a harmful conduct is highly contingent on the specific circumstances of
a case and cannot always be generalized. Yet, some indications can be
given as to how forms of control used to determine responsibility
causally relate to the occurrence of injuries, and an attempt at
hierarchizing their relative significance can be made so as to identify
degrees of control.

a) Equally significant forms of control
In some situations, the different forms and degrees of control involved
are all equally relevant, commanding an apportionment in equal shares. In
situations of multiple attribution based on effective control, several
entities exercise a form of control that constitute the proximate cause of
the conduct causing the injury, so that each form of control is equally
significant in causing the harm.

Ibid, Chap 2 §2.2.1 and Chap 3 §2.1.2.b).
M Braham and MV Hees, ‘Degrees of Causation’ (2009) 71(3) Erkenntnis 323, at 325.
96 Ibid, at 325: ‘Given the practical demand, can any factual content be given to the notion
of degrees of causation? One prominent answer, which is the one that Hart and Honoré
provided in their seminal monograph Causation in the Law is to say that the concept,
while valid, is inescapably vague with its substance being provided by attributive terms
of ordinary language. That is, ‘degrees of causation’ is captured by locutions such as the
‘chief’ or ‘main’ or ‘principal’ cause, or of ‘more important’, ‘effective’ or ‘potent’ causes’
(references omitted).
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Occasionally, indirect control can qualify not only as a necessary cause of
the overall harm (resulting in an indivisible injury), but also a proximate
cause of this harm. The proximity of the cause can be determined notably
by reference to foreseeability. If the harmful outcome was a foreseeable
consequence of the exercise of indirect control, indirect control will be a
proximate cause equally significant to effective control. For instance, in
situations of undue support in the commission of wrongs or failures to
control their occurrences, knowledge by the entity exercising indirect
control that violations of international law are committed by the entity
exercising effective control would make it foreseeable that providing
support or failing to prevent breaches will result in harmful acts.

b) Unevenly significant forms of control
In other cases, one form of control can be said to be more or less significant
than another, so as to operate a relative ranking of the respective
importance of different forms of control in relation to a given harm.
Much depends on the circumstances of the harmful outcome and on the
type of wrong considered, but a few general observations can be made.
In general, effective control has a higher causal relevance than indirect
control because effective control is a proximate cause of the harmful
outcome. Indirect control can occasionally qualify as a proximate cause,
but is most often only a necessary cause of the harm. Therefore, the
entity or entities exercising effective control will usually provide a
greater share of compensation than entities exercising indirect control.
Again in general, a positive exercise of control is more closely connected
to the occurrence of harm than a failure to control the conduct of
another. For instance, the failure to ensure that other participants
operate in accordance with their international obligations is less causally
significant in relation to the harmful outcome than the actual violation.
Regarding the relative significance of operational, strategic, disciplinary
or other forms of control, it can only be assessed in concreto with
regards to the wrongful acts concerned. For instance, disciplinary
control is a more significant cause of individual misconduct than a lack of
monitoring at the operational level.

2.3. Distribution of other secondary obligation on
the basis of control over the performance of the
obligation
Apart from compensation, other forms of reparation and other legal
consequences of responsibility must be distributed amongst entities
responsible in relation to a harmful outcome. Other forms of reparation
and other obligations are do not have the fungible character of monetary
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compensation, in the sense that these obligations cannot be apportioned.
They can rest on more than one entity, but they are borne fully. In
addition, the particularity of these obligations in situations of shared
responsibility is that it is not always materially possible for every
responsible entity to perform every secondary obligation. It is a wellknown example that restitution in case of wrongful detention can only be
performed by the entity within the custody of which the detainee is, so
that another State responsible for having contributed to the injury
suffered would not be able to provide restitution.
In case of independent wrongs causing divisible injuries and leading to
proportionate liability, each responsibility entity must cease its conduct,
and provide, as applicable in the case, restitution, satisfaction, and
assurances of non-repetition. In cases of indivisible or single injury
engaging the responsibility of several entities, the situation is more
complex since various parties are involved at different levels in the same
harmful outcome. This Section proposes to allocate secondary
obligations other than compensation to the responsible entity which
exercises the relevant control over performance of the given obligation.

2.3.1. Cessation and restitution
Cessation attaches to the wrongful conduct and not to the injury,
therefore, quite straightforwardly, each responsible entity must cease its
own wrongful conduct. 97 For instance, supporting State must cease
providing support, and supported State must cease carrying wrongful
attacks.
In case of multiple attribution, the statement needs refinement. Indeed,
when a single conduct is attributed to several entities, each cannot
necessarily cease the whole conduct. According to the proposition that
secondary obligations should be distributed to the entities having control
over the performance of the obligation of cessation, each must cease its
contribution to the wrongful act.
If restitution is available to repair an injury for which several entities are
responsible, the entity exercising a form control allowing it to provide
restitution should perform that obligation. For instance, an entity to
which a detainee wrongly captured by another has been transferred
should provide restitution by freeing the detainee.

97 P d’Argent, ‘Reparation, Cessation, Assurances and Guarantees of Non-Repetition’
(2014), op cit, at 215.
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2.3.2. Training and prosecuting soldiers
In the context of military operations, the obligations to provide
guarantees of non-repetition by taking specific measures to avoid future
breaches and to provide satisfaction by prosecute individuals having
perpetrated the conduct arise under humanitarian law, independently
from the determination of responsibility. Indeed, under the obligation to
ensure respect for humanitarian law enshrined in common Article 1 of
the Geneva Conventions,98 each State ‘must establish effective command
and control structures to supervise compliance with the applicable
provisions of humanitarian law and to punish any grave breaches
committed by its own armed forces or those of its adversaries.’99
When a State fails to prosecute a soldier, the conduct to be attributed is
precisely the failure to prosecute, not the conduct of the soldier itself.100
The failure to prosecute is itself committed by States organs in the
executive and judiciary, and is attributed on that ground to the national
State. Therefore, even when the wrong of a soldier is attributed to, for
instance, the UN, the failure to prosecute, remains a matter of the State,
which has the authority and the duty to enforce discipline, that is, to
properly train its troops and to punish violations if they nonetheless
occur. 101 International organizations have limited influence in this
regard, but they should diligently attempt to prevent future breach by
monitoring discipline enforcement by contributing States or developing
codes of conduct.102

98 First Geneva Convention, op cit; Second Geneva Convention, op cit; Third Geneva
Convention, op cit; Fourth Geneva Convention, op cit, common Article 1: ‘The High
Contracting Parties undertake to respect and to ensure respect for the present
Convention in all circumstances’.
99 BD Tittemore, ‘Belligerents in Blue Helmets: Applying International Humanitarian
Law to United Nations Peace Operations’ (1997), op cit, at 75.
100 N Tsagourias, ‘The Responsibility of International Organisations for Military
Missions’ (2011), op cit, at 256.
101 F Adaka, ‘The Enforcement of Military Justice and Discipline in External Military
Operations: Exploring the Fault Lines’ (2008), op cit.
102 H McCoubrey and ND White, The Blue Helmets: Legal Regulation of United Nations
Military Operations (1996), op cit, at 178; BD Tittemore, ‘Belligerents in Blue Helmets:
Applying International Humanitarian Law to United Nations Peace Operations’ (1997),
op cit, at 111.
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3. Conclusion: Framework for distribution of
secondary obligations based on forms and
degrees of control

As with previous Chapters, the conclusion presents a systematic method
following which secondary obligations can be distributed according to
the argument developed.
1) Forms of control and forms of liability. In order to determine
whether liability in relation to a harmful outcome is solidary or
proportionate, the forms of control exercised in relation to a harmful
outcome must be identified.103 In situations where several participants
exercise effective control over a conduct, liability is solidary. In
situations of derived responsibility, where one participant exercise
effective control over a conduct while another exercise indirect control
over it, the forms of control are causally connected and cumulatively
caused the harm, so that liability for it can be solidary. In situations of
derived responsibility where two acts or omissions are causally
connected, each conduct is a cause of the whole harmful outcome, so that
the injury is indivisible. Liability should then be solidary. By contrast,
when several participant exercise control over several acts which are
causally independent from each other, liability can be proportionate.
2) Apportionment of compensation pursuant to respective degrees
of control. In a second step, the relative significance of the control
exercised by each responsible entity is assessed in order to apportion
compensation either externally or internally.104 The relative significance
of forms and degrees of control depends on the circumstances. In
general, multiple attribution implies that each entity is equally
responsible, effective control is more significant than indirect control,
and failures to control are less proximate causes of harm than positive
exercise of control in the occurrence of a violation.
3) Distribution of other secondary obligations. Finally, other
secondary obligations are allocated to the responsible entity exercising
the relevant form of control over the performance of other secondary
obligation.105 Specific measures to prevent future breaches should be
taken by each responsible entity at the level where it has influence. Each
See supra, Chap 3 §2.1.
Ibid, Chap 3 §2.2.
105 Ibid, Chap 3 §2.3.
103
104
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responsible entity must cease its own conduct if continuing, and provide
guarantees of non-repetition of its own conduct. Independently from the
determination of responsibility, States have the obligation to ensure that
their armed forces are well trained and to engage if warranted in
disciplinary or criminal procedures against soldiers.
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Conclusions
The aim of this thesis was to demonstrate the fundamental role of
control for allocating responsibility in collaborative military operations.
In view of the particular feature of collaborative military operations,
where elements of command and control are distributed between several
entities during the operation, the starting hypothesis of the study was
that shared control would entail shared responsibility. 1 By analysing
principles of responsibility in conceptual terms and confronting them to
the realities of the military context, the study formulated interpretations
identifying the key role of the notion of control in a number of respects.
In collaborative military operations, States and international
organizations exercise control in various forms and at various levels. As
explained in Chapter 1, States participating to an operation delegate
certain elements of military control over their troops to the entity
leading the operation, while retaining other elements of control.
Pursuant to command arrangements, which precise modalities vary
amongst operations, elements of command and control at the strategic,
operational, tactical and organic levels are shared amongst participating
entities.2 In addition, in operations led by an international organization,
control is exercised by the organization and its members at the
institutional level.3 Grounded in a conceptual analysis of international
responsibility in the context of collaborative military operations, the
thesis argued that these various forms and degrees of control exercised
by participating States and international organizations can serve as a
basis to allocate responsibility, because each form of control can be
related to the occurrence of certain harmful acts.

See supra, Intro.
Ibid, Chap 1 §1.
3 Ibid, Chap 3 §1.2.3.
1
2
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The notion of control, defined as influence exercised over the occurrence
of a harmful conduct, 4 is intrinsic to principles of international
responsibility. For the purpose of attribution, control is fundamental in
order to attach the conduct of an individual to a State or international
organization. It is because a State or international organization has
control over a harmful conduct that this conduct is attributed to it.5
Regarding derived responsibility, control is a criterion which allows
delimiting situations where the implication, or the lack thereof, of a
participant in conduct attributed to another entails responsibility.6 More
specifically, the thesis demonstrated that the causal dimension of control
is fundamental to allocate international responsibility. In this analysis, an
entity exercising control over a conduct is seen as causing this conduct
to occur, and held responsible on this ground.7
Reinterpreting principles of responsibility in the context of military
collaboration through this lens of causal control, the thesis argued that
responsibility can be allocated by analysing the causal links between on
the one hand the exercise of control in various forms and at different
levels, and on the other hand the occurrence of various types of harmful
conduct. First, Chapter 2 argued that the harmful conduct of soldiers
should be attributed to the entity or entities exercising a form of control
which caused the conduct.8 In the analysis developed, attribution is seen
as grounded in causal links between the conduct of an individual and the
control of States or international organizations, and rules of attribution
are interpreted as providing causal standards. 9 Reinterpreting the
criterion of effective control as meaning control which qualifies as a
proximate cause of a given harmful conduct,10 the study submitted that
effective control was a determinative test to attribute conduct in all types
of collaborative military operations.11 Second, Chapter 3 argued that
derived responsibility should be upheld when the control of a participant
over the conduct of another is causally linked to the occurrence of that
conduct.12 The analysis of rules of derived responsibility through the lens
Ibid, Intro §1.1.1.d).
Ibid, Chap 2 §2.1.2.
6 Ibid, Chap 3 §2.1.2.a).
7 Ibid, Intro §1.1.1.d).
8 Ibid, Chap 2 §2.
9 Ibid, Chap 2 §2.1.3.
10 Ibid, Chap 2 §2.2.1.a).
11 Ibid, Chap 2 §2.2.2.
12 Ibid, Chap 3 §2.
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of causal control reveals that, amongst the various ways in which
participants can exercise influence over the conduct of another, forms of
control which are causally linked to the conduct of another constitute
grounds for derived responsibility. More specifically, the study argued
that States or international organizations should bear derived
responsibility when their exercise of a form of control qualifies as the
necessary (or factual) cause of the wrongful conduct of another
participant.13 When the control of a participant does not qualify as a
cause of the conduct of another, concurrent responsibility can arise for
causally independent wrongful acts.14 Finally, Chapter 4 submitted that,
at the stage of reparation, the respective forms and degrees of control
exercised by participants and their relative causal significance could be
used to distribute secondary obligations in situations of shared
responsibility.15
Applying this conceptual analysis in terms of causal control to the
context of collaborative military operations, the different forms and
degree of control exercised in the military context can be used to allocate
responsibility. Further, the causal analysis of control allows allocating
responsibility when no control was exercised, since an omission to
control can be seen as having caused a harmful conduct.16 Regarding
attribution of conduct, one of the main implications of this analysis is
that not all types of harmful conduct are to be attributed on the ground
of operational control. Analysed in causal terms, the different forms of
military control can be linked to different types of harmful conduct.
Operational control allows the lead entity to direct the conduct of forces
in the field,17 yet is not the only relevant form of military control for the
purpose of allocating responsibility, as some types of harmful conduct are
not linked to operational control but rather to control at the organic or
strategic level.18 Organic command, that is authority relating to the
preparation, maintenance and discipline of armed forces, is a form of
authority always retained by participating States. 19 The thesis
demonstrated that control of the State at the organic level can be a
ground for attribution of certain types of harmful conduct. Notably,
Ibid, Chap 3 §2.1.2.
Ibid, Chap 3 §2.1.2.d).
15 Ibid, Chap 4 §2.
16 Ibid, Chap 2 §2.2.1.c).
17 Ibid, Chap 1 §1.1.2.b).
18 Ibid, Chap 2 §2.2.1.b).
19 Ibid, Chap 1 §1.1.2.d).
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occurrences of individual misconduct such as sexual or physical abuses20
are causally linked to the failure of a State to exercise disciplinary control
over its troops rather than to control exercised at the operational level.
The thesis therefore advocates for attributing individual misconduct to
the contributing State rather than to the lead entity vested with
operational control. 21 Furthermore, certain types of conduct can be
attributed on the ground of control at the strategic level. Strategic
authority includes the determination and organization of the tasks and
resources of an operation.22 Pursuant to the causal analysis, failures at
the strategic level can be causally linked to certain types of harmful
conduct such as failures to protect civilians. When a harmful conduct is
causally linked to the inadequate mandate or planning of an operation, it
should be attributed to the entity exercising strategic control rather than
on the ground of operational control.23
Concerning derived responsibility, the analysis in terms of causal control
allows understanding how control exercised at various levels between
participants can be related to the occurrence of different types of harmful
conduct and thereby engage responsibility. By definition, collaborative
military operations involve scenarios where States or international
organizations get implicated in the conduct of others. In order to delimit
the situations where the influence, or lack thereof, of a participant over
the conduct of another entails responsibility, the thesis argued that
control causally linked to the conduct of another participant constitutes
the ground on which derived responsibility can be assessed.24 In this
analysis, scenarios of participation in the conduct of another through the
provision of military support can be interpreted through the lens of
causal control. Indeed, by providing operational or logistical support, in
the form for instance of air strikes or aerial refuelling, a State or
international organization exercises to some degree influence over the
occurrence of a wrongful conduct by the supported entity.25 Under the
proposed interpretation, influence over the commission of a wrongful act
by another entity engages responsibility when it is causally linked to the
occurrence of wrongful act by other.26 Conversely, the lens of causal
Ibid, Chap 1 §2.1.
Ibid, Chap 2 §2.3.2.
22 Ibid, Chap 1 §1.1.2.a).
23 Ibid, Chap 2 §2.3.3.
24 Ibid, Chap 3 §2.1.2.
25 Ibid, Chap 3 §2.2.1.
26 Ibid, Chap 3 §2.3.1.
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control allows to assess whether the failure of a participant to exercise
control over the conduct of another engages responsibility. Obligations
prescribing to exercise control over the conduct of others in order to
ensure that others do not breach their international obligations found in
human rights law and international humanitarian law27 have a particular
significance in the context of collaborative military operations, where
command arrangements can provide participants with some degree of
control over each other. Indeed, it is often because it had the capacity to
exercise control that the failure of a participant to exert influence over
the conduct of another can be causally linked to that other conduct.28 For
instance, the failure by a participant conducting air strikes in support of
another to take steps to ensure that this other participant abides by
international obligations can qualify as a factual cause of the wrongful
act of the supported entity, while the same failure by a State providing
only aerial refuelling would rarely be a cause of the conduct of the
supported entity.29
Finally, the analysis of responsibility through the lens of causal control
can inform the modalities under which reparation and other legal
consequences could be distributed in situations where there is a
multiplicity of responsible entities with regards to a harmful outcome. As
few answers on this issue can be found within existing rules,30 the thesis
suggested that secondary obligations could be distributed and
apportioned on the basis of the forms and degrees of control identified
when determining responsibility. In order to assess the extent to which a
participant is liable for a harmful outcome, the thesis proposes to refer to
the respective forms and degrees of control exercised over the
occurrence of the conduct, which can be used to convey the respective
causal contribution of each to the resulting harmful outcome.31
One of the important conclusions of this thesis is that the role of control
analysed in causal terms to allocate responsibility is multidimensional.
First, control has a direct and an indirect dimension. Attribution is
grounded on control of a State or international organization over the
conduct of a soldier, while derived responsibility is grounded in control
of a State or international organization over the another State or
Ibid, Chap 3 §1.3.
Ibid, Chap 3 §2.2.4.
29 Ibid, Chap 3 §2.3.1.a).
30 Ibid, Chap 4 §1.1.2.
31 Ibid, Chap 4 §2.2.1.
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international organization. Conceptually, control exercised over organs
over which authority is shared differs from control over another State or
international organization. The latter form can be analysed as control
over how another State or international organization exercises effective
control over the harmful conduct of soldiers. In that sense, control as a
ground for derived responsibility is indirect as it is exercised over
another State or international organization rather than directly over the
harmful conduct of soldiers attributed to that other State or organization
on the ground of (direct) effective control.32 Further, control for the
purpose of allocating responsibility has a positive and a negative
dimension. Both positive acts of control and failures to exercise control
are grounds to attribute conduct, assess derived responsibility and
distribute secondary obligations. The causal analysis allows determining
which positive or negative manifestations of control relate to a given
harmful outcome.33 Recognizing that causal analyses can present some
limits due to the complexity of the notion,34 the thesis developed a line of
reasoning more grounded in the general notion of causation than tied to
particular definitions, leaving it to further research to refine this part of
the analysis.
The interpretations thereby developed suggest that the complexity of
military collaboration translates in complex situations of shared
responsibility. When taking full account of the military context,
allocation of responsibility operates on the basis of the variety of ways in
which States and international organizations exercise control over
soldiers and over each other pursuant to subtle command structures. The
thesis advocates that responsibility should depend on the particular
modalities of control in collaborative military operations. Yet, taking
account of the complexity of military realities does not mean reaching
complex unpractical solutions. Rather, the thesis developed a framework
to determine responsibility by abstracting to a level sufficient to grasp
various factual scenarios.35 The solutions proposed require to inquire to a
certain extent into factual complexities in order to allocate responsibility,
because ignoring the military realities pursuant to which control is

Ibid, Chap 3 §2.1.2.b).
Ibid, Chap 2 §2.2.1.c).
34 Ibid, Intro §1.1.1.d).
35 Ibid, Chap 2 §3, Chap 3 §3 and Chap 4 §3.
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exercised would not be in line with the fundamental principles
underlying international responsibility.36
This study focused on the determination of international responsibility
on the basis of control and thus only addressed part of the issues related
to responsibility in collaborative military operations. Notably, the topic
was not addressed under a victim-based approach aiming at fostering
implementation of international responsibility, where many challenges
remain. Victims of harmful conduct in military operations have limited
means to enforce claims of international responsibility, and often face
hurdles related to standing, immunities, and jurisdiction. In addition, it is
usually difficult to bring several parties before a court in situations of
shared responsibility. Further research grounded on different methods
could attempt to develop innovative mechanisms for victims to obtain
redress for violations of international law. In that perspective, the
interpretations developed in the thesis could be used to allocate
responsibility amongst States and international organizations engaged in
military operations, while constituting a contribution to the more
general academic debates on responsibility and control.

36

Ibid, Chap 2 §2.1 and Chap 3 §2.1.
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Summary

The Role of Control in Allocating International Responsibility in
Collaborative Military Operations

INTRODUCTION
This thesis analyses the fundamental role of control for allocating
responsibility in collaborative military operations, where elements of
command and control are distributed between several States and
international organizations during the operation. In this context of
shared military control, the main research question of this thesis is as
follows: what is the role of the notion of control in allocating
international responsibility in collaborative military operations? In terms
of methodology, the study engages in a reinterpretation of existing rules
through the lens of the concept of causal control, in the context of
military operations. The analysis starts from a solid account of
established rules and mainstream interpretations on the topic of
responsibility in military operations. Finding that existing principles can
be unclear or unable to grasp certain factual scenarios arising in military
operations, the thesis proposes to develop new ways of understanding
and applying them in particular factual scenarios. In order to guide the
reinterpretation of rules of responsibility in military operations, the
study relies on a conceptual analysis and identifies causal control as
fundamental concept to allocate responsibility. Applying this conceptual
analysis to the context of collaborative military operations, the thesis
demonstrates that control and its causal dimension are fundamental
notions when enquiring into allocation of responsibility in military
operations.
CHAPTER 1. THE CONTEXT OF RESPONSIBILITY IN COLLABORATIVE
MILITARY OPERATIONS
Chapter 1 presents military notions and factual realities that allow
understanding the context in which matters of responsibility are
analysed. It defines the meaning of control in the military context, and
describes the modalities according to which military control is shared
amongst participants. Further, it presents factual scenarios of harmful
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conduct in military operations, in order to identify the main types of
harmful acts and the factual context in which they occur.
CHAPTER 2. ATTRIBUTION BASED ON EFFECTIVE CONTROL OVER THE
HARMFUL CONDUCT OF INTERNATIONAL MILITARY FORCES
Chapter 2 addresses attribution of conduct, and argues that the conduct
of soldiers should be attributed to the entity which exercised the form of
military control which was causally connected to the conduct of a soldier.
In the first part, it engages in a review of established rules and
interpretations concerning attribution of conduct in operations led by an
international organization and in coalitions operations, and identifies the
problems and limits of the current legal framework. In a second part, it
engages in a reinterpretation of these rules based on a conceptual
analysis of the fundamental notions underlying attribution of conduct,
and identifies how control in the military sense informs the
determination of responsibility. The thesis argues that control forms the
basis for attribution of conduct because controlling the conduct of a
soldier means in a sense causing that conduct to occur. Applied to the
military context, each form of military control (such as operational or
strategic) can be causally linked to different types of harmful conduct.
For the purpose of attribution, the form of military control that can be
seen as a cause of the harmful conduct of a soldier qualifies as effective
control and forms the ground on which the conduct can be attributed.
CHAPTER 3. DERIVED RESPONSIBILITY BASED ON INDIRECT CONTROL
OVER THE CONDUCT OF OTHER PARTICIPANTS
In Chapter 3, it is argued that derived responsibility can be seen as
grounded in the exercise (or lack thereof) of indirect control over the
conduct of other participants. The Chapter first reviews the varied
grounds on which responsibility in connection with the conduct of
another can be assessed under current law. It addresses both general
rules of derived responsibility found in secondary rules, such as aid or
assistance, and specific rules of derived responsibility arising from
primary norms applicable to military operations, such as the duty to
ensure respect for humanitarian law, and pinpoints a number of
difficulties arising when applying them to complex scenarios of military
collaboration. In its second part, a reinterpretation of derived
responsibility in military operations in terms of indirect causal control is
proposed. It enquires into the significance of the different ways through
which participants can exercise influence over the conduct of another in
the military context, and identifies indirect control causally contributing
to the conduct of another as an overarching ground for derived
responsibility in military operations. Control is indirect in that it is not
exercised directly over the conduct of a soldier, but rather over another
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participant which itself exercises control over the conduct of the soldier.
Indirect control constitutes a ground for derived responsibility both
positively when it is unduly exercised, and negatively when a failure to
control is linked to the wrongful conduct of another.
CHAPTER 4. DISTRIBUTION OF SECONDARY OBLIGATIONS AMONGST
PARTICIPANTS BASED ON FORMS AND DEGREES OF CONTROL
Finally, Chapter 4 addresses the distribution of secondary obligations
amongst responsible entities, and argues that where more than one
entity bears responsibility with regards to a harmful outcome, secondary
obligations can be distributed based on the forms and degrees of control
identified in Chapters 2 and 3. It first reviews relevant existing rules,
showing that they provide limited answers to the issues raised by the
distribution of secondary obligations in collaborative military operations,
before suggesting possible solutions analysing the content of
responsibility through the lens of control. To determine whether
reparation should be solidary or proportionate, it proposes to refer to the
form of control which gave rise to responsibility. Further, the Chapter
argues that reparation can be apportioned by referring to the relative
causal significance of the forms and degrees of control identified in the
thesis.
CONCLUSIONS
Bringing together the different parts of the argument, the Conclusions of
the thesis affirm that the role of control in allocating responsibility in
collaborative military operations is fundamental and multidimensional.
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Samenvatting

De Rol van Controle in de Verdeling van Internationale
Aansprakelijkheid in Gezamenlijke Militaire Operaties
INTRODUCTIE
Dit proefschrift analyseert de fundamentele rol van controle voor de
verdeling van aansprakelijkheid in gezamenlijke militaire operaties
waarin elementen van commandovoering tijdens de operatie worden
uitgevoerd door verschillende staten en internationale organisaties. Met
betrekking tot het uitoefenen van gedeelde militaire controle luidt de
belangrijkste onderzoeksvraag van dit proefschrift als volgt: wat is de rol
van het begrip controle bij het verdelen van internationale
aansprakelijkheid in gezamenlijke militaire operaties? Qua methodologie
richt dit onderzoek zich primair op een herinterpretatie van bestaande
wettelijke regels en bekijkt deze door de lens van het concept van causale
controle in het kader van militaire operaties. De analyse begint met een
bespreking van de toepasselijke wettelijke regels en de meest gangbare
interpretaties ten aanzien van internationale aansprakelijkheid tijdens
militaire operaties. In het proefschrift wordt vastgesteld dat bestaande
internationaal rechtelijke beginselen onduidelijk zijn dan wel niet in staat
zijn om bepaalde feitelijke scenario’s die zich in militaire operaties
voordoen te vangen. In het proefschrift wordt derhalve voorgesteld om
de beginselen opnieuw te interpreteren en toe te passen in specifieke
feitelijke scenario’s. Dit onderzoek baseert zich daarbij op een
conceptuele analyse en identificeert causale control als fundamenteel
concept om aansprakelijkheid toe te wijzen. Dit dient om de
herinterpretatie van de wettelijke regels aangaande aansprakelijkheid in
militaire operaties vorm te geven. Het proefschrift toont daarmee aan dat
controle en causale dimensie fundamentele begrippen zijn voor het
beantwoorden van de vraag naar verdeling van aansprakelijkheid bij
militaire operaties.
HOOFDSTUK 1. DE CONTEXT VAN AANSPRAKELIJKHEID IN GEZAMENLIJKE
MILITAIRE OPERATIES
Hoofdstuk 1 bespreekt militaire begrippen en de feitelijke realiteit die
bijdragen aan een goed begrip van de context waarin kwesties van
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aansprakelijkheid spelen. Het hoofdstuk geeft een betekenis van controle
in een militaire context en beschrijft de wijze waarop militaire controle
wordt gedeeld doordeelnemers aan een operatie. Verder worden feitelijke
scenario’s van schadelijke handelingen in militaire operaties uiteengezet
zodat de belangrijkste soorten schadelijke handelingen en de feitelijke
context waarin deze voorkomen kunnen worden geïdentificeerd.
HOOFDSTUK 2. TOEKENNING GEBASEERD OP EFFECTIEVE CONTROLE
OVER SCHADELIJKE HANDELINGEN VAN INTERNATIONALE MILITAIRE
STRIJDKRACHTEN
Hoofdstuk 2 behandelt de toerekening van schadelijke handelingen en
stelt dat het handelen van soldaten moet worden toegeschreven aan de
actor die de vorm van militaire controle heeft uitgeoefend die oorzakelijk
verbonden was aan het handelen van een soldaat. Het hoofdstuk
bespreekt eerst de wettelijke regels en interpretaties inzake de
toerekening van handelingen voor operaties die onder leiding van een
internationale organisatie staan, en voor gezamenlijke operaties. Het
hoofdstuk identificeert hier problemen en beperkingen van het huidige
wettelijke kader. Het tweede deel van het hoofdstuk gaat over de
herinterpretatie van deze regels op basis van een analyse van
fundamentele begrippen die aan toerekening van handelingen ten
grondslag liggen. Het hoofdstuk laat vervolgens zien hoe controle,
opgevat in een militaire zin, van invloed is op de vaststelling van
aansprakelijkheid. Het proefschrift stelt dat controle de basis vormt voor
de toerekening van handelingen, omdat het hebben van gezag over het
handelen van een soldaat in zekere zin dat handelen veroorzaakt.
Toegepast in een militaire context blijkt dat elke vorm van militaire
controle (zoals operationele of strategische controle) causaal kan worden
gekoppeld aan verschillende soorten schadelijke handelingen. De vorm
van militaire controle die kan worden gezien als oorzaak van het
schadelijk handelen van een soldaat kwalificeert ten behoeve van
toekenning als effectieve controle en is de basis waarop de handeling kan
worden toegerekend.
HOOFDSTUK 3. AFGELEIDE AANSPRAKELIJKHEID OP BASIS VAN
INDIRECTE CONTROLE OVER HET HANDELEN VAN ANDERE DEELNEMERS
AAN DE OPERATIE
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt betoogd dat afgeleide aansprakelijkheid kan
worden gebaseerd op de uitoefening (of het ontbreken daarvan) van
indirecte controle over het handelen van andere deelnemers aan de
operatie. Het hoofdstuk vangt aan met een overzicht van de verschillende
grondslagen in het huidige internationale recht voor aansprakelijkheid
voor het handelen van andere actoren. Het hoofdstuk bespreekt zowel de
algemene regels van afgeleide aansprakelijkheid die te vinden zijn in
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secundaire regels, zoals hulp of assistentie, als de specifieke regels van
afgeleide aansprakelijkheid die voortvloeien uit de primaire normen die
van toepassing zijn op militaire operaties, zoals de verplichting om
respect voor het oorlogsrecht te waarborgen. Een aantal moeilijkheden
die voorkomen in de vaak complexe scenario’s van militaire
samenwerking worden genoemd. In het tweede deel van het hoofdstuk
wordt een herinterpretatie van afgeleide aansprakelijkheid bij militaire
operaties in termen van indirecte causale controle voorgesteld. Verder
wordt de betekenis van de verschillende manieren waarop de deelnemers
aan een operatie invloed kunnen hebben op het handelen van andere
actoren in de militaire context besproken, en wordt indirecte controle die
oorzakelijk bijdraagt aan het handelen van een ander als een
overkoepelende grondslag voor afgeleide aansprakelijkheid bij militaire
operaties geïdentificeerd. Controle is indirect in de zin dat het niet
rechtstreeks uitgeoefend wordt over het handelen van een soldaat, maar
over een andere deelnemer die controle oefent over de handelingen van
de soldaat. Indirecte controle vormt een basis voor afgeleide
aansprakelijkheid zowel in actieve zin positief, als het onnodig wordt
uitgeoefend, als in passieve zin negatief, wanneer een gebrek aan controle
is gekoppeld aan het onrechtmatige handelen van een ander.
HOOFDSTUK 4. VERDELING VAN SECUNDAIRE VERPLICHTINGEN ONDER
DE DEELNEMERS OP BASIS VAN VORMEN EN GRADATIES VAN CONTROLE
Hoofdstuk 4 richt zich op de verdeling van de secundaire verplichtingen
onder de aansprakelijke actoren en stelt dat wanneer meer dan één actor
aansprakelijkheid voor een schadelijke uitkomst draagt, secundaire
verplichtingen kunnen worden verdeeld op basis van de vorm en mate
van controle die in hoofdstuk 2 en 3 zijn besproken. Hoofdstuk 4
bespreekt eerst de bestaande toepasselijke wettelijke regels waaruit blijkt
dat zij een beperkt antwoord geven op vragen met betrekking tot de
verdeling van de secundaire verplichtingen in gezamenlijke militaire
operaties. Daarna wordt de inhoud van aansprakelijkheid door de lens
van controle geanalyseerd en worden er mogelijke oplossingen
voorgesteld. Om te bepalen of rechtsherstel solidaire of proportioneel
zou moeten zijn, verwijst het hoofdstuk naar de vorm van controle die
tot de aansprakelijkheid heeft geleid. Het hoofdstuk stelt verder dat
rechtsherstel kan worden toegewezen onder verwijzing naar de relatieve
causale betekenis van de vorm en mate van controle die in het
proefschrift zijn geïdentificeerd.
CONCLUSIES
Het voorgaande leidt tot de conclusie dat de rol van controle bij de
toewijzing van de aansprakelijkheid in gezamenlijke militaire operaties
fundamenteel en multidimensionaal is.
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